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Foreword 

The theory of vector lattices, stemming from the mid-thirties, is now at the stage 

where its main achievements are being summarized. The sweeping changes of the 

last two decades have changed its image completely. The range of its application was 

expanded and enriched so as to embrace diverse branches of the theory of functions, 

geometry of Banach spaces, operator theory, convex analysis, etc. Furthermore, the 

theory of vector lattices was impregnated with principally new tools and techniques 

from other sections of mathematics. These circumstances gave rise to a series of mono

graphs treating separate aspects of the theory and oriented to specialists. At the same 

time, the necessity of a book intended for a wider readership, reflecting the modern 

diretions of research became clear. The present book is meant to be an attempt at 

implementing this task. Although oriented to readers making their first acquaintance 

with vector-lattice theory, it is composed so that the main topics dealt with in the 

book reach the current level of research in the field, which is of interest and import 

for specialists. 

The monograph was conceived so as to be divisible into two parts that can be 

read independently of one another. The first part is mainly Chapter 1, devoted to the 

so-called Boolean-valued analysis of vector lattices. The term designates the applica

tion of the theory of Boolean-valued models by D. Scott, R. Solovay and P. Vopenka 

to constructing a special realization of a (model of) vector lattice which allows one to 

treat elements of the lattice under study as reals. The starting point is an E. I. Gor

don theorem claiming that the presentation of the field of reals in a Boolean-valued 

model constitutes a universally complete vector lattice (an extended K-space in the 

respective Russian terminology). Thus a huge part of the general theory of vector 

lattices admits of a straightforward derivation by interpreting the familiar properties 

vii 
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of reals. This chapter also exposes Boolean-valued approaches to more advanced sec

tions of vector-lattice theory such as lattice-normed spaces and fragments of positive 

operators, approaches being proposed by A. G. Kusraev and S. S. Kutateladze. The 

elementary exposition of the apparatus of model theory as well as that of vector-lattice 

theory makes it possible to present the material in such a form that for a reader-logician 

it appears as an introduction into new fields of applications of model theory whereas 

for a reader-analyst it is an introduction into applicable model theory. More advanced 

topics of the abstract theory of operators in vector lattices are treated in Chapter 5 

by A. E. Gutman. His research into the properties of disjointness preserving operators 

is in many aspects motivated by Boolean-valued analysis, demonstrating the power of 

the latter. 

The second part of the monograph consists of Chapters 2-4 and its Supplement. 

It deals with operator theory in spaces of measurable functions and is oriented to the 

reader who is interested in functional analysis and the theory of functions. The book 

treats the classes of operators that are explicitly or implicitly tied with the natural 

order relation between measurable functions. 

The explicit connection is discussed, for instance, in considering regular operators 

which are differences of pairs of positive operators. The implicit connection relates 

to integral operators whose definition is given in the conventional terms of function 

theory. It turns out that the answer to the question of which operators are integral 

depends upon the theory of vector lattices not only in formulation but also in proof. 

Part of Chapter 2 and the first part of Chapter 4 address the answering of the just

mentioned question first raised by John von Neumann as long ago as the thirties. The 

book presents an original solution to the problem that was given by A. V. Bukhvalov 

(1974) and supplements it with the approaches that have appeared since then. 

The theme of Chapter 3 and the second part of Chapter 4 is mainly concerned 

with studying the stability of different classes of operators defined in terms of order, 

where stability as regards multiplication by arbitrary continuous operators is treated. 

As a rule it is relatively easy to demonstrate that such composition does not always 

belong to the class considered initially. Thus the problem appears of describing sub

classes of operators stable under the indicated operation. In Chapter 3 we study various 

modifications of the problem for regular and dominated operators. The main results 

in this direction are due to B. M. Makarov and V. G. SamarskiI. The technique of 

researching the topic turns out to be interwoven with the theory of p-absolutely sum

ming operators and operator factorization theory of E. M. Nikishin-B. Maurey. This 
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material related to modern Banach space theory is exposed in monograph form for the 

first time. The second part of Chapter 4 treats the same problem on composition but 

now for the class of integral operators. 

In Chapter 4 the authors try their best to provide comprehensive information on 

the solution of problems raised in the book of P. Halmos and V. Sunder "Bounded 

Linear Operators on L2 Spaces." The main results here are due to the contribution 

of V. B. Korotkov and W. Schachermayer. A separate supplement treats a related 

problem for the convolution operator which was settled by V. D. Stepanov. 

The variety of addressed subjects and results determined the style of exposi

tion. Some of the more elementary material freely accessible to the reader is present

ed without proofs. All principal results are however furnished with complete proofs. 

Commentaries appended to all chapters contain additional information and refer to 

the literature. The contributors assume the reader to be familiar with standard courses 

in the theory of functions and functional analysis. 

The present collection is based on its predecessor in Russian which is enriched by 

Chapter 5 written by A. E. Gutman at my request. The Russian edition was a joint 

venture and a joint monograph by A. V. Bukhalov, V. B. Korotkov, A. G. Kusraev, 

B. M. Makarov and S. S. Kutateladze which was published in 1992. Tumultuous events 

in the former Soviet Union hinder the means of communications between the contrib

utors. As a result, I became the only one of our team who had a chance of reading the 

whole manuscript in English. So, I solely bear full responsibility for all demerits of the 

present edition, pretending to none of its possible merits. 

s. S. K utateladze 



CHAPTER 1 

Nonstandard Theory of 
Vector Lattices 

BY 

A. G. Kusraev and S. S. Kutateladze 
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The theory of vector lattices appeared in early thirties of this century and 

is connected with the names of 1. V. Kantorovich, F. Riesz, and H. Freudenthal. 

The study of vector spaces equipped with an order relation compatible as a rule 

with a given norm structure was evidently motivated by the general circumstances 

that brought functional analysis to life in those years. Here the general inclina

tion to abstraction and "sociological" approach to studying functions, operations 

on functions, and equations related to them should be noted. A distinguishable cir

cumstance was that the comparison of the elements could be added to the properties 

of functional objects under consideration. At the same time, the general concept 

of a Banach space ignored a specific aspect of the functional spaces~the existence 

of a natural order structure in them, which makes these spaces vector lattices. 

Along with the theory of vector spaces, the theory of Banach algebras was 

developed almost at the same time. Although at the beginning these two theo

ries advanced in parallel, soon their paths parted. Banach algebras were found to 

be effective in function theory, in the spectral theory of operators, and in other 

related fields. The theory of vector lattices developed more slowly and its achieve

ments related to the characterization of various types of ordered spaces and to the 

description of operators between them were rather unpretentious and specialized. 

In the middle of the seventies the renewed interest in the theory of vector 

lattices led to its fast development which was related to the general explosive de

velopment in functional analysis; there were also some specific reasons, the main 

due to the use of ordered vector space in the mathematical approach to the social 

phenomena, economics in particular. The scientific contribution and unique per

sonality of L. V. Kantorovich also played important role in the development of the 

theory of order spaces and in the interplay and further synthesis of the theory with 

economics and optimization. Another, although less evident, reason for the interest 

in vector lattices was their unexpected role in the theory of nonstandard, Boolean

valued, models of set theory. Constructed by D. Scott, R. Solovay, and P. Vopenka 

in connection with the well-known results by P. J. Cohen about the continuum 

hypothesis, these models proved to be inseparably linked with the theory of vector 

lattices. Indeed, it was discovered that the elements of such lattices serve as images 

of real numbers in a suitably selected Boolean-valued model. This fact not only 

gives a precise meaning to the initial idea that abstract ordered spaces are derived 

from real numbers, but also provides a new opportunity to infer common properties 
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of vector lattices by using the fact that they, in a precise sense, depict the sublat

tices of the field JR. In fact, we grasp the opportunity while composing the present 

chapter. 

1.1. Vector Lattices 

Here we give a sketch of the basic concepts of the theory of vector lattices. 

One can find a more detailed presentation in [3,4,5, 9, 17, 22, 26, 27, 47, 52, 54, 

55,69]. 

1.1.1. Let IF be a linearly ordered field. An ordered vector space over IF is 

a pair (E, ~), where E is a vector space over IF and ~ is an order in E satisfying 

the following conditions: 

(1) if x ~ y and u ~ v then x + u ~ y + v whatever X,y,U,v E E might 

be; 

(2) if x ~ y then.xx ~.xy for all x,y E E and ° ~.x E IF. 

Thus, in an ordered vector space we can sum inequalities and multiply them 

by all positive elements of the field IF. This circumstance is worded as follows: ~ is 

an order compatible with vector space structure or, briefly, ~ is a vector order. 

Presetting a vector order on a vector space E over IF is equivalent to indicating 

a set E+ C E (called the positive cone of E) with the following properties: 

Moreover, the order ~ and the cone E+ are connected by the relation 

x ~ y +-+ y - x E E+ (x, y E E). 

The elements of E+ are called positive. 

1.1.2. A vector lattice is an ordered vector space that is also a lattice. 

Thereby in a vector lattice there exists a least upper bound sup{ Xl, ... ,Xn } := 

Xl V ... V Xn and a greatest lower bound inf {Xl, ... ,Xn} := Xl 1\ ... 1\ Xn for every 

finite set {Xl, ... , Xn} C E. In particular, every element X of a vector lattice has 

the positive part x+ := X V 0, the negative part X- := (-x)+ := -x 1\ 0, and the 

modulus Ixl := x V (-x). 
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The disjointness relation 1- in a vector lattice E is defined by the formula 

1-:= {(x,y) E E x E Ilxl/\ Iyl = O}. 

A set 

MJ.. := {x EEl (Vy E M)x 1- y}, 

where M is an arbitrary nonempty set in E, is called a band (a component in the 

Russian literature) of E. A band of the form {x} .1..1. with x E E is called principal. 

The collection ~(E) of all bands of E ordered by inclusion is a complete Boolean 

algebra under the Boolean operations 

L/\K=LnK, LVK=(LUK)J..J.., L*=LJ.. (L,KE~(E)). 

The algebra ~(E) is called the base of E. 

An element 1 E E is called an (order) unity or order-unit if {l}J..J.. = E; i.e., if 

E lacks nonzero elements disjoint from 1. The set ~ composed of all upper bounds 

of every order-unit in E is called the order-unit filter of E. Let e /\ (1 - e) = 0 

for some 0 ::; e E E. Then e is said to be a unit element (relative to 1). The set 

~(1) := ~(E) of all unit elements with the order induced by E is a Boolean algebra. 

The lattice operations in ~(1) are taken from E and the Boolean complement has 

the form e* := 1- e (e E ~(E)). 

Let K be a band of the vector lattice E. If there is an element sup{ u E K I 0 ::; 

u ::; x} in E then it is called the projection of x onto the band K and is denoted 
by [K]x (or PrK x). Given an arbitrary x E E, we put [K]x := [K]x+ - [K]x-. The 

projection of an element x E E onto a band K exists if and only if x is representable 

as x = y + z with y E K and z E KJ... Furthermore, y = [K]x and z = [KJ..]x. 
Assume that every element x E E has a projection onto K, then the operator 

x 1-+ [K]x (x E E) is a linear idempotent and 0 ::; [K]x ::; x for all 0 ::; x E E, called 

a band projection or an order projection. The band projection onto a principal band 

is called principal. We say that E is a vector lattice with the (principal) projection 

property if every (principal) band in ~(E) is a projection band. 

1.1.3. A linear subspace I of a vector lattice is called an order ideal or o-ideal 

(or, finally, just an ideal, when it is clear from the context what is meant) if the 

inequality Ixl ::; Iyl implies x E I for arbitrary x E E and y E I. If an ideal I 
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possesses the additional property Il..l.. = E (or, which is the same, h = {O}) then 

it is referred to as an order-dense ideal of E (the term "foundation" is current in 

the Russian literature). 

A sublattice is a subspace Eo C E such that x 1\ y, x V Y E Eo for all x, y E Eo. 

We say that a sublattice Eo is minorizing if, for every 0 oF x E E+, there exists 

an element Xo E Eo satisfying the inequalities 0 < Xo ~ x. We say that Eo is 

a majorizing (or massive) sublattice if, for every x E E, there exists Xo E Eo such 

that x ~ Xo. Thus, Eo is a minorizing (majorizing) sublattice if and only if 

Henceforth, if the field IF is not explicitly specified then we presume that a vec

tor lattice is considered over the linearly ordered field IR of real numbers. An order 

interval in E is a set of the form [a, b] := {x EEl a ~ x ~ b}, where a, bEE. A set 

in E is called (order) bounded (or o-bounded) if it is included in some order inter

val. We may introduce the following semi norm in the ideal E( u) := U::'=l [-nu, nu] 

generated by the element 0 ~ u E E: 

Ilxlltt := inf{,\ E IR Ilxl ~ AU} (x E E(u)). 

If E( u) = E then we say that u is a strong unity or strong order-unit and E is 

a vector lattice of bounded elements. The seminorm II . Iitt is a norm if and only if 

the lattice E(u) is Archimedean, i.e., the order boundedness ofthe set {nlxll n E N} 

implies x = 0 for all x E E( u). 

An element x ~ 0 of a vector lattice is called discrete if [0, x] = [O,l]x; i.e., if 

o ~ y ~ x implies y = Ax for some 0 ~ A ~ 1. A vector lattice E is called discrete 

if, for every 0 oF y E E, there exists a discrete element x E E such that 0 < x ~ y. 

If E lacks nonzero discrete elements then E is said to be continuous. 

1.1.4. A Kantorovich space or, briefly, a K-space is a vector lattice over the 

field of real numbers such that every order bounded set in it has least upper and 

greatest lower bounds. Sometimes a more precise term, (conditionally) order com

plete vector lattice, is employed instead of K-space. If, in a vector lattice, least 

upper and greatest lower bounds exist only for countable bounded sets, then it is 

called a Ku-space. Each Ku-space and, hence, a K-space are Archimedean. We say 
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that a K-space (Ku-space) is universally complete or extended if every its subset 

(countable subset) composed of pairwise disjoint elements is bounded. 

In a K-space, there exists a unique band projection onto every band. The set 

of all band projections of E is denoted by I.lJ(E). Given projections 7r and p, we 

put 7r ~ P if and only if 7rX ~ px for all 0 ~ x E E. 

Theorem. Let E be an arbitrary K -space. Then the operation of projecting 

onto bands determines the isomorphism K f-+ [K] of the Boolean algebras ~(E) 

and 1.lJ( E). If there is a unity in E then the mappings 7r f-+ 7rl from 1.lJ( E) into \E( E) 

and e f-+ {e }.L.L from \E(E) into ~(E) are isomorphisms of Boolean algebras too. 

1.1.5. The band projection 7ru onto some principal band {u}.L.L, where 0 ~ 

u E E, can be calculated by the following rule simpler than that indicated in 1.1.2: 

7ruX = sup{x /\ (nu) In EN}. 

In particular, in a Ku-space there is a unique projection of every element on every 

principal band. 

Let E be a Ku-space with unity 1. The band projection of unity onto the 

principal band {x}.L.L is called the trace of an element x and is denoted by ex. 

Thus, ex := sup{l /\ (nlxl) In EN}. The trace ex serves both as a unity in {x }.L.L 

and as a unit element in E. Given a real .A, we denote by eX the trace of the positive 

part of .AI - x, i.e., eX := e(Al-x)+' The so-defined function .A f-+ eX is called the 

spectral function or characteristic of an element x. 

1.1.6. An ordered algebra over IF is an ordered vector space E over IF which is 

simultaneously an algebra over the same field and satisfies the following condition: 

if x 2 0 and y 2 0 then xy 2 0 whatever x, y E E might be. To characterize the 

positive cone E+ of an ordered algebra E, we must add to what was said in 1.1 

the property E+ . E+ C E+. We say that E is a lattice-ordered algebra if E is 

a vector lattice and an ordered algebra simultaneously. A lattice-ordered algebra is 

an f -algebra if, for all a, x, y E E+, the condition x /\ y = 0 implies that (ax) /\ y = 0 

and (xa) /\ y = O. An f-algebra is called faithful or exact if, for arbitrary elements 

x and y, xy = 0 implies x 1. y. It is easy to show that an f-algebra is faithful if 

and only if it lacks nonzero nilpotent elements. The faithfulness of an f-algebra is 

equivalent to absence of strictly positive element with nonzero square. 
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1.1. 7. A complex vector lattice is defined to be the complexification E EB iE 

(with i standing for the imaginary unity) of a real vector lattice E. Often it is 

additionally required that the modulus 

Izl := sup{Re(eill z) I 0 ~ () ~ 1l'} 

exists for every element z E EEBiE. In the case of a K-space or an arbitrary Banach 

lattice this requirement is automatically satisfied, since a complex K-space is the 

complexification of a real K -space. Speaking about order properties of a complex 

vector lattice E EB iE, we mean its real part E. The concepts of sublattice, ideal, 

band, projection, etc. are naturally translated to the case of a complex vector 

lattice by appropriate complexification. 

1.1.8. The order of a vector lattice generates different kinds of convergence. 

Let (A,~) be an upward-directed set. A net (xa) := (Xa)aEA in E is called in

creasing (decreasing) if Xa ~ x{3 (x{3 ~ xa) for 0: ~ (3 (0:,(3 E A). 

We say that a net (xa) o-converges to an element x E E if there exists a de

creasing net (eO' )aEA in E such that inf{ eO' I 0: E A} = 0 and IXa - x I ~ eO' (0: E A). 

In this event, we call x the o-limit ofthe net (xa) and write x = o-limxa or Xa ~ x. 

In a K-space, we also introduce the upper and lower o-limits of an order bounded 

net by the formulas 

limsupxa:= limxa:= inf sUPX{3, 
arEA arEA aEA {3?ar 

liminf Xa := lim Xa := sup inf X{3. 
aEA aEA arEA {3?a 

These objects are obviously connected as follows: 

x = o-lim Xa f-? lim sup Xa = X = lim inf Xa. 
aEA arEA aEA 

We say that a net (Xar)aEA converges relatively uniformly or converges with 

regulator to x E E if there exist an element 0 ~ u E E called the regulator of 

convergence and a numeric net (Aar)aEA with the properties 
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The element x is called the r-limit of the net (xc» and the notation x = r-limc>EA Xc> 

or Xc> 02 x is used. One can see that the relative uniform convergence is the norm 

convergence of the space (E( u), II . Ilu). 

The presence of o-convergence in a K-space justifies the definition of the sum 

for an infinite family (xe)eeo. Indeed, let A := .9fin C=:) be the set of all finite 

subsets of 3. Given Q := {6,···, en} E A, we denote Yo: := xel + ... + xen' 
Thereby we obtain the net (yc> )c>EA which is naturally ordered by inclusion. If 

there exists x := o-limc>EA Yc> then we call the element x the o-sum of the family 

(xe) and denote it by 

x = 0-Lxe:= Lxe. 
eEB eEB 

It is evident that, for Xe 2:: 0 (e E 3), the o-sum of the family (xe) exists if and only 

if the net (yc> )c>EA is order bounded; in this case 

0-L xe = sup Yc>· 
ee c>EA 

If the elements of the family (x e) are pairwise disjoint then 

0-L xe = supxt - supxe' 
eEB eE.:::. eE.:::. 

Every K-space is o-complete in the following sense: If a net (Xc»c>EA satisfies 

the condition 

lim sup Ixc> - x 131 := inf sup Ixc> - x 131 
'YEA c>,13?'Y 

then there is an element x E E such that x = o-lim xc>' 

1.1.9. Examples of vector lattices. 

(1) Let (EdeEB be a family of vector lattices (I -algebras) over the same 

ordered field 1F'. Then the Cartesian product E := ITeEB Ee endowed with the 

coordinatewise operations and order is a vector lattice (I-algebra) over the field 1F'. 

Furthermore, the lattice E is order complete, universally complete, or discrete if 

and only if all factors Ee possess the property. The base 23(E) is isomorphic to the 

product of the family of Boolean algebras 23(Ee)ee. An element e E E is unity if 

and only if e( e) is unity in Ee for all e E 3. In particular, the collection lR. B (CB) 

of real (complex) functions on a nonempty set 3 exemplifies a universally complete 

discrete K -space (complex K -space). 
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(2) Every ideal and, hence, every order-dense ideal in a vector lattice 

(a K -space) is a vector lattice (a K -space). The base of a vector lattice is isomorphic 

to the base of its every order-dense ideal. In particular, [P (3) is a K -space for every 

1::; p::; 00 (see (1)). 

(3) Let N be an ideal in a vector lattice E. The quotient space E : = E / N 

is a vector lattice as well, provided that the order in it is defined by the positive cone 

c.p( E+), where c.p : E ---+ E is the canonical coset homomorphism. The vector lattice 

E is Archimedean if and only if N is closed under relative uniform convergence. If E 

is an f-algebra and the o-ideal N is also a ring ideal then E is an f-algebra. If E is 

a K.,.-space and is sequentially o-closed then E is a K.,.-space and the homomorphism 

c.p is sequentially o-continuous. The base of the vector lattice E is isomorphic to 

the complete Boolean algebra.f.t.:l := {M.:l 1M E 9"(E)} of ~-bands, where 

~ := {(x, y) E E x E Ilxl/\ Iyl EN}, 

M.:l := {x EEl (Vy E M) (x, y) E ~}. 

(4) Suppose that (T,~) is a measure space, i.e., T is a nonempty set and 

~ is a O'-algebra of its subsets. Denote by Al(T,~) the set of all real (complex) 

measurable functions on T with operations and order induced from lR? (CT ). Take 

an arbitrary O'-complete ideal JV in the algebra~. Let N be the set of functions 

x E Al(T,~) such that {t E T I x(t) i= O} E JV. Put 

M(T,~,JV):= Al(T,~)/N. 

Then Al(T,~) and M(T,~, JV) are real (complex) K.,.-spaces and simultaneously 

f-algebras. Suppose that J1. : ~ ---+ R U {+oo} is a count ably-additive positive mea

sure. The vector lattice LO(T,~, J1.) := M(T,~, J1.- I (0)) is a universally complete 

KO'-space if the measure J1. is finite or O'-finite. In general, the order completeness of 

the lattice LO(T,~, J1.) is connected with the direct sum property for the measure J1. 
(see [12]). Here, for simplicity, we confine ourselves to the case of a O'-finite mea

sure J1.. The space LO(T,~, J1.) is continuous if and only if J1. has no atoms. Recall 

that an atom of a measure J1. is a set A E ~ such that J1.(A) > 0 and A' E ~, A' C A, 

implies either J1.(A' ) = 0 or J1.(A' ) = J1.(A). The discreteness of LO(T,~,J1.) is equiv

alent to the fact that the measure J1. is purely atomic, i.e., every set of nonzero 
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measure contains an atom of p,. The equivalence class containing the identically 

unity function is an order and ring unit in LO(T,~, p,). 

The base of the K -space LO(T,~, p,) is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra 

~/ p,-l(O) of measurable sets modulo sets of measure zero. By (2), the spaces 

LP(T,~, p,) (1 ::; p ::; 00) are also K -spaces because they are order-dense ideals of 

LO(T, ~,p,). 

(5) Let H be a complex Hilbert space and let Q{ be a strongly closed 

commutative algebra of selfadjoint bounded operators in H. Denote by B the set 

of all orthoprojections in H involved in the algebra Q{. Then B is a complete Boolean 

algebra. Let Q{oo be the set of all selfadjoint densely defined operators a in H such 

that the spectral function ,X 1--+ e1 (,X E R) of a takes its values in B. Further, let 

Qioo be the set of densely defined normal operators in H such that if a = ulal is the 

polar decomposition of a then lal E Q{oo. We furnish the sets Q{oo and Qioo with the 

structure of an ordered vector space in a natural way. For a, bE Q{oo, the sum a + b 

and the product ab are defined as the unique selfadjoint extensions of the operators 

h 1--+ ah + bh and h 1--+ a(bh) (h E ~(a) n ~(b», where ~(c) is the domain of c. 

Moreover, given a E Q{oo, we set a ~ 0 if and only if (ah, h) ~ 0 for all h E ~(a). 

The operations and order in Qioo are defined by means of complexification. 

The sets Q{oo and Qioo with the indicated operations and order are respectively 

a universally complete K -space and a complex universally complete K -space with 

base of unit elements B. Moreover, Q{ is the K-space of bounded elements in Q{oo. 

(6) Let Q be a topological space and let .91( Q, R) be the set of all Borel 

functions from Q into R endowed with the pointwise operations of addition and 

multiplication and with the pointwise order. Then .91(Q,R) is a KIT-space. Denote 

by N the set of Borel functions x such that {t E Q I x(t) -; O} is a meager set (i.e., 

a set of the first category). Let B( Q) : = B( Q, R) be the quotient space .91( Q, R ) / N 

with the operations and order induced from .91(Q,R). Then B(Q) is a K-space with 

base isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of Borel subsets of Q modulo sets of the first 

category. If Q is a Baire space (i.e., every nonempty open set in Q is nonmeager), 

then Q3(B( Q» is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra of all regular open (or regular 

closed) subsets of Q. Both spaces .91(Q,R) and B(Q,R) are faithful I-algebras. 

The function identically equal to unity serves as an order and ring unity in these 

spaces. By replacing R with C, we obtain the complex K-space B(Q,q. 
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(7) Let Q be again a topological space and C(Q) be the space of all con

tinuous real functions on Q. Then C( Q) is a sublattice and a sub algebra of ge( Q, 1R). 

In particular, C(Q) is a faithful Archimedean f-algebra. Generally speaking, C(Q) 

is not a K-space. The order completeness of C(Q) is connected with the so-called 

extremal disconnectedness of the space Q (see 1.12, 1.13). For a uniform topological 

space Q, the base of the vector lattice C( Q) is isomorphic to the algebra of regular 

open sets. 

Now let LSC(Q) be the set (of equivalence classes) of lower semicontinuous 

functions x: Q ~ iR:= IRU {-oo,oo} such that x-1(-oo) is nowhere dense and 

the interior of the set x-1([-oo,(0)) is dense in Q. As usual, two functions are 

assumed equivalent if their values differ only on a meager set. The sum x + y (the 

product xy) of elements x, y E LSC(Q) is defined as the lower semicontinuous 

regularization of the pointwise sum t r-t x( t) + y( t) (t E Qo) (the pointwise product 

t r-t x(t) . yet) (t E Qo)), where Qo is a dense subset of Q on which x and y are 

finite. Thereby LSC(Q) becomes a universally complete K-space and an f-algebra; 

moreover, the base of LSC(Q) is isomorphic to the algebra of regular open sets. 

Thus, if Q is Baire space then the K-spaces B(Q) and LSC(Q) are isomorphic and 

if Q is uniform then C(Q) is an (order) dense sublattice of LSC(Q). 

1.1.10. Operators in vector lattices. 

(1) Let E and F be vector lattices. A linear operator U : E ~ F is called 

p08itive if U(E+) c F+; U is regular if it is representable as a difference of two 

positive operators; and, finally, U is order bounded or o-bounded if U sends every 

o-bounded subset in E into an o-bounded subset in F. If F is a K-space then an 

operator is regular if and only if it is o-bounded. The set of all regular (positive) 

operators from E into F is denoted by L ~ (E, F) (L ~ (E, F)+). 

The Riesz-Kantorovich theorem. If E is a vector lattice and F is some 

K -space then the space L ~ (E, F) of regular operators with cone L ~ (E, F)+ of 

positive operators is a K -space. 

Observe that if E is a K-space then L~(E) := L~(E, E) with multiplication 

defined as superposition is a lattice-ordered algebra but not an f-algebra. The 

space of regular functionals is conventionally denoted by E~ : = L ~ (E, 1R). The 

space L ~ (E, F) is discrete if and only if F and E~ are discrete. No description for 

the base 23( L ~ (E, F)) in terms of the Boolean algebras 23( E) and 23( F) is known. 
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However there are some advances in this direction (see [5, 40, 44]). 

(2) An operator U : E ~ F is called order continuous (or a-continuous) if 

for every net (Xa)aEA in E, the relation o-limaEA Xa = 0 yields o-limaEA UXa = O. 

The set of all o-continuous regular operators furnished with the operations and 

order induced from L~(E, F) is denoted by L;;(E, F). If U E L;;(E, F) then the 

band .A"(U).L, where .A"(U) = {x EEl U(lxl) = O}, is called the carrier or band 

of essential positivity of the operator U. If F = JR then we write E;; rather than 

L;;(E,JR). 

The space L;;(E, F) is a band in L~(E,F) and consequently is a K-space. 

If fEE;; and E f is the carrier of the functional f then the Boolean algebras 

~(f) := ~({f}.L.L) and ~(Ef) are isomorphic. A functional f is a unity in E;; if 

and only if .A"(f).L = E. 

(3) Let E and F be again vector lattices. A linear operator U : E ~ F 
is a lattice homomorphism if U (x V y) = U x V U y for all x, y E E. It is clear that 

a lattice homomorphism preserves least upper and greatest lower bounds of finite 

nonempty sets and also preserves the modulus and positive and negative parts of 

every element. An injective lattice homomorphism is called a lattice (rarely order) 

monomorphism, isomorphic embedding and even lattice isomorphism from E into 

F. If a lattice homomorphism U : E ~ F is a bijection then we say that E 

and F are lattice (or order) isomorphic or that U provides an latticial or (order) 

isomorphism between E and F. 

Latticially isomorphic vector lattices possess isomorphic bases. Such vector 

lattices are or not are (universally complete, discrete or continuous) K -spaces si

multaneously. 

(4) Consider a vector lattice E and some of its vector sublattices DeE. 

A linear operator U from D into E is said to be a nonexpanding operator (or 

a stabilizer) if U x E {x}.L.L for every xED. A nonextending operator may fail to 

be regular. A regular nonextending operator is an orthomorphism. Let Orth(E) 

denote the set of all orthomorphisms acting in E and let 2'( E) be the o-ideal 

generated by the identity operator Ie in L~(E). The space 2'(E) is often called 

the center of the vector lattice E. Now, define the space of all orthomorphisms 

OrthOO (E). First we denote by !)Jt the collection of all pairs (D,7r), where D is an 

order-dense ideal in E and 7r is an orthomorphism from D into E. Elements (D, 7r ) 
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and (D' , 7f') in 9Jt are declared equivalent if the orthomorphisms 7f and 7f' coincide on 

the intersection D n D'. The quotient set of 9Jt by the equivalence relation is exactly 

OrthOO(E). Identify every orthomorphism 7f E Orth(E) with the corresponding 

equivalence class in OrthOO(E). Then 2'(E) C Orth(E) C OrthOO(E). The set 

OrthOO(E) can be naturally furnished with the structure of an ordered algebra. 

(a) Theorem. H E is an Arcbimedean vector lattice tben OrthOO(E) 

is a faithful f-algebra witb unity Ie. Moreover, Orth(E) is an f-subalgebra in 

OrthOO(E) and 2'(E) is an f-subalgebra of bounded elements in Orth(E). 

(b) Theorem. Every Arcbimedean f-algebra E witb unity 1 is alge

braically and latticially isomorpbic to tbe f-algebra of ortbomorpbisms. Moreover, 

tbe ideal 1(1) is mapped onto 2'(E). 

If E is an Archimedean vector lattice then the base of each of the f -algebras 

OrthOO(E), Orth(E), and 2'(E) is isomorphic to the base of E. If E is a K-space 

then OrthOO(E) is a universally complete K-space and Orth(E) is its order-dense 

ideal. 

1.1.11. The space of continuous functions taking infinite values on a nowhere 

dense set plays an important role in the theory of vector lattices. To introduce this 
space, we need some auxiliary facts. Given a function x : Q -+ i and a number 

,X E JR, we denote 

{x < ,X} := {t E Q I x(t) < ,\}, {x S;'x} := {t E Q I x(t) S; '\}. 

Let Q be an arbitrary topological space, let A be a dense set in JR and let 

,\ I-t GA (,\ E A) be an increasing mapping from A into tbe set g;(Q) ordered by 

inclusion. Tben tbe following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) tbere exists a unique continuous function x : Q -+ i sucb tbat 

{x < '\} C GA C {x S;'\} (,\ E A); 

(2) for arbitrary '\, v E A, tbe inequality ,\ < v implies 

cl( G A) C int( Gv ). 

<J The implication (1) =} (2) is trivial. Prove (2) =} (1). Given t E Q, we put 

x(t) := inf{,\ E A I t EGA}' Thereby a function x : Q -+ i is determined, and we 

can easily verify that {x < ,\} eGA c {x S; 'x}. It is clear also that 

{x <,X} = U{Gv Iv < '\}, {x S;'\} = n{Gv I ,X < v}. 
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Observe that we have used only the isotonicity of the mapping A I-t G>.. Consider 

also the mappings 

o 

A I-t G>. := int(G>.), A I-t G>. := cl(G>.) (A E A). 

It is seen that these mappings increase too and thereby, in view of what was said 

above, there exist functions y, z : Q -+ iii such that 

o 

{y < A} C G>. c {y::; A}, {z < A} C G>. c {z ::; A} (A E A). 

By the definition of G >., we have G/J C G>. for v < A. By virtue of the denseness of 

A in JR., for all t E Q and T > x(t) there exist A,V E A such that x(t) < v < A < T, 

thus, t E G/J C G>. and z(t) < A < T. Sending T to x(t), we obtain z(t) ::; x(t). 
o 

The same inequality is obvious for x(t) = +00 as well. Analogously, G/J C G>. for 
o 

v < A; consequently, x(t) ::; y(t) for all t E Q. Rewriting relations (2) as G/J C G>. 

(v < A) and arguing as above, we again conclude that y( t) ::; z( t) for all t E Q. 

Thus, x = y = t. The continuity of x follows from the equalities 

o 

{x < A} = {y < A} = U{G/J I v <.A, v E A}, 

{x::; A} = {z::; A} = n{G/J I v > A, v E A}, 
o 

since G/J is open and G/J is closed for all v E A. I> 

1.1.12. Now let Q be a compact topological space. Recall that a compact space 

is called extremally (quasiextremally) disconnected or simply extremal (quasiex
tremal) if the closure of an arbitrary open set (open F".-set) in it is open or, which 

is equivalent, the interior of an arbitrary closed set (closed G 8-set) is closed. 

Let Q be a quasiextremal compact space, let Qo be an open dense F".-set in Q, 
and let Xo : Q -+ iii be a continuous function. There exists a unique continuous 

function x : Q -+ iii such that x(t) = xo(t) (t E Qo). 

<J Indeed, if G>. := cl{xo < A} then the mapping A I-t G>. (A E JR.) increases 

and satisfies condition (2) in 1.11. Consequently, there exists a continuous functions 

x : Q -+ iii with the properties {x < A} C G>. c {x ::; A}. It is easy to verify that 

x r Qo = Xo· The function x is unique since Qo is dense in Q. I> 
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1.1.13. Denote by Coo(Q) the set of all continuous functions x : Q -4JR that 

may take values ±<Xl only on a nowhere dense set. Introduce some order on Coo ( Q) 
by putting x ~ y if and only if x(t) ~ yet) for all t E Q. Further, take x, y E Coo(Q) 

and put 

Qo:= {Ixl < <Xl} u {Iyl < <Xl}. 

Then Qo is an open and dense FIT-set in Q. According to 1.12, there exists a unique 

function z : Q -4 i: such that z(t) = x(t) + yet) for t E Qo. This function z is 

considered to be the sum of the elements x and y. The product of two arbitrary 

elements is defined in a similar way. Identifying a number .x with the function 

identically equal to .x on Q, we obtain the product of an arbitrary x E Coo ( Q) and 

.x E JR. 

It is easy to see that Coo ( Q) with the so-introduced operations and order is 

a vector lattice and simultaneously a faithful f-algebra. Below we observe that 

Coo ( Q) is a universally complete KIT-space. The function identically equal to unity 

is a ring and lattice unity. The base of the vector lattice Coo ( Q) is isomorphic to the 

Boolean algebra of all regular open (closed) subsets of the compact space Q. If the 

compact space Q is extremal then Coo(Q) is universally complete K-space whose 

base is isomorphic to the algebra of all clop en subsets in Q. The vector lattice C( Q) 
of all continuous functions on Q is an order-dense ideal in Coo ( Q); thus, C( Q) is 

a K-space (KIT-space) if and only if such is Coo(Q). 

1.1.14. The Vulikh-Ogasawara theorem. Let Q be tbe Stone space of 

a Boolean algebra B. Tben Q is extremal (quasiextremal) if and only if B is 

complete (O'-complete). 

1.2. Boolean-Valued Models 

In the section we briefly present necessary information on the theory of Boo

lean-valued models. Details may be found in [6, 33, 37,48, 61, 62, 67, 68J. 

The most important feature of the method of Boolean-valued models consists in 

comparative analysis of standard and nonstandard (Boolean-valued) models which 

uses a special technique of descent and ascent. Moreover, it is often necessary to 

carry out some syntax comparison of formal texts. Therefore, before we launch into 

studying the descent and ascent technique, it is necessary to grasp a more clear idea 

of the status of mathematical objects in the framework of a formal set theory. 
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1.2.1. At present, the most widespread axiomatic foundation for mathematics 

is the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory. We will briefly recall some of its concepts, 

outlining the details needed in the sequel. Observe that, speaking of a formal 

set theory, we will freely (because it is in fact unavoidable) adhere to the level of 

rigor accepted in mathematics and introduce abbreviations by means of the definor, 

assignment operator, := without specifying subtleties. 

(1) The alphabet of the Zermelo-Fraenkel theory (ZF or ZFC if the pres

ence of choice stressed, for short) comprises the symbols of variables; the parentheses 

( and ); the propositional connectives (= the signs of propositional calculus) V, A, 

-+, H, and -.; the quantifiers V and 3; the equality sign =; and the symbol of 

a special binary predicate of containment E. In general, the domain of variation of 

the variables in the ZF theory is thought as the world or universe of sets. In other 

words, the universe of the ZF theory contains nothing but sets. We write x E Y 

rather than E (x,y) and say that x is an element of y. 

(2) The formulas of ZF are defined by means of a routine procedure. In 

other words, the formulas of ZF are finite texts resulting from the atomic formu

las x = y and x E y, where x and yare variables of ZF, by reasonably placing paren

theses, quantifiers, and propositional connectives. So, if <PI and <pz are formulas of 

ZF and x is a variable symbol then the texts <PI -+ <Pz and (3 x) (<PI -+ (Vy) <pz) V <PI 

are formulas of ZF, whereas <P13x and V (X3<pI-'<PZ are not. We attach the natural 

meaning to the terms free and bound variables and the term domain of action of 

a quantifier. For instance, in the formula (V x )( x E y) the variable x is bound 

and the variable y is free, whereas in the formula (3y) (x = y) the variable x is 

free and y is bound (for it is bounded by a quantifier). Henceforth, in order to 

emphasize that the only free variables in a formula <P are the variables Xl, ... ,xn , 

we write <p( xl, ... , xn ). Sometimes such a formula is considered as a "function"; in 

this event, it is convenient to write <p(" ... ,.) or <P = <p(XI, ... , xn), implying that 

<P(YI, ... , Yn) is a formula of ZF obtained by replacing each free occurrence of x k 

by Yk for k := 1, ... , n. 

(3) Studying ZF, it is convenient to use some expressive tools absent in its 

formal language. In particular, in the sequel it is worthwhile employing the concepts 

of class and definable class and also the corresponding symbols of classifiers like 

AI" := AI"O := {x ! <p(x)} and A lP := AlP(-,y) := {x !1/!(x,y)}, where <P and 1/! are 
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formulas of ZF and y is a distinguished collection of variables. If it is desirable to 

clarify or eliminate the appearing records then we may assume that use of classes 

and classifiers is connected only with the conventional agreement on introducing 

abbreviations. This agreement, sometimes called the Church schema, reads: 

Z E {x I ip(x)} ~ ip(z), 

Z E {x I 'IjJ(x,y)} ~ 'IjJ(z,y). 

Working within ZF, we will employ some notations that are widely spread in math

ematics. Some of them are as follows: 

(3!z)ip(z):= (3z)ip(z) 1\ ((Vx) (Vy) (ip(x) 1\ ip(Y) -+ x = y)); 

x =f. y := -'X = y, x ~ y := -'X E y; 

0:={xlx=f.x}; 

{x,y}:= {z I z = x V z = y}, {x}:= {x,x}, 

(x, y) := {x, {x, y}}; 

(Vx E Y)ip(x) := (Vx) (x E y -+ ip(x)); 

(3x E y)ip(x) := (3x)(x E y 1\ ip(x)); 

Ux := {z I (3y E x) z E y}; 

nx := {z I (Vy E x) z E y}; 

xC y := (Vz)(z E x -+ z E y); 

.0"(x):= the class of all subsets of x:= {z I z ex}; 

V := the class of all sets:= {x I x = x}. 

Note also that in the sequel we accept more complicated descriptions in which much 

is presumed: 

Funct(f) := f is a function; 

dom(f) := the domain of definition of f; 

im(f) := the range of f; 

ip f- 'IjJ := ip -+ 'IjJ := 'IjJ is derivable from ip; 

a class A is a set:= A E V:= (3x)(Vy)(y E A ~ Y Ex). 
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Such simplifications will be used in rendering more complicated formulas without 

special stipulations. For instance, instead of some rather complicated formulas 

of ZF we simply write 

f : x --t y == "f is a function from x to y;" 

"E is a K-space;" 

U E '£?(X, Y) == "U is a bounded operator from X to Y." 

1.2.2. In ZFC, we accept the usual axioms and derivation rules of a first-order 

theory with equality which fix the standard means of classical reasoning (syllogisms, 

the law of the excluded middle, modus ponens, generalization, etc.). Moreover, we 

accept the following special or proper axioms: 

(1) The axiom of extensionality 

(\ix)(\iy) (x C y 1\ Y ex --t X = y). 

(2) The axiom of union 

(\ix)(:Jy)(y = Ux). 

(3) The axiom of the powerset 

(\ix)(3y)(y = 9(x». 

( 4) The axiom of replacement 

(\ix) ((\iy)(\iz) (\iu) cp(y, z) 1\ cp(y, u) --t z = u) --t (3v)(v = {z I (:Jy E x) cp(y, z)}). 

(5) The axiom of foundation 

(\ix)(x i= 0 --t (3y E x)(y n x = 0». 

( 6 ) The axiom of infini ty 

(3w)(0 E w) 1\ (\ix E w)(x U {x} E w). 
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(7) The axiom of choice 

(VF) (Vx) (Vy) ((x =I- 0/\ F: x ~ 9'(y)) 

~ ((3f) J : x ~ y /\ (Vz E x) J(z) E F(z)). 

Cbapter 1 

Grounding on the above axiomatics, we acquire a clear idea of the class of all sets, 

the von Neumann universe V. As the initial object of all constructions we take 

the empty set. The elementary step of introducing new sets consists in taking the 

union of the powersets of the sets already available. Transfinitely repeating these 

steps, we exhaust the class of all sets. More precisely, we assign V := UaEOn Va, 

where On is the class of all ordinals and 

Vo:= 0, 

V 0'+1 := 9'(Va), 

V fJ:= U Va ((3 is a limit ordinal). 
a<fJ 

The class V is the standard model of the ZFC theory. 

1.2.3. Now, we describe the construction of a Boolean-valued universe. Let B 

be a complete Boolean algebra. Given an ordinal a, put 

V~B) := {x I Funct(x) /\ (3(3) ((3 < a /\ dom(x) C V~B) /\ im(x) C B)}. 

Thus, in more detail we have 

V(B) .= 0 o· , 

V~~1 := {x I x is a function with domain in V~B) and range in B}; 

V~B) := U V~B) ((3 is a limit ordinal). 
fJ<a 

The class 
V(B):= U V~B) 

aEOn 

is a Boolean-valued universe. An element of the class V(B) is a B -valued set. It 
is necessary to observe that V(B) consists only of functions. In particular, 0 is 
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the function with domain 0 and range 0. Hence, the "lower" levels of V(B) are 

organized as follows: 

V~B) = 0, V~B) = {0}, V;B) = {0,({0},b) I bE B}. 

It is worth stressing that a ~ (3 --t V~B) C V~B) holds for all ordinals a and (3. 

Moreover, the following induction principle is valid in V(B): 

(VX E V(B»)((Vy E dom(x)) <p(y) --t <p(x)) --t (Vx E V(B») <p(x), 

where 'I' is a formula of ZFC. 

1.2.4. Take an arbitrary formula 'I' = <p(UI, ... , un) of the ZFC theory. If we 

replace the elements UI, ... ,Un by elements Xl, .•. , X n E V( B) then we obtain some 

statement about the objects Xl, ... ,Xn . It is to this statement that we intend to 

assign some truth-value. Such a value [1f!] must be an element of the algebra B. 

Moreover, it is naturally desired that the theorems of ZFC be true, i.e., attain the 

greatest truth-value, unity. 

We must obviously define truth-values by double induction, taking into consid

eration the way in which formulas are built up from atomic formulas and assigning 

truth-values to the above formulas X E Y and x = y, where x, y E V(B) in accord 

with the way in which V(B) is constructed. 

It is clear that if 'I' and 1f! are evaluated formulas of ZFC and ['I'] E Band [1f!] E 

B are their truth-values then we should put 

['1'1\ 1f!] := ['1'] 1\ [1f!], 

['I' V 1f!] := ['1'] V [1f!], 

['I' --t 1f!] := ['1'] =} [1f!], 

[.'1'] := ['1']*, 

[(Vx) <p(x)] := 1\ [<p(x)], 
xEy(B) 

[(3x) <p(x)] := V [<p(x)], 
xEy(B) 

where the right-hand sides involve Boolean operations corresponding to the logical 

connectives and quantifiers on the left-hand sides: 1\ is the taking of an infimum, V 
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is the taking of a supremum, * is the taking of the complement of an element, and 

the operation => is introduced as follows: a => b := a* V b (a, b E B). Only such 

definitions provide the value "unity" for the classical tautologies. 

We turn to evaluating the atomic formulas x E y and x = y for x, y E V(B). 

The intuitive idea consists in the fact that a B-valued set y is a "(lattice) fuzzy set," 

i.e., a "set that contains an element z in dom(y) with probability y(z)." With this in 

mind and intending to preserve the logical tautology of x E y f-t (3z E y) (x = z) as 

well as the axiom of extensionality, we arrive at the following definition by recursion: 

[x E y] := V y(z)/\[z = x], 
zEdom(y) 

[x = y] := 1\ x(z) => [z E y]/\ 1\ y(x) => [z E xl 
zEdom(x) zEdom(y) 

1.2.5. Now we are able to attach some meaning to formal expressions of the 

form <p(Xl, ... ,xn ), where Xl, ..• ,Xn E V(B) and <p is a formula of ZFC; i.e., we can 

define exactly in which sense the set-theoretic proposition <pC Ul, ... ,un) is valid for 

elements Xl, ..• ,Xn E V(B). Namely, we say that the formula <pC Xl, ... ,xn ) is valid 

inside V( B) or the elements Xl, ... , X n possess the property <p if [<p( Xl, ... , X n)] = 1. 

In this event, we write V(B) F <P(Xl,.'" xn). 

It is easy to convince ourselves that the axioms and theorems of the first-order 
predicate calculus are valid in V(B). In particular, 

(1) [x = x] = 1, 

(2) [x = y] = [y = x], 

(3) [x = y] !\ [y = z] ~ [x = z], 

(4) [x = y]!\ [z E x] ~ [z E y], 

(5) [x = y] !\ [x E z] ~ [y E z]. 
It is worth observing that for each formula <p we have 

V(B) F x = y!\ <p(x) -4 <p(y), 

i.e., in detailed notation 

(6) [x = y] !\ [<p(x)] ~ [<p(y)]. 
1.2.6. In a Boolean-valued universe V(B), the relation [x = y] = 1 in no way 

implies that the functions x and y (considered as elements of V) coincide. For 
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example, the function equal to zero on each layer y~B), where a ~ 1, plays the role 

of the empty set in y(B). This circumstance may complicate some constructions 

in the sequel. In this connection, we pass from y(B) to the separated Boolean

valued universe y<B) often preserving for it the same symbol y(B); i.e., we put 

y( B) : = y( B). Moreover, to define y< B), we consider the relation {( x, y) I [x = 
y] = 1} in the class y(B) which is obviously an equivalence. Choosing an element 

(a representative of least rank) in each class of equivalent functions, we arrive at 

the separated universe y<B). Note that 

[x = y] = 1 -t [i.p(x)] = [i.p(y)] 

is valid for an arbitrary formula i.p of ZF and elements x and y in y(B). Therefore, 

in the separated universe we can calculate the truth-values of formulas paying no 

attention to the way of choosing representatives. Furthermore, working with the 

separated universe, for the sake of convenience, one often considers (exercising 

due caution) a concrete representative rather than a class of equivalence as it is 

customary, for example, while dealing with function spaces. 

1.2.7. The most important properties of a Boolean-valued universe y(B) are 

stated in the following three principles: 

(1) The transfer principle. All theorems of ZFC are true in y(B); i.e., 

the transfer principle, written in symbols as 

y(B) F a theorem of ZFC, 

is valid. 

The transfer principle is established by rather laboriously checking that all 

axioms of ZFC have truth-value 1 and the rules of derivation preserve the truth

values of formulas. Sometimes, the transfer principle is worded as follows: "y(B) 

is the Boolean-valued model of ZFC." 

(2) The maximum principle. For each formula i.p of ZFC there ex

ists Xo E y(B) for which 

In particular, if it is true in y(B) that there is an x for which i.p( x) then there is 

an element Xo in y(B) (in the sense of V!) for which [i.p(xo)] = 1. In symbols, 

y(B) F (3x)i.p(x) -t (3xo)y(B) F i.p(xo). 
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In other words, the maximum principle 

(3xo E V(B»)[<p( Xo)] = V [<p( X)] 
xEV(B) 

is valid for each formula <p of the ZFC theory. 

The last equality accounts for the origin of the term "maximum principle." 

The proof of the principle represents a simple application of 

(3) The mixing principle. Let (be)eEB be a partition of unity in B, i.e. 

a family of elements of the Boolean-valued algebra B such that 

V be = 1, (V~,1] E 2)(~ i= 1] -t be 1\ bq = 0). 
eEB 

For every family of elements (Xe)eEB of the universe V(B) and a partition of 

unity (be)eEB there exists a (unique) mixing of (xe) with probabilities (be), i.e. 

an element x of the separated universe V(B) such that be :::; [x = xd for all ~ E 2. 

The mixing of x of a family (xe) with respect to (be) is denoted as follows: 

1.2.8. The comparative analysis mentioned at the beginning of the subsection 

presumes that there is a close interconnection between the universes V and V(B). 

In other words, we need a rigorous mathematical apparatus which would allow us 

to find out the interplay between the interpretations of one and the same fact in 

the two models V and V(B). The base for such apparatus is constituted by the 

operations of canonical embedding, descent, and ascent to be presented below. We 

start with the canonical embedding of the von Neumann universe. Given x E V, we 

denote by the symbol x" the standard name of x in V(B); i.e., the element defined 

by the following recursion schema: 

0":= 0, dom(x"):= {y" lyE x}, im(x"):= {I}. 

Observe some properties of the mapping x I--t x" needed in the sequel. 
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(1) For an arbitrary x E V and formula 'P of ZF we have 

[(:Jy E x")'P(Y)] = V{['P(z")] I z EX}, 

[(\ly E x")'P(Y)] = /\{['P(z")] I z EX}. 
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(2) If x and yare elements of V then, by transfinite induction, we estab-

lish 

x E Y f-t V(B) 1= x" E y", 
x = Y f-t V(B) 1= x" = y". 

In other words, the standard name can be considered as an embedding of V 

into V(B). Moreover, it is beyond a doubt that the standard name sends V onto 

V(2), which fact is demonstrated by the next proposition: 

(3) The following assertion holds: 

(\lu E V(2))(:J!x E V) V(B) 1= u = x". 

(4) A formula is called bounded or restricted if each bound variables in it 

is restricted by a bounded quantifier; i.e., a quantifier ranging over a specific set. 

The latter means that each bound variable x is restricted by a quantifier of the 

form (\Ix E y) or (3x E y) for some y. 

The restricted transfer principle. For each bounded formula 'P of ZFC 

and every collection Xl, ... ,Xn E V the following equivalence holds: 

'P(XI,"" Xn) f-t V(B) 1= 'P(X~, ... , x~). 
Henceforth, working in the separated universe y<B), we agree to preserve the sym

bol x" for the distinguished element of the class corresponding to x. 

(5) Observe as an example that the restricted transfer principle yields the 

following assertions: 

"<1> is a correspondence from x to y" 

f-t V(B) 1= "<1>" is a correspondence from x" to y";" 

"f is a function from x to y" f-t V(B) 1= "f" is a function from x" to y"" 

(moreover, f(a)" = j"(a") for every a EX). 

Thus, the standard name can be considered as a covariant functor of the category 

of sets (or correspondences) in V to the appropriate subcategory of V(2) in the 

separated universe V(B). 
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1.2.9. Given an arbitrary element x of the (separated) Boolean-valued uni

verse V(B), we define the descent xl of x as 

xl := {y E V(B) I [y E x] = I}. 

We list the simplest properties of the descent procedure: 

(1) The class xl is a set, i.e., xl E V for each x E V(B). If [x i= 0] = 1 

then xl is a nonempty set. 

have 

(2) Let z E V(B) and [z i= 0] = 1. Then for every formula cp of ZFC we 

[(\Ix E z)cp(x)] = I\{[cp(x)] I x E zl}, 

[(3x E z)cp(x)] = V{[cp(x)] I x E zl}. 

Moreover, there exists Xo E zl such that [cp(xo)] = [(3x E z)cp(x)]. 

(3) Let <I> be a correspondence from X to Y in V(B). Thus, <1>, X, and Y 

are elements of V(B) and, moreover, [<I> c X x Y] = 1. There is a unique corre

spondence <I> 1 from X 1 to Y 1 such that 

for every nonempty subset A of the set X inside V(B). The correspondence <I> 1 
from Xl to Y 1 involved in the above proposition is called the descent of the corre

spondence <I> from X to Y in V(B). 

(4) The descent of the superposition of correspondences inside V(B) is 

the superposition of their descents: 

(5) If <I> is a correspondence inside V(B) then 

(6) Let Ix be the identity mapping inside V(B) of the set X E V(B). 

Then 

(Ix)! = Ix!. 
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(7) Suppose that X, Y, f E V(B) are such that [f : X -t Y] = 1, i.e., f is 

a mapping from X to Y inside V(B). Then f 1 is a unique mapping from Xl to Y 1 
for which 

[fl(x) = f(x)] = 1 (x E Xl). 

By virtue of assertions (1 )-(7), we can consider the descent operation as a func

tor from the category of B-valued sets and mappings (correspondences) to the cat

egory of usual (i.e., in the sense of V) sets and mappings (correspondences). 

(8) Given Xl, •.. , Xn E V(B), denote by (Xl, ... , xn)B the corresponding 

ordered n-tuple inside V(B). Assume that P is an n-ary relation on X inside V(B); 

i.e., X,P E V(B) and [P C xn"] = 1 (n E w). Then there exists an n-ary 

relation pIon X 1 such that 

Slightly abusing notation, we denote the relation pI by the same symbol P 1 and 

call it the descent of P. 

1.2.10. Let x E V and xC V(B); i.e., let X be some set composed of B-valued 

sets or, in other words, x E .9'(V(B»). Put 0j := 0 and 

dom(xj) = x, im(xi) = {1} 

if x i= 0. The element x j (of the separated universe V( B), i.e., the distinguished 

representative of the class {y E V(B) I [y = xi] = 1}) is called the ascent of x. 

(1) The following equalities hold for every x E 92'(V(B») and every for-

mula cp: 

[(Vz E xi)cp(z)] = 1\ [cp(y)], 
yEx 

[(3z E xi) cp(z)] = V [cp(y)]. 
yEx 

Introducing the ascent of a correspondence <I> C X x Y, we have to bear in 

mind a possible difference between the domain of departure X and the domain of 

definition dom(<I» := {x E X I <I>(x) i= 0}. This difference is inessential for our 

further goals; therefore, we assume that, speaking of ascents, we always consider 

everywhere-defined correspondences; i.e., dom(<I» = X. 
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(2) Let X, Y, <P E V(B), and let <P be a correspondence from X to Y. 

There exists a unique correspondence <Pi from Xi to Yi inside V(B) such that 

<pj(Aj) = <p(A)j 

is valid for every subset A of the set dom( <p) if and only if <P is extensional; i.e., 

satisfies the condition 

Yl E <p(xd -+ [Xl = X2] S V [Yl = Y2] 
Y2 EcI>( X2) 

for Xl,X2 E dom(<P). In this event, <Pi = <p/i, where <P' := {(x,y)B I (x,y) E <p}. 
The element <Pi is called the ascent of the initial correspondence <P. 

(3) The superposition of extensional correspondences is extensional. In 
addition, the ascent of the superposition is equal to the superposition of the ascents 

(inside V(B): On the condition that dom(W) => im(<P) we have 

V(B) 1= (w 0 <P)j = wi 0 <Pi. 

Note that if <P and <P -1 are extensional then (<p j) -1 = (<p -l)j. However, in 

general, the extensionality of <P in no way guarantees the extensionality of <P- l . 

( 4) It is worth mentioning that if an extensional correspondence f is 

a function from X to Y then its ascent fi is a function from Xi to Yi. Moreover, 

the extensionality property can be stated as follows: 

[Xl = X2] S [f(xI) = f(X2)] (Xl,X2 EX). 

Given a set X C V(B), we denote by the symbol mix X the set of all mixings 

of the form mix(b~x~), where (xd c X and (b~) is an arbitrary partition of unity. 

The following assertions are referred to as the rules of canceling arrows or the 

"descent-ascent" and "ascent-descent" rules. 

(5) Let X and X' be subsets of V(B) and f : X -+ X' be an extensional 

mapping. Suppose that Y, yl, 9 E V(B) are such that [Y i= 0] = [g : Y -+ yl] = 1. 

Then the following relations are valid: 

XU =mixX; 

fil = f; 

Ylj = Y; 

glj = g. 
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1.2.11. Suppose that X E V, X i- 0; i.e., X is a nonempty set. Let the 

letter L denote the standard name embedding x H x" (x E X). Then L(X)j = X" 

and X = L-1(X" 1). Making use of the above relations, we can extend the descent 

and ascent operations to the case in which cfI is a correspondence from X to Y 1 
and [111 is a correspondence from X" to Y] = 1, where Y E V(B). Namely, we put 

cfl1 := (cfI 0 L)j and 111 1 := 111 lot. In this case, cfl1 is called the modified ascent of the 

correspondence cfI and 111 1 is called the modified descent of the correspondence 111. (If 

the context excludes ambiguity then we simply speak of ascents and descents using 

simple arrows.) It is easy to see that 1111 is a unique correspondence inside V(B) 

satisfying the relation 

[cfl1(x") = cfI(x)j] = 1 (x EX). 

Similarly, 1111 is a unique correspondence from X to Y 1 satisfying the equality 

lIIl(x) = lII(x")1 (x EX). 

If cfI := f and 111 := g are functions then the indicated relations take the form 

[f1(x") = f(x)] = 1, gl(x) = g(x") (x EX). 

1.2.12. (1) A Boolean set or a set with B -structure or just a B -set is a pair 

(X, d), where X E V, X i- 0, and d is a mapping from X x X to the Boolean 

algebra B which satisfies the following conditions for arbitrary x, y, z EX: 

(a) d(x,y) = 0 f-7 X = y; 
(b) d(x,y) = d(y,x); 
(c) d(x,y):s d(x,z)Vd(z,y). 
An example of a B-set is given by any 0 i- X C V(B) if we put 

d(x, y) := [x i- y] = [x = y]* (x, y EX). 

Another example is a nonempty X with the "discrete B-metric" d; i.e., d( x, y) = 1 

if x i- y and d( x, y) = 0 if x = y. 

(2) Let (X, d) be some B-set. There exist an element :r E V(B) and 

an injection L : X ---t X' := :r 1 such that d(x, y) = [LX i- LY] (X, y E X) and every 

element x' E X' admits the representation x' = mixeEs(beLxe), where (xe)ee eX 
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and (be )eE3 is a partition of unity in B. The element :r E V(B) is referred to 

as the Boolean-valued realization of the B-set X. If X is a discrete B-set then 

:r = X/\ and tX = x/\ (x E X). If X C V(B) then ti is an injection from Xi to :r 
(inside V(B)). 

A mapping f from a B-set (X, d) to a B-set (X', d') is said to be nonexpanding 

if d( x, y) 2:: d' (J ( x ),j ( y )) for all x, y EX. 

(3) Let X and Y be some B-sets, :r and '!J/ be their Boolean-value 

realizations, and t and x be the corresponding injections X -+ :r 1 and Y -+ '!J/ 1. 
If f : X -+ Y is a nonexpanding mapping then there is a unique element g E V(B) 

such that [g : :r -+ '!J/] = 1 and f = x-I 0 gl 0 to We also accept the notations 

:r := §~(X) and g := §~(J). 

( 4) We present an example of a B-set important for the sequel. Let E be 

a vector lattice and B := ~(E). Set 

d(x,y) := {Ix - yl}.L.L (x,y E E). 

One can easily check that d meets the conditions (b, c) of 1.2.12. At the same time, 

(a) of 1.2.12(1) is valid only for an Archimedean E (see 1.1.3). 

Thus, (E, d) is a B-set if and only if the vector lattice E is Archimedean. 

1.2.13. Grounding on the results of 1.2.9, we can define the descent of an al

gebraic system. For the sake of simplicity, we confine ourselves to the case of finite 

signature. Let m be an algebraic system of finite signature inside V(B). In more 

detail, it means that there are elements A, h, ... , fn, PI' ... ' Pm E V(B) and natu

ral numbers a(h), ... , a(J n), a( PI)' ... , a( Pm) that satisfy the following conditions 
(all inside V(B)): 

A 1= 0, Pk C Aa(Pk)" (k:= 1, ... , m), 

it: Aa(f,)" -+ A (l:= 1, ... ,n), 

m:= (A,h,··· ,fn,Pl, ... ,Pm). 

Execu ting the descent of the set A, functions h, ... , f n, and relations PI, . .. , Pm 

by the rules of 1.1.9, we obtain some algebraic system m1 = (Al, fIl, ... ,Pm1) of 

a similar type called the dell cent of m. Thus, the descent of an algebraic system m 
is the descent of the underlying set A furnished with descended operations and 

predicates. 
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1.3. Real Numbers in Boolean-Valued Models 

Boolean-valued analysis stems from the assertion due to D. Scott that the im

age of the field of real numbers in a Boolean-valued model represents a universally 

complete K-space (of measurable functions). Depending on which Boolean alge

bra B (the algebra of measurable sets, open regular sets, or projections in a Hilbert 

space) forms the base for constructing a Boolean-valued model V(B), we obtain dif

ferent K -spaces (the spaces of measurable functions, semicontinuous functions, or 

selfadjoint operators). Thereby there appears a remarkable opportunity for trans

ferring all the treasure-trove of knowledge about real numbers to a profusion of 

classical objects of analysis. This will constitute the topic of the section: 

1.3.1. By the field of real numbers we mean an algebraic system that satisfies 

the axioms of an Archimedean ordered field (with distinct zero and unity) and the 

axiom of completeness. Recall the following two well-known assertions: 

(1) Tbere exists a field R of real numbers wbicb is unique to witbin 

isomorpbism. 

(2) If P is an Arcbimedean ordered field tben tbere is an isomorpbic 

embedding h of tbe field Pinto R such tbat tbe image h(P) is a subfield of R 

containing tbe subfield of rational numbers. In particular, h(P) is dense in K 

Successively applying the transfer and maximum principles to (1), we find 

an element !Jli E V(B) for which [!Jli is a field of real numbers] = 1. Moreover, if 

an arbitrary !Jli' E V(B) satisfies the condition [!Jli' is a field of real numbers] = 1 

then it also satisfies [the ordered fields !Jli and !Jli' are isomorphic] = 1. In other 
words, there exists a field !Jli of real numbers in the model V(B) and such a field is 

unique to within an isomorphism. 

Note also that t.p( x) formally presenting the expressions of the axioms of an Ar

chimedean ordered field is bounded; therefore, [t.p(R")] = 1, i.e., [R" is an Archi

medean ordered field] = 1. "Pulling" assertion (2) through the transfer principle, 

we conclude that [R" is isomorphic to a dense subfield of the field !Jli] = 1. In this 

regard, we further assume that !Jli is a field of real numbers in the model V(B) and 

R" is its dense subfield. It is easy to note that the elements 0 := 0" and 1 := 1" 

are the zero and unity of the field !Jli. 

Observe that the equality!Jli = R" is not valid in general. Indeed, the axiom of 

completeness for R is not a bounded formula and may thus fail for R" inside V(B). 
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Now, consider the descent ~l of the algebraic system~. In other words, we 

consider the descent of the underlying set of the system ~ together with descended 

operations and order. For simplicity, we denote the operations and order in ~ 

and ~l by the same symbols +, " and ::;. In more detail, we introduce summation, 

multiplication, and order in ~l by the formulas 

z = x + y +-t [z = X + y] = 1, 

z = x . Y +-t [z = X • y] = 1, 

x ::; Y +-t [x ::; y] = 1 

(x, y, z E ~l). 

Also, we can introduce multiplication by real numbers in ~ 1 by the rule 

y = Ax +-t P"x = y] = 1 (A E JR, x, Y E ~l). 

1.3.2. The Gordon theorem. Let ~ be the ordered field of real numbers in 

the model V(B). Then ~l (with the descended operations and order) is a univer

sally complete K -space with order-unit 1. Moreover, there exists an isomorphism X 

of the Boolean algebra B onto the base I,:JJ( ~ 1) such that the following equivalences 

hold: 

X(b)x = x(b)y +-t b::; [x = y], 

x(b)x ::; x(b)y +-t b::; [x ::; y] 

for all X,y E ~l and bE B. 

<J We omit elementary verification of the fact that ~ 1 is a vector space over JR 

and an ordered set. Show that the operations and order in ~l agree and the 

necessary exact bounds exist. Take elements x, y E ~l such that x ::; y. It means 

that 

V(B) F "x and yare real numbers and x ::; y." 

Let u:= x+z, v:= y+z, X':= Ax, and y':= Ay, where z E ~l and A E JR, A;::: O. 

By the definition of the operations and order in ~l, we have V(B) F "x', y', u, 
and v are real numbers; moreover, u = x + z, v = y + z, x' = A"X, and y' = A"y." 
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the inequality ,\ ~ 0 implies y(B) F ,\1\ ~ 01\ = O. Using the requested properties 

of numbers inside y(B), we obtain y(B) F "u s v and x' S y'." Thereby u S v 

and XiS y'. 

Suppose that a set A c f?lL is bounded above by an element y E f?lL. By 

definition, it means that [x S y] = 1 for every element x E A. Then y(B) F "Ai 

is a set of numbers bounded above by the number y" or, in view of 1.2.10(1), 

[(\Ix E Aj)(x S y)] = A [x s y] = 1. 
xEA 

The completeness of the field f?l yields 

[(3a E f?l)(a = sup(Aj))] = 1. 

Employing the maximum principle, we find a E y(B) such that [a E f?l] = [a = 

sup(Aj)] = 1. Thereby a E f?lL and if z E f?lL is an upper bound of A then, as 

was already shown, [z is an upper bound of Ai] = 1; therefore, [a S z] = 1 or 

as z. Consequently, a is the supremum of the set A in f?lL. Incidentally, we have 

established that a = sup(A) if and only if [a = sup(Ai)] = 1. In particular, given 

arbitrary x, Xl, X2 E f?lL, we have x = Xl V X2 if and only if 

since [{Xl, x2 H = {Xl, X2}] = 1. Of course, an analogous assertion is valid for 

greatest lower bounds. Now, take an arbitrary set A c f?l! of positive pairwise 

disjoint elements. We can see from the above remarks and 1.2.10 that 

[(\Ix I E Aj)(\lX2 E Aj)XI 1\ x2 = 0] = A [Xl 1\ X2 = 0] = 1. 
Xl,X2EA 

Hence, the numeric set Ai (inside y(B)) consists of pairwise disjoint positive 

elements. For such a set we have only the following two possibilities: either 

[Ai = {O}] = 1 and then A C Ai! = {O}, or [Ai = {O,a}] = 1 for some 

o S a E f?lL (by the maximum principle!) and then [sup(Aj) = a] = 1. As was 

mentioned above, the latter relation is equivalent to the equality a = supA. Now, 

we can conclude that f?lL is a universally complete K-space. Recalling that 1 := 11\ 
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is the unity of the field !Il inside V(B) and employing the formulas of 1.2.9(2) 

and 1.2.4, we find 

1 = [(Vx E !Il)(x!\ 1 = 0 --+ x = 0)] = 1\ [x!\ 1 = 0] =} [x = 0]. 
xE81! 

Hence, we see that [x!\ 1 = 0] ::; [x = 0] for each x E !Ill. If x !\ 1 = 0 then 

[x !\ 1 = 0] = 1 and so [x = 0] = 1, i.e., x = O. Thereby 1 is the unity of the 

K-space !Ill. 
Now, introduce some mapping x: B --+ ~(!Ill). Take an arbitrary element b E 

B and put X(b)x := mix{bx, b*O} for x E !Ill. In other words, the element X(b)x E 

!Ill is uniquely determined by the following relations (see 1.2.7(3)): 

b ::; [X(b)x = x], b*::; [x(b)x = 0]. 

It implies that 7T := X(b) : !Ill --+ !Ill is an extensional mapping. Indeed, the 

following inequalities hold for x, y E !Ill (see 1.2.5(3)): 

[x = y] !\ b ::; [x = y] !\ [x = 7TX]!\ [y = 7TY] ::; [7TX = 7TY], 

b* ::; [7TX = 0] !\ [7TY = 0] ::; [7TX = 7TY]. 

If p := 7Tj then [p : !Il --+ !Il] = 1 by 1.2.10(4) and p = mix{bIE81, b*O}. Since 0 

and 181 are idempotent positive linear mappings from!ll to!ll, such is 7T. Moreover, 

[(Vx E !Il+)px ::; x] = 1; therefore, TTX ::; x for all x E !Ill+. Thus, 7T = X(b) 
is a band projection. Since p is positive, we have [x ::; y --+ px ::; py] = 1 for 

x, y E !Ill and hence 

[x ::; y] ::; [px ::; py] = [7TX ::; 7TY]. 

Assume TTX ::; 7Ty. Then 

Conversely, if we assume that b::; [x ::; y] then b ::; [7TX ::; 7TY]. Moreover, 
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consequently, [7I"X ~ 7I"Y] = 1 or 7I"X ~ 7I"y. 
Thereby we have established the second of the required equivalences. The first 

ensues from that by virtue of the formula u = v H U ~ v /\ v = u. 

It remains to demonstrate that the mapping X is an isomorphism between the 

Boolean algebras Band 1,:JJ(8ln Take an arbitrary band projection 71" E 1,:JJ(8l1) 
and put b := [7I"j = 181l The fact that a band projection is extensional (and hence 

the ascent 7I"j of 71" is well-defined) follows from the above-established equivalences, 

because 

c = [x = y] --t X(c)x = X(c)y --t 7I"X(c)x = 7I"X(c)y 

--t X( c)7l"X = X( C )7I"Y --t c ~ [7l"X = 7I"y l 

Since 71" is idempotent, 7I"j as well is an idempotent mapping in 8l; I.e., either 

7I"j = 181 or 71" = O. Hence, we derive b* = [71" -1= 181] = [71" = 0] and thereby 

7I"j = mix{bI81,b*(O)}. The mixing is unique; therefore, 7I"j = X(b)j, i.e., 71" = x(b). 

Thus, X is a bijection between Band 1,:JJ(8l1)· 
Let bl , b2 E Band Pk := X(bk) (k := 1,2). Recalling that Pk = mix{bkI81, bkO}, 

we derive 

Thus, 

[X(b l /\ b2)j = 181] = bl /\ b2 = [Pl = 181/\ P2 = 181] = [Pl 0 P2 = 181], 

[X(b l /\ b2)j = 0] = (bl /\ b2)* = [Pl = 0 V P2 = 0] = [Pl 0 P2 = 0]' 

and hence 

X(b l /\ b2 ) = X(bt) /\ X(b2 ). 

In particular, 0 = X(b) /\ X(b*), for X(O) = O. Given elements P := X(b)j and 

p' := X(b*), we have [p, p' E {0,I81}; P = 0 or p' = 0; and P and p' do not 

vanish simultaneously] = 1. Hence, we see that [p + p' = 181] = 1 and thereby 

X(b)+X(b*) = 1811' Taking stock of the above, we conclude that X preserves greatest 

lower bounds and complements; i.e., X is an isomorphism. [> 

1.3.3. The universally complete K -space 8l 1 is also a faithful f -algebra with 

ring unity 1; moreover, for every b E B the projection X(b) is the operator of 

multiplication by the order-unit X(b)1. 
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<l The multiplicative structure on .%'L was defined in 1.3.1. As in 1.3.2, we 

establish that .%'L is a faithful i-algebra. Take x E .%'L and b E B. By the definition 

of the projection X(b), we have b ~ [X(b)x = x] and b* ~ [X(b*)x = 0], Applying 

these relations to x := 1 and appealing to the definition of multiplication in .%'1, 
we obtain b ~ [x = X· 1 = X· X(b)l] and b* ~ [0 = X· 0 = X· X(b)ll Thereby 

[X(b)x = X· X(b)l] ~ [X(b)x = x] 1\ [x = X· X(b)l] ~ b. 

In a similar way, b* ~ [X(b)x = X(b)l . xl Hence, [X(b)x = X· X(b)l] = 1. [> 

We see from the above that the mapping b I-t X(b)l (b E B) is a Boolean 

isomorphism between B and the algebra ~(.%'L) of order-units. This isomorphism 

is denoted by the same letter x. Thus, depending on the context, x I-t X(b)x is 

either a band projection or the operator of multiplication by the order-unit X(b). 

1.3.4. Henceforth,.%' denotes the field of real numbers in the model V(B). We 

will clarify the meaning of the exact bounds and order limits in the K-space .%'L. 

(1) Let (be)ee be a partition of unity in B and let (xe)ee be a family 

in .%'L. Then 

~i;:(bexe) = 0-2: x(be)xe· 
e - eES 

<l If x := mixeEs(bexe) then be ~ [x = xe] (~ E 3) (see 1.2.7(3)). According 

to 1.3.2, x(be)xe = X(be)x for all ~ E 3. Summing the last relations over ~, we 

arrive at what was required. [> 

(2) The following equivalences hold for a nonempty set A c .%'L and 

arbitrary a E .%' and b E B: 

b ~ [a = sup(Ai)] H x(b)a = sup X(b)(A), 

b ~ [a = inf(Aj)] H x(b)a = infX(b)(A). 

<l We will prove only the first equivalence. The equality 

x(b)a = sup{X(b)x I x E A} 

holds if and only if b ~ [x ~ a] for all x E A and for each y E .%'L the relation 

("Ix E A)(b ~ [x ~ y]) implies b ~ [a ~ y] (see 1.3.2). 
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Using the rules for calculating the truth-values for quantifiers (see 1.2.4), we 

can represent the conditions in question in the following equivalent form: 

b ~ [(Vx E Ai) x Sa], 

b ~ [(Vy E R)(Aj ~ y ~ a ~ y)]. 

This system of inequalities is equivalent to the formula b ~ [a = sup(Aj)]. I> 

(3) Let A be an upward-filtered set and s : A ~ 811 be a net in 8l1. 
Then A" is filtered upward and a := sj : A" ~ R is a net in 8l (inside y(B)); 

moreover, 

b ~ [x = lima] H X(b)x = o-limX(b) 0 s 

for arbitrary x E 811 and bE B. 

<J The assertion "A is an upward-filtered set" can be written down as a bounded 

formula. By virtue ofthe restricted transfer principle 1.2.8(4), we have y(B) F "A" 
is an upward-filtered set." The equality X(b)x = o-limX(b) 0 s means that there 

exists a net d: A ~ 811 for which the following system of conditions is compatible: 

a ~!3 ~ d(a) ~ d(!3) (a,!3 E A), inf d(a) = 0, 
oEA 

jX(b)x - x(b)s(a)j ~ d(a) (a E A). 

Taking account of the easy formula [s(A)j = a(A")] = 1 and putting 0 := dj, we 

see that the indicated system of conditions is equivalent to the following system of 

inequalities: 

b ~ [inf a(A") = 0], 

b ~ [(Va, 13 E A")(a ~!3 ~ a(a) ~ 0'(13))], 

b ~ [(Va E A")(jx - a(a)j < o(a))], 

whose short form is just the relation b ~ [x = lim a]. I> 

(4) Suppose that A and a E y(B) are such that [A is filtered upward 

and a : A ~ 8l] = 1. Then A1 is an upward-filtered set and hence the mapping 

s := 0'1: A1 ~ 811 is a net in 8l1. Moreover, 

b ~ [x = lima] H X(b)x = o-lirnX(b) 0 s 

for arbitrary x E 811 and b E B. 
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<l The proof is similar to that of (3). [> 

(5) Let 1 be a mapping from a nonempty set to flL and g := Ii. Then 

b ~ [x = L g(O] +--? X(b)x = L x(b)/(O 
eE3A eE3 

for arbitrary x E flL and bE B. 

<l First of all observe that the required equivalence holds for a finite set 3 0 C 3. 

Afterwards, apply (3) to the net s : &'fin(3) --t flL, where 9"fin(3) is the set of 

finite subsets of 3 and s(O) := L:eE8 1(0, and employ the relation [&'fin(3)" = 

9"fin(3A )] = 1 (see [37]). [> 

1.3.5. The following relations hold for every element x E flL: 

ex := X([x =f 0]), e~ = X([x < A"]) (A E lR). 

<l A real number t is distinct from zero if and only if the supremum of the 

set {I /\ (nit/) I nEw} is equal to 1. Consequently, for x E flL the transfer 

principle yields b := [x =f 0] = [1 = sup A], where A E V(B) is determined by the 

formula A := {I /\ (nix/) I nEw"}. If C := {I /\ (nix/) I nEw} then we prove 

that [Cj = A] = 1 using the second formula of 1.2.10(1) and the representation 

wA = (tw)j of 1.2.11. Hence, [sup(A) = sup(Cj)] = 1. Employing 1.3.4(2), we 

derive 

b = [sup(Cj) = 1] = [sup(C) = 1] = [ex = 1]. 

On the other hand, [ex = 0] = [ex = 1]* = b*. Now, according to 1.3.2, we can 

write down 

x(b)ex = X(b)l = X(b), x(b*)ex = 0 --t x(b)ex = ex. 

Finally, X( b) = ex. 

Take A E lR and put y := (AI - x)+. Since [A" = AI] = 1, we have [y = 

(A" - x)+] = 1. Consequently, e~ = ey = X([y =f 0]). It remains to observe 

that inside V( B) the number y = (A" - x) V 0 is distinct from zero if and only if 

AA - x> 0, i.e., [y i= 0] = [x < AA]. [> 
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1.3.6. Theorem. Let E be an Archimedean vector lattice, let !!If be the 

field of real numbers in the model V(B), and let j be an isomorphism of B onto 

the base \.B(E). Then there exists an element Iff E V(B) satisfying the following 

conditions: 

(1) V(B) F "Iff is a vector sublattice of !!If considered as a vector lattice 

over lR";" 

(2) E' := Iff L is a vector sublattice of !!If L invariant under each band projection 

X(b) (b E B) and such that every set of positive pairwise disjoint sets in it has 

a supremum; 

(3) there is an o-continuous lattice isomorphism t : E -+ E' such that t(E) is 

a minorizing sublattice in !!If L; 
( 4) for every b E B the band projection in !!If L generated by the set t(j (b)) 

coincides with X(b). 

<J Assign d(x,y) := j-l({lx - yl}.l.l). Let Iff be the Boolean-valued realiza

tion of the B-set (E,d) and E' := IffL (see 1.2.12(4)). By 1.2.12(2), without loss 

of generality we may assume that E C E', d(x, y) = [x =1= y] (x, y E E), and 

E' = mixE. Further, furnish E' with a vector lattice structure. To this end, 

take a number A E lR and elements x, y E E' of the form x := mix(b{x{) and 

y := mix(b{yd, where (X{) C E, (y{) c E, and (b~) is a partition of unity in B, 
and define 

x + y := mix(b{(x{ + y{)), 

Ax := mix(b~(Ax~)), 

x :S y t-t X = mix(b~(x~ 1\ y~)). 

Inside V(B), define the summation EEl, multiplication 8, and order ~ in the 

set Iff as the ascents of the corresponding objects in E'. More precisely, the opera

tions EB : Iff x Iff -+ Iff and <:) : Iff x lR" -+ Iff and the predicate ~ C Iff x Iff are defined 

by the relations 

[x EEl y = x + y] = 1, 

[A8x = Ax] = 1 (x,y E E', A E lR), 

[x ~ y] = V{[x = x'] 1\ [y = y'] I x',y' E E', x' ~ y'}. 
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Thus, we can claim that rff is a vector lattice over the field IRA and, in particular, 

a lattice-ordered group inside V(B). Also, it is clear that the Archimedean axiom 

is valid on rff, since E' is an Archimedean lattice. 

Note that if x E E+ then {x}.L.L = d(x,O) = [x =1= 0], i.e., {x}.L = [x = Ol 
Consequently, we have 

[x = 0] V [y = 0] = {x}.L V {y}.L = IB 

for disjoint x, y E E. Hence, we easily derive that [rff is linearly ordered] = 1, for 

[(\Ix E rff)(\ly E rff) (Ixl /\ Iyl = 0 --+ x = 0 V Y = 0)] = 1. 

It is well known that an Archimedean linearly ordered group is isomorphic to 

an additive subgroup of the field of real numbers. Applying this assertion to rff in

side V(B), without loss of generality we may assume that rff is an additive subgroup 

of the field 1%. Furthermore, we suppose that 1 E rff, because otherwise rff can be 

replaced by the isomorphic group e-1 rff with 0 < e E rff. The multiplication 8 rep

resents a continuous IRA-bilinear mapping from IRA x rff to rff. Let (3 : 1% x 1% --+ 1% 

be its extension by continuity. Then (3 is I%-bilinear and (3(1,1) = 1 A 8 1 = 1. 

Consequently, (3 coincides with the usual multiplication in 1%; i.e., rff is a vector 

sublattice of the field 1% considered as a vector lattice over IRA. Thereby E' C 1%1. 

The fact that E' is minorizing in 1%1 obviously ensues from the fact that [rff is 
dense in 1%] = 1. Prove that E is minorizing in E'. 

It follows from the properties of the isomorphism X (see 1.3.2) that 

whatever b E B and x E E+ might be. Hence, X(b) is the band projection onto the 

band in 1%1 generated by the set l(j(b)). Moreover, if X(b)x = 0 for all x E E+ 
then b = {O}. Thus, for every b E B we can find a positive element y E E for which 

y = X(b)y. Now, take 0 < z E E'. The representation z = 0-L~E=: X(b~)x~ is valid, 

where (be) is a partition of unity in Band (xe) C E+. We see that x(be)xe =1= 0 

at least for one index (. Let 'Tr := x(be) 0 x([xe =1= 0]) and y be a strictly positive 

element in E such that y = 'Try. Then for Xo := y /\ Xe we have 

and Xo E E. Thereby E is minorizing in E'. ~ 
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1.3.7. The element g E V(B) arising in Theorem 1.3.6 is called the Boolean

valued realization of the vector lattice E. Thus, the Boolean-valued realizations of 

Archimedean vector lattices are vector sublattices of the field f3f of real numbers 

considered as a vector lattice over the field IR 1\. 

Now, we indicated some corollaries to 1.3.2 and 1.3.6, with the same nota

tions B, E, E', g, t, and f3f. 

(1) For every x' E E' there exist a family (xe) c E and a partition of 

unity (7l"e) in ~(f3f!) such that 

d. 

x' = 0-2: 7l"e tXe· 
eE2 

(2) For arbitrary x E f3f! and c > 0 there is Xe E E' such that Ix - xel :S 

<J This is a consequence of the fact that [g is dense in f3f] = 1. I> 

(3) If h : g --t f3f! is a lattice isomorphism and for every b E B the order 

projection onto the band in f3f! generated by the set h(j(b)) coincides with X(b) 

then there exists a E f3f! such that hx = a . t( x) (x E E). 

<J Indeed, if Eo : = im t and ho : = hot -1 then the isomorphism ho : Eo --t f3f! 
is extensional; therefore, for T := ho i we have [the mapping T : g --t f3f is isotonic, 

injective, and additive] = 1. Consequently, ho is continuous and has the form 

T( a) = a . a (a E f3f), where a is a fixed element in f3f!. Hence, we derive that 

ho(y) = a· y (y E Eo) or h(x) = a· t(x) (x E E). I> 

( 4) If there exists an order-uni t 1 in E then the isomorphism t is uniquely 

determined by the extra requirement that t1 = 1. 

(5) If E is a K-space then g = f3f, E' = f3f!, and t(E) is an order-dense 

ideal of the K-space f3f!. Moreover, t- 1 0 X(b) 0 t is the band projection onto j(b) 

for every bE B. 

<J If E is order complete then so is the lattice E'. From 1.3.4( 2) we see that the 

order completeness of E' is equivalent to the axiom on existence of exact bounds 

for bounded sets in g. By 1.3.1, g = f3f and E' = f3f!. Let e E E+, y E f3f!, 

and Iyl :S te. Since t(E) is a minorizing sublattice in f3f!, we have y+ = supt(A), 

where A : = {x E E+ I tX ::; y+}. But the set A is bounded in E by the element e; 
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therefore, supA E E and y+ = t(supA) E tEo Similarly, y- E t(E) and, finally, 

y E t(E). [> 

(6) The image t(E) coincides with the whole flt if and only if E is 

a universally complete K -space. 

<] If E is a K-space then g = fl by (5) and, hence, flt = gt = mixt(E). 

However, for the universally complete K-space E we have miXt(E) = t(E). The 

converse is obvious. [> 

(7) Universally complete K -spaces are isomorphic if and only if their 

bases are isomorphic. 

<] If E and F are universally complete K-spaces and the Boolean algebras ~(E) 

and ~(F) are isomorphic then E and F are isomorphic to the same K -space fl t 
by (6). On the other hand, if h is an isomorphism from E onto F then the mapping 

K f-t h( K) (K E ~(E)) is an isomorphism between the bases. [> 

(8) Let E be a universally complete K-space with unity 1. Then we can 

uniquely define the multiplication in E so as to make E into an f-algebra and 1, 

into a ring unity. 

<] By (6) and (4), we may assume that E = flt and 1 = 1. The existence of 

the required multiplication in E follows from 1.3.3. Assume that there is another 

multiplication 8 : E X E ~ E in E and (E, +, 8, :::;) is a faithful f-algebra with 

unity 1. The faithfulness of the f-algebra implies that 8 is an extensional mapping. 

But then the ascent x := 8i is a multiplication in &l. By virtue of uniqueness of 

the multiplicative structure in &l, we conclude that x = .. Hence, we derive that 

8 coincides with the original multiplication in E (see 1.3.3). [> 

1.3.8. Now, we dwell upon the questions of extension and completion of Ar

chimedean vector lattices. 

A universal completion or maximal extension of an Archimedean vector lat

tice E is defined to be a universally complete K-space mE := flt, where fl is (some 

realization of) the field of real numbers in the model V(B) (&l is unique to within 

isomorphism!) and B := ~(E). We can see from Theorem 1.3.6 that there exists 

an isomorphism t : E ~ mE; moreover, the sublattice t(E) is minorizing in mE 

and t(E).L.L = mE. Such properties determine a universal completion to within 

an isomorphism which makes it possible to speak of the universal completion of 

a space. More precisely, the following assertion is valid: 
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(1) Let E be an Archimedean vector lattice and F be a universally 

complete K -space. Assume that h is an isomorphism from E onto the minorizing 

lattice F and h(E).l...l.. = F. Then there exists an isomorphism x from F onto mE 

such that t = x 0 h. 

<J We easily derive from the hypotlJ.esis that the mapping j : b 1---+ j(b) := 

h(b).l...l.. is an isomorphism from B := ~(E) onto ~(F). According to 1.3.7(5,6), 

there is an isomorphism k from F onto mE such that k-1 0 X(b) 0 k is the projection 

onto the component j(b) (for each b E B). Apply 1.3.6(3) to Fo := h(E) and 

g:= to h-1 : Fo --+ .94'1. There exists an element a E.94'l such that g(x) = a· k(x), 

x E Fo. Put x(x) = a· k(x) (x E F). Then t = x 0 h. t> 

(2) For every Archimedean vector lattice E there exists a K -space oE 

unique to within an isomorphism and an o-continuous lattice isomorphism t : E --+ 

oE such that 

sup{tX I x E E, tX ~ y} = y = inf{tx I x E E, tx:?: y} 

for every element y E oE. 

<J Let oE be the order ideal in mE :=.94'1 generated by the set t(E), where t : 

E --+ mE is the same as in (1). We preserve the same notation for the isomorphism 

from E into oE determined by the embedding to Then (oE,t) is the sought pair. 

Indeed, t( E) is a minorizing and simultaneously massive lattice in the K -space oE 

(see 1.3.6(3)); therefore, the required representation in terms of suprema and infima 

are valid for every y E oE. The order continuity of t as well is an immediate 

consequence of the fact that t( E) is a minorizing sublattice. Assume that some 

pair (E', t') satisfies the indicated conditions. Then t'(E') is a minorizing and 

massive sublattice in oE; hence, we can easily derive that the bases ~(E') and 

~(oE) are isomorphic. Thereby such are the bases ~(E') and ~(E), and 1.3.7(7) 

implies that the K-spaces mE and mE' are isomorphic; so without loss of generality 

we may assume that E' C mE. Further, arguing as in (1) and using 1.3.6(3), we 

conclude that t' 0 t -1 is the restriction to E of the operator ma : .94'1 --+ .94'1 of 

multiplication by some element a E .94'1. It is easily seen that ma(oE) = E'; i.e., 

ma establishes an isomorphism between the K -spaces oE and E'. t> 

Suppose that F is a K-space and A C F. Denote by dA the set of all x E F 

representable as 0-Lee 7reae, where (ae)eEB C A and (7re)eEB is a partition of unity 
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in ~(F). Let r A be the set of all elements x E F of the form x = r-limn--+oo an, 

where (an) is an arbitrary sequence in A convergent with regulator. 

(3) The formula aE = rdE holds for an Archimedean vector lattice E. 

<l See 1.3.6(1,2). I> 

1.3.9. Interpreting the concept of a convergent numeric net inside V(B) and 

employing 1.3.4(3) and 1.3.7(5), we obtain useful tests for a-convergence in a K

space E with unity 1. 

Theorem. Let (Xo)oEA be an order bounded net in E and x E E. 

The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) the net (xo) a-converges to the element x; 
(2) for every number c: > 0 the net (e~(o) )OEA of unit elements, where y( 0') := 

Ix - xol, a-converges ta 1; 

(3) for every number c: > 0 there exists a partition of unity (7r 0 )OEA in the 

Boolean-valued algebra ~(E) such that 

7ro lx - x,al :::; c:1 (0',;3 E A, ;3 2: 0'); 

( 4) for every number c: > 0 there exists an increasing net (Po )oEA C ~(E) of 

projections such that 

Polx - x,al :::; c:1 (0',;3 E A, ;3 2: 0'). 

<l Without loss of generality we may assume that E is an order-dense ideal of 

the universally complete K-space &t'l (see 1.3.7(5)). 

(1) ¢} (2): It suffices to consider the case Yo = Xo (0' E A), i.e., (xo) C E+ 
(0) 

and Xo -+ o. 
Let (j be the modified ascent of the mapping s : 0' -+ Xo. Then [a is a net 

in R+] = 1. By 1.2.4(3), o-lim s = 0 if and only if [lim (j = 0] = 1. We can rewrite 

the last equality in equivalent form: 

Calculating the Boolean truth-values for the quantifiers, we find another equivalent 

form 

(Vc: > 0)(3(bo )oEA C B) (V bo = 1/\ (V;3 E A) (;3 2: 0' -+ [x,a < c: A ] 2: bo )) 

oEA 
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which in turn amounts to the following: 

(V[>O)(V I\[Xp<[A]=l). 
aEA PEA 

p?a 
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Since X([xp < [A]) = e~/3 (see 1.3.5), we see from the above that Xa ~ x if and 

only if 

lim inf eX" = V A e~il = 1 aEA g I \ 
aEA PEA 

p?a 

for every E > 0, i.e., e:" ~ 1 for every [ > O. 

(1) ~ (3): Arguing as in (1) --+ (2), we find that the relation o-limxa = x is 

equivalent to the following: 

(V[ > 0)(3(Ca )aEA C B)( V Ca = 1/\ (VfJ E A)(fJ ~ a --+ Ca ~ [Ixa - xl ~ [A])). 
aEA 

By virtue of the exhaustion principle for Boolean algebras, there exist a partition 

of unity (de)eE3 in B and a mapping 8 : 3 --+ A such that de ~ C8W (~ E 3). Put 

ba := V{de I a = 8(~)} if a E 8(3) and ba = 0 if a rf. 8(3). We see that (ba)aEA 

is a partition of unity and ba ~ Ca (a E A). Thus, if Xa --+ x then for every [ > 0 

there is a partition of unity (ba ) such that 

ba ~ [Ix - xpi ~ [A] (a, fJ E A, fJ ~ a). 

As follows from 1.3.2, the latter means that 

7l'alX - xpi ~ c1 (a, fJ E A, fJ ~ a), 

where 7l'a := X(ba ). Since (7l'a) is a partition of unity in ~(E), necessity is proven. 

To prove sufficiency, observe that if the indicated conditions are satisfied and 

a := lim sup IXa - xl then 

7l'aa ~ V Ixp - xl ~ E7l'a 1 
p?a 

for all a E A. Consequently, 

0::; a = L 7l'aa ~ [ L 7l'a 1 = d. 

Since [> 0 is arbitrary, we have a = 0 and o-limxa = x. 

(3) ~ (4): We only have to put Pa := V{7l'p I fJ E A, a ~ fJ} in (3). [> 
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1.3.10. Let C(f be the field of complex numbers in the model V(B). Then 

the algebraic system C(f! represents the complexification of the K-space fl!. In 

particular, C(f! is a complex universally complete K -space and a complex algebra. 

<l Since C = IR EB iIR is equivalent to a bounded formula, we have [C" = 
IR" EB IR"] = 1 (see 1.2.8(4)), where i is the imaginary unity and the element i" is 

denoted by the same letter i. From 1.3.1 we see that [C" is a dense subfield of the 

field C(f] = 1 and, in particular, [i is the imaginary unity of the field C(f] = 1. If 

z E C(f! then z is a complex number inside V(B); therefore, 

[(3!x E fl)(3!y E fl) z = x + iy] = 1. 

The maximum principle implies that there is a unique pair of elements x, y E V(B) 

such that 

[x, y E fl] = [z = x + iy] = 1. 

Hence, we obtain x, y E fl!, z = x + iy, and thereby C(f! = fl! EB ifl!. Appealing 

to 1.3.2 and 1.3.4 completes the proof. [> 

1.4. Boolean-Valued Analysis of Vector Lattices 

In this section, we show that the most important structure properties of vector 

lattices such as represent ability by means of function spaces, the spectral theorem, 

functional calculus, etc. are the images of properties of the field of real numbers in 

an appropriate Boolean-valued model. 

1.4.1. We start with several useful remarks to be used below without further 

specifications. Take a KIT-space E. By the realization theorem 1.3.6, we can assume 

that E is a sublattice of the universally complete K-space fl!, where, as usual, fl 
is the field of real numbers in the model V(B) and B := ~(E). Moreover, the 

ideal E := I(E) generated by the set E in fl! is an order-dense ideal of fl! and 

an o-completion of E. The unity 1 of the lattice E is also a unity in fl!. The exact 

bounds of countable sets in E are inherited from fl!. In more detail, if the least 

upper (greatest lower) bound x of a sequence (x n ) C E exists in fl! then x is also 

the least upper (greatest lower) bound in E, provided that x E E. Thus, it does 

not matter whether the o-limit (o-sum) of a sequence in E is calculated in E or fl!, 
provided the result belongs to E. The same is true for the r-limit and r-sums. In 
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particular, we can claim that if x E E then the trace ex and the spectral function 

(characteristic) ei of an element x calculated in 811 are an element of B := rt(E) 
and a mapping from JR to B respectively. 

1.4.2. Theorem. The following assertions hold for the spectral function of 

an element of an arbitrary K,,-space with unity 1: 

(1) 8 ::; t --7 e~ ::; e; (8, t E JR); 

(2) V tEP ef = 1, I\tEP ef = 0; 

(3) V{e~ \ 8 E P, 8 < t} = ef (t E JR); 

( 4) x ::; Y --7 (Vt E P) ef ::; ef; 

(5) e;+Y=V{e~!\e; \r,8EP, r+8=t} (tEP); 

(6) x~0!\y~0--7e;·Y=V{e~!\e;\r,8EP+, r8=t} (tEP, t>O); 

(7) e;x = V{1- e:' s \ 8 E P, s < t} (t E P); 

(8) x = inf(A) f-t (e; = VaEA en (t E JR); 

(9) e;vy = e; !\ ef (t E R); 

(10) c = Q!(1) --7 e~x = (1 - c)!\ e; (t E JR, t > 0); 

c E Q!(1) --7 e~x = c!\ e; (t E JR, t ::; 0). 

Here P is an arbitrary dense subfield of the field lR. (In (6) and (8) we assume 

that the needed product and infimum exist.) 

<l According to remarks of 1.4.1, without loss of generality we may assume 

that the K,,-space under consideration coincides with 8l1. But then the required 

relations can be easily derived from the elementary properties of numbers with the 

help of 1.3.5. 

Prove, for instance, (2), (6), and (8). First of all observe that p A is a dense 

subfield of the field 8l inside V(B) Take x E 811 and consider the two formulas 

cp(x) := (3t E PA)(x < t) and 1j;(x) := (Vt E PA)(x < t). For a real number x 
the formula '1'( x) is true and 1j;( x) is false. Consequently, the transfer principle 

implies [cp(x)] = 1 and [1j;(x)] = o. Calculating the Boolean truth-values for the 

quantifiers by the rules of 1.2.8( 1) yields 

v [x < t A ] = 1, A [x < t A ] = 0 
tEP tEP 

which is equivalent to (2) by 1.3.5. 
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Take positive elements x, y E ill and a number 0 < t E P. Then x, y, and 

tA are real numbers in the model V(B). Make use of the following property of 

numbers: 

x ~ 01\ Y ~ 0 ---+ (xy < t A f-+ (3r, s E P~)(x < r 1\ y < s 1\ rs = t)). 

Employing again the transfer principle and the rules of 1.2.8( 1) for calculating the 

Boolean truth-values, we arrive at the relation 

[xy < tA] = V [x < rA]!\[y < SA]. 
O<r,sEP 
rs=t 

Hence, the required equality (6) ensues if we apply X to both sides of the preceding 

equality (see 1.3.5). 

Now, let A be a set in the considered K ",-space. Then Ai is some set of 

real numbers inside V(B) and the formula inf(A) < t f-+ (3a E Aj)(a < t) holds. 

Employing 1.3.4(2) and 1.2.10(1), we can write down the following chain of equiv

alences: 

x =inf(A) f-+ [x = inf(Aj)] = 1 f-+ [(Vt EpA) 

(x < t f-+ inf(Aj) < t)] = 1 f-+ (Vt E P)[x < t A ] 

=[(3a E Aj)(a < tA)] f-+ (Vt E P)[x < tA] = V [a < t'\]. 
aEA 

Appealing to 1.3.5 completes the proof of (8). [> 

1.4.3. Thus, to each element of a K",-space with unity there corresponds the 

spectral function, moreover, the operations transform in a rather definite way. This 

circumstance suggests that an arbitrary K",-space with unity can be realized as 

a space of "abstract spectral functions." We will expatiate upon this. 

A resolution of identity in a Boolean algebra B is defined as a mapping e : 

lR ---+ B satisfying the conditions 

(1) s ~ t ---+ e(s) ~ e(t) (s, t E lR); 

(2) VtEJR e(t) = 1, !\tEJR e(t) = 0; 

(3) VsEJR,s<t e(s) = e(t) (t E lR). 
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Let j{(B) be the set of all resolution of identity in B. Introduce some order by 

the formula 

e'::; e" ~ (Vt E 1R)(e"(t)::; e'(t)) (e', e" E j{(B)). 

Further, suppose that B is a a-algebra and P is a dense countable subfield of lR. 

By property (3), every resolution of identity is uniquely determined by its 

values on P. 
Given e', e" E j{(B), we can define the mapping 

e: t f-t V{e'(1') /\ e"(s) I 1',s E P, l' + s = t} (t E P), 

e : t f-t V { e( s) I s E P, s < t} (t E 1R) 

which is obviously a resolution of identity in B. Putting e' + e" := e, we obtain the 

structure of a commutative group in j{(B); moreover, the zero element 0 and the 

inverse element -e have the form 

{ 
1, if t > 0, 

O(t) := 
0, if t::; 0, 

-e(t):= V{l- e(-s) Is E P, s < t}. 

Finally, define the product of an element e E j{( B) and a number n E IR by the 

rules 

(ne)(t) := e(t/n) (n > 0, t E 1R), 

(ne)(t) := (-e)( -tin) (n < 0, t E 1R). 

1.4.4. Theorem. Let B be a complete Boolean algebra. The set .ft(B) with 

introduced operations and order represents a universally complete K -space. The 

mapping sending an element x E &il to the resolution of identity t f-t [x < t/\] (t E 

1R) is an isomorphism between the K-spaces &il and j{(B). 

<l Denote the indicated mapping from &il to j{(B) by the letter h. By The

orem 1.4.2, h preserves the operations and order. Moreover, h is one-to-one, since 

the equality h( x) = h(y) means 

[x < t/\] = [y < t/\] (t E 1R) 
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or (see 1.2.8(1)) 

[(Vt E 1R")(x < t ~ Y < t)] = 1 

and thereby is equivalent to coincidence of two numbers x and y inside V(B). 

By virtue of Theorem 1.3.2, it remains to establish that h is surjective. Take 

an arbitrary resolution of identity e in the Boolean algebra B. Let (3 := (tn)nEZ 

be a partition of the real axis; i.e., tn < tn+l (n E IE), limn-+oo tn = 00, and 

limn-+_oo tn = -00. The disjoint sum 

x((3) := L tn+l(x(e(tn+d) - x(e(tn))) 
nEZ 

exists in the universally complete K-space ~l; here X is the isomorphism of B 

onto ~(~l) (see 1.3.2 and 1.3.3). Denote by the letter A the set of all elements x(j3). 
Every element of the form 

x(j3) := L tn(x(e(tn+1 )) - x(e(tn))) 
nEZ 

is a lower bound of A. Therefore, there exists x := inf A := inf {x(j3)}. It is easy to 

observe that 

Hence, by 1.4.2(8), we infer 

el = V e~ = V x(e(t)) = x(e(A)) (A E 1R). 
aEA tEliR,t<A 

Thereby h( x) = e (see 1.3.5). [> 

1.4.5. We derive several important corollaries to the just-proven theorem. 

(1) A universally complete K-space E with unity 1 is isomorphic to 

the K-space ft(B), where B = ~(1). The isomorphism is established by the 

mapping x t---t ((el)AEl!R) (x E E). 

<l It suffices to compare 1.3.7(6) and 1.4.4. [> 

(2) The Freudenthal spectral theorem. Let E be an arbitrary K u -

space with unity 1. Every element x E E admits the representation 

00 

x = J Adel, 
-00 
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where the integral is understood to be the limit with regulator 1 of the integral 

sums 

x((3) := LTn(e~n+l - e~J, tn < Tn < tn+l, 
nEZ 

as 8«(3) := sUPnEz(tn+l - tn) ---t O. 

<l We can assume that 3l! is a universal completion of E and E C 3l!. Let 

x E E, (3 := (tn)nEZ be a partition of JR, and tn < Tn < tn+l (n E Z). Then 

bn :::; [t~ :::; x :::; t~+d /\ [t~ :::; r;: :::; t~+l] /\ [t~+l - t~ :::; 8((3)"] 

:::; [Ix - T~I :::; 8((3)"]. 

Taking the equality x((3) := mixnEz(bnT~) into account, we derive 

[Ix - x((3)1 :::; 8((3)"] = 1 or Ix - x((3)1 :::; 8(,8)1. 

It remains to recall the remarks of 1.4.1. c> 

(3) For an arbitrary a-algebra B, the set st(B) (with structure defined 

as In 1.4.3) is a universally complete Ku-space with unity. Conversely, every 

universally complete Ku-space E with unity is isomorphic to st(B), where B = 

ct(E). 

<l Let B be an o-completion of the a-algebra B. According to 1.4.4, st(B) is 

a universally complete K-space. The set st(B) is contained in st(B). Moreover, 

from 1.4.2(4-7) and 1.4.4 we can see that the vector lattice structure and the exact 

bounds of countable sets in st(B) are inherited from st(B). Consequently, st(B) 
is a Ku-space with unity. The same arguments imply that every countable set of 

pairwise disjoint elements in st( B) is bounded. 

Now, take an arbitrary Ku-space E with unity and a universal completion E 
of E. If B = cE(E) and B := cE(E) then B is an o-completion of B. By (1), the 

spaces E and st(B) are isomorphic; moreover, st(B) is the image of the subspace E 

by (2). c> 

1.4.6. From 1.4.4 and 1.4.5 we can immediately derive some results on function 

realization of vector lattices. 

(1) Theorem. Let Q be the Stone space of a a-algebra B. The vector 

lattices Coo(Q) and st(B) are isomorphic. In particular, Coo(Q) is a universally 

complete Ku-space with unity for every quasiextremal compact space Q. 
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<l Take e E Jt(B). Let Gt be a clopen set in Q corresponding to the ele

ment e(t) E B. By 1.1.11, there exists a unique continuous function e : Q -t iR such 

that 

It follows from the relations 1.4.2(2) that the closed set n{ Gt I t E R} has empty 

interior and the open set U{ Gt I t E R} is dense in Q. Hence, the function is 

finite everywhere, except possibly the points of a nowhere dense set; therefore, 

e E Coo(Q). 
It is easy to check that the mapping e 1--+ e is the sought isomorphism. I> 

(2) Theorem. Let Q be the Stone space of a complete Boolean alge

bra B, and let 1% be the field of real numbers in the model V( B) . The vector 

lattice Coo(Q) is isomorphic to the universally complete K-space 1%1. The isomor

phism is established by assigning to an element x E 1%1 the function x : Q -t iR 
by the formula 

x(q) := inf{t E R I [x < tA] E q} (q E Q). 

<l The proof is immediate from (1) and 1.4.4. I> 

(3) Theorem. Let E be an Archimedean vector lattice and Q be the 
Stone space of the base ~(Q). Then E is isomorphic to a minorizing sublat

tice Eo C Coo ( Q). Moreover, E is an order-dense ideal of Coo ( Q) (coincides 

with Coo(Q)) if and only if E is a K-space (a universally complete K-space). 

<l See (2),1.3.6, and 1.3.7(5,6). I> 

1.4.7. In the sequel, we need the concept of integral with respect to a spectral 

measure. Suppose that (T,~) is a measure space; i.e., T is a nonempty set and ~ is 

a fixed a-algebra of subsets of T. A spectral measure is defined to be an o-continuous 

Boolean homomorphism Jl from ~ into the Boolean a-algebra B. More precisely, 

a mapping Jl : ~ -t B is a spectral measure if Jl(T - A) = 1 - Jl(A) (A E ~) and 

for each sequence (An) of elements of~. 
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Let B := !t.(E) be the Boolean algebra of unit elements of a KO'-space E with 

a fixed unity 1. Take a measurable function f : T --t R Given an arbitrary 

partition of the real axis 

lim An = ±oo, 
n-±oo 

assign Ak := f- 1([Ak,AHl)) and compose the integral sums 
00 00 

-00 -00 

where the sums are calculated in E. It is clear that 
00 

-00 

for every choice of tk E Ak (k E Z). Also, it is evident that df, /3) increases and 

a(J, (3) decreases as we refine the partition j3. If there exists an element x E E 
such that sup{Q.(J, (3)} = x = inf{a(J, (3)}, where the exact bounds are calculated 

over all partitions j3 := (AkhEZ of the real axis, then we say that the function f is 

integrable with respect to the spectral measure 11 or the spectral integral I{L(J) exists; 

in this event we write 

I{L(J):= J fdll:= J f(t)dll(t) := x. 

T T 

1.4.8. The spectral integral I{L(J) exists for every bounded measurable func

tion f. If E is a universally complete KO'-space then every almost everywhere 

finite measurable function is integrable with respect to each spectral measure. 

<l Note that Ak n Al = 0 (k I- I) and U kEZ Ak = T; therefore, (fl( Ak) hEZ is 

a resolution of identity in the Boolean algebra B. Putting b := sUPkEZ PH1 - Ad, 
we can write down 

o S; a(J, (3) - ![(J, (3) S; .L bfl(Ak) = 81. 
kEZ 

Consequently, a measurable function f is integrable with respect to fl if and only 

if a(J, /3) and df, (3) exist at least for one partition j3. If f is bounded then the 

sums a(J, (3) and df, (3) contain at most finitely many nonzero summands. If E is 
a universally complete K-space and a measurable function f is arbitrary then the 

indicated sums also make sense, since in this case they involve at most count ably 

many pairwise disjoint elements. c> 
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1.4.9. Theorem. Let E := q1 and let p be a spectral measure with values 

in B := fE(E). Then for every measurable function J the integral Ip,(f) is a unique 

element of the I< -space E satisfying the condition 

[Ip,(J) < ,\"] = p( {f < A}) (A E R). 

<J Take an arbitrary number A E R and a partition of the real axis (3 := (Ak )kEz 
such that AO = A. If b := [Ip,(f) < A"] then 

b = [(3t E R") (Ip,(f) < tAt < A")]. 

By the mixing principle, there exist a partition (b~ )~ES of the element b and a fam

ily (t~)~ES C R such that t~ < A and b~ ~ [Ip,(f) ~ In for all e. Hence, apply

ing 1.3.2, we derive 

and further 

Akb~p(Ak) ~ t~b~p(Ak) < Ab~p(Ak) (~E 3, k E IE). 

For k ~ 1 we have Ak > A; therefore, b~p(Ak) = O. Thereby 

b ~ (~ b( ~ ,0, p( A,)' ~ p ( T - Q, A,) ~ p( {f < ,I}). 

On the other hand, b* = [Ip,(f) ~ A"] and, by 1.3.2, we again infer that 

Ab* ~ b* Ip,(J) ~ b*7f(J, (3) or 

Ab*p(Ak) ~ b*AkP(Ak) (k E IE). 

For k < 0 we have Ak < A; therefore, b* p( Ak) = O. Consequently, 

b' ~ ,!:/(A,)' ~ p (T - ,Q! A,) ~ p( {f ",1l). 

This implies b ~ p( {J < A}) and we finally obtain b = p( {f < A}). 
Assume that 

[X<A"]=p({J<A}) (AER) 

for some x E q1. Then by what was established above we have [x < A"] 
[Ip,(J) < A"] for all A E R. This is equivalent to the relation 

[(VA E R") (x < A f-t Ip,(J) < A] = 1. 

Hence, recalling that R" is dense in q, we obtain the equality [x = Ip,(J)] = 1 or 

x = Ip,(J). I> 
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1.4.10. Take a measurable function f : T ---+ JR and a spectral measure J.t : 

E ---+ B := ~(E), where E is some K-space. If the integral IIl(f) E E exists then 

.x 1--+ J.t({f < .x}) (.x E JR) coincides with the spectral function of the element IIl(f). 

<l We have only to compare 1.4.9 with 1.3.5. [> 

1.4.11. Theorem. Let E be a universally complete K(T-space and J.t : E ---+ 

Bo := ~(E) be some spectral measure. The spectral integral IIl(') represents 

a sequential o-continuous (linear, multiplicative, and latticial) homomorphism from 

the f-algebra .4(T, E) of measurable functions into E. 

<l Without loss of generality we may assume that E C !% 1 and !% 1 is an o-com

pletion of E (see 1.3.7). Here!% is the field of real numbers in V(B), where B is 

a completion of the algebra Bo. It is obvious that the operator III is linear and 

positive. Prove its sequential o-continuity. Take a decreasing sequence (fn)nEN 

of measurable functions such that limn-+<Xl fn(t) = 0 for all t E T, and let Xn := 

IIl(fn) (n E N) and 0 < € E JR. If we assign An := {t E T I fn(t) < c} then 

T = U::'=l An. By Proposition 1.4.10, we can write down 

<Xl 
o-lim e;n = o-lim J.t(An) = V J.t(An) = 1. 

n---+oo n-+oo 
n=l 

Appealing to the test for o-convergence 1.3.8(2), we obtain o-limn-+<Xl Xn = O. Fur

ther, given arbitrary measurable functions f, 9 : T ---+ JR, we derive from 1.4.2(9) 

and 1.4.10 that 

(with I := Ill); consequently, I(f V g) = I(f) V I(g). It means that III is a lattice 

homomorphism. In a similar way, for f 2: 0 and 9 2: 0 it follows from 1.4.2(6) 
and 1.4.10 that 

e~(f·g) = J.t({f· 9 < .x}) = J.t( U {f < r} n {g < s}) 
r,sEE+ 

rs=). 

= V J.t( {f < r}) 1\ J.t( {g < s}) = V e~(f) 1\ e!(g) = e~(f)·I(g) 
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for A E E, A > O. Thus, 1(f . g) = 1(f) . l(g). The validity of the latter equality 

for arbitrary functions f and 9 ensues from the above-established properties of the 

spectral integral: 

1(f· g) = 1(f+ g+) + 1(f-g-) - 1(f+ g-) - 1(f-g+) 

= 1(f)+ l(g)+ + 1(f)- l(g)- - 1(f)+ l(g)- - 1(f)- l(g)+ 

= 1(f) . l(g). I> 

1.4.12. Below we shall need a certain fact about representation of Boolean 

algebras (see [56; Theorem 29.1]). 

The Loomis-Sikorski theorem. Let Q be the Stone space of a Boolean 

a-algebra B. Let ~O'(Q) be the a-algebra of subsets of Q generated by the 

set ~(Q) of all clopen sets, and let ~ be a a-ideal in ~O'( Q) composed of meager 

sets. Then the algebra B is isomorphic to the quotient-algebra ~ 0' ( Q) / ~. If to is 

an isomorphism of B onto ~(Q) then the mapping 

t: b I-t [to(b)b (b E B), 

where [Ab is the equivalence class of a set A E ~O'( Q) by the ideal ~, is an iso

morphism of the algebra B onto the algebra ~O'(Q)/~. 

1.4.13. Let e1, . .. ,en: JR -T B be a finite collection of spectral functions with 

values in a a-algebra B. Then there exists a unique B-valued spectral measure f1 

defined on the Borel a-algebra &6(JRn) of the space JRn such that 

for all AI, . .. ,An E JR. 

<l Without loss of generality we may assume that B = ~(Q), where Q is 
the Stone space of B. According to 1.1.11(1), there are continuous functions Xk : 
Q -T i: such that ek(A) = cl{Xk < A} for all A E JR and k := 1, ... , n. Put 

f(t) = (X1(t), ... ,xn(t)) if all Xk(t) are finite and f(t) = 00 if Xk = ±oo at least for 

one index k. Thereby we have defined a continuous mapping f : Q -T JR n U {oo} 

(the neighborhood filterbase of the point 00 is composed of the complements to 
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various balls with center the origin). It is clear that f is measurable with respect 

to the Borel algebras .96(Q) and .96(Rn). Let ~a(Q), t, and ['].:l be the same as 

in 1.4.12. 

Define the mapping p, : .96(Rn) -+ B by the formula 

It is obvious that p, is a spectral measure. If A := n;=l ( -00, .Ak) then 

n 

f-I(A) = n {Xk < .Ad, 
k=l 

and hence p,(A) = el(.AI) 1\ ... 1\ en(.An). If v is another spectral measure with the 

same properties as p, then the set .96:= {A E .96(Rn) I v(A) = p,(A)} is a a-algebra 

containing all sets of the form 

n 

II (-00, .Ak) (.AI, ... ,.An E R). 
k=l 

Hence, .96 = .96(R n). I> 

1.4.14. Now, take an ordered collection of elements Xl, ... ,X n in a K".-space E 

with unity 1. Let eXk : R -+ B := (E(1) denote the spectral function of the ele

ment Xk. According to the above-proven assertion, there exists a spectral mea

sure p, : .96(Rn) -+ B such that 

We can see that the measure p, is uniquely determined by the ordered collection ~ := 

(Xl, ... ,Xn) E En. For this reason, we write p,~ := p, and say that p,~ is the spectral 

measure of the collection~. The following notations are accepted for the integral of 

a measurable function f : Rn -+ R with respect to the spectral measure p,~: 

If ~ = (x) then we also write x(J) := f(x) := 1,..(J) and call P,x := p, the spec

tral measure of x. Recall that the space .96(R n, R) of all Borel functions in R n is 

a universally complete Ka-space and a faithful f-algebra. 
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1.4.15. Tbeorem. The spectral measures of a collection ~:= (XI, ... ,Xn ) 

and the element f(~) are connected by the relation 

f-t j(1) = f-t1 0 roO , 
where f ..... : 86'(lR.) ~ 86'(lR.n) is the homomorphism acting by the rule A I-t f-I(A). 
In particular, 

(f 0 g)(~) = g(f(~)) 
for measurable functions f E 86'(lR.n, lR.) and 9 E 86'(lR.,lR.) whenever f(~) and g(f(~)) 

exist. 

<l By 1.4.10, we have 

f-tj(1) ( -00, t) = e{(1) = [f(~) < t] = f-t1 0 f-l( -00, t) 

for every t E lR.. Hence, the spectral measures f-tj(X) and f-tx 0 f ..... defined on 86'(lR.) 
coincide on the intervals of the form (-00, t). Afterwards, reasoning in a standard 

manner, we conclude that the measures coincide everywhere. To prove the second 

part, it suffices to observe that (g 0 f) ..... = f ..... 0 g ..... and apply what was established 

above twice. [> 

1.4.16. Tbeorem. For every ordered collection ~ := (Xl, ... , xn) of a univer

sally complete K(T-space E, the mapping 

is a unique sequentially a-continuous homomorphism of the f -algebra 86'(lR. n, lR.) 
into E satisfying the conditions 

where dtk : (tl, ... , tn) I-t tk stands for the kth coordinate function on lR.n. 

<l As was established in 1.4.11, the mapping f I-t ~(f) is a sequentially 

o-continuous homomorphism of f-algebras. Theorem 1.4.15 yields the equalities 

f-tdtk(1) = f-t1 0 (dtk) ..... = f-tXk' 

Consequently, the elements ~(dtk) = dtkC~) and Xk coincide, for they have the same 

spectral function. If h : 86'(lR. n , lR.) ~ E is another homomorphism of f -algebras 

with the same properties as ~(.) then h and ~(.) coincide on all polynomials. After

wards, we infer that h and ~(.) coincide on the whole 86'(lR. n, lR.) due to o-continuity. [> 
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1.4.17. Theorem. An element x E E has the form x 

~ E En and f E ~(lRn,lR) if and only if im(lLx) C im(IL,)' 
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f(~) with some 

<l Necessity follows from 1.4.15. Sufficiency is left to the reader as an exercise. I> 

1.5. Fragments of Positive Operators 

In the current section we demonstrate that the combination of Boolean-valued 

and infinitesimal methods is very fruitful in the theory of vector lattices and positive 

operators. It is not perfectly clear what combination is optimal and what synthetic 

nonstandard analysis is desired, since there are various possibilities of combining 

technical tools. Therefore, we dwell upon a concrete but important question of 

calculating fragments of positive operators which can be studied in considerable 

detail by systematically applying nonstandard methods. 

1.5.1. First we formulate some basic statements for the reader's comfort. 

Given a set A in a K-space, we denote by AV the union of A and the suprema 

of all its nonempty finite sets. The symbol A (T) denotes the result of adjoining to 

A the suprema of all increasing nonempty nets in A. The symbols A (1) and A 01 Tl 

are interpreted in a natural way. 

Let E be a vector lattice, let F be a K-space, and let U be a positive operator 

from E into F. Given an element e E E+, introduce an operator 7reU by the 

formulas 

(7reU)x:= supU(xAne) (x E E+); 
nEN 

It is easy to see that 7reU E L~(E, F). Moreover, 7reU is a fragment of U and 

the mapping U ~ 7reU (U ~ 0) extends naturally to L~(E, F) to become a band 

projection. If p E ~(F) then we denote the band projection U ~ pU in the K-space 

L~(E, F) by the same letter p. 

(1) The Boolean algebra It(U) of fragments can be reconstructed from 

fragments of the form (p 0 7r e)U by the formula 

It(U) = {(p 0 7re)U I p E ~(F), e E E+} vOl n. 

The set fYJ of all band projections in the K-space L~(E,F) is generating pro

vided that Ux+ = sup{(7rU)x 17r E fYJ} for all U E L~(E,F)+ and x E E. Take 
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positive operators U and V in L"'(E,F) and the principal band projection W of V 
onto {U}.1..1.. 

(2) H lff is the order-unit filter of F then 

Wx = supinf{7rVy + 7r.1.Vx I 0 ~ y ~ X, 7r E l.J!(F), 7rU(x - y) ~ c} 
eE$ 

for every x E E+. 

(3) H flJ is a generating set of band projections in L"'(E, F) then 

for x E E+. 

Wx = supinf{(7rP).1.Vx I7rPUx ~ c, P E f!lJ, 7r E l.J!(F)} 
eE$ 

1.5.2. Now, we will substantiate the above and other analogous formulas. First 

we examine the case of functionals, employing the methods of infinitesimal analysis. 

We shall use the neoclassical stance due to E. Nelson. A more detailed exposition 

of necessary information can be found in [16, 37, 43] (see also [28, 50, 51, 53, 60]). 

Here we confine ourselves to the next brief remarks. Without special stipulations, 

we agree to work in the standard entouragej i.e., while using the theory of internal 

sets, all free variables in a formal expression are assumed to be standard. The 

sign ~ has the routine meaning in a K-space F: x ~ y for x, y E F stands for 

(Vste E lff) Ix - yl :::; e (lff is the order-unit filter of F). It is clear that if F = lR then 

x - y is infinitesimal in the conventional sense of nonstandard analysis [37). 

Let E be a vector space over a dense subfield Iii of the field JR. Further, let 

q : E -t lR be a sublinear functional and let A be a generating set for qj i.e., 

q(x) = sup{f(x) If E A} (x E E). 

Denote by T the topology of pointwise convergence on elements of E in E# .
L(E,lR), the algebraic dual of E. By the classical Milman theorem, for i = lR we 

have ext( q) C clr(A) for the set ext(q) of extreme points of the subdifferential 

8q:= {f E E# I (Vx E E) f(x) :::; q(x)}. 

The conclusion, the Milman converse of the KreIn-Milman theorem, is also valid in 

the case under consideration. 
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1.5.3. Theorem. Every extreme point of the subdifferential 8q lies in the 

T-closure of a generating set for q. 

<l It is clear that T is a locally convex topology in the vector space E# over 

the field R. Moreover, 8q is T-compact by Tychonoff's theorem. Denote by D 

the T-closure of the convex hull of A. Obviously, D := clr(co(A)) is aT-compact 

convex set. Assume that some element f E 8q does not lie in D. By the separation 

theorem, there is a T-continuous linear functional r.p over E# such that 

sup{r.p(f) If E D} = r.p(fo) < r < r.p(!) 

for fo E D and r E R. By the continuity of r.p, 

for some Xl, ... ,Xn E E and t E R and for all f E E#. Thereby, r.p(f) = a1 f( Xl) + 
... anf( xn) for suitable aI, ... ,an E R. Working in the standard entourage, choose 

a1, ... ,an E R infinitely close to a1, ... , an. Observe also that f( X k) E fin R by the 

hypothesis that Xk is standard and the inequality q( -Xk) 5 f(Xk) 5 q(Xk); i.e., 

f(Xk) is a finite number for an arbitrary f E 8q and k := 1, ... , n. Put 

Then 

n 

x:= LakXk. 
k==l 

n 

r.p(J) = f(x) + ~)ak - ak)f(xk) ~ f(x) 
k==1 

for f E 8q, because ak-ak is infinitesimal for k = 1, ... ,no Hence, r.p(f)+E 2: f(x) 
for every standard E > O. Thus, for such an E > 0, the following estimates hold: 

q(X) = sup{f(x) If E A} 5 sup{r.p(f) + Elf E A} 5 r.p(fo) + E. 

Hence, ° q( x) 5 r.p(fo) < r. On the other hand, 

(VStE > 0) r 5 r.p(!) 5 f(x) + E 5 q(x) + E. 

Consequently, °q(x) 2: r > °q(x), a contradiction. Thus, D = 8q and clr(A) ::) 
ext(q) by the above-mentioned KreIn-Milman theorem. I> 
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1.5.4. Fix some set fY' of band projections and the corresponding set fY'(f) := 

{pf I p E fY'} of the fragments of a positive functional f in a vector lattice E over 

a dense subfield of IR (with unity). 

The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) fY'(f) v(i! j) = Q:( t); 

(2) fY' generates the fragments of f; 

(3) ("Ix E ° E)(3p E fY') pf(x) ~ f(x+); 
(4) a functional g in [0, fl is a fragment of f if and only if 

inf «p.Lg)(x) + p(f - g)(x)) = 0 
pE9I' 

for every x E E+; 
(5) (Vg E °Q:(f))(Vx E ° E+)(3p E fY') Ipf - gl(x) ~ 0; 

(6) inf{lpf - gl(x) I p E fY'} = 0 for every fragment g E Q:(f) and every 

positive element x ~ 0; 
(7) for xE E+ and g E Q:(f), there exists an element p E fY'(f)V(l!), providing 

the equality Ipf - gl(x) = o. 
The implications (1) :::} (2) :::} (3) are beyond questions. 

(3) =? (4): We shall work in the standard entourage. First of all we observe that 

validity of the required inequality for some functionals g and f such that 0 ~ g ~ f 
yields, for a standard x ~ 0, the existence of p E fY' for which p.l..g(x) ~ 0 and 

p(f - g)( x) ~ o. Thereby, 

0p(g 1\ (f - g))(x) :s; 0p(f - g)(x) = 0 

and 

i.e., g 1\ (f - g) = O. 

Now, establish that, under conditions (3), the required equality is provided by 

the conventional criterion for disjointness: 

inf (g(xt) + (f - g)(X2)) = o. 
Xl~O,X2~O 

:£'1 +z2=a: 

Fixing a standard x, find internal positive elements Xl and X2 such that Xl + 
X2 = x and, moreover, g(XI) ~ 0 and f(X2) ~ g(X2). In virtue of (3), the fragment 
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9 lies in the weak closure of f!lJ(f) by 1.5.3. In particular, there is an element p E f!lJ 
for which g(xd ~ pf(Xl) and g(X2) ~ pf(X2)' Thus, pl..g(X2) ~ 0 since pl..g ::; pl.. f. 
Finally, pl..g( x) ~ O. Hence, 

which guarantees the required inequality. 

(4) =} (5): Making use of the identity 

Ipf - gl(x) = pl..g(x) + p(f - g)(x) 

and choosing p E f!lJ such that pl.. g( x) ~ 0 and p(J - g)( x) ~ 0, we prove the claim. 

The equivalence (5) {::} (6) is obvious. The implications (5) =} (7) {::} (1) can 

be checked by the arguments exposed in [5, 40]. 

1.5.5. The set f!lJ of band projections is generating if and only if the following 

representations hold for arbitrary positive functionals f and 9 and for every point 

x ~ 0: 

(J V g)(x) = sup (pf(;r) + pl..g(x)); 
pE!?J' 

(f 1\ g)(x) = inf (pf(x) + pl..g(x)). 
pE!?J' 

<I This is a straightforward consequence of 1.5.4. [> 

1.5.6. For positive functionals f and 9 and a generating set f!lJ of band 

projections, the following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) 9 E {J}l-l-; 

(2) for every finite x E finE := {x EEl (3x E 0 E) Ixl::; x} whenever 

pf(x) ~ 0 for p E f!lJ; 

(3) (Vx E E+)(Vc > 0)(30 > O)(Vp E f!lJ) pf(x)::; 0 --+ pg(x) ::; c. 

<I (1) =} (2): Employing, for instance, the classical Robinson lemma [37], take 

an infinitely large natural N ~ +00 such that N p f( x) ~ 0 for a positive finite vector 

x. Observe that g(x) ~ (g 1\ N f)(x) for such N since 9 coincides with its principal 

band projection onto {f}l..l-. Hence, we conclude that pg(x) ~ 0, considering the 

relations 

pg(x) = p(g - 9 1\ Nf)(x) + p(g 1\ Nf)(x) ::; (g - Nf)(x) + Npf(x). [> 
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By applying the Nelson algorithm, we see that (2) is equivalent to the following 

assertion: 

(2') (VStx E E)(Vp E 9') pf(x) ~ 0 -+ pg(x) ~ o. 
Thus, by (2) :::} (2'), it remains to establish that (2') :::} (1). 

(2') -+ (1): Take a functional h such that h /\ f = O. Given a standard x E E+, 

by virtue of 1.5.4(4), there is an element p E 9'for whichph(x) ~ 0 andp.l f(x) ~ O. 

By (2'), we have p.lg(x) ~ o. Consequently, 

(h /\ g)(x) ~ O(ph(x) + p.lg(x)) = o. 

Grounding on 1.5.4(4), we conclude that h /\ 9 = 0; i.e., 9 E {f}.l.l by the arbi

trariness of h. [> 

1.5.7. Theorem. Let f and 9 be positive functionals on E and let x be a 

positive element of E. The following representations hold for the principal band 

projection 'Tr f onto {f} .1.1: 

(1) 'Trf9(x).= inf*epg(x) I p.lf(x) ~ 0, P E.9} 
(the sign .= means that the formula is exact; i.e., the equality is attained); 

(2) 'Trf9(x) = sUPe>O inf{pg(x) I p.l f(x) ~ e, p E .9}; 
(3) 'Trf9(x).= inf* {Og(y) I f(x - y) ~ 0, 0 ~ y ~ x}; 
(4) (Ve > 0)(3<5 > O)(Vp E 9') pf(x) < <5 -+ 'Trf9(x) ~ p.lg(x) + e; 

(Ve > O)(V<5 > 0)(3p E 9') pf(x) :::; 8/\ p.lg(x) :::; 'Trf9(x) + e; 
(5) (Ve > 0)(3<5 > O)(VO :::; y :::; x) f(x - y) :::; <5 -+ 'Trf9(x) ~ g(y) + e; 

(Ve> O)(V<5 > 0)(30:::; y:::; x) f(x - y) :::; 8/\ g(y) :::; 'Trf9(x) + e. 

<l Put h:= 'Trfg for brevity. It is clear that hex) ~ g(x) and so pg(x) ;::: ph(x). 
If p.lf(x) ~ 0 then p.lh(x) ~ 0 and thus hex) = °ph(x) ~ °pg(x). Consequently, 

every standard element ofthe external set {Opg(x) I p E 9', p.l f(x) ~ O} dominates 

hex). By the transfer principle, we conclude that the left-hand side in (1) does 

not exceed the corresponding right-hand side. To prove that the equality in (1) 

is attained, we observe that f /\ (g - h) = o. Thus, by 1.5.5, p.l f( x) ~ 0 for 

some p E 9' and so pg(x) ~ ph(x). Considering that h E {f}.l.l and grounding 

on 1.5.6(2), we derive that p.lh(x) ~ o. Finally, 

pg(x) ~ ph(x) + p.l h(x) = h(x). 

Thereby, hex) = °pg(x) and (1) is proven. 
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To prove (2), take 6 > 0 and working in the standard entourage deduce the 

following: 

inf {pg( x) I p.L I( x) :::; c} :::; inf * {pg( x) + 6 I p.L I( x) :::; c} 

:::; inf*rpg(x) I p.L I(x) ~ O} + 6 

= hex) + 6. 

By the arbitrariness of 6, we conclude that 

hex) ~ supinf{pg(x) I p.L/(x) :::; c}. 
e>O 

Fixing a standard number 6 > 0 again, we obtain the internal property 

inf {pg( x) I p.L I( x) :::; c} + 6 ~ h( x) 

for every infinitesimal c > 0 grounding on (1). Indeed, the inequality p.L I(x) :::; c 

yields the relation p.L I( x) ~ 0 and thus pg( x) + 6 ~ ° pg( x) ~ h( x). By the Cauchy 

principle, the above-mentioned internal property holds for some strictly positive 

standard c. By making use of the transfer principle, we finally derive 

(\l6)(3c > 0) hex) - 6:::; inf{pg(x) I p.L I(x) :::; c} 

which completes the proof of (2). 

To check (3), we take the proof of (1) as a pattern. Namely, if 0:::; y :::; x and 

I(x - y) ~ 0 then hex - y) ~ 0, since hex) = hey) + hex - y) :::; g(y) + hex - y) 
and h E {J}.L.Lj therefore, hex) :::; 0g(y). To establish exactness in (3), we use the 

equality II\(g-h) = O. This implies I(x-y) ~ 0 and hey) ~ g(y) for some y E [0, xl. 

Since h E {J}.L.L, we have hex) ~ hey) by 1.5.7. Thus, hex) = 0g(y). Assertions (4) 

and (5) can be verified similarly by applying the Nelson algorithm. Carry out the 

calculations, for instance, for (5). To this end, decipher the contents of (3). It 
comprises, first, some inequality and, second, the exactness of the inequality. By 

analyzing the inequality, we deduce 

(VO:::; y:::; x) I(x - y) ~ 0 --+ hex) :::; 0g(y) 

t-t(vstc > O)(VO :::; Y :::; x) I(x - y) ~ 0 --+ hex) :::; g(y) + c 

t-t(V"tc > O)(Vo:::; y:::; x)(3st6 > 0) (I(x - y) :::; 6 --+ hex) :::; g(y) + c) 

t-t(V"tc > 0)(3st6 > O)(Vo:::; y:::; x) I(x - y) :::; 6 --+ hex) :::; g(y) + c. 
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Considering the assertion about exactness, we have 

(3y) (0 ~ y ~ x) /\ f(x - y) ~ 0/\ h(x) = 0g(y) 

~(3y)(0 ~ y ~ x) /\ (3st l5 > 0) f(x - y) ~15 /\ (VSt.~; > 0) Ih(x) - g(y)1 ~ c: 

~(vstc: > O)(VS t l5 > 0)(3y)(0 ~ y ~ x /\ f(x - y) ~ 15 /\ Ih(x) - g(y)1 ~ c:). 

Referring twice to the transfer principle completes the proof. [> 

1.5.8. Thus, we have described the tools for generating fragments of function

als and exposed the representations of principal band projections. The general case 

of positive operators can be analyzed by ascending into a Boolean-valued universe 

and descending the obtained results for functionals. We need the following auxiliary 

facts: 

(1) Let f : A x B ---+ F be an extensional mapping and let fD(a) := 

supf(a,D) for a E A and DeB. Then the mapping fD : A ---+ F is extensional 

too; moreover, fDi = Ii Dj' 

<l In virtue of the general rules of ascent, we successively have for a E A: 

fD(a) = supf(a,D) = supf(a,D)j = supf(({a} x D)j) 

= supfj(({a} x D)j) = supfi({a}j x Dj) 

= sup Ii({a} x Dj) = supfj(a,Dj) = IiDj(a). 

Since fi is a function inside the Boolean-valued universe under consideration, 

we derive 

[al = a2] ~ [Ii Dj(aJ) = Ii Dj(a2)] 

= [supfj(at,Dj) = SUpfj(a2,Dj)] = [fD(at} = fD(a2)] 

by the above-proven relation for at, a2 E A. Thus, f D is an extensional function. 

Moreover, 

[fDj(a) = Ii Dj(a)] = [fD(a) = Ii Dj(a)] = 1 (a E A). [> 

(2) Consider the standard name E" of E in the separated Boolean-valued 
universe V(B) over B := ~(F). Observe that E" is a vector lattice over the 
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standard name IR" of the field IR. Moreover, IR" is a dense subfield of f% inside 

V(B). As usual, f% = Fi is the field of real numbers inside V(B). We execute 

ascents of mappings from E into F up to mapping from E" into f% inside V(B) by 

the general rules. As is easily verified, 

The descended structures make E"'" 1 into a K -space and even into a univer

sally complete (extended) module over the orthomorphism algebra [37]. Moreover, 

we in fact arrive at the above-studied scalar situation. For the sake of completeness, 

let us explicate some necessary typical instances. 

(3) Recall that, given U E L"'(E,F), the ascent Ui is defined by the 

rule [Uix" = U x] = 1 for x E E. Moreover, Ui becomes a regular functional on 

E"; namely, an element of E"'" inside V(B). The mapping Ui I--t (PU)j (U E 

L"'(E, F)) is extensional for P E .9. Indeed, for 7r E B we have 

7r::; [U1i = U2 j] -t ('<Ix E E) 7r::; [U1ix" = U2ix"] -t ('<Ix E E) 7rU1X = 7rU2 X 

-t ('<Ix E E) 7rPU1X = 7rPU2 X -t 7r ::; [(PU1)j = (PU2 )i]. 

In such a way the ascent Pi is defined to be the band projection in E"'" inside 

V(B) acting by the rule PiUi = (PU)j for U E L"'(E, F). 

(4) It is worth observing that (U 1\ V)i = Ui V Vi inside V(B) for U, V E 

L"'(E, F)+. Indeed, recalling that [(U 1\ V)j ::; Ui 1\ Vi] = 1, we derive 

[(U 1\ V)j = Ui 1\ Vi] = [Ui 1\ Vi :S (U 1\ V)j] 

= [('<IW E E""') w::; Ui 1\ W ::; Vi -t W ::; (U 1\ V)i] 

1\ [Wi :S Ui 1\ Wi :S Vi -t Wi :S (U 1\ V)j]. 
WEL-(E,F)+ 

Put 

7r := [Wi :S Ui] 1\ [Wi::; Vi]. 

Undoubtedly, we have 7rW ::; 7rU and 7rW :S 7rV. Thus, 7rW ::; 7r(U 1\ V). Hence, 

[Wi::; (U 1\ V)j] = [('<Ix E E""', x ~ 0) Wix ::; (U 1\ V)jx] 

= A [Wx::; (U 1\ V)x] ~ 7r; 

xEE+ 
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i.e., the truth-value in question equals unity. In other words, the mapping W E 

L"'(E, F) 1--+ Wi E E"'" 1 implements an isomorphism between the structures of 

L"'(E, F) and E"'" 1. Thereby, V is a fragment of U if and only if Vi is a fragment 

of Ui inside V(B). 

1.5.9. The following assertions are equivalent for a set !!P of band projections 

in L"'(E,F) and for U E L"'(E,F)+: 
(1) !!P(ut(t!l) = ~(U)j 
(2) !!P generates the fragments of Uj 

(3) an operator V E [0, U] is a fragment of U if and only if 

for every x E E+ j 

inf (pl.Vx + P(U - V)x) = 0 
PE!:?' 

(4) (Vx E 0 E)(3P E !!PH) PU x ~ U x+. 

<l First consider the ascent !!Pi defined as !!Pi := {Pi I P E !!PH. By 1.5.8, 

!!P generates the fragments of U is and only if !!Pi generates the fragments of Ui 
inside V(B). This establishes (1) {:} (2) {:} (3) as a matter offact. 

At last, prove (2) {:} (4). To this end, using the definitions and the rules of 

assigning truth-values, we successively derive for x E E: 

[UiXM = sup{(PUi)x" I P E !!Pi] = 1 

f-? [(Vc > 0)(3P E !!Pi) (PUj)x" + c ;::: U x+~ = 1 

f-? (Vc E g) V [(Ux+ - PiUix"):S c~ = 1 
PE!:?' 

f-? (Vc E g) V [(Ux+ - PUx) :S c~ = 1 
PE!:?' 

f-? (Vc E g)(3(PE))(3(7l'E))(VO 7l'E(Ux+ - PEUx) :S c 

f-? (VStc E g)(3(PE))(3(7l'd)(VO 7l'E(UX+ - PEUx) :S c 

f-? (3(PE))(3(7l'E))(VO(VStc E g) 7l'E(Ux+ - PEUx) :S c 

f-? (3(PE))(3(7l'E))(V~) 7l'E(Ux+ - PEUx) ~ O. 

Here we have used natural notations for a family (PE) of elements of !!P and a par

tition (7l'd of unity in B. Mixing (PE) with probabilities (7l'E) as P, we arrive at the 
claim. 
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1.5.10. (1) A set fYJ is generating if and only if tbe following relations are 

valid for every U, V E L~(E, F)+ and x E E: 

(U V V)x = sup {(PU)x + (pl-V)x}j 
PE:?/' 

(U /\ V)x = inf {(PU)x + (pl-V)x}. 
PE:?/' 

<l This fact is an obvious consequence of 1.5.9 (or 1.5.5 by means of V(B»). ~ 

(2) Tbe set fYJ := {7l' e leE E+} of band projections is generating. In 

particular, Proposition 1.5.1(1) bolds. 

<l It suffices to observe that if e := x+ then 7l'eUX = 7l'eUx+ = Ux+ and to 

apply 1.5.9(4). The second part of the assertion ensues from 1.5.9(1). ~ 

1.5.11. Tbe following assertions are equivalent for positive operators U and 

V and a generating set fYJ of band projections in L~(E,F): 

(1) V E {U}.L.Lj 

(2) (Vx E finE)(VP E fYJ)(V7l' E B) 7l'PUX ~ 0 --+ 7l'PVX ~ OJ 

(3) (Vx E finE)(V7l' E B) 7l'UX ~ 0 --+ 7l'VX ~ OJ 

(4) (Vx ~ O)(Vc E G")(3b E G")(VP E fYJ)(V7l' E B) 7l'PUX :::; 15 --+ 7l'PVX :::; cj 

(5) (Vx ~ O)(Vc E G")(3b E G")(V7l' E B) 7l'UX :::; 15 --+ 7l'VX :::; c. 

<l We omit the proof since this fact will not be used in the sequel. ~ 

1.5.12. Theorem. Let E be a vector lattice and let F be a K -space witb 

order-unit filter G" and base B. Furtber, let U and V be positive operators in 

L~(E,F) and let W be tbe principal band projection of V onto {U}.L.L. Tbe 

following representations bold for a positive x E E: 

(1) Wx = supinf{7l'Vy + 7l'.LUx 10:::; y:::; x, 71' E B, 7l'U(x - y) :::; c:}j 
eEtC 

(2) Wx = supinf{(7l'P).LVx I 7l'PUX :::; c, P E fYJ, 71' E B}, wbere fYJ is a 
eEtC 

generating set of band projections in L~(E, F). 

<l Descend into the Boolean-valued universe V(B) over the Boolean algebra 

B = s,p-(F). Considering 1.5.8, we see that Wi serves as the principal band projec

tion of Vi onto {Uj}l-l- in EII~ inside V(B), since the band {Uj}l-.L inside V(B) 
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coincides with ascent of the image of the band {U}l.l. under the ascent of map

pings. Now, working within V(B) and employing the first part of 1.5.7, we derive 

for x E E+: 

[(Ve> 0)(36 > O)(Vy E E") 

(0 ~ y ~ x" /\ Uj(x" - y) ~ 6) ~ Wjx" ~ Vjy + e] = 1 

~(Ve E C)(36 E C)(Vy E E) [0 ~ y" ~ x" 

/\ Uj(x" - y") ~ 6) ~ Wjx" ~ Vjy" + cD = 1 

~(Ve E C)(36 E C)(VO ~ Y ~ x) [U(x - y) ~ 6 ~ Wx ~ Vy +e] = 1 

~(Ve E C)(36 E C)(VO ~ Y ~ x) [U(x - y) ~ 6] ~ [Wx ~ Vy +e] 

~(Ve E C)(36 E C)(VO ~ Y ~ x)(V7r E B) 

[U( x - y) ~ 6] ~ 7r ~ [W X ~ Vy +e] ~ 7r 

~(Ve E C)(36 E C)(VO ~ Y ~ X )(V7r E B) 

7rU(x - y) ~ 6 ~ 7rWX ~ 7rVy + e 

~(Ve E C)(36 E C)(VO ~ Y ~ X )(V7r E B) 

7rU(x - y) ~ 6 ~ Wx ~ 7rVy + 7rl.Vx + e. 

Put r(6) := inf{7rVy + 7rl.Vx I7rU(x - y) ~ 6, 7r E B, 0 ~ y ~ x}. With this 

notation, it is evident that 

(Ve E C)(36 E C) Wx ~ r(6) + e ~ Wx ~ sup{r(6) 16 E C}. 

Analogously, we derive from the second part of 1.5.7(5): 

[(Ve> 0)(V6 > 0)(30 ~ y ~ x") Uj(x" - y) ~ 6/\ Vjy ~ Wjx" + e] = 1 

~(Ve E C)(V6 E C) V [U(x - y) ~ 6/\ Vy ~ Wx + e] = 1 

for a family (Ye) of elements of the interval [0, xl and a partition (7re) of unity in B. 
Obviously, we have 
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for all indicated parameters. Hence, 

for every e and thus r( 6) S W x + e. By the arbitrariness of e, we derive 

sup{r(6) 16 E If} s Wx. 

This fact, together with the above-proven reverse inequality, yields (1). 
Formula (2) can be obtained by the same pattern as (1). We only ought to take 

it into account that gJj := {Pj I P E gJ} j generates the set of band projections 

in EI\'" inside V(B). Observe also the following useful identities: 

Finally, calculating the truth-values of the variants of 1.5. 7( 4) translated into V(B), 

we derive for a positive x E E+ that 

(Ve E 1f)(36 E 1f)(VP E gJ)(V7r E B)7rPUx S 6 ~ 7rP.LVx + 7r.LVx + e ;::: Wx, 

(Ve E 1f)(V6 E 1f)(3(P{))(3(7r{)) 7r{p{UX S 6/\ 7r{p/Vx S 7r{WX + e 

for an appropriate family (p{) of elements of gJ and a partition ( 7r {) of unity in B. I> 

1.6. Lattice-Normed Spaces 

Many objects studied in functional analysis lead to spaces normed by means 

of a vector lattice. A lattice-normed space becomes a normed space after ascending 

into a Boolean-valued model. A discussion of the resulting interplay constitutes the 

content of the current section. 

1.6.1. Consider a vector space X and a real vector lattice E. We will assume 

all vector lattices to be Archimedean without further stipulations. A mapping 

p: X ~ E+ is called an (E-valued) vector norm if it satisfies the following axioms: 

(1) p(x) = 0 H X = 0 (x EX), 

(2) p(AX) = IAlp(x) (A E R, x EX), 

(3) p(x + y) S p(x) + p(y) (x, y EX). 
A vector norm p is said to be a decomposable or Kantorovich norm if 
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(4) for arbitrary el,e2 E E+ and x E X, the equality p(x) = el + e2 
implies the existence of Xl, X2 E X such that X = Xl +X2 and p(Xk) = ek (k := 1,2). 

The triple (X,p, E) (simpler, X or (X,p) with the implied parameters omitted) 

is called a lattice-normed space if p is an E-valued norm on the vector space X. 

If the norm p is decomposable then the space (X,p) itself is called decomposable. 

Take a net (XaJaEA in X. We say that (xa) o-converges to an element X E X 

and write X = 0 -lim Xa provided that there exists a decreasing net (e-y )-YEr in E 

such that inf -yH e-y = 0 and, for every 'Y E r, there exists an index 0:( 'Y) E A such 

that p( x - xa) ::; e-y for all 0: 2 o:(t). Let e E E+ be an element satisfying the 

following condition: for an arbitrary c: > 0, there exists an index 0:( c:) E A such 

that p( x - xa) ::; c:e for all 0: 2 0:( c:). Then we say that (xa) r-converges to x 

and write x = r-limxa . We say that a set (xa) is o-fundamental (r-fundamental) 

if the net (xa - x(3)(a,(3)EAxA o-converges (r-converges) to zero. A lattice-normed 

space is o-complete (r-complete) if every o-fundamental (r-fundamental) net in it 

o-converges (r-converges) to some element of the space. 

Take a net (xe)ee;: and relate to it a net (Ya)aEA, where A := .9'fin(3) is the 

collection of all finite subsets of 3 and Ya := EeEa Xe. If x := o-lim Ya exists then 

we call (xe) o-summable with sum x and write x = 0-EeEB xe. 

A set M C X is called bounded in norm or norm-bounded if there exists e E E+ 

such that p( x) ::; e for all x E M. A space X is said to be d-complete if every 

bounded set of pairwise disjoint elements in X is o-summable. 

Let F be an order-dense ideal in E. Then the set Y := {x E X I p(x) E F} 

is a vector space. If q is the restriction of p to Y then (Y, q, F) is a lattice-normed 

space called the restriction of X with respect to F or F-restriction of X for short. 

1.6.2. We call elements X,Y E X disjoint and write x 1.. Y whenever p(x) 1\ 

p(y) = O. Obviously, the relation 1.. satisfies all axioms of disjointness (see 0.1.9 

in [2]). The complete Boolean algebra ~(X) := JtI(X) is called the base of X. It 

is easy to see that a band K E ~(X) is a subspace of X. In fact, K = h(L) := 

{x E X I p(x) E L} for some band L in E. The mapping L I-t h(L) is a Boolean 

homomorphism from ~(E) onto ~(X). We call a norm p (or the whole space X) 
d-decomposable provided that, for every x E X and disjoint el, e2 E E+, there exist 

Xl, X2 E X such that x = Xl + X2 and p(Xk) = ek (k := 1,2). Recall that, speaking 

of a Boolean algebra of projections in a vector space X, we always mean a set of 
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commuting idempotent linear operators with the following Boolean operations: 

7r V P = 7r + p - 7r 0 p, 7r /\ P = 7r 0 p, 7r* = Ix - 7r. 

Theorem. Let Eo := p(X).1..1. be a lattice with projections and let X be 

an d-decomposable space. Then there exist a complete Boolean algebra PlJ of 

projections in X and an isomorphism h from \l3( Eo) onto PlJ such that 

<I The mapping L 1-+ h(L) (L E ~(Eo)) implements an isomorphism between 

the Boolean algebras ~(Eo) and ~(X) since X is d-decomposable and it is possible 

to project onto the bands of Eo. Moreover, given K E ~(X), the band K.1. is the 

algebraic complement of K; i.e., K n K.1. = {O} and K + K.1. = X. Consequently, 

there exists a projection 7rK : X -+ X onto the band K along K.1.. 

Put PlJ := {7rK IKE ~(X)}. Then PlJ is a complete Boolean algebra iso

morphic to ~(X). We associate with p E \l3(Eo) the projection 7rK E PlJ, where 

K := h(pEo), and the so-obtained mapping p 1-+ 7rK is denoted by the same letter 

h. Then h is an isomorphism of \l3(Eo) onto PlJ. 
Take 7r E \l3( Eo) and x EX. By the definition of h, we have h( 7r)x E h( 7r Eo) 

or p(h(7r)x) E 7rEo; therefore, 7r*p(h(7r)x) = o. Thus, 7rph(7r) = ph(7r). Further, we 

observe that p(x + y) = p(x) + p(y) for disjoint x,y E X. Indeed, the inequality 

p(x) ~ p(x + y) + p(y) yields p(x) ~ p(x + y), since p(x) 1.. p(y). In a similar way, 

p(y) ~ p(x + y). But then p(x) + p(y) = p(x) V p(y) ~ p(x + y). For x E X, we may 

write down 

p(x) = p(h(7r)x + h(7r*)x) = p(h(7r)x) + p(h(7r*)x). 

Making use of the above-proven equality 7rph(7r*) = 0, we obtain 

7rp(X) = 7rp(h(7r)x) (x EX); 

i.e., 7r"p = 7rph(7r). Finally, 

1.6.3. A decomposable o-complete lattice-normed space is a Banach-Kantoro

vich space. Assume that (Y, q, F) is a Banach-Kantorovich space and F = q(Y).1..1.. 
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One can show that F is a K-space and q(Y) = F+. By 1.6.2, the Boolean algebras 

~(F) and ~(Y) can be identified and trq = q7r (7r E ~(F)). 

For every bounded family (XdeES in Y and a partition (7rdeES of unity in 

~(Y), there exists x := o-LeEs 7rexe. Moreover, x is a unique element satisfying 

the relations 7reX = 7reXe (~ E 3). 

<J Put e:= supp(xe). Then, for a,j3 E 9l'fin(3), we have 

where Y"Y = LeE"Y 7reXe and a!1j3 is the symmetric difference of a and 13. Hence, 

the net (Yet) is o-fundamental. Consequently, there exists an x := o-lim Yet. I> 

The proposition particularly involves the d-completeness of Y. Moreover, from 

its definitions it is immediate that Y is also r-complete. 

If F = mF then the space Y is called universally complete. This is equivalent 

to the fact that every disjoint family in Y is o-summable. A space Y is called 

a universal completion of a lattice-normed space (X,p, E) provided that (1) F = 
mE (and consequently Y is universally complete); (2) there is a linear isometry 

t : X --+ Y; (3) if Z is a decomposable o-complete subspace of Y and im t C Z then 

Z = Y. Later (in 1.6.7) we demonstrate that every lattice-normed space possesses 

a universal completion. 

1.6.4. Examples. 

(1) Put X := E and p(x) := Ixl (x E X). Then p is a decomposable 

norm. 

(2) Let Q be a topological space and let Y be a normed space. Let 

X := Cb(Q, Y) be the space of continuous bounded vector-valued functions from 

Q into Y. Put E := Cb(Q,lR). Given J E X, we introduce a vector norm p(f) as 

follows: 

p(f): t I--t "J(t)" (t E Q). 

Then p is decomposable and X is r-complete if and only if Y is a Banach space. 

(3) Let (n,E,J.L) be a measure space with a-finite measure, let Y be 

a normed space, and let E be an order-dense ideal in M (n, E, J.L). Denote by 

M(J.L, Y) the space of equivalence classes of J.L-measurable vector-valued functions 
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acting from Q into Y. As usual, vector-functions are equivalent if they take equal 

values at almost all points of Q. If z E M(p, Y) is the equivalence class of a mea

surable function Zo : Q ~ Y then denote by p(z) :=Izl the equivalence class of the 

measurable scalar function t 1-4 Ilzo(t)11 (t E Q).By definition, assign 

E(Y) := {z E M(p, Y) I p(z) E E}. 

Then (E(Y), p, E) is a lattice-normed space with decomposable norm. If Y is a Ba

nach space then E(Y) is a Banach-Kantorovich space and M(p, Y) is a universal 

completion of it. 

( 4) Take the same E and Y as above and consider a norming space Z C 

Y', i.e., a subspace such that 

IIYII = sup{ (y, y') I y' E Z, Ily'll ~ I} (y E Y). 

Here Y' stands for the dual space and (', .) is the canonical duality bracket Y f--+ Y'. 

A vector-function z : n ~ Y is said to be Z -measurable ifthe function t 1-4 (z(t), y'} 
(t En) is measurable for every y' E Z. Denote by (z, y') the equivalence class of the 

last function. Let.4t be the set of all Z-measurable vector-functions z for which 

the set {(z, y') I y' E Z, Ily'll ~ I} is bounded in M(n, E, p). Denote by ./V the set 

of all z E .4t such that the measurable function t 1-4 (z(t), y'} equals zero almost 

everywhere for each y' E Z; i.e., (z', y) = O. Given z E .4t j./V, we put 

p(z):= Izl :=sup{(u,y') I y' E Z, Ily'll ~ I}, 

where Uh is an arbitrary representative of the class z and the supremum is calculated 

in the K-space M(n,E,p). Now, we define the space 

Es(Y,Z):= {z E .4tj./V I p(z) E E} 

with the decomposable E-valued norm p. If Y is a Banach space then Es(Y, Z) is 

a Banach-Kantorovich space. 

(5) Suppose that E is an order-dense ideal in the universally complete 

K-space Coo(Q), where Q is an extremal compact set. Let Coo(Q, Y) be the set of 

equivalence classes of continuous vector-valued functions U acting from comeager 

subsets of dome u) C Q into a normed space Y. A set is said to be comeager if its 
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complement is meager. Vector-valued functions u and v are equivalent if u(t) = vet) 
for t E dome u) n dom( v). Given z E Ccx:,( Q, Y), there exists a unique function 

Zz E Ceo(Q) such that Ilu(t)11 = xAt) (t E dom(u)) whatever a representative u of 

the class z might be. Put p(z) :=Izl := X z and 

E(Y) := {ZE Ceo(Q) I p(z) E E}. 

Let Z be the same as in (4). Denote by Jft the set of all a(Y, Z)-continuous 

vector-functions u : Qo := dome u) ~ Y such that dom( u) is a comeager set in Q 

and the set {(u, y') I y' E Z, Ily'll :S I} is bounded in the K-space Ceo(Q). Here 

(u, y') is the unique continuous extension of the function 

t f-+ (u(t),y') (t E Qo) 

to the whole Q. Consider the quotient set Jftjrv, where u rv V means that u(t) = 

vet) (t E dom(u) n dom(v)). Given z E Jft jrv, we put 

p(z):= sup{(u,y') I y' E Z, Ily'll :S I}, 

Es(Y,Z):= {z E Jftjrv I p(z) E E}. 

We can naturally furnish the sets Ceo ( Q, Y) and Jft j f'V with the structure of a mod

ule over the ring Ceo(Q). Moreover, E(Y) and Es(Y, Z) are lattice-normed spaces 

with decomposable norm. If Y is a Banach space then E(Y) and Es(Y, Z) are 

Banach-Kantorovich spaces. Moreover, Ceo(Q, Y) is a universal completion of 

E(Y). 

(6) Let (X,p, E) and (Y, q, F) be lattice-normed spaces. A linear operator 

T : X ~ Y is called dominated if there exists a positive operator S : E ~ F (called 

a dominant of T) such that 

q(Tx) :S S(p(x)) (x EX). 

If F is a Kantorovich space and the norm p is decomposable then there exists 

a least element ITI in the set of all dominants with respect to the order in the space 

L"'(E, F) of regular operators. The mapping T f-+ITI (T E M(X, Y») is a vector 

norm on the space M(X, Y) of all dominated operators from X into Y. If Y is 
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a Banach-Kantorovich space and the norm in X is decomposable then M(X, Y) is 

a Banach-Kantorovich space with the above-mentioned dominant norm. 

Distinguish the following two instances. First, take E := lR. and Y := F. Then 

X is a normed space and the fact that an operator T : X -+ F is dominated means 

that the set 

{Tx I x EX, Ilxll ::; I} 

is bounded in F. The least upper bound of this set is called the abstract norm 

of T and is denoted by ITI (the notation agrees with what was introduced above 

provided that the spaces F and L"'(lR., F) are identified). In this situation we say 

that T is an operator with abstract norm. 

Now, let E and F be order-dense ideals in the same K -space. An operator 

T E M(X, Y) is called bounded if ITI E Orth(E, F). Denote by 2'b(X, Y) the space 

of all bounded operators. It is clear that T belongs to 2'b(X, Y) if and only if there 

exists c E mE = mF such that c· E C F and q(Tx) ::; cp(x) (x E X), where 

we mean the multiplicative structure in mE uniquely determined by the choice of 

unity (see 1.3.7(8)). 

1.6.5. Theorem. Let (!!C, p) be a Banach space in the model V(B). Put 

X := !!C 1 and p := pl. The following assertions hold: 

(1) (X,p,~l) is a universally complete Banach-Kantorovich space. 

(2) The space X can be furnished with the structure of a faithful unitary 

module over the ring Cf? 1 so that 

(a) (Al)x = AX (A E C, x EX), 

(b) p(ax) = JaJp(x) (a E 'if1, x EX), 

(c) b ::; [x = 0] H X(b)x = 0 (b E B, x E X), where X is an isomor

phism from B onto I.P( ~ 1). 

<l It is easy to show that X is a universally complete (extended) abelian group 

(see [37;4.2.7]). Moreover, A := 'ifl is a complex commutative algebra with unity 

1 (see 1.3.9). We denote the sum operation in !!C, X, Cf?, and A by the same 

sign +. Temporarily denote by 8 the external composition law Cf? x !!C -+ !!C of 

the complex vector space !!C as well as the multiplication in 'if. Let· : A x X -+ X 

be the descent of the mapping 8. Then [a· x = a 8 x] = 1 for all a E A and x EX 

(see 1.2.9(7)). Considering the axioms of a vector space to be valid for !!C, inside 
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the model we can write down 

a· (x + y) = a 0 (x + y) = a 0 x + a 0 y = a· x + a· y, 

(a + b)· x = (a + b) 0 x = a 0 x + b 0 x = a· x + b· x, 

( ab) . x = (ab) 0 x = a 0 (b 0 x) = a . (b . x), 

1 . x = 1 0 x = x (a, b E A; x, Y EX). 

Chapter 1 

In view of the separatedness of V(B) these relations imply that the operations + 
and· determine the structure of a unitary A-module over X. Putting 

AX := (Al)· x (A E C, x EX), 

we obtain the structure of a complex vector space over X with equality (a). Since 

X(b) = 1 -+ X(b) 0 x = x, 

X(b) = 0 -+ X(b) 0 x = 0 

in the model V(B), by 'the definition of X (see 1.3.2) we have 

b:S [X(b) 0 x = x] = [X(b)· x = x], 

b* :S [x(b) 0 x = OD = [X(b)· x = OD-

If we put X(b)x = 0 in the first relation then b:S [x = OD- Conversely, if b :S [x = 0] 

then 

b:S [x = OD 1\ [x(b)x = x] :S [X(b)x = 0] 

which, together with the second of the above relations, yields X(b)x = o. Now we 

turn to studying Banach properties of the space (.?l", p). The sub additivity and 

homogeneity of the norm p can be written as 

po+:S+o(pxp), po0=0o(I·1 xp), 

where p X p: (x,y) f-+ (p(x),p(y)) and 1·1 x p: (a,x) f-+ (Ial,p(x)). Taking into 

account the rules of descent for superposition (see 1.2.9(4)), we obtain 

po+:S+o(pxp), po(·)=(·)o(I·lxp). 
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It means that the operator p : X ---t A+ satisfies 1.6.1(3) and condition (b). But 

then 1.6.2(2) is also valid in view of (a). If p(x) = 0 for some x E X then [p(x) = 
0] = 1 in virtue of [p(x) = p(x)] = 1 and so [x = 0] = 1 or x = O. Thus, p 

is a vector norm. The decomposability of p follows from property (b). Indeed, 

suppose that 

There exist aI, a2 E A+ such that akC = Ck (k := 1,2) and al + a2 = 1 (it suffices 

to put ak := Ck( C + (1- ec))-l, where ec is the trace of c). If Xk := ak . x (k := 1,2) 

then x = Xl + X2 and p(Xk) = p(akx) = akP(x) = Ck. 

It remains to prove the o-completeness of X. Take an o-fundamental net S : 

A ---t X. If s(a,(3) := sea) - 8((3) (a,(3 E A) then o-limp 0 s(a,(3) = O. Let 

a: A" ---t &: be the modified ascent of sand a(a,(3) := a(a) - a((3) (a, (3 E A"). 

Then a is the modified ascent of sand po a is the modified ascent of po s. By 1.3.5, 
we have [limp 0 a = 0] = 1; i.e., y(B) F "a is a fundamental net in &:." Since 

&: is a Banach space inside y(B), by the maximum principle, there exists x E X 

such that [limpoao = 0] = 1, where ao : A" ---t &: is defined as ao(a) := a(a) - x 
(a E A"). The net So : a 1--+ s( a) - x (a E A) is the modified descent of ao. 

Consequently, o-limp 0 So = 0 and o-limp(s(a) - x) = 0 by 1.3.4. t> 

The universally complete Banach-Kantorovich space 

is referred to as the descent of a Banach space (:r, p). 

1.6.6. Theorem. For every lattice-normed space (X, p, E), there exists a Ba

nach space &: inside y(B) unique up to a linear isometry, where B ~ ~(p(X)l..l..), 

such that the descent &: t is a universal completion of (X, p, E). 

<l Without loss of generality we may assume that E = p(X)l..l.. C mE = &it 
and B = ~(E). Put 

d(x, y) := p(x - y).1..1. (x, y EX). 

It is easy to verify that d is a B-metric on X. If we furnish the field C with the 

discrete B-metric do then the addition + : X X X ---t X and the multiplication 
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. : C X X -+ X become nonexpanding mappings. So is the vector norm p. All these 

assertions are almost obvious. Thus, for the multiplication we have 

d(ax,(3y) =p(ax-(3y).l.l::; (Ialp(x-y)).l.lV (la-(3lp(y)).l.l ::; d(x,y)Vdo(a,(3). 

for a,(3 E C and x,y E X. 

Let ..:to be a Boolean-valued realization ofthe B-set (X, d) (see 1.2.12(2)). Put 

po := $~(p), EB := $~( +), and 8 := $~(.), where $~ is the immersion functor 

(see 1.2.12(2,3)). The mappings EB and 8 determine in ..:to the structure of a vector 

lattice over the field C" and the function Po : ..:to X ..:to -+ &l is a norm. In virtue 

of the maximum principle, there exist elements :r, p E V(B) such that [(:r, p) is 

a complex Banach space being a completion of the Banach space (..:to, po)] = 1. 

Moreover, we may assume that [..:to is a dense C"-subspace of :r] = 1. Let 

t : X -+ Xo := Xol be the canonical immersion (see 1.2.12(2)). Since + is a non

expanding mapping from X x X into X, the sum in Xo, i.e. + := EBl, is uniquely 

determined by the equality to+ = +o(t x t), where tXt:= (x,y) I-t (tX,ty) is the 

canonical immersion of the B-set X x X. The last is equivalent to the additivity 

of to Analogously, for the operation (-) := 81, we have to (.) = (-) 0 (x X t), where 

x X t: (A,X) I-t (A",tX) (A E C, x EX). 

Thus, t is a linear operator. Applying once again the same arguments to Po := pol, 
we obtain tE 0 po = Po 0 t, where tE is the canonical immersion of E. It means that 

t is an isometry; i.e., preserves the vector norm. Consider a subspace Y c :r 1, 
tX C Y, which is a universally complete Banach-Kantorovich space under the norm 

q(y) := pl(y) (y E Y). 

Since q is decomposable and Y disjointly complete, we have Xo C Y. Indeed, 

Xo = mix(tX) and, by condition (c) in 1.6.5(2), x = mix(b~tx~) for x E :rl if and 

only if x = o-L:X(b~)txe. On the other hand, Y is decomposable and d-complete; 

thus, Y is invariant under each projection x I-t X(b)x and contains all sums of this 

form by 1.6.3. Analogously, Y = mix Y. If q]f := Yj then [..:to c q]f c :r] = 1; 

moreover, q]f 1 = Y. Let (J : w" -+ q]f be a Cauchy sequence and let s be its modified 

descent. Then s is an o-fundamental sequence in Y, thus, there exists y = lims. It 
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is seen from 1.3.4 that [y = lima] = 1. This fact establishes the completeness of 

111 and consequently the relations !r = 111 and X = Y. 
Let !C be a Banach space inside V(B) such that !C! is a universal completion 

of the lattice-normed space X. If £' is the corresponding embedding of X into !C! 
then £' 0 £ can be uniquely extended to a linear isometry of Xo onto a disjointly 

complete subspace Zo C !C!. The spaces ~ and .20 := Zo i are isometric. But 

then their completions !r and 111 C :!C are isometric too. Since 111! is a Banach

Kantorovich space and £' X c 111! c :!C!, we have 111! = :!C!. Therefore, Y = Z 

and thus !r and !C are linearly isometric. 

1.6.7. Corollaries. 

(1) Every lattice-normed space (X,p, E) possesses a universal completion 

(mX, Pm, mE) unique to within a linear isometry. Moreover, for arbitrary x E mX 

and c; > 0, there exist a family (Xe)eE3 in X and a partition (7l'e)eE3 of unity in 

l.lJ(mX) such that 

Pm( X - o-I: 7!'e£xe) :::; c;p(x). 
eE3 

(2) A lattice-normed space is linearly isomorphic to an order-dense ideal 

of a universal completion of it if and only if it is decomposable and o-complete, 

i.e., is a Banach-Kantorovich space. 

<l It is convenient to prove both assertions together. By making use of the 

notation from 1.6.6, we put mX := !r! and Pm := Pt. Then (mX,Pm,mE,£) is 

a universal completion of X. Take an x E mX. Without loss of generality, we may 

assume that e := Pm(x) is a unity in mE. Since ~ is dense in .2", for every c; > 0, 

there is an element x~ E V(B) such that 

[x~ E ~] = [p(x - x,,) :::; c;" . e] = 1 

by the maximum principle. Hence, x" E Xo and Pm(x - x~) :::; c;e. It remains to 

observe that Xo = mix(£X); therefore, x~ has the form 

where (xe) C X and (7!'e) is a partition of unity in l.lJ(mX). 
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Obviously, an order dense ideal in a Banach-Kantorovich space is decomposable 

and o-complete. Conversely, let X be a decomposable o-complete lattice-normed 

space. One can show that Eo = p(X).L.L is a K-space. Therefore, we in no way 

loose generality on assuming Eo to be an order-dense ideal in ~1. Let x E mX and 

Pm(x) E Eo. By (1), there exists a sequence (xn) C Xo such that 

Hence, Xn E X and x EX, since an o-complete space is d-complete and r-complete. 

Thereby, 

X = {x E mX I Pm (x) E Eo}; 

i.e., X is a order dense ideal in mX. 

It remains to establish uniqueness in assertion (1). Let (Y, q, mE, to) be a uni

versal completion of X. In view of 1.6.6 and assertion (2) we may assume that 

Y = <[jf 1, where <[jf is a Banach space inside V(B). By Theorem 1.6.6, [there exists 

a linear isometry A of the space !!(' onto <[jf] = 1. But then A1 is a linear isometry 

of !!(' 1 onto <[jf 1. t> 

A disjointly complete space (Y, q, dE), where dE stands for a disjoint comple

tion of E, is said to be a di3joint completion (d-completion) of a lattice-normed 

space (X,p, E) if there exists a linear isometry t : X -+ Y such that Y = mix(tX). 

A Banach-Kantorovich space (Y, q, oE), together with a linear isometry t : 

X -+ Y, is an order completion (o-completion) of a lattice-normed space (X, p, E) 

provided that every o-complete decomposable subspace Z C Y containing tX co

incides with Y. If E = mE then an o-completion of X is a universal completion of 

it (see 1.6.3). Given a subset U C Y, introduce the notation 

rU := {y := r-lim Yn I (Yn)nEN C U}, 
n-+oo 

oU := {y := o-limYa I (Ya)aEA C U}, 

dU := {Y := 0-L 7r{Y{ I (yd{E2 C U}, 
{E2 

where A is an arbitrary directed set, (7r{) is an arbitrary partition of unity in \.lJ(Y), 
and the limits and sum exist in Y. 
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(3) For every lattice-normed space, there exists an o-completion (d
completion) unique to within a linear isometry. 

<l Recall that dE c oE C mE. Put 

Y := {x E mX I Pm(x) E oE}. 

Then Y is an o-completion and dtX is a d-completion of X. I> 

We always assume that a lattice-normed space X is contained in an o-comple

tion X of X. 

(4) For an o-completion X of a space X, the equality X = rdX holds. 

Moreover, if X is decomposable and Eo := p(X)l..l.. is a vector lattice with the 

principal projection property, then X = oX. 

<l The first part of the assertion follows from (1). Take an x E X and find 

a net (xa) C X o-converging to x. Endow X with the equivalence and preorder 

defined by the formulas 

z '" Y H p(x - z) = p(y - z), 

z :S y H p( X - z) ? p(y - z). 

If Eo is a lattice with the principal projection property then there exists a projection 

7r E ~(X) such that 

7rp(X - y) + 7r*p(x - z) = p(x - y) Ap(x - z). 

For u := 7ry + 7r* z, we have 

p(X - u) = p(x - y) Ap(x - z); 

therefore, y -< u and z -< u. Thus, the preordered set (X, -<) is directed upward. 

Hence, the quotient set A := XI'" with the quotient order is an upward-directed 

ordered set. Now, consider a net (Xa)aEA, where Xa E a (a E A). The net 

(P(X-Xa))aEA decreases by construction. Put e := inf p(x-xa), where the infimum 

is calculated in oE. By the equality X = rdX, given an c; > 0, there exist a family 

(xe) C X and a partition of unity (7re) C ~(X) such that 

Pm (x - 0-L 7rexe) :S C;Pm(X). 
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Considering 1.6.2 and 1.6.3, we can write down 

Hence e = 0 and x = o-limxa . [> 

(5) A decomposable lattice-normed space is a-complete if and only if it 

is d-complete and r-complete. 

<] Necessity was mentioned in 1.6.3. Sufficiency follows from (4). [> 

(6) Let (X,p,E) be a Banach-Kantorovich space, E = p(X).L.L, and 

A := Orth(E). Then there is a unique extension to X of the structure of a faithful 

unitary A-module such that the natural representation of A in X implements an 

isomorphism between Boolean algebras '-l3(E) c A and '-l3(X). Moreover, 

p(ax) = lalp(x) (x E X, a E A). 

<] We have to apply 1.6.5(2). In particular, by virtue of condition (c) in the 

mentioned subsection, the Boolean algebra '-l3(X) coincides with the set of the 

multiplication operators x ~ X(b)x (x E X), where b E B. [> 

A Banach space !i: inside y(B) is said to be a Boolean-valued realization for 

a lattice-normed space X if !i: 1 is a universal completion of X. 

1.6.8. Theorem. Let !i: and W be Boolean-valued realizations for Banach

Kantorovich spaces X and Y normed by some universally complete K -space E. 

Let ~B(!i:, W) be the space of bounded linear operators from !i: into Winside 

y(B), where B := ~(E). The immersion mapping T ~ T~ of the operators 

implements a linear isometry between the lattice-normed spaces ~B(X, Y) and 

~B(!i:, W)l. 

<] By Theorem 1.6.7(2), without loss of generality we may assume that E = 1%1, 

X = !i: 1, and W1 = Y. Take a mapping 5 : !i: --t Winside y(B) and put 

T := 51. Let p and 0 be the norms of the Banach spaces !i: and W, let p := p1 

and q := 01, and let + stands for all summation operations in !i:, W, X, and Y. 

The linearity and boundedness of 5 imply validity for the relations 

50 + = + 0 (5 x 5), () 0 !Y ~ kp, 
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where 0 S k E §fl. The descent and ascent rules for the superposition allow us to 

write down the relations in the following equivalent form: 

To + = + 0 (T x T), q 0 T S kp. 

But this means that T is linear and bounded. Let K be the set constituted of 

Os k E §fl such that q(Tx) S kp(x) (x E X). Then Kj = {k E §f+ I () 0 f/ S kp} 
inside y(B). 

Appealing to 1.3.4(2), we derive 

y(B) F ITI = inf K = inf(Kj) = Ilf/il. 

Hence, the mapping f/ f-+ f/ l preserves the vector norm. To justify the linearity 

of the mapping, it suffices to check its additivity. Given 91, 92 E 2" B ( .?r, <3f)L we 

have 

(91 + 92)l(x) = (91 + 92)(x) = 91x + 92x 

= 91lx + 92lx = (91l + 92l)x 

inside y( B) for every x EX. Consequently, ( 91 + 92) 1 = 91 l + 92l. So, the descent 

implement a linear isometry of 2" B ( .?r, <3f)l onto the space of all bounded linear 

extensional operators from X into Y. It remains to observe that every bounded 

linear operator from X into Y is nonexpanding, or which is the same, satisfies the 

inequality [x = 0] S [Tx = 0]. Indeed, if b := [x = 0] then X(b)x = 0 by 1.6.5(2); 

therefore, 

X(b)q(Tx) S X(b)p(x) = p(X(b)x) = O. 

Hence, q(X(b)Tx) = 0 or X(b)Tx = 0 and, employing 1.6.5(2) again, we conclude 

that b S [Tx = 0]. I> 

1.6.9. A normed (Banach) lattice is a vector lattice E which is also a vector 

(Banach) space with norm monotone in the following sense: if Ixl S Iyl then Ilxll S 
Ilyll (x, y E E). If (X,p, E) is a lattice-normed space, where E is a normed lattice, 

then we can furnish X with the mixed norm 

Illxlll := IIp(x)11 (x EX). 

In this event, the normed space (X, 111·111) is referred to as a space with mixed norm. 

By virtue of the inequality Ip(x) - p(y)1 s p(x - y) and monotonicity of the norm 

in E, the vector norm p is a continuous operator from (X, 111·111) into E. 
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(1) Let E be a Banach lattice. Then (X, 111·111) is a Banach space if and 

only if (X,p, E) is complete with respect to relative uniform convergence. 

<1 ~: Take a fundamental sequence (xn) C X. Without losing generality, we 

may assume that IIlx n +l - xnlll ~ 1/n3 (n EN). Put 

n 

en := p{xt} + L kp(Xk+l - Xk) (n EN). 
k=l 

Then we can estimate 

n+l 
lien+l- en II = L kp(Xk+1 - Xk) 

k=n+l 
n+l n+l 1 

< '"'" klllXk+l - xklll ~ '"'" - --t O. L...J L...J k2 n,l-oo 
k=n+l k=n+l 

Thus, the sequence (en) is fundamental and so it possesses a limit e = lim en. 

Since enH ~ en (n, kEN), we have e = sup en. If n ~ m then 

n+l 
mp{Xn+l - xn) ~ L kp{Xk+l - Xk) ~ en+l - en ~ e; 

k=n+l 

n-oo 

consequently, p{Xn+l - xn) ~ (l/m)e. It means that the sequence (Xn) is r

fundamental. By r-completeness, there exists x := r-limx n • It is clear that 

lim IIIx - xnlll = o. 
n-oo 

::}: Suppose that a sequence (Xn) C X is r-fundamental; i.e., 

where 0 ~ e E E and lim Ak = O. Then 
k-oo 

consequently, there is x:= lim X n . Since the vector norm is continuous (with 
n-oo 

respect to III· III), we have 

therefore, x = r-limxn • !> 
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(2) Let F be an ideal in E. Put Y := {x E X I p(x) E E} and q := pry. 
The triple (Y, q, F) is called the F -restriction of the space X. If X is a Banach

Kantorovich space then so is Y. If X is r-complete and F is a Banach lattice then 

Y is a Banach space with mixed norm. 

Consider a Banach space (!!£, p) inside V( B) and an order-dense ideal F in f% 1. 
The restriction of the space !!£ 1 with respect to F is called the F -descent of !!£ or 

the descent of !!£ with respect to F and is denoted by F l( !!£). More precisely, the 

F-descent of !!£ is the triple (F!(!!£),p,F), where 

F!(!!£):= {x E !!£11 pl(x) E F}, p:= (p1) r F!(!!£). 

(3) If a Banach lattice E is an ideal in f% then E!(!!£) is a Banach space 

with mixed norm. 

1.6.10. Consider several categories related to lattice-normed spaces. 

Let Ban(B) be the descent of the category of Banach spaces and bounded 

linear operators in the model V(B). In more detail, the objects and morphisms 

of the category Ban(B) are elements !!£ E V(B) and 0: E V(B) such that [!!£ is 

a Banach space] = 1 and [0: is a bounded linear operator] = 1 (cf. [37]). 

Define the category BK(E) as follows. We enlist in the class ObBK(E) all 

Banach-Kantorovich spaces (X,p) such that im(p) = E+. As morphisms in the 

class we take all bounded linear operators (see the definition in 1.6.4(6)). The com

position in the indicated categories is defined as the superposition of operators. 

(1) Theorem. If E is a universally complete K -space and B ~ ~(E) 

then the categories Ban(B) and BK(E) are equivalent. The equivalence is estab

lished by the pair of immersion and descent functors dual to each other. 

<] The proof is contained in 1.6.5, 1.6.6, 1.6.7(2), and 1.6.8. [> 

Let us introduce the category Ban(B). Its objects are the pairs (X, h), where X 

is a Banach space and h is a Boolean isomorphism of B onto the complete Boolean 

algebra of projections with norm at most 1 acting in X. A morphism from (X, h) 
into (Y, g) is an bounded operator T : X -+ Y such that To h( b) = g( b) 0 T for every 

bE B. Taking some liberty, we suppose that B c 2'(X) for every X E ObBan(B) 

and say that a morphism T is commutes with projections in B or that T is B -linear. 

In this sense we will understand the following inaccurate but convenient notation: 

nT = Tn (n E B). The composition in the category Ban(B) is defined as the 

conventional superposition of mappings. 
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(2) The category BK(E) is a subcategory of Ban(B) provided that E is 

a Banach lattice. 

<J It follows from 1.6.9 that Banach spaces with mixed norm are objects of 

BK(E). The presence of a complete Boolean algebra of projections B in each of 

the spaces follows from 1.6.2. It remains to demonstrate that morphisms of the 

category BK(E) commute with projections in B. The boundedness of an operator 

T : X ---+ Y (Y E Ob BK( E» means that q 0 T :s: cop, where c E Orth( E) and p and 

q are E-valued norms in X and Y respectively. This is equivalent to the relation 

(V S E 8q) (S 0 T E 8( cop». 

The mappings cop: X ---+ E and q : Y ---+ E commute with projections in B 

(see 1.6.2), Hence, the operators S and ST are B-linear for every S E 8qj i.e., ST7r = 

7rST = S7rT (7r E B) (see [36, Theorem 2.3.15]). In particular, S(7rT - T7r) = 0 for 

all S E 8q, consequentlYj 7rT = T7r. I> 

Consider also a subcategory Ban(B)(E) of the category Ban(B), where E is 

a Banach lattice and an order-dense ideal in 811. The classes of objects in the 

categories coincide. An element a E y(B) is a morphism of the category Ban(B)(E) 

if and only if a E Mor Ban(B) and lall E Orth(E). In more detail, a morphism of 

the category Ban(B)(E) is a bounded operator inside y(B) satisfying the condition 

[llaxll :s: cllxll (x E doma)] = 1 

for some c E Orth(E). Observe that the definition of the category Ban(B)(E) 

involves an object E external for y(B). Denote by E! the mapping which associate 

with the object &: E Ban(B)(E) an object E!(&:):= {x E &:lllxl E E}, and with 

a morphism a E Ban(B)(E) such that D(a) = &:, the restriction of the operator 

al to the subspace E!( &:). 

If E is a K-space of bounded elements (i.e., the order ideal in 811 generated by 

unity 1 E 811) then we speak of the restricted descent rather than of the E-descent 

and call E! the restricted descent functor. 

(3) Theorem. The mapping E! of E-descent is a covariant functor from 

Ban(B)(E) into Ban(B). The functor E! and the immersion functor establish 

equivalence between the categories Ban(B)(E) and BK(E). 
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<I The first part of the theorem is contained in 1.6.8 and in (2). To complete 

the proof it suffices to observe the following: Let X and Y be universally complete 

Banach-Kantorovich spaces and let Xo and Yo be their E-restrictions (E C mE = 

3l1). If To : Xo - Yo is a bounded operator then there exists a unique extension 

T : X - Y of To such that T is a bounded operator and ITI =ITol. If X and Y 

are realized as ~ 1 and <&"1 (see 1.6.6) then we can put T = To il. Conversely, 

for an operator T E ~b(X, Y) such that ITI E OrthE its restriction To : T r Xo 
belongs to ~b(XO' Yo). The correspondence To 1-+ T is a linear isometry between 

the Banach-Kantorovich spaces ~b(XO, Yo) and ~E(X, V), where ~E(X, Y) is the 

Orth(E)-restriction of ~b(X, Y). [> 

1.6.11. What was exposed in the preceding subsection gives rise to the follow

ing natural question: which Banach spaces are linearly isometric to E-descents and, 

in particular, to restricted descents of Banach spaces in a Boolean-valued model? 

It is clear that the phenomenon depends essentially on the geometry of a Banach 

space. Consider in short a particular case of the restricted descent needed in the 

sequel without launching into the topic. 

(1) A Banach space X E Ban(B) is said to be B-cyclic if the unit ball 

Bx := {x EX IlIxll ~ I} is cyclic with respect to B. More precisely, X is B-cyclic 

if and only if, for every partition (be)eE3 C B of unity and an arbitrary family 

(Xe)eE3 C Bx, there exists a unique element x E Bx such that b{x = b{x{ for all ~ 

(recall our agreement that B C ~(X)). 

Theorem. A Banach space is linearly isometric to the restricted descent of 

some Banach space in the model V(B) if and only if it is B-cyclic. 

<I Necessity follows from the definitions and 1.6.10(3). Assume X to be a Ba

nach space with B-cyclic unit ball B x and J : B - !!.l to be the corresponding 

isomorphism of B onto the Boolean algebra of projections in!!.l. Let E be an 

ideal in the universally complete K-space of all B-valued resolutions of identity 

(see 1.4.4). Consider a finite-valued element 0':= ~;=I Akbk, where {bt , ... ,bn} is 

a partition of unity in B, {AI, ... ,An} C JR, and Ab stands for the spectral function 

e : v 1-+ e(v) E B equal to zero for v ~ A and unity for v > A. Put 

n 

J(O') := L Ad(bk ) 

k=1 
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and observe that J(a) is a bounded linear operator in X. Calculate its norm: 

sup IIJ(a)xll = sup sup { t AkXI I Xl E b,(X) 1\ IIxlil ::; I} 
IIxll:::;l l:::;n k=l 

= supsup{lIbkXlil·IAkll Xl E bk(X) 1\ IIxlil ::; I} 
l:::;n 

= max{IAll,···, IAn I}· 

On the other hand, the norm laloo of a in the K-space of bounded elements in 

E coincides also with max{IAll, ... ,IAnl}; consequently, J is a linear isometry of 

the subspace Eo of bounded elements in E into the algebra 2"(X) of bounded 

operators. It is also clear that J({3a) = J({3)J(a) for all a,{3 E Eo. Since Eo 
is dense with respect to the norm in E, J can be extended by continuity to an 

isometric isomorphism of the algebra E onto a closed subalgebra of 2"(X). By 

putting xa := ax := J(a)x for X E X and a E E, we obtain the structure of 

an E-unitary module on X; moreover, 

lIaxll ::; lIall'lIxll (a E E,x EX). 

Furthermore, aBx + {3Bx C Bx for lal + 1{31 ::; l. 

Now, introduce the mapping p: X -t E+ by the formula 

p{x) := inf{a E E+ I X E aBx} (x EX), 

where the infimum is calculated in the K -space E. If p{ x) = 0 then, for c > 0, there 

exist a partition (be) C B of unity and a family (ae) C E+ such that beae ::; c . 1 

and x E aeBx for all~. Afterward bex E beaeBx C cBx and thus x E cBx by 

virtue of the B-cyclicity of the ball B x. Since c > 0 is arbitrary, we have x = O. If 

x E aBx and y E {3Bx for some a, {3 E E+ then we can write down 

x + y = -r(-r-lx +-r-ly) E -r (~Bx + ~Bx ) c -rBx, 

where -r := a + {3 + c' 1. Consequently, p(x + y) ::; a + {3 + el, and passage to the 

infimum over all indicated a, {3, and c yields p(x + y) ::; p(x) + p(y). Further, the 

following equalities hold for b E B and x EX: 

bp( x) = inf {ba I 0 ::; a E E 1\ x E aB x} 

= inf{a E E+ I bx E aBx} = p{bx). 
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Therefore, we have 
n 

p(ax) = LbkIAklp(x) = lal' p(x) 
k=l 

for a = L:~=l Akbk, where {b1 , ... , bn } is a partition of unity in B. Hence, p(ax) = 

lal' p(x) for all a E E. Thereby, (X,p, E) is a decomposable lattice-normed space. 

The disjoint completeness of X follows from the B-cyclicity of the ball B X and the 

r-completeness of X is equivalent to the completeness with respect to the initial 

scalar norm, for Ilxll = IIp(x )1100 (x E X). The last relation immediately follows from 

the definitions of p and II . 1100' Finally, we conclude that (X,p, E) is a Banach

Kantorovich space (see 1.6.7(5)). If X is a universal completion of X then X 
is linearly isometric to the descent of some Banach space in the model V(B) by 

Theorem 1.6.6. At the same time, X is the restriction of X with respect to E. [> 

Let C-Ban(B) be the complete subcategory of the category Ban(B) whose 

objects comprise the class of all B-cyclic Banach spaces. Put Ban~) := Ban(B)(E) 

if E is an ideal of bounded elements in 3ll; i.e., E = U:'=l[-nI, nil. 

(2) Theorem. The restricted descent functor establishes equivalence be

tween Ban~) and C-Ban(B). 

<l This follows from 1.6.10(3) and (1). [> 

Comments 

The bibliography below pretends to be complete in regard to neither vector 

lattices nor nonstandard analysis. It mainly includes the monographs and surveys 

with extensive bibliography. Original articles are cited either for priority reasons 

or when they are absent from the monographs or surveys. 

1.1. (1) In the history of functional analysis, the rise of the theory of ordered 

vector spaces is commonly atributed to the contribution of G. Birkhoff, L. V. Kan

torovich, M. G. KreIn, H. Nakano, F. Riesz, H. Freudenthal, et al. At present, the 

theory of ordered vector spaces and its applications constitute a vast field of math

ematics representing, in fact, one of the main sections of contemporary functional 

analysis. The theory is well exposed in many monographs (see [2, 4, 5, 12, 17, 22, 26, 

27,31,33,36,45-47,52,54,55,69, 70, 72]). Observe also the surveys [7-10] with 

rich reference lists. The necessary information on the theory of Boolean algebras is 

given in [15, 56, 66]. 
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(2) The credit for finding the most important instance of ordered vector 

spaces, an order complete vector lattice or a K-space, is due to L. V. Kantorovich. 

The notion appeared in Kantorovich's first fundamental article on this topic [23], 

where he wrote, "In this note, I define a new type of space that I call a semi ordered 

linear space. The introduction of such a space allows us to study linear operations 

of one abstract class (those with values in the space) as linear functionals." 

Here L. V. Kantorovich stated an important methodological principle, the 

heuristic transfer principle for K-spaces. An exemplar application of this principle 

is Theorem 3 of [23] now referred to as the Hahn-Banach-Kantorovich theorem. It 

claims that the Kantorovich principle is valid in relation to the classical Dominated 

extension theorem; i.e., we can replace the reals in the standard Hahn-Banach theo

rem by elements of an arbitrary K -space and a linear functional by a linear operator 

with values in this K-space. 

(3) In [24], L. V. Kantorovich laid grounds for the theory of regular op

erators in K -spaces. Also, the Riesz-Kantorovich theorem appeared in this article 

for the first time (see 1.1.10(1)). F. Riesz formulated an analogous assertion for the 

space of continuous linear functionals over the lattice era, b] in his famous report 

at the International Congress in Bologna in 1928 and thereby enlisted in the cohort 

of the founders of the theory of ordered vector spaces. 

(4) It is difficult to construct an example of a nonexpanding but o-un

bounded operator (1.1.10(4), for the references see [8]). However, in the case of 

a universally complete K-space, employing V(B), we can easily reduce this question 

to existence of a discontinuous automorphism of the group (JR, +), i.e., an additive 

but not linear function from JR to JR. Let E be a universally complete K-space 

and let B := ~(E). Take a Boolean algebra B such that IRA # 1%. Then 1% is 

an infinite-dimensional space over JR" inside V(B). By the Kuratowski-Zorn lemma, 

there exist an JR"-linear but not I%-linear function u : 1% ~ 1% in the model V(B). 

The operator Uo := u! : &£'! ~ &£'! is linear, extensional, and o-unbounded. If tis 

an isomorphism of E onto &£'! then U := t -10 Uo 0 t is a nonexpanding o-unbounded 

operator. 

1.2. (1) As was mentioned in the comment on 1.1(2), the heuristic transfer 

principle proposed by L. V. Kantorovich in connection with the concept of K-space 

was substantiated by the author as well as by his successors. Essentially, this 
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principle turned out to be one of those profound ideas that playing an organizing 

and leading role in the formation of the new branch of analysis eventually led to 

a deep and elegant theory of K -spaces rich in various applications. At the very 

beginning of the development of the theory, attempts were made at formalizing the 

above heuristic argument. In this direction, there appeared the so-called theorems 

on relation preservation which claimed that if some proposition involving finitely 

many functional relations is proven for the reals then an analogous fact remains 

valid automatically for the elements of every K-space (see [27, 69]). 

However, the inner mechanism responsible for the phenomenon of relation 

preservation still remained vague and the applicability range for such assertions 

are not found nor the general causes of numerous analogies and parallels with the 

classical function theory. The depth and universal character of Kantorovich's prin

ciple were discovered in the framework of Boolean-valued analysis. 

(2) Boolean-valued analysis is a branch of functional analysis which uses 

a special model-theoretic technique, the Boolean-valued models of set theory. It 

is interesting to observe that the invention of the Boolean-valued models was not 

connected with the theory of ordered vector spaces. The necessary language and 

technical tools were available within mathematical logic in the early 1960s. How

ever, there was no general idea to breathe life into the already-created mathematical 

apparatus and promote rapid progress in model theory. Such an idea appeared along 

with P. J. Cohen's discovery; in 1963 he established that the classical continuum

problem is absolutely unsolvable (in a rigorous mathematical sense). It was the 

Cohen forcing method whose comprehension gave rise to the Boolean-valued mod

els of set theory. Their appearance is commonly associated with the names of 

P. Vopenka, D. Scott, and R. Solovay (see [58, 61, 67, 68]). 

(3) The forcing method splits naturally into two parts: general and spe

cial. The general part comprises the apparatus of Boolean-valued models of set 

theory, i.e., construction of a Boolean-valued universe y(B) and interpretation of 

the set-theoretic propositions in y(B). Here, a complete Boolean algebra B is ar

bitrary. The special part consists in constructing specific Boolean algebras B pro

viding some special (usually, pathological and exotic) properties of the objects (for 

example, K-spaces) obtained from y(B). Both parts are of independent interest, 

but their combination yields the most impressive results. In the present chapter, like 
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in most investigations in Boolean-valued analysis, we use only the general part of 

the forcing method. The special part is widely employed for proving independence 

or consistency (see [6, 18,63]). The further progress in Boolean-valued analysis will 

almost surely be connected with applying the forcing method at full strength. 

(4) The material of 1.2.1-1.2.8 is traditional; for its detailed exposition 

see [6, 37, 63], see also [18, 48]. The methods presented in 1.2.9-1.2.11 as well as 

their variants are widely used in the study of Boolean-valued models. In [32, 42], 
they are translated into the descent-ascent technique which is most appropriate for 

the problems of analysis. This form is used in [37]. Immersion (2.10) of the sets 

with Boolean structure into a Boolean-valued universe was carried out in [32]. Such 

immersion relies upon the Solovay-Tennenbaum method which was proposed earlier 

for the immersion of complete Boolean algebras [59]. 

1.3. (1) The Boolean-valued status of the concept of K-space is established 

in Gordon's theorem 1.3.2 obtained in [13]. This fact can be interpreted as follows: 

a universally complete K -space is the interpretation of the field of reals in an appro

priate Boolean-valued model. Moreover, it turns out that every theorem on reals 

(in the framework of ZFC) has an analog for the corresponding K -space. The

orems are transferred by means of precisely-defined procedures: ascent, descent, 

and canonical embedding, that is, algorithmically as a matter of fact. Thereby 

Kantorovich's assertion that "the elements of a K -space are generalized numbers" 

acquires a rigorous mathematical meaning in Boolean-valued analysis. On the other 

hand, Boolean-valued analysis makes rigorous the heuristic transfer principle which 

played an auxiliary piloting role in many investigations in the pre-Boolean-valued 

theory of K -spaces. 

(2) If B in 1.3.2 is the algebra of measurable sets modulo sets of zero 

measure p, then 811 is isomorphic to the universally complete K-space LO(p,) of 

measurable functions. This fact (for the Lebesgue measure on an interval) has 

already been known to Scott and Solovay (see [58]). If B is a complete Boolean 

algebra of projections in a Hilbert space then 811 is isomorphic to the space of 

selfadjoint operators Q1(B) (see 1.1.9(5)). The two indicated particular cases of 

Gordon's theorem were intensively and fruitfully exploited by G. Takeuti (see [61] 
and the bibliography in [37]). The object 811 for general Boolean algebras was 

also studied by T. Jech [19, 20] who in fact rediscovered Gordon's theorem. The 
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difference is that in [19] a (complex) universally complete K-space with unity is 

defined by another system of axioms and is referred to as a complete Stone algebra. 

The interconnections between properties of numeric objects and the corresponding 

objects in the K-space &ll indicated in 1.3.4 and 1.3.5 were actually obtained by 

E. I. Gordon [13, 14]. 

(3) The realization theorem 1.3.6 was obtained by A. G. Kusraev [34]. 
A close result (in other terms) is presented in T. Jech's article [21], where Boolean

value interpretation of the theory of linearly ordered sets is developed. Corollar

ies 1.3.7(7,8) are well known (see [27, 69]). The concept of universal completion for 

a K-space was introduced in another way by A. G. Pinsker. He also proved existence 

of a universal completion unique to within isomorphism for an arbitrary K -space. 

Theorem 1.2.8(2) on order completion of an Archimedean vector lattice was proven 

by A. I. Yudin (see the corresponding references in [27, 69]). Assertion 1.2.8(3) was 

established by A. I. Veksler [64]. 

(4) Tests 1.3.9(2) and 1.3.9(4) for o-convergence (in the case of sequences) 

were obtained by L. V. Kantorovich and B. Z. Vulikh (see [27]). It was shown 

in 1.3.8 that, in fact, they are merely the interpretation of convergence properties 

of numeric nets (sequences). 

(5) As was mentioned in the comment on 1.2(1), the first attempts of 

formalizing the Kantorovich heuristic principle resulted in theorems on relation 

preservation (see [27,69]). The contemporary forms of such theorems, based on the 

method of Boolean-valued models, may be found in [14, 20] (see also [37]). 

(6) Subsystems of the field &I can be obtained not only by Boolean-valued 

realization of Archimedean vector lattices (see 1.3.6(1». For instance, the following 

assertions are stated in [34]: (1) the Boolean-valued realization of an Archimedean 

lattice-ordered group is a subgroup of the additive group of &I; (2) an Archimedean 

I-ring contains two complementary components one of which has zero multiplica

tion and is realized as in (1) and the other, as a subring of &l; (3) an Archime

dean I-algebra contains two complementary components one of which is realized as 

in 1.3.6 and the other, as a sublattice and sub algebra of the field &l considered as 

a lattice-ordered algebra over the field lR" (see also [21]). 

1.4. (1) The results of the section, with minor exception, are well known to 

the specialists in the theory of vector lattices. The novelty consists in the method 
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of proving: all basic facts are derived by interpreting simple properties of the field 

of reals in a Boolean-valued model. 

(2) The concepts of unity, unit element, and spectral functions were in

troduced by G. Freudenthal. He also established the spectral theorem 1.4.5(2) 

(see [27, 69]). Theorem 1.4.4 implies that for a complete Boolean algebra B the 

set Jt(B) of resolution of identity is a universally complete K-space whose base is 

isomorphic to B. This fact is due to L. V. Kantorovich [27]. Theorem 1.4.5(1) was 

obtained by A. G. Pinsker (see [27]). The main result of Subsection 1.4.6, the real

ization of an arbitrary K-space as an order dense ideal in COO(Q), was established 

for the first time independently by B. Z. Vulikh and T. Ogasawara (see [27,69]). 

(3) It follows from 1.4.13 that every resolution of identity with values 

in a a-algebra determines a spectral measure on the Borel a-algebra of the real 

axis. This fact was indicated for the first time by V. I. Sobolev in [57]. However, 

he assumed that such a measure can be obtained by means of the Caratheodory 

extension method. D. A. Vladimirov showed that the Caratheodory extension of 

a complete Boolean algebra of countable type is possible if and only if the algebra is 

regular. Thus, the extension method of 1.4.13 grounded on the Loomis-Sikorski rep

resentations 1.4.12 for Boolean a-algebras essentially differs from the Caratheodory 

extension. In [71], M. Wright obtained Assertion 1.4.13 (for n = 1) as a consequence 

of a version of the Riesz theorem for operators with values in a K -space. 

(4) V. I. Sobolev was apparently the first who considered Borel func

tions defined on an arbitrary KIT-space with unity (see [57, 69]). Theorems 1.4.15 

and 1.4.17 presented here were obtained in [38,39]. In [38, 39], there was also 

constructed the Borel functional calculus for (countable or uncountable) collections 

of elements of an arbitrary K-space. A Boolean-valued proof of Theorem 1.4.16 is 

given in [19]. 

(5) The method of Boolean-valued realization is also useful for studying 

linear operators in vector laStices. The comment on 1. ~(4) reveals the simplest 

example; more profound results of this sort are exposed for example in [14, 32, 

33, 38]. Similar methods are involved in analysis of nonlinear operators (see [33, 36]). 

1.5. (1) Exposing the material of this section, we follow the articles [30,44]. 

The main idea proposed in [44] is as follows: the fragments of a positive opera

tor U are the extreme points of the order interval [0, U]. The latter set coincides 
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with the sub differential at zero (the supporting set) 8P of the sublinear opera

tor P( x) := U x+. Thereby study of the fragments of a positive operator reduces 

to description for the extremal structure of subdifferentials. Such a description 

for general sublinear operators was obtained for the first time in the article [41] by 

S. S. Kutateladze (for a detailed exposition see [36]). Observe that the approach de

veloped in [41] solves, in particular, the problem on extremal extension of a positive 

operator (for the corresponding bibliography see [8, 36]). 

(2) A formula like 1.5.1(1) was established for the first time by de Pagter 

(see [5]); however, it involved two essential constraints: F should have a total set 

of o-continuous functional, and E must be order complete. The first constraint was 

eliminated in [40] and the second, in [1, 30]. All these cases correspond to different 

generating sets of projections. The concept of generating set was introduced in [44]. 

(3) The projection formulas like 1.5.1(2, 3) appeared gradually. A piece 

of this history can be learned from [5, 72]. The general approach proposed in [44] 
allows one to obtain various projection formulas by taking concrete generating sets 

of band projections. For instance, if E is a K -space then the set {if : 7r E 1.lJ( E)} of 

band projections, where if : U 1-+ U 0 7r, is generating in L "'(E, F). 

(4) Making use of the remarks of the preceding subsection, we can derive 

from 1.5.1(1-3) the following assertions: 

(a) Let E and F be K-spaces, let U be a positive operator from E to 

F, let W be the principal band projection of a positive operator V : E _ F onto 

the band {U}.L.L, x E E+, and let €: be the filter of weak order units in F. Then 

the following formulas hold (Kusraev and Strizhevskir [40]): 

~(U) = {7rUp I p E I.lJ(E), 7r E I.lJ(F)}V(l!T)~ 

(V - W)x = inf sup{ 7r V px I 7rU px ~ e, p E 1.lJ( F), 7r E 1.lJ( F)} 
eEtC 

= inf sup{7rV px I7rU px ~ c:Ux, P E I.lJ(E), 7r E I.lJ(F)}. 
O<eElR 

(b) Let 0 ~ c.p E E"', f E F+, x E E+, 7rf be the projection onto the 

band {f}.L, and let Wo and W be the principal band projections of a positive 

operator V : E - F onto the bands {c.p ® f}.L.L and (E'" ® F).L.L. Then the 
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following formulas hold (Aliprantis and Burkinshaw [5]): 

WOx = sup inf{7rJVe : cp(x - e):::; e, 0:::; e:::; x}, 
O<t:ElIl 

Wx= sup inf{Ve:cp(x-e):::;e,O:::;e:::;x}. 
O<<pEE

O<t:Ell\ 

Chapter 1 

1.6. (1) The concept oflattice-normed space appeared for the first time in the 

article [23] by L. V. Kantorovich. It is worth stressing that he introduced an unusual 

axiom of decomposability for an abstract norm, axiom (4) (see 1.6.1(4)). It is 

interesting to observe that axiom (4) was often omitted as inessential in the further 

research by other authors. Its profound importance was discovered in connection 

with Boolean-valued analysis (see [33]). In the same article, L. V. Kantorovich 

considered for the first time the operators in abstract normed spaces dominated by 

a positive linear or increasing sublinear operator. Later, such operators has been 

called differently: regular, majorized, and, in some particular cases, dominated 

operators or operators with abstract norm. 

(2) Theorem 1.6.6 on Boolean-valued realization of lattice-normed spaces 

was obtained by A. G. Kusraev. This result, certain assertions of 1.6.7 and 1.6.8, 

and some other applications are presented in [33]. The assertion X = oX of 1.6. 7( 4) 

was obtained by A. E. Gutman. 

(3) The first applications of the concepts of lattice-normed space and 

dominated operator related to solving operator equations by means of successive 

approximation (see [27, 69]). Close ideas and methods were used by many math

ematicians (A. V. Bukhvalov, V. L. Levin, N. Dinculeanu, et al.) while studying 

spaces of vector-functions and operators therein. A. G. Kusraev and his students 

constructed an advanced theory of dominated operators in lattice-normed spaces 

and found a broad circle of various applications [35, 38-40]. 

(4) The spaces with mixed norm discussed in 1.6.9 were studied in [35]. 

The same article reveals various applications of the concept of mixed norm (in 

particular, Theorem 1.6.1) to the geometry of Banach spaces and the theory of 

linear operators. The restricted descent of 1.6.10 was earlier used by G. Takeuti in 

his study of C* -algebras by means of Boolean-valued models. 

(5) It is desirable to obtain analogs of the projection rules of 1.5.1(2, 3) 

and 1.5.2(1, 2) for general dominated operators (see Definition 1.6.4(6)). We have 
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no such formulas available. However, the following formula is valid for the order 

continuous component Un of a dominated operator U : X ---t Y: 

where II is the set of all partitions of unity in the Boolean algebra ~(X) and all 

the necessary limits exist. Moreover, IUnl =lUln and IU - Unl =1U1-lUln. 
As to the other problems of the theory of dominated operators, see [35]. 
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Operator theory is part and parcel of functional analysis whose own name is 

not unlikely to be consonant with a simplest operator, a functional. The theory 

of vector and Banach lattices began with distinguishing and studying the order 

properties of functionals and operators. 

At the International Mathematical Congress in Bologna in 1928, F. Riesz pro

posed a calculus for continuous linear functionals over the space C[O, 1] of continuous 

functions. His calculus made it possible to find the modulus and the positive and 

negative components of a functional which are in many respects similar to those 

of the usual modulus and the positive and negative parts of a real-valued function. 

F. Riesz's constructions relied upon considering the natural pointwise order relation 

between the functions of C[O, 1]. In the 1930s, while propounding a general theory 

of vector lattices, L. V. Kantorovich developed a calculus for order bounded linear 

operators in vector lattices which covered F. Riesz's construction as a particular 

case. Also, L. V. Kantorovich applied the calculus to solving abstract functional 

equations. 

Among the pathfinders of the theory of vector lattices, it is compulsory to name 

a Holland mathematician H. Freudenthal who obtained the fundamental (Freuden

thal!) theorem on "integral representation" of an element of a vector lattice already 

in his first article of 1936 and a British mathematician S. Steen who defined the 

modulus of an operator in the same way as L. V. Kantorovich and indicated one 

of the most unexpected applications of the theory of vector lattices, the spectral 

theory of selfadjoint operators in Hilbert space. The corresponding references and 

historical information may be found in [3, 16, 18, 19, 28, 29, 40, 42, 46, 48]. 

The class of linear operators in vector lattices which is simplest in definition 

(but not in the depth of its properties) is the class of positive operators; i.e., the 

operators U acting from a vector lattice E into a vector lattice F and such that 

o ::; x E E implies 0 ::; U x E F. The deep study of specific spectral properties 

of these operators stems from the Perron-Frobenius theory of positive matrices. In 

the infinite-dimensional case, this theory found its generalization within the theory 

of positive operators in a space with a cone which originated from M. G. Krein's 

works written in the 1940s and which was later developed by M. A. Krasnosel'skii 

in the USSR and by a number of research groups abroad (see, for instance, [31, 32]). 

However, here we do not intend to expose results of the spectral theory and theory 

of operator semigroups with positive generators which gained a new strong impetus 
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to further development in the last decade (see [3, 16, 18, 39, 48] and also the 

bibliography in [18]). 

The set of positive operators is not a linear space, as opposed to the set of 

differences of positive operators called the space of regular operators. In 1.1.10, 

we have already stated the fundamental Riesz-Kantorovich theorem claiming that, 

under natural conditions, the space of regular operators is an order complete vector 

lattice and that a regular operator can be described as an order bounded operator, 

i.e., an operator carrying order bounded sets into order bounded sets. Henceforth, 

we will, as a rule, use a shorter term "regular operators," constantly presuming 

that these classes of operators are identified. 

In function spaces, the most important class of operators closely connected 

with the class of regular operators is the class of integral operators. Speaking of 

integral operators, we mean the operators that are defined with the help of the 

usual Lebesgue integral, excluding singular integral operators defined by means of 

various summation methods for divergent integrals and the operators whose kernels 

represent distributions as is accepted in quantum mechanics. Integral operators 

constantly attract the attention of researchers (see [26, 30, 32]). In Chapter 4, this 

class of operators will be studied in more detail. 

Also, there are many classes of operators defined in mixed terms of boundedness 

and various forms of convergence, norm, and order. The reader may find a survey 
and the corresponding bibliography in [18, 43]. Historically, the first class of such 

operators was apparently the class of operators with abstract norm introduced by 

L. V. Kantorovich in the late 1930s. 

An operator U acting from a Banach space X into a K -space E is called 

an operator with abstract norm if the image U(Bx) of the unit ball is order bounded 

in E. Having introduced such operators U, we may define the el~ment lUI E E 

lUI = sup{lUxl1 x EX, IIxll :S I} 

that is called the "abstract norm" of U. We call such operators dominated. It is 

clear that the class of dominated operators is closely connected with the class of 

bounded operators with values in the Banach space Loo. The specifics of this class 

are mainly determined by the properties of LOO. In the case of operators in the 

Hilbert space L2 a dominated operator is merely a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 
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Chapters 2-4 are united by the idea of versatile study of the above-indicated 

important classes of operators. First, we solve the problem of finding the charac

teristic properties of such operators. In Chapter 2 which is mainly preliminary by 

nature, we consider the above problem for regular and dominated operators and 

in Chapter 4, for integral operators. Second, we study stability of the indicated 

classes of operators under the taking of composition with an arbitrary continuous 

operator. As a rule, it is sufficiently easy to show that such compositions do not 

always belong to the initial class of operators. Thereby it is worth posing the prob

lem of describing the subclass of operators stable under the indicated operation. In 

Chapter 3, we consider various modifications of the problem for regular and dom

inated operators. As regards the technique of solution this topic turned out to be 

closely connected with the theory of p-absolutely summing operators. 

The results of the theory of vector lattices can be divided into two parts, in 

particular, according to the following feature. Certain results are new only in the 

abstract situation of an arbitrary vector lattice of a particular class or in the case 

of specially constructed examples; whereas they have essential meaning for the 

concrete spaces, say, the LP-spaces or turn into simple well-known assertions (such 

is, for example, the theory of regular K-spaces). The other results involve new 

ideas and are nontrivial just in the LP-spaces; however, they admit extension to 

more general classes of Banach lattices, although such extensions often turn out to 

be rather involved. The main results of Chapters 2-4 belong to the latter category. 

In this connection, to avoid obscuring the exposition by technical details, in many 

cases we confine ourselves within LP-generality, indicating possible generalizations 

in the Comments. 

As a rule, we omit the proofs that are given in the second and third editions 

of the monograph [28) by L. V. Kantorovich and G. P. Akilov. 

2.1. Ideal Spaces 

We begin the chapter on regular operators with exposing the simplest facts of 

the theory of a wide class of the spaces generalizing the Lebesgue LP -spaces, the so

called ideal spaces. The ideal spaces constitute the most important class of vector 

lattices comprising almost all (but C[O, 1]) of their important particular instances: 

LP, Orlicz spaces, Marcinkiewicz spaces, and Lorentz spaces. It is in terms of 

ideal spaces that the material on integral operators is further stated. Opening our 
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exposition of operator theory with the theory of ideal spaces, we intend to emphasize 

an analogy of many properties of operator spaces with more elementary properties 

of the spaces of measurable functions. 

2.1.1. We start with conventions on the type of a measure space. We denote 

by (T, E, fL) (sometimes, (S, A, v)) a set T with a a-algebra E of measurable subsets 

and a a-finite measure fL on E. The reader disinclined to so great degree of generality 

may assume, without making what follows trivial, that (T, E, fL) is the interval [0,1] 

with the Lebesgue measure or a domain in the space an with the Lebesgue measure. 

We denote by LO(T, E, fL) or simply by LO the set of all measurable almost 

everywhere finite functions on (T, E, fL) taking real or complex values, where equiv

alent functions are identified as usual. Moreover, in proofs we assume the spaces 

real by default; however, it is important for applications to operator theory that 

similar results with obvious modifications remain true for complex spaces. Later 

we provide relevant specification. 

The convergence in measure for a sequence of functions in LO is meant to be 

the convergence in measure on every set of finite measure; the following notation is 

used: Xn -+ X(fL). 

2.1.2. We are interested in the following order relation between functions in 

LO. Given functions x, y E LO, we set x ~ y if x(t) ~ y(t) almost everywhere. It 
is clear that LO becomes an ordered set in which two arbitrary functions x, y E LO 
have a supremum x V y E LO and an infimum x 1\ y E LO defined by the formulas 

(x V y)(t) = max(x(t), y(t)), 

(x 1\ y)(t) = min(x(t),y(t)). 

(1) 

(2) 

Moreover, for every function x E LO, we can define its positive part x+, negative 
part x_ and modulus Jx!: 

we certainly have 

JxJ(t) = Jx(t)J. (4) 

With a given set A E E we associate the projection PA in LO on letting 

(PAX)(t) = XA(t)X(t). (5) 
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We have written down the trivial formulas {I )-(5) for they are basic although 

not always acknowledged for almost all calculations in the theory of measurable 

functions. However, it becomes nontrivial to derive analogs of formulas (I )-(5) 

in the exposition of the calculus of order bounded operators in Section 2.2 with 

operators standing in place of x and y. Indeed, in this case we have to take troubles 

of insuring linearity for the results. 

2.1.3. Observe the following two simple properties of the order in LO which 

demonstrate that the order and linear structure are properly compatible: 

for every z E LO, the relation x ~ y implies x + z ~ y + Z; (6) 

if x ~ 0 and A ~ 0 then AX ~ o. (7) 

2.1.4. Now we turn to some less trivial facts. A set M C LO is called bounded 

above if there exists y E LO such that x ~ y for all x E M. Boundedness below is 

defined analogously. A set M c LO is called order bounded (a-bounded, in short) if 

it is bounded above and below. This is equivalent to existence of y E L O such that 

Ixl ~ y for all x E M. What happens if we try to find a supremum of an infinite 

set M C L O which is bounded above? If M is countable then there obviously exists 

y = supM; moreover, the function y may be calculated by the formula 

y{t) = sup {x{t) I x E M}. (8) 

However we often wish to work with the exact bounds of the sets of arbitrary 

cardinality. Observe that formula (8) is of little avail here. First, formula (8) may 

give a nonmeasurable function in the case. Second, while calculating by formula (8) 
we may obtain two measurable but nonequivalent functions by taking different 

representatives x(t) in the class x E M of equivalent functions. To show that the 

difficulties are real and unremovable, consider the interval [0,1] with the Lebesgue 

measure. In the first case, it suffices to take a Lebesgue nonmeasurable set A C [0, 1] 

and to consider as M so many copies of the zero element in LO as is the cardinality 

of A. It is clear that sup M = O. Enumerate the elements of M with the points of A. 
To the copy of zero with number tEA assign the characteristic function of the set 

{t} which is obviously measurable and equivalent to zero. Then the function y( t) 
in (8) equals XA(t), thus being nonmeasurable. In a similar way one can provide 
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an example for the second case; moreover, it is clear that the same construction 

"spoils" the calculation of any uncountable supremum by (8). Nevertheless the 

following theorem is valid whose proof can be found in [28] (see Theorem I.6.17): 

2.1.5. Tbeorem. If a set M C LO is bounded above then there exists y = 

supM E LO. Moreover, there is a countable set {xn} C M such that supM = 
sup{xn} (the last supremum can be calculated pointwise by formula (8)) A similar 

assertion is valid for the infimum of a set bounded below. 

REMARK. A similar assertion is valid not only in the space LO but also in the 

ordered set of all measurable functions possibly assuming infinite values on sets of 

positive measure. 

2.1.6. We exhibit a nontrivial application of the theorem immediately. Given 

an arbitrary function x E LO, we as usual define its support 

suppx = {t E T I x(t) -=1= O} E ~. 

It is clear that suppx for an element x E LO is defined to within a negligible set 

(i.e., a set of measure zero). The support of an arbitrary set M C LO cannot be 

defined as the union of supports of all functions in M for the same reasons that 

make formula (8) incorrect. However, we proceed differently. Consider the set 

Ml = {XA I A = suppx, x E M} which is obviously bounded above in LO (for 

instance, by the function 1). Therefore, there exists y = SUpMl by Theorem 2.1.5. 

By definition, we assign 

suppM = suppy. 

It is easy to show that the set supp M possesses the natural properties of the support 

of M: (1) supp x C suppM for all x E M; (2) supp M is the least set to within a set 

of measure zero which possesses property (1). 

2.1.7. We proceed with introducing notations. The notation Xn i means that 

Xn ~ Xm for n ~ m; Xn i x means that Xn i and SUPXn = x (or that Xn --+ x 

almost everywhere). The notations Xn ! and Xn L x are defined analogously. 

2.1.8. Now we turn to studying subspaces of LO. An ideal space on (T,~,IL) 

is a linear subset E in LO such that 

(x E LO, y E E; Ixi :::; Iyl) =} (x E E); (9) 
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i.e., with every function the set E contains its modulus and each function with 

smaller modulus. 

Denote by E+ the cone of positive elements or the positive cone of an ideal 

space E: 

E+ = {x EEl x ;;3 O}. 

A norm on an ideal space E is said to be monotone if 

(x, y E E; Ixl :::; Iyl) '* (11xll :::; Ilyll)· (10) 

A Banach ideal space on (T,~, 1-') is defined as an ideal space E endowed with 

a monotone norm making E into a Banach space. 

Observe that the notions are natural and simple in formulation: practically all 

spaces whose definitions do not involve smoothness or analyticity are Banach ideal 

spaces. The basic example is LP. 

2.1.9. We use the notion of the support of a set of functions to define an 

important notion of an order-dense ideal (a foundation in the Russian literature). 

An ideal space F is said to be order-dense in an ideal space E if FeE and 

supp F = supp E. In what follows we always suppose that an ideal space E is 

an order-dense ideal in LO; i.e., suppE = T. Observe that if F is an order-dense 

ideal in E then, for every x E E+, there exists a sequence {x n} in F + such that 

x nix. Moreover, there exists an increasing sequence of sets {An} such that 

XXAn E F and XXAn i x. 

A band in an ideal space E is an ideal space F included in E and such that, 

for every set Me F possessing the supremum y = supM in E, we have y E F. It 
is clear that for every fixed set A E ~ the set 

PAE = {x EEl suppx c A} (11) 

is a band in E (this fact accounts for the use of the word "band": P A bands over 

the set A). Moreover, the operator PA defined by formula (5) is the band projection 

from E onto PAE (which is incorporated in the notation). It turns out that the 

converse holds pnd every band F has the form (11) with some A. Indeed, it suffices 

to set A = supp F. The generalization of the notions of band and band projection 

are very essential for studying operator spaces. 

Now we list the simplest properties of Banach ideal spaces which are important 

for the sequel. 
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2.1.10. Proposition [28, Lemma IV.3.2]. H a sequence Xn converges to x 

m the norm of a Banach ideal space E then Xn --t x(J1.); moreover, there exist 

a subsequence {x nk }, a function r E E+, and a numeric sequence Ck ~ 0 such that 

IXnk - xl ~ Ck r . 

2.1.11. We do not intend here to expatiate upon general properties of Banach 

ideal spaces. However, we observe that surprisingly many facts depend only on 

some rather simply formulated conditions; although these facts often have highly 

nontrivial proofs (see [3, 28, 47, 48]). We mean conditions (A) and (B) to be 

introduced below. The first is an abstract analog of the Lebesgue dominated con

vergence theorem and the second, known as the "Fatou property," of the Beppo 

Levy theorem or the Fatou lemma. 

We say that a norm on a Banach ideal space E is o-continuou8 or that condi

tion (A) holds in E (E E (A)) provided that 

Let us introduce some convenient notation for dominated convergence almost ev

erywhere in E. We say that a sequence {xn} C E o-converge8 in E to an x if 

Xn --t x almost everywhere and there is ayE E such that IXn I ~ y for all n (in 

writing Xn ~ x). It is easy to see that if E E (A) then Xn ~ x implies Xn --t x 

in norm. It is clear that LP E (A) for p E [1,00) and LOO tf. (A). Condition (A) 
distinguishes "nice" spaces: 

2.1.12. Proposition [28, Theorem IV.3.3]. Suppose that a measure J1. is 

separable (for instance, that J1. is the Lebesgue measure on a measurable subset of 

the real axis or in R n or J1. reduces to countably many point masses; in the last 

case all ideal spaces are sequence spaces). A Banach ideal space E is separable if 

and only if E satisfies condition (A). 

It is clear that condition (A) can be easily verified in specific situations. This 

explains why the facts like Proposition 2.1.12 are useful. 

2.1.13. We say that a norm on E is o-8emicontinuou8 or that condition (C) 

holds in E (E E (e)) provided that 

(0 ~ Xn i x E E) =} (sup IIxnll = IIxlI). 
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We say that a norm on a Banach ideal space E is monotonically complete or 

that condition (B) holds in E (E E (B)) if 

(0 ~ xnj, supllxnll < oo):::} (3x EEl Xn j x). 

A Banach ideal space in which conditions (B) and (C) hold simultaneously 

is called perfect. A Banach ideal space in which conditions (A) and (B) hold 

simultaneously is a Kantorovich-Banach space or a KB-space for short. 

All LP spaces, 1 ~ p < 00, are perfect and present K B-spaces for 1 ~ P ~ 00. 

The space Co of all vanishing sequences presents a Banach ideal space with condition 

(A) (and consequently (C)) and without (B). Condition (C) is satisfied in all 

examples of concrete spaces mentioned in the beginning of the chapter. 

2.1.14. Proposition [28, Lemma IV.3.5]. A Banach ideal space E is perfect 

if and only if the unit ball BE is closed with respect to convergence in measure in 

LO; i.e., if Xn E E, x E LO, Ilxnll ~ 1 'in, Xn -+ X(fl) then x E E and Ilxll ~ 1. 

2.1.15. The time has come to equip the theory of ideal spaces with the termi

nology of the general theory of vector lattices which was considered in Chapter 1. 

Recall that a real vector space E is a vector lattice if E is a (partially) ordered set 

in which, for every two elements x, y E E, there exist their supremum x V y and 

infimum x Ay and the order and linear operations are related by axioms (6) and (7). 

A vector lattice is a K antorovich space or a K -space if it is order complete; i.e., its 

every bounded above subset has a supremum. Formulas (1)-(4) show that L O is 

a vector lattice and Theorem 2.1.5 states that LO is a K-space. 

We make a relevant observation simplifying the verification of the fact that 

a vector lattice E is a K-space. A set M c E is called directed in increasing order 

or upward-directed if, for arbitrary x, y E M, there is z E M such that z ~ x, y. 

Proposition. If, in a vector lattice E, every set which is bounded above and 

directed upward has a supremum then E is a K -space. 

<l Let M be an arbitrary set bounded above. Denote by Ml the set composed 

of suprema of all finite collections of elements in M. Obviously, sup M and sup Ml 

do exist or do not exist simultaneously and sup M = sup Ml in the case of existence. 

By construction, the set Ml is upward-directed. !> 

The theory of vector lattices and K-spaces historically arose before the the

ory of general ideal spaces which began developing in the 1950s with research by 
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J. Diedonne, G. G. Lorentz, I. Galperin, H. W. Ellis, A. C. Zaanen, W. A. J. Lux

emburg et al. After the papers of Diedonne, one of the most common terms for 

an ideal space is a Kothe space. The term "ideal space" was coined within the 

school of M. A. Krasnosel'ski'i on integral operators and equations (P. P. Zabrelko, 

P. E. Sobolevski'i, Ya. B. Rutitski'i et al.) due to the fact that an ideal space is ac

tually an o-ideal in LO. The most important subclass of Banach ideal spaces is the 

class of so-called symmetric or rearrangement invariant spaces which includes most 

of the concrete Banach ideal spaces and is important for interpolation theory. This 

class was studied by G. G. Lorentz, S. Shimagaki, D. Boyd, W. A. J. Luxemburg, 

E. M. Semenovet al. (see [32, 33,47]). 

2.1.16. Recall some definitions of 1.1.2 and 1.1.3. An ideal in a vector lattice 

E is a linear subset F in E such that (x E E, y E Fj Ixl ~ Iyl) ::::} (x E F). It is 

clear that every ideal itself is a vector lattice. Further we also consider operator 

ideals where the term "ideal" is understood in a completely different sense. For that 

reason an ideal in the context of the above-presented definition is often referred to 

as an order ideal or briefly o-ideal. 

Let E be a vector lattice. Elements x, y E E are called disjoint (x ..L y) if 

Ixl /\ Iyl = O. An element x E E is called disjoint from a set M C E (x ..L M) 

if x ..L y for all y E M. Disjoint subsets in E are defined in an obvious manner. 

Now we introduce the taking of the disjoint complement which associates with a set 
Me E the set 

M.l.. := Md = {x EEl x ..L M}. (12) 

Assign Mdd = (Md)d. Observe that if M is a subset in an ideal space then Md is 

the band over the set T \ suppM and Mdd is the band over suppM. 

An ideal F in a K-space E is called a band if, for every set Min F possessing 

the supremum y = supM in E, we have y E F. It is not difficult to show that, for 

every set M, the disjoint complement Md is a band and so Mdd is a band too. The 

band Mdd is called the band generated by M. This operation has no constructive 

description which is no way deprives it of important applications (see, for instance, 

the proof of a criterion for integral represent ability in Chapter 4). 

We associate canonically with every band F in a K -space E the band projec

tion [F] from E onto F. Given x E E+, we let 

[F](x) = sup{y E F+ I y ~ x}. (13) 
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By the definition of K-space, the supremum exists in E and by the definition of 

band we have [F](x) E F. Given an arbitrary x E E, we assign 

It is obvious that [F] is a linear operator that maps E onto F and acts identically 

on F. Every element x E E is uniquely representable as x = y + z, where y E F 
and Z E Fd j moreover, y = [F](x) and z = [Fd](x). 

2.1.17. A vector lattice equipped with a monotone norm (see (10)) is called 

a normed lattice. A normed lattice which is a Banach space is said to be a Banach 

lattice. In a Banach lattice, it is useful to consider analogs of conditions (A), (B), 
and (C) for arbitrary nets rather than for sequences. In this event the properties 

holding for sequences are called sequential and the analogs are denoted by (A.,.), 

(B.,.), and (C.,.). In Banach ideal spaces over spaces with a-finite measure, the 

corresponding properties for sequences and nets are equivalent as follows from The

orem 2.1.5 (the remark on the theorem should be used too in the case of condition 

(B)). As for the general case, see [28, 42, 46, 48]. 

2.1.18. Finally we explain, as was promised at the beginning of the section, 

what to do in the case of spaces over the field of complex numbers. Let LO be the 

space of measurable functions with complex values. For a (complex) subspace E 

in LO, the notion of ideal space can be introduced as above by means of (9) and 

the notion of Banach ideal space, by means of (10) provided that the modulus in 

the formulas is defined by the usual formula (4) (formulas (3) make no sense in the 

case of complex values). The collection of all real-valued functions in a complex 

ideal space E constitutes some ideal real space Re( E) (which is a Banach ideal 

space if so is E). Further, we attribute some properties and notions to E whenever 

they are pertinent to Re(E). Thus, one can define bands and band projections, 

condition (A), etc. In the next section, dealing with operators between ideal spaces 

we have to use the decomposition E = Re( E) EB i Re( E) and decompose an operator 

on Re(E) into its real and imaginary components (for more details, see [42, § lI.ll, 

IV.1]). We will pay no attention to these issues henceforth. 

2.2. The Space of Regular Operators 

In the present monograph, we as a rule are interested in some entire operator 

spaces rather that in a sole operator. Even such a theorem as the criterion for 
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integral represent ability is proved with the help of some construction over operator 

spaces. Therefore, we begin with formulating the main facts on the space of reg

ular operators in the form of a specific calculus for the class of operators which is 

similar to the calculus of measurable functions in form but is considerably deeper 

than that in content. The main ideas in studying regular operators were proposed 

by L. V. Kantorovich and extended by his disciples B. Z. Vulikh and A. G. Pinsker. 

At the late 1930s the ideas were taken up by the Japanese school of the theory 

of vector lattices where the eminent role of H. Nakano should be distinguished. 

During the last fifteen years, the theory is enjoying its Renaissance (see the mono

graphs [3,42, 48J and surveys [16,18]). 

2.2.1. As was already mentioned, we want to attach some meaning to the 

formulas similar to (1)-(5) of Section 2.1 in the case of operators. First of all, we 

specify an appropriate operator space in which this can be done. All the operators 

and functionals to be considered are linear. 

Let E and F be vector lattices. An operator U : E ~ F is called order bounded 

(o-bounded) if it sends o-bounded sets in E into o-bounded sets in F. Denote by 

L"'(E, F) the set of all o-bounded operators. 

An operator U : E ~ F is called positive if 0 ~ x E E implies U x ~ o. An 

operator U : E ~ F is called regular if U = U1 - U2 , with Ut, U2 : E ~ F positive 

operators. The set of all regular operators is denoted by Lr(E, F). 

2.2.2. Proposition. If E is a vector lattice and F is a K -space then an op

erator is o-bounded if and only if it is regular; i.e., 

<l Every positive operator is obviously o-bounded. Moreover, the difference 

of o-bounded operators is o-bounded too, which proves the o-boundedness of every 

regular operator. We postpone the proof of the converse until 2.2.9. I> 

The coincidence of the class of order bounded and the class of regular op

erators plays a fundamental role in the theory under consideration. Therefore, 

unless the contrary is specified, we henceforth assume that F is a K -space and thus 

L"'(E, F) = Lr(E, F). Certainly, this covers the case in which E and F are ideal 

spaces. In Chapter 3, we prefer the shorter term "regular operator" to the term 

"or..der bounded operator." 

Thus, let F be a K -space. 
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2.2.3. In virtue of Proposition 2.2.2, it is obvious that the set L~(E, F) is 

linear (however, we make no use of this fact for the time being). Introduce some 

order into the set. Write U ~ 0 if U is a positive operator. Write U ~ V if 

U - V ~ 0 (in other words, if U x ~ V x \/x E E+). It is easily seen that the order 

in L~(E, F) satisfies conditions (6) and (7) of 2.1. 

The following theorem, obtained in full generality by L. V. Kantorovich, plays 

a fundamental role (in the case of functionals on e[O, 1] it had been earlier estab

lished by F. Riesz). 

2.2.4. The Riesz-Kantorovich theorem. The set L~(E,F) is a K-space. 

Moreover, for all U, VEL ~ (E, F) and every x E E+, the following formulas hold: 

(U V V)x = SUP{UXl + VX2 I Xl,X2 ~ 0, X = Xl + xdj (1) 

(U /\ V)x = inf{Uxl + VX2 I Xl,X2 ~ 0, X = Xl + X2}j (2) 

U+x = sup{Uy I 0 ~ y ~ x}j (3) 

U _ x = - inf {U y I 0 ~ y ~ x} j ( 4) 

IUlx = sup{IUylllyl ~ x}j (5) 

IUlx = ,up {~IUX,11 x" ... ,x. ,,0, x = ~x" n Ef.} ; (6) 

IU xl ~ IUI(lxl) \/x E E. (7) 

We begin the proof ofthe Riesz-Kantorovich theorem with the following lemma. 

2.2.5. Lemma. Let E be a vector lattice, let X be a vector space, and let 

U be an operator on E+ with values in X which satisfies the conditions: 

U(x+y)=Ux+Uy \/x,yEE+j (8) 

U(AX) = AUXj A 2 0, x E E+. (9) 

Then U admits a unique linear extension to the whole vector lattice E. 
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<l The uniqueness of extension is obvious from the formula x = x+ - x_; 

therefore, it remains to prove existence. For every x E E, we let 

Check that W is the sought extension. First of all, establish that 

Wz=Wx-Wy (10) 

for z = x - y; x, Y E E+. From z+ - L = X - Y it follows that z+ + y = x + L. 

Then Uz+ + Uy = Ux + UL by (8), whence 

W z = U z+ - U L = U X - U y = W x - W y; 

i.e., we have (10). By (10) and (8) it is obvious that the operator W is additive 

on E. The additivity of W implies that W(-x) = -Wx for all x E E, which 

guarantees the homogeneity of W in virtue of (9). [> 

2.2.6. We return to the proof of the Riesz-Kantorovich theorem. 

<l To establish that some ordered vector space X is a vector lattice, it suffices 

to show that, for every x EX, there exists Ixl = x V (-x). With this available, it 

remains to use the formulas 

1 1 
x+ = 2(x + Ix!), x_ = 2(lxl- x), 

xVy=x+(y-x)+, xt\Y=-I(-x)v(-Y)1 

which are straightforward from the definitions. 

Verify that the operator lUI given by (5) is the modulus of U with respect 

to the order in L~(E,F). To this end, first prove that the operator lUI defined 

by (5) only on E+ satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.2.5. First of all, observe 

that formula (5) is correct in view of U E L~(E, F); i.e., the supremum in (5) exists 

(for x E E+ fixed, the set {y E E Ilyl ~ x} is bounded and thus {IUylllyl ~ x} 
is bounded in F; it remains to use the fact that F is a K-space). Condition (9) is 

satisfied for lUI trivially. Verify that lUI is additive on E+. Take Xl, X2 E E+ and 

prove that 

(11) 
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Simplify formula (5). In virtue of the associativity of bounds, we have 

IUlx = sup{IUylllyl ::; x} 

= sup{(Uy) V (U(-y)) Ilyl::; x} =sup{Uy Ilyl::; x}. 
(12) 

If YI and Y2 are such that IYII ::; Xl and IY21 ::; X2 then IYI + Y21 ::; Xl + X2 and 

whence 

Show the reverse inequality. Let Iyl ::; Xl + X2. Set 

YI=XIAY+-XIAy-, Y2=y-YI· 

It is easy to check that IYII :::; Xl, IY21 ::; X2, whence 

which shows (11). 

In view of 2.2.5, the operator lUI admits a unique linear extension onto E which 

is denoted again by lUI. We have not proved yet that lUI is the modulus of U with 

respect to the order in L~(E, F). Check that lUI = U V (-U). By formula (10), 

it is obvious that lUI ~ ±U and that W ~ ±U implies W ~ lUI, which yields the 
sought relation. 

Thus, we have established that L~(E, F) is a vector lattice and the modulus of 

an operator in this vector lattice can be calculated by formula (5). Formulas (1)-(4) 
and (7) follow easily from (5) provided that the relations in the beginning of the 

subsection are used. Prove that the vector lattice L~(E, F) is order complete. To 

this end, it suffices to prove the existence of a least upper bound of an arbitrary 

set bounded above. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the set is 

directed upward (see Proposition 2.1.15). Thus, let M be an upward-directed set of 

operators and let W E L""(E, F) be an operator such that W ~ U for all U E M. 

Given X E E+, assign 

Vx = sup{Ux I U EM}. (13) 
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Since U x ~ W x for all U E M and all x E E+, the supremum in (13) exists. It is 

easy to verify the possibility of applying Lemma 2.2.5 to the operator V because M 

is directed upward. It is clear that the extension of V to E given by Lemma 2.2.5 

belongs to L'" (E, F); indeed, U ~ V ~ W E L'" (E, F) for every U EM. It is 

obvious that V = supM. Thus, we have verified that L"'(E,F) is a K-space. 

It remains to prove formula (6). By (7), the right-hand side of (6) is greater 

than or equal to the left-hand side. To prove the reverse inequality, fix an x E E+ 

and take an y such that Iyl ~ x. Then 

and the claim follows from (12). 

2.2.7. REMARK. All suprema and infima in formulas (1)-(6) must be under

stood in the sense of the order of LO rather than pointwise (see 2.1.4) since the 

bounds of uncountable sets are calculated here. We return to this question in 

Chapter 4 while studying integral operators. 

2.2.8. REMARK. Formula (13) for calculating the supremum fails if the set M 

is not upward-directed. An extension offormulas (1) and (2) to an arbitrary set of 

operators is given for instance in [28, p. 360J and [46, pp. 228-230J. 

2.2.9. THE COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.2.2. 

<l By the Riesz-Kantorovich theorem, every order bounded operator U E 

L"'(E, F) is representable as U = U+ - U_, where U+, U_ ?: o. I> 

2.2.10. We will touch the questions as to which classical operators are 0-

bounded and which are not. Confine ourselves to the case E = LP, 1 ~ p ~ 00. 

First of all, o-bounded operators must be defined on the whole space, thus excluding 

densely defined partial differential operators. However, the resolvents often turn out 

to be o-bounded. For instance, the resolvents of second order elliptic operators are 

positive (integral) operators. Integral operators (with the integral understood to be 

proper) are o-bounded in suitable pairs of spaces (anyway they are such if we take 

LO as the whole space). We postpone a more detailed discussion of the question 

until Chapter 4 devoted to integral operators. 

The operators of conditional expectation are positive operators acting in each 

of the LP spaces, 1 ~ p ~ 00. The operators of weighted substitution, having the 
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form 

(UX)(t) = y(t)X(~(t)) 

where y E LO and ~ is a measurable transformation of the interval [0,1], are positive 

provided that y ~ O. If y E Loo and ~ is an automorphism then these operators act 

in every LP. The operators of weighted substitution appear in describing the set of 

isometries in LP and in more general spaces, in spectral theory and ergodic theory 

(see [18, 2.2]). 

Below we prove that every continuous operator acting from Ll into Lq or 

from £P into Loo is o-bounded (1 < q ::; 00, 1 ::; p < 00). 
Until recently there have appeared no proofs of the claim that some operator 

fails to be o-bounded. This happens apparently since that no application is envis

aged for such a fact. In a series of papers (see references in [18,19]), A. V. Bukhvalov 

related the question of the absence of o-boundedness of an operator with the ques

tion of the continuity of extension of the classical operators of analysis to the case 

of vector-valued functions. In this connection, a sufficiently general theorem on 

the absence of o-boundedness for singular integral operators was stated in [12] and 

proved in [16]. In [4], an exceptionally simple approach was developed for the proof 

of some stronger fact for operators of the above-mentioned class: namely, they fail 

to belong to the closure in the uniform norm of the set of regular operators. 

2.2.11. We now return to the operator calculus constructed in Theorem 2.2.4. 

It is possible to achieve a useful refinement by observing that the bounds in cer

tain formulas can be calculated over disjoint elements. This fact was proved by 

Yu. A. Abramovich for the analogs of formulas (1)-(5) in [1] and for the case of 

formula (6) (which result is slightly weaker) in [37]. 

Proposition. If E is a K-space then the bounds in formulas (1), (2), and (6) 

can be calculated over all disjoint sum partitions of x E E+ (that is, Xl 1- X2 

in (1), (2); Xi 1- Xj (i -I j) in (6)): 

(U 1\ V)x = inf{Uxl + VX2 I X = Xl - X2; Xl,X2 E E+, Yl 1- X2}; (15) 

IUlx ~ ,up { ~ IU Xi II x ~ ~ Xi; Xi > 0; Xi .L X j U '" j); n E 1'1) } . (16) 
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<l For simplicity, confine ourselves to the case in which E is an ideal space. 

A proof in the general case differs only in some technical details connected with 

applying principal band projections. 

Verify formula (15). First let U 1\ V = O. We need to check that the infimum 

on the right-hand side of (15) equals zero. By hypothesis, we have (U 1\ V)(2x) = O. 

Consider an arbitrary representation 2x = Xl + X2; Xl, X2 2 o. Set 

Then T = Au B and An B = 0. Since U, V 2 0, we have 

UXI + VX2 2 U(XIXA) + V(X2XB) 2 U(XXA) + V(XXB)' 

Taking the infimum in the last inequality over all representations 2x = Xl + X2, 
infer that the infimum on the right-hand side in (15) equals zero. 

Now let operators U and V be arbitrary. The identity 

(U - U 1\ V) 1\ (V - U 1\ V) = 0 

holds in every vector lattice. From the already-proved particular case of for

mula (15) we infer 

0= ((U - U 1\ V) 1\ (V - U 1\ V))(x) 

= inf{U(xt) - (U 1\ V)(XI) + V(X2) - (U 1\ V)(X2) I 

= inf{U(xI) + V(X2) - (U 1\ V)(x) I X = Xl + X2; XI,X2 20, Xl .1 X2} 

= inf{U(xI) + V(X2) I X = Xl + X2; XI,X2 20, Xl .1 X2} - (U 1\ V)(x) 

whence (15) follows in the general case. Formula (14) is ensured by (15) in view 

of the relations indicated at the beginning of 2.2.6. Finally, it is obvious that in 

formula (16) the left-hand side is greater or equal to the right-hand side. The 

reverse inequality can be obtained by the following calculation based on (15): 

IUlx = (U V (-U))(x) = SUP{UXI - UX2 I X = Xl +X2, XI,X2 20, Xl .1 X2} 

::; sup{IU XII + IU x211 X = Xl + X2; Xl, X2 20, Xl .1 X2}' I> 

REMARK. Formulas (6) and (16) for lUI are useful in view of the fact that the 

supremum in the formulas is taken over an upward-directed set. This allows one to 

establish a connection between order operations and the norm in many cases. We 

are going to use this observation in the near future while proving Theorem 2.2.16. 
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2.2.12. The subspace of o-continuous operators plays an important role in the 

K-space L~(E, F). 
An operator U : E ~ F is called o-continuous if Xn ~ 0 in E implies U Xn ~ 0 

in F (recall that the o-convergence of an ideal space is the dominated convergence 

almost everywhere). The set of all o-continuous regular operators is denoted by 

L';;(E, F). 
The following proposition can often simplify the verification of the fact that 

a given operator belongs to the class L';;(E, F): 

Proposition. Let U E L~(E,F). The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) U E L';;(E, F); 
(2) if Xn 10 then U Xn ~ 0 in F. 

If E is an ideal space then assertions (1) and (2) are also equivalent to the following: 

(3) if x E E+ and An 10 then U(XXAn) ~ O. 

<J The proof can be found in [46] (Lemmas VII1.3.1 and VIII.3.2). [> 

2.2.13. Proposition [46, Theorem VII.3.3]. The space L';;(E, F) is a band 

in the K-space L';;(E, F). 

2.2.14. It often happens that 

L~(E, F) = L;;(E, F). (17) 

Proposition. If E is a Banacb ideal space witb condition (A) tben equal

ity (17) bolds. 

<J Apply (2) of the proposition in 2.2.12. Let U E L~(E, F) and let Xn 10. By 

E E (A), we have Ilxnll ~ O. Demonstrate that IUlxn 1 O. Since IU xnl :s: IUlxn, 
this will yield U Xn ~ 0 in F. 

In virtue of the positivity of the operator lUI, we have 0 :s: IUlxn 1. Since 

Ilxnll ~ 0, in view of Proposition 2.1.10 we may assume that IXnl :s: Cnr, where 

r E E+, cn ~ 0, by passing to a subsequence (without losing generality in view of 

the monotonicity of the sequence {IUlxn}). Then 

whence we conclude that IUlxn 1 o. [> 

The following statement can be proved by a similar technique: 
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2.2.15. Proposition. If E and F are Banach lattices then 

Lr(E, F) C .2'(E, F). (18) 

<J It suffices to observe that the second part of Proposition 2.1.10 holds in 

an arbitrary Banach lattice [46, Lemma IV.3.2J. l> 

If we additionally suppose that F is a K-space then (7) immediately implies 

the following inequality for the norms: 

11U11 ~ 111U111· 

Generally speaking, inclusion (18) and inequality (19) are strict. 

Henceforth the following theorem will be of use. 

2.2.16. Theorem. Let one of the following conditions be valid: 

(19) 

( a) E = L1 and F is a Banach lattice being a K -space with conditions (B) 

and (C) (in terms ofnets)j 

(b) E is an arbitrary Banach lattice and F = LOO. 

Then 

L~(E, F) = .2'(E, F), 

11U11 = II lUI II· 

(20) 

(21 ) 

REMARK. Conditions (B) and (C) for nets are satisfied in an arbitrary perfect 

Banach ideal space (see 2.1.17). 

<J Case (a): Let U E .2'(L1, F). Prove that U E L~(Lt, F) and II lUI II ~ 
11U11. To this end, we use formula (6) for calculating the modulus of an operator. 

Simultaneously we prove existence of the supremum on the right-hand side of the 

formula and estimate the norm. Fix an x E L~ with Ilxll ~ 1. Consider the set M 
of all finite sums of the form 

where 

n 

y= LIUxd, 
i=1 

n 

X = LXi, Xi 2:: 0 (i = 1, ... ,n). 
i=1 
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It is obvious that M is directed upward. Moreover, it is norm bounded in F: 

n n 

Ilyll :::; L IlUxill :::; IIUIl L Ilxill = 1lUlllixii :::; lUI· (22) 
i=l i=l 

Namely, in the last inequality we made use of the characteristic property of Ll 

expressed as the additivity of the norm for positive summands. In virtue of con

dition (B) in F, we conclude that the set M has a supremum in F, which by (6) 

means the existence of IUlx for an arbitrary x E L\ i.e., U E L~(Ll,F). Since 

FE (C), inequality (22) also yields the estimate I11Ulx11 :::; 11U11 for the norm, which 

implies (21). 
Case (b): Let U E 5t'(E, Leo). Make use of the fact that conditions (B) and (C) 

hold in Leo and the norm is an AM-norm: 

Ilx V yll = max(llxll, Ilyll); x, y E L+. 
If Xl, ... ,Xn are such that IXll, ... , IXnl :::; X E E+ then 

Hence by (5) there exists IUlx E Leo and I11Ulx11 :::; 11U1111xll. [> 

If we require that equality (20) is valid together with equality (21) for the norms 

then the validity of either of the conditions (a) or (b) is essentially necessary. From 

this point of view, it is interesting that Yu. A. Abramovich succeeded in constructing 

a pair of some Banach ideal spaces E and F, where E is not isomorphic to Ll and 

F is not isomorphic to a sublattice in Leo, such that equality (20) holds together 

with equivalence of the norms. This cannot happen in the scale of the LP spaces: 

equality (20) (with equivalence of the norms) holds for E = LP and F = U if and 

only if either p = 1 or q = 00. The reader may find the corresponding references 

in [18, § 2.6]). 

2.2.17. Let E be a Banach lattice and let F be a Banach lattice presenting 

a K -space. Introduce the following norm on the operator space L ~ (E, F): 

1lUlir = II lUI IL5!'(E,P) , 

which is called the regular norm of U. 
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Proposition. The space (L~(E,F), 11·llr) is a Banach lattice. 

<l The validity of all properties of a norm, except completeness, is obvious. 

In virtue of the completeness criterion for a normed lattice [28, Theorem X.3.2]' it 

suffices to prove that if 0 ::; Un j is a Cauchy sequence in L ~ (E, F) then there exists 

U = sup Un E L~(E,F). Since the regular norm is stronger than the conventional 

operator norm, {Un} is a Cauchy sequence in !t'(E, F) which converges to some 

operator U E !t'(E, F). Then, for every x E E+, we have Unx ---+ U x in norm and 

Unxj, whence Ux = supUxn and thus U = sup Un; U ~ O. I> 

2.2.18. Substituting the scalar field for F in the definitions of the above classes 

of operators, we arrive at the definitions of the K-space of regular functionals E~ 

and of the band E;; of o-continuous functionals. In the case of an arbitrary vector 

lattice E, we ought to define the spaces L;;(E, F) and E;; by making use of arbitrary 

nets instead of sequences [3,28,46, 48J. For an ideal space on a space with a-finite 

measure, Theorem 2.1.5 demonstrates that definitions with sequences and with nets 

lead to the same result. 

2.2.19. Let E be a Banach lattice. Then E* = E'" with the following equality 

for the norms: IIfll = II Ifill Vf E E*; i.e., E* is a Banach lattice. 

<l It suffices to verify the equality for the norms, which easily follows from 

formulas (5) and (7) and the monotonicity of the norm on E: 

Ifl(x) ::; IflUxl) = sup{lf(y)lllyl ::; Ixl} ::; sup{llflillylillyl ::; Ixl} = IIfllllxll· I> 

It is well known [3,28,46, 48J that conditions (B) and (C) for nets are satisfied 

in E*. 

Consider the canonical embedding operator 7r : E ---+ E**: 

(x,y) = (y,n); x E E, y E E*. 

As is well known (see [46, § IX.7; 3,48]), the operator is a lattice homomorphism; 

i.e., it satisfies the following condition: 

Inl = 7r(lxl), x E E. 

It is obvious that every lattice homomorphism also preserves suprema and infima 

of finite collections of elements. Preserving infinite suprema and infima happens 

only in the case E* = E;; [46J. In this connection, of interest is the following 
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Proposition. Let E be a Banach lattice, representing also a K -space with 

conditions (B) and (C). Let M be a subset in E. If 7r(M) is a-bounded in E** 

then M is a-bounded in E and 

(23) 

where the index of the supremum sign means that the operation is fulfilled in the 

corresponding space. 

<J Without loss of generality, we may assume that M is directed upward. 

Since 7r(M) is o-bounded, M is norm bounded and, by condition (B), there exists 

sUPE M E E in E. Now we arrive at (23) since 7r preserves exact bounds of finite 

sets and is an isometry while condition (C) holds both in the spaces E and E**. I> 

2.2.20. Now we consider o-continuous functionals. Let E be an ideal space on 

(T, E, Jl) which is also an order-dense ideal in LO. Define the dual space E' as 

E' = { y E LO I J Ixyl dJl < 00 Vx E E} . 

It is clear that the dual space is an ideal space. It may happen that E' = {O} (for 

instance, if E = LO(O,l) or E = LP(O, 1), 0 < p < 1). However, we shall soon 

see that there are always many integral functionals in the case of a Banach ideal 

space and in particular supp E' = T. If E = LP (1 :S p :S 00) then E' = Lpl 

(lip + lip' = 1). 
Given an y E E', we may construct some linear functional 'fJy on E by the 

formula 

'fJy(x) = J x(t)y(t) dJl(t), x E E. (24) 

By the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem it is obvious that 'fJy E E;:. 

Proposition [28, Theorem VI.1.1]. Formula (24) provides the general form 

of an a-continuous functional on E. The mapping y E E' t--t 'fJy E E;: is an order 

and linear isomorphism of K -spaces; i.e., y ~ 0 if and only if 'fJy ~ O. 

Hence we may easily conclude that 

The proposition shows that E;: is exactly the set of those functionals on E 

which admit integral representation. 
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2.2.21. Proposition [28, Theorem VI. 1.5]. If E is a Banach ideal space then 

supp E = supp E' and thus E;; separates the points of E. 

Identify E' with E;; by Proposition 2.2.20 and extend the norm from E* to E' 

as follows: 

Ilyll = sup {If XYdPI'IlXIl ~ I}, Y E E'. 

Now we formulate answers to some natural questions connected with the notion of 

dual space. 

2.2.22. Proposition [28, Theorem VI.1.2]. The dual space E' is a perfect 

Banach ideal space. 

Construct the second dual ideal space E" = (E')' over the ideal space E'. Then 

the following inclusion and inequality for the norms hold: E CEil, IIxIlE" ~ IIxIlE; 
moreover, the inclusion and the inequality can both be strict. For instance, if 

E = Co then E" = 100 and E =I=- E" (but the norms in the case are equal; in general, 

the strict inequality for the norms is connected with an "exotic" situation, namely 

with a Banach ideal space without condition (C) (see [28, Theorem VI.1.6]). 

2.2.23. Proposition [28, Theorem VI.1.7]. Banach ideal spaces E and E" 

have the same elements and norms if and only if E is perfect. 

The question whether all functionals on a Banach ideal space E possess integral 

representation arouses a natural interest. 

2.2.24. Proposition [28, Theorem VI. 1.4]. If E is a Banach ideal space then 

E* = E;; if and only if E E (A) (which means separability in the case when the 

measure p is separable). 

<l Sufficiency was already proved in Proposition 2.2.14 for the general case of 

operators. I> 

The preceding proposition yields (Loo)* =I=- (Loo),;;: in the case E = LOO. The 

so-called Banach limits on LOO provide examples of the functionals on LOO that are 

not o-continuous (see, for instance, [28, 11.4.2]). The functionals on E* disjoint from 

the functionals of E;; can be described by the generalized Yosida-Rewitt theorem 

[28, Theorem XI.4.6]. We return to the question in the comments on the chapter. 

2.2.25. In many constructions of functional analysis, the taking of the dual of 

an operator is required. Here we address the question for regular operators. 
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Let E and F be a Banach lattices; moreover, let F be a K -space; let U E 

L~(E, F). Then U E .:L'(E, F) and the dual operator U* E .:L'(F*, E*) is defined. 

To begin with we consider its properties in the pair of the Banach lattices F* 

and E*. 

Proposition. The operator U* belongs to L~(F*,E*) and IU*I ;:; JUI*. 
<l If I' E Ft. and x E E+ then 

(x, IU* I' I) = sup{ (y, U* I') Ilyl ;:; x} = sup{ (U y, I') Ilyl ;:; x} 

= sup{ (IUI(lyl), I') Ilyl ;:; x} = (IUlx, I') = (x, IUI* I'). I> 

Example 5.9 in [3] demonstrates that the inequality of the moduli in the state

ment of the proposition can be strict. It is important that the pathology disappears 

in the case of order continuous operators. 

Observe that U ;:; V yields U* ;:; V*, which is of use below in proving Propo

sition 2.2.26. In the proof we also make use of the following agreement convenient 

in what follows: if the operator U* acts from F;( into E; then we identify F;( 

with the ideal space F' and E; with the ideal space E' by Proposition 2.2.20 and 

employ the same notation U* for the operator induced by U* and acting from F' 

into E'. 

2.2.26. Proposition. Let E and F be Banach ideal spaces. If U E L;;(E, F) 

then 

U*(F;') C E';; 

IU*II' = IUI*I' VI' E F;'. 

(25) 

(26) 

<l First we prove inclusion (25). Take an f' E F;( and demonstrate that 

U* I' E E;. If Xn to in E then U Xn ~ 0 since U E L;;(E, F). Then 

which means that U* f' E E;. 
Henceforth, it is convenient to identify E; with E' and F;( with F' by making 

use of Proposition 2.2.20. Then we can consider U* as a regular operator from F' 

into E'; moreover, IU*I ;:; IUI* by 2.2.25. 
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To prove (26), we first check that U* E L';;(F',E'). If Yn lOin F' then, for 

every x E E+, we have 

Since IUI*Ynl by the positivity of 1U1*; therefore, IUI*Yn 1 O. Hence, 

. U* 0 O' E' l.e., Yn -+ In . 

Now we can apply the already-proved part of the proposition to the operator 

U* and obtain the operator U** : E" -+ F"; moreover, it is clear that U** IE = U. 

Since E is an order-dense ideal in E", we have IUlx = IU** Ix for all x E E. 

By 2.2.25, IU**I ~ IU*I*. Thus, the inequality lUI = IU**I ~ IU*I* implies that 

1U1* ~ IU*I** = IU*I· Comparing the inequality with IU*I ~ 1U1*, we arrive 

at (26). t> 

2.2.27. Corollary. Let E and F are Banach ideal spaces with condition 

(A) and let U E L"'(E, F). Then U* E L"'(E,F) and 1U1* = IU*I. 
<l It is straightforward from Propositions 2.2.24 and 2.2.26. t> 

2.3. Spaces of Vector-Functions 

Henceforth we need functions with values in a Banach space while representing 

operators. We call such functions vector-functions or 'vector-valued /unctions, keep

ing in mind that usually vectors in infinite-dimensional spaces are meant. In this 

case, the various definitions of measurability appear. As a result, problems arise on 

comparing different definitions of measurability of a vector-function to one another 

and to the classical definition of measurability for a function of two variables. More

over, operators of some classes are described as operators admitting representation 

by means of vector-functions in the corresponding spaces of vector-functions whose 

norms are calculated iteratively. Such spaces are said to be spaces with mixed norm. 

In the present section, we briefly present necessary facts in this direction. We refer 

the reader to [21-23] for a more detailed exposition of the material connected with 

measurability. 
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2.3.1. A function of the form 

n 

J(t) = L XA;(t)Xi (Xi E X, Ai E ~, Ai n Aj = 0 (i i= j)) (1) 
i=l 

is called finite-valued. A function J : T -t X is called measurable if there is 

a sequence {] n} of measurable finite-valued functions such that IIJ n(t)-J(t)llx -t 0 

for almost all t E T. Without loss of generality we may assume that 

IIJ n(t)llx ::; IIJ(t)llx 

almost everywhere (see [22, Theorem 6.2]). 

Now let Y be a linear set of functionals in X* which is total over X. We say 

that a function J : T -t X is Y -scalarly measurable provided that the functions 

t -t (](t), x') are measurable for every x' E Y. Two such functions J and "§ are 

called Y -scalarly equivalent if (](t), x') = ("§(t), x') almost everywhere for each 

x' E Y (the negligible set depending generally on x'). The following theorem 

describes a connection between measurability and scalar measurability: 

Tbeorem. A function J : T -t X is measurable if and only if the following 

assertions are valid: 

(a) J is Y-scalarly measurable for every (some) Y C X*; 

(b) J is almost separable-valued; i.e., the set J(T) is separable with respect 

to the norm on X after deleting a negligible set in T. 

Thus, measurability and scalar measurability coincide for functions with values 

in a separable space, while failing to coincide in the general case. A discussion of 

the interplay in general Banach spaces and Banach lattices can be found in [21]. 

Introduce two spaces of measurable vector-functions according to the defini

tions given above (see 1.6.4(3,4)). 

2.3.2. Let E be an ideal space and let X be a Banach space. We denote by 

E(X) the space of all measurable functions J : T -t X such that the numeric 

function IJI = IIJOllx belongs to E. Equivalent functions in E(X) are identified. 

If E is a Banach ideal space then the norm 

Ilfll = IIlflliE 
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makes E(X) into a Banach space. Observe that the function IIJOllx is automati

cally measurable by Theorem 2.3.1. 

A typical example of a space like E(X) is LP(X) with the norm 

IIJII = (J IIJ(t)lI~dtt(t)) l/p 

The scope of the theory of E(X) spaces includes a wide range of problems: 

questions of geometry of Banach spaces; boundedness of operators in the spaces; 

applications to representation of operators; solution to various classes of equations 

and so on. 

Here we dwell upon only one structure question of the theory of the spaces, 

namely, on the question whether the tensor product E 0 X is dense in E(X). 

The algebraic tensor product E0X is identified with the set of vector-functions 

of the form 
n 

J(t) = L ei(t)xi (ei E E, Xi EX). 
i=l 

It is clear that E 0 X is a linear subset in E(X) whose connection with the initial 

spaces E and X is rather visual. 

Theorem. Let E be a Banach ideal space and let X be an infinite-dimen-

sional Banach space. The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) E 0 X is dense in E(X) with respect to the norm; 

(2) condition (A) is satisfied in E; 

(3) the set of finite-valued functions (1) with XAi. E E is dense in E(X) with 

respect to the norm. 

<l (2) :::} (3) by 2.3.1; (3) :::} (1) is obvious. It is these claims that we use in 

applications. So here we confine ourselves only to what was said above although 

the basic nontrivial implication is (1) :::} (2) [13J. The difficulty lies in the fact that 

the validity of (1) is assumed only for a single fixed infinite-dimensional Banach 

space X. [> 

2.3.3. Now we turn to defining some space of scalarly measurable vector

functions which is similar to E(X). We suppose that Y is a norming subspace 

(for X) in X*; i.e., 

IIxlix = sup{l(x, x')11 x' E Y, IIx'll ::; I} \Ix E X. 
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In the case under consideration, the matter is somewhat more complicated than 

the definition of E(X). The reason is that the function III(t)lIx is not correctly 

defined under identifying Y -scalarly equivalent functions in a way natural for such 

spaces. Indeed, we have the pointwise supremum 

III(t)lIx = sup{la(t),x')11 x' E Y, IIx'll ~ I} 

of an uncountable of measurable functions for which it is easy to provide analogs 

of the pathological constructions in Section 2.1. In this connection, we define 

111= sup{laO,x')11 x' E Y, IIx'll ~ I}, (2) 

where the supremum is understood with respect to the order of LO. The function III 
is almost everywhere finite. Indeed, by the remark on Theorem 2.1.5, the supremum 

in (2) is attained on some countable set {x~} of functionals for which the estimate 

la(t),x~)I ~ III(t)11 holds on a common set oHull measure. 

We denote by Es(X, Y) the set of all Y-scalarly measurable functions I : T -+ 

X such that III E E. We assume that Y-scalarly equivalent functions are identified. 

If E is a Banach ideal space then the norm of Es(X, Y) is introduced as follows: 

11111 = II lIlliE. 

Generally speaking, this normed space is not complete. However it follows from 

Theorem 2.4.7 (see below) that the most important example Es(X*) = Es(X*,X) 
gives a Banach space. 

2.3.4. For a function I E L!(X, Y), the integral is defined in the weak sense 

as some element of Y*: 

(J I(t) dp,(t), y) := J a(t), y) dp,(t), y E Y. 

In the case I E L!(X*) we obviously have J I(t)dp,(t) E X*. 

For a function I E Ll(X), the Bochner integral [21,23] J I(t) dp,(t) E X is 

defined. Its definition agrees certainly with that of weak integral: 

(/ I(t) dp,(t), x') = / a(t), x') dp,(t), x' E X*. 
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2.3.5. In the present book, we are mainly interested in integral operators in the 

classical sense; namely, in operators acting between spaces of measurable functions 

and having measurable functions of two variables as kernels. However, we cannot 

ignore the representation with the help of vector-functions since it is natural to 

compare various approaches to proving integral represent ability. Indeed, if X = F 

is a Banach ideal space of functions of a variable 8 then every vector-function 

] : T ---+ X = F generates a function of two variables by the formula 

11>(8, t) = [](t)](8). (3) 

Here, the function 11>(8, t) may fail to be measurable as a function of two vari

ables even in the simplest cases (for instance, for the measure space [0, 1] with 

the Lebesgue measure and X = £2(0,1)). Indeed, W. Sierpinski constructed the 

well-known example of a subset of a square which is Lebesgue nonmeasurable and 

has at most two common points with every straight line. The characteristic func

tion 11>0(8, t) of the set is nonmeasurable as a function of two variables whereas 

vector-function (3) is the zero function since 'It 11>0(s, t) = 0 almost everywhere. 

By adding 11>0 to nonzero measurable vector-functions, we obtain similar examples 

with nonzero vector-functions. However, there are no principally different exam

ples: each function in (3) can be improved so as to become measurable provided 

that] is a measurable vector-function. 

2.3.6. Lemma. Let F be a Banach ideal space on (S,A,v). For every mea

surable function] : T ---+ F, there is a measurable function K(s, t) on S x T 

such that, for almost all t E T, the following equality holds for almost all s E S: 

K(s, t) = [](t)](s). 

<J Approximate] by a sequence {] n} of finite-valued functions in the sense of 

norm convergence almost everywhere in F: 

II]n(t) - ](t)IIF ---+ 0 almost everywhere, 

II]n(t)II ::; II](t)II almost everywhere. 

Every function] n generates a measurable function K n (8, t) by formula (3). Re

stricting T and S, if necessary, we may assume that II]OllF E £l(T,J.l) and 

F C L1(S,V). Then IIKn - Kmll ---+ 0 in the space L1(S X T) constructed for 
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the product v 0 I" of measures. By the completeness of the space, there exists 

a function K E L1(S X T) such that IIKn - KII -+ O. By Fubini's theorem, the 

function K possesses the required property. I> 

The lemma shows that formula (3) determines an embedding of the space of 

measurable vector-functions into the space of measurable functions on the prod

uct assuming some reservation about improvement of a function of two variables. 

Henceforth, we simply speak of the embedding defined by (3). 

Studying questions about analytical representation of operators, we often need 

to prove the coincidence of integrals of different types. As a rule it can be easily 

established by passing to the weak integral. 

2.3.7. Further, it will be convenient to compare properties of vector-functions 

and functions of two variables related to one another by (3) within the framework 

of the theory of spaces with mixed norm. It is all the more appropriate since the 

spaces with mixed norm allow one to describe the containment of integral operators 

in some important classes in terms of the properties of their kernels. 

Let E be a Banach ideal space on (T,~, 1") and let F be a Banach ideal space on 

(S, A, v) with condition (C). Denote by E[F] the space of all measurable functions 

K on S x T satisfying the following conditions: 

(1) the function s -+ K( s, t) belongs to F for almost all t E T; 
(2) the function IKI(t) = liKe, t)IIF belongs to E. 
A nontrivial Theorem XI.1.2 in [28] stemming from the works of A. C. Zaanen, 

W. A. J. Luxemburg, and Yu. I. Gribanov demonstrates that condition (C) in F 

provides measurability for the function IKI. SO, it is clear that E[F] is a linear 

space and thus an ideal space on S x T. If E is a Banach ideal space then the 

formula 

IIKIIE[F] = IIIKIIIE 
makes E[F] into a Banach space named a space with mixed norm. Lemma 2.3.6 

shows that formula (3) implements an isometric embedding of E(F) into E[F] as 

a closed subspace and a Banach sublattice. The following statement answers the 

question whether the spaces coincide. 

Proposition. Let the measure I" be not purely atomic. The following asser

tions are equivalent: 

(1) E(F) = E[F] (under embedding (3)); 
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(2) F is a Banacb ideal space witb condition (A). 

The case of an atomic measure is of no interest because then all functions are 

measurable. The basic part of the proposition was proved by H. W. Ellis in [24] 

(see also [8]). 
Considerably greater difficulties appear in considering formula (3) for scalarly 

measurable functions. We study this question in Chapter 4 and its solution will be 

grounded on some criterion for integral represent ability of operators. 

2.3.8. We complete the section with the statement of the generalized Kolmogo

rov-Nagumo theorem disclosing essential difficulties that arise in study of the spaces 

with mixed norm if we pass from the metric in LP to the norm of an arbitrary Banach 

ideal space other than LP. These difficulties become apparent in a broad range of 

questions from seeking into geometry of spaces with mixed norm to estimating 

singular integrals and proving Sobolev's embedding theorems. 

By Fubini's theorem, we have 

This means that 

IIIIK(s,t)IILp,tIlLP,s = IIIIK(s,t)IILP,sIlLP,t. (4) 

The equality gives grounds for the methods of proof well known as "detaching 

a variable." It turns out that equality (4) is characteristic of the LP-norm. 

Theorem (the generalized Kolmogorov-Nagumo theorem [15]). Let E and F 

be Banacb ideal spaces sucb tbat 

IIIIK(s,t)IIE,tIlF,s'" II IIK(s,t)IIF,sIIE,t 

on tbe set of functions 
n 

K(s, t) = L ek(t)!k(S), 
k=l 
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where {ek} is an arbitrary collection of pairwise disjoint functions in E+ and {fd 
is an arbitrary collection of pairwise disjoint functions in F+. Then either there 

exist P E [1,00) and weights WI (on T) and W2 (on S) such that 

(the equality is set-theoretic with equivalence of the norms) or the norms in E 

and F are equivalent to an AM-norm; i.e., there exists a C > 0 such that 

II sup Ix;! II ~ C . max Ilxill 
i=l, ... ,n I=l, ... ,n 

for every finite collection of elements (the latter means that E and F are some 

"almost" weighted LOO spaces). 

2.4. Dominated Operators 

The material for the section was selected so as to achieve two goals. The first 

is to expose the fundamentals of the theory of dominated operators to an extend 

necessary for their use as the object and tools of research in Chapter 3. The second 

is to present at least in surveying form the material on representation of dominated 

operators by means of measurable vector-functions as an ideologically desirable line 

of presentation which is parallel to the exposition of the theory of integral operators 

in Chapter 4. 

2.4.1. Let X be a Banach space and let E be an ideal space. An operator 

U : X ---? E is called dominated if the image of the unit ball in X is order bounded 

in E. Under the assumptions, there is some element lUI E E defined as 

lUI = sup{IUxll x E X, IIxll ~ I}. 

The element lUI is called the abstract norm of an operator U. The linear 

space of all dominated operators is denoted by M(X, E). It is clear that every 

operator U E '!£(X, LOO) is dominated as an operator taking values in an arbitrary 

ideal space including Loo. Moreover, the example is universal. More precisely, let 

U E M(X, E) and set g = lUI. We assume that 1/0 = O. Introduce the operator 

V: X ---? Loo by the formula 
1 

Vx = -Ux. 
g 

(1) 
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It is clear that V E 2'(X, Loo) and many properties of U are determined by the 

properties of V. Theorems on integral representation in various statements are 

among such properties. On the other hand, the spectral properties of U, for in

stance, have no simple expression in terms of the properties of V. Moreover, if we 

consider the whole space M(X, E) and the properties of the latter as a whole rather 

than an individual dominated operator then the matter certainly does not reduce 

to the case L 00 • 

If E is a Banach ideal space then the norm on M(X, E) is introduced as follows: 

1lUIIM = 111U111E. 

It is easy to demonstrate [9] that M(X, E) thus becomes a Banach space. 

Consider one of the most important examples of the spaces of dominated op

erators; namely, the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Recall that an operator U 

acting from one Hilbert space HI into another H2 is called a Hilbert-Schmidt oper

ator ((U E 1!J2(H1 ,H2)) if the set of its s-numbers {An} is square summable and 

the Hilbert-Schmidt norm is defined by the equality 

It is well known that if HI = L2(S, v) and H2 = L2(T, Jl) then an operator U is 

a Hilbert-Schmidt operator if and only if U is an integral operator 

(Ux)(t) = 1 K(s,t)x(s)dv(s) 

with kernel K(s, t) satisfying the following condition: 

( )
1/2 

(j2(U) = lIIK(s,tWdv(s)dJl(t) < 00. 

By Fubini's theorem it is obvious that the preceding condition is equivalent to 

( )
1/2 

9 = 1 I(K(s,·W dv(s) E L2(T,Jl)' 

It is clear that lUI ~ g. If we take the set M = {lUxl I x E L2, Ilxll ~ 1} then 
it becomes evident that lUI is the supremum of M in the K -space L2 and 9 is 
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the pointwise supremum of some function set in M. It is easy to verify that these 

two suprema coincide in the separable case. The same is true in the general case 

but we become able to prove this fact only at the end of the section. Anyway, 

we have g = lUI and thus an operator U belongs to ~2(L2, L2) if and only if 

U E M(L2,L2); moreover, 0"2(U) = 11U11M. 
We give one more example. An integral operator U E !L(L2, L2) is a Carleman 

operator if 

( )
1/2 

g(t) = J IK(s,t)12 dv(s) < 00 almost everywhere, 

As above, one can verify that g = lUI and thus the fact that U is a Carleman 

operator is equivalent to U E M(L2, LO). 

2.4.2. One of the problems of the theory of dominated operators is as follows: 

Given a dominated operator, exhibit a space which is as narrow as possible and 

contains the abstract norm of the operator. In the theory of operators in Banach 

spaces, an important role is played by the elementary coincidence of the classes of 

continuous and bounded operators. A similar but less elementary theorem is true 

for dominated operators. 

We begin with a criterion for the o-boundedness of a set in LO. 

Lemma. A set M c LO is o-bounded in LO if and only if the following 

condition is satisfied: 

(+) AnXn ~ 0 for every number sequence An --+ 0 and every sequence {xn} C 

M. 

<l If M is bounded then there is a function y E LO such that Ixi ::; y for all 

x E M whence IAnXnl ::; IAnly --+ 0 almost everywhere. 

Conversely, let condition (+) be satisfied. Without loss of generality we may 

assume that M consists of nonnegative functions and is directed upward. By the 

remark on Theorem 2.1.5, there exists y = supM; moreover, there is a sequence 

{xn} eM such that Xn i y in virtue of the conditions imposed on M. If y(t) < 00 

almost everywhere then the set M is bounded. Suppose that y(t) = +00 on a set 

A with j.L(A) > 0 and arrive at a contradiction. To this end, let Xn i +00 on A. By 

applying the Egorov theorem on uniform convergence to the sequence {I / (1 + x n)}, 
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we conclude that there is a set Be A, Jl{B) > 0, satisfying 

(VC> 0)(3nc E N)xn{t) ~ C Vt E BVn ~ nco 

Set C = m (m E N) and construct a sequence nl < n2 < ... < nm < . .. such that 

xn(t) ~ m for all t E B for n ~ nm . Now we let Am = 11m -+ 0 and obtain 

which contradicts AmXnm -+ 0 almost everywhere in virtue of (+). !> 

REMARK. A similar criterion of o-boundedness is true in an arbitrary KB

space. 

<l For simplicity, let E be a Banach ideal space presenting a K B-space. If 

a set M satisfies condition (+) with respect to the o-convergence on E then there 

is y = supM E LO by the preceding lemma. As above, we may assume that there 

is {xn} eM: Xn i y. Since E E (A), the set {xn} is bounded in the norm in view 

of (+). Recalling that E E (B), we conclude that y E E. !> 

Now we present two corollaries to Lemma 2.4.2. 

2.4.3. The first of the results is connected with the o-continuity of operators 

and will be used in Chapter 4. 

Proposition. Let E and F be ideal spaces and F = LO or F is a K B

space. Then every a-continuous operator from E into F is o-bounded and thus is 

contained in the class L';;(E, F). 

2.4.4. Proposition. If E = LO or E is a KB-space then U E M(X,E) if 

and only if IIxnll-+ 0 implies UXn ~ 0 in the ideal space E. 

2.4.5. To begin with we obtain some analytical representation of dominated 

operators by means of scalarly measurable vector-functions. The result immediately 

follows from a powerful theorem by von Neumann and Maharam on existence of 

a lifting [22,27]. The lifting property is a specific feature of the space of bounded 

measurable functions allowing one to choose a representative with special properties 

in every equivalence class of functions, which makes it possible to define correctly 

a value of a function at a point and thereby to define point functionals. 

Denote by .5f'OO = .5f'OO(T, Jl) the space of bounded measurable functions in 

which no identification of equivalent function was executed. 
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The lifting theorem. There exists a mapping p : ~oo -+ ~oo called a lifting 

of ~oo, which possesses the following properties: 

(a) p(f)(t) = f(t) almost everywhere; 

(b) f(t) = get) almost everywhere yields p(f)(t) = p(g)(t) for every t; 

( c) p is linear; 

(d) p(l)(t) = 1 for every t; 
(e) Ip(f)(t)1 = p(lfD(t) for every t. 

2.4.6. Lemma. Let {fa} C ~oo and let p(fa) = fa for every a. Then 

(1) the pointwise supremum foo(t) = sup a {fa(t)} is measurable; 

(2) the function foo is almost everywhere finite if and only if there exists f = 
supfa in the K-space LO(T,J.l); in the last case f(t) = foo(t) almost everywhere. 

<l First, suppose that sup fa = f E LOO. Then f(t) ~ fa(t) almost everywhere 

for every a. Thus, p(f)(t) ~ foo(t) for every t. On the other hand, there exists 

a sequence {fan} such that f(t) = sup{fan(t)} almost everywhere, whence f(t):S 
foo(t) almost everywhere and thereby foo(t) = f(t) almost everywhere and the 

function f 00 is measurable. 

In the general case, consider 

f~(t) = fa(t) 1\ nl (n EN). 

By properties (d) and (e) of a lifting, we obtain p(f::)(t) = f::(t) for every t. As 

was proved, the functions sup a {f:: (t)} are measurable for every n. Since 

foo(t) = sup sup{f~(t)}, 
n a 

assertion (1) is proved. From the above reasoning one can easily derive the validity 

of (2). I> 

2.4.7. Theorem. An operator U : X -+ LO(T, J.l) is dominated if and only if 

there exists a function 7 E L~(X*) such that 

(Ux)(t) = (x,f(t)), x EX. (2) 

Moreover, 

lUI = 171. (3) 

If E is a Banach ideal space then U E M(X, E) if and only if 7 E Es(X*); 

moreover, 1lUIIM = 11711· 
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<J If an operator U is defined by formula (2) then it is obvious that U E 

M(X, LO) and lUI = IJI. Now let U E M(X, LO). By 2.4.1, we may assume that 

U E 2"(X, £,X») and lUI = 1. Using a lifting, define a functional on X by the 

formula 

'Pt(x) = p(Ux)(t) 

for every t E T. Since 

l'Pt(x)1 = Ip(Ux)(t)1 = p(IUxl)(t) ~ p(IUD(t) = 1 = lUI 

for all t E T and x E Ex, we have 'Pt E X*. On introducing the function J : t I--t 

'Pt E X*, we conclude that 

p(Ux)(t) = (x,!(t)) (4) 

and consequently the function J is X -scalarly measurable. Lemma 2.4.6 shows that 

the function J constructed by means of a lifting possesses in addition the following 

properties: the function t I--t IIJ(t)llx· is measurable and IJI = IIJ(·)llx· = lUI. I> 

REMARK. The property just mentioned means that, for every function J E 

Es(X*), there is a function § E Es(X*) X-equivalent to the former (i.e., represent

ing of the same element in the space of vector-functions); moreover, the function 

t --+ 11§(t)llx· is measurable and IJI = 11§(·)llx·. 

2.4.8. Corollary. An operator U belongs to 2"(X, LOO) if and only if there 

exists a function J E L':'(X*) such that 

(Ux)(t) = (x,J(t)), x EX. 

Moreover, 11U1I..'l'(X,LOO) = vrai suplJI (= vrai sup IIJ(· )lIx. for a "good" represen

tative of J by the preceding remark). 

2.4.9. By duality, we obtain the following fact: 

Theorem. The general form of an operator U E 2"(L1, X*) is given by the 

formula 

Ue= je(t)J(t)dJl(t), eELl, (5) 

where J E L':'(X*); moreover, 11U11 = vrai suplJI. The integral in (5) is understood 

in the weak sense: 

(Ue,x) = j e(t)(x,!(t))dJl(t), x E X. 
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2.4.10. We thus obtained some analytical representations that are valid for 

wide classes of operators. However, the representation with the help of a scalarly 

measurable function is bad: the corresponding operators possess neither compact

ness properties nor some other specific operator properties. In this connection, the 

question whether the vector-functions in the representations could be taken measur

able has been considered since the end of the 1930s. For the operators with values in 

Loo, the answer is formulated in terms of equimeasurability (A. Grothendieck [25J; 

see also the articles [44,45J by D. A. Vladimirov and the article [10] connecting the 

two approaches). For the operators on L1, the answer is given by the following 

2.4.11. The Dunford-Pettis theorem. Let U E .:t>(L\ X). Given A E 

~, denote by UA the operator UA(e) = U(eXA). The following assertions are 

equivalent: 

(1) the operator U is representable by means of a measurable function] E 

Loo(X); i.e., 

Ue = J e(t)f(t)dp,(t); (6) 

(2) for every Ao E ~, p,(Ao) > 0, there exists an A E ~, A c Ao, p,(A) > 0, 

such that the operator U A is compact; 

(3) for every Ao E ~, p,(Ao) > 0, there exists an A E ~, A c Ao, p,(A) > 0, 

such that the operator U A is weakly compact. 

<l It is clear that (2) :::} (3). 

(1) :::} (2): Approximate] by a sequence of finite-valued functions {]} such 

that Ilfn(t) - f(t)llx -+ 0 almost everywhere. By a vector version of the Egorov 

theorem [21,22,23], there is a subset A C Ao, A E ~, p,(A) > 0, such that II] n(t)
](t)llx -+ ° uniformly on A. Assign 

Une = J e(t) fn(t) dp,(t). 
A 

In virtue of the estimate 

IlUn(e) - U(eXA)llx ~ J le(t)lllfn(t) - ](t)llx dp,(t) 
A 

~ Ilell£1ll(]n - ])xAIILOO(X), 
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we have Un ---+ U A in the norm of 2'( L1, X). Since the operators Un are finite

dimensional, we obtain the compactness of U A. 

To prove (3) => (1), we need a criterion for the weak compactness of a set 

in L1. 

Lemma [23, Theorem IV.8.9]. A subset M C L1(T,I1) is relatively weakly 
compact if and only if any of the following assertions is valid: 

(a) the set M is norm bounded and uniformly integrable; i.e., 

sup{ J Ix(t)1 dl1(t) I x EM} ---+ 0, An 1 0; 
An 

(b) ifYn ~ 0 in LOO(T,11) then 

<l Observe that (a) => (b) by the Egorov theorem. I> 

(3) => (1): Clearly we may suppose that the operator U itself is compact since 

"global" representation can be trivially pasted from "local" ones. Consider the 

operator U* E 2'(X*,LOO) which is weakly compact too. By (4), the operator 

admits the representation 

p(U*x')(t) = (x',J(t)), x' E X*, 

where J E L':'(X**,X*) and 11U*11 = II IJIIILoo. Demonstrate that J E LOO(X) (we 

assume that X is canonically embedded in X**). 
Observe that if a net x~ tends to zero in the weak topology a(X*, X) then 

p(U*x~)(t) ---+ 0 for every t E T. First we establish that U*x~ ---+ 0 in the weak 

topology a(LOO, Loo)*. Take <p E (Loo)*. Since U is weakly compact, we have 

U**((Loo)*) C X; whence U**<p E X and 

(U*x~,<p) = (x~,U**<p) ---+ o. 

With every point t E T we associate the positive functional ?/;t(Y) = p(y)(t), Y E Loo. 
It is clear that ?/;t E (L 00)*. Thus, 
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Hence (x~,J(t)) -+ 0 for every t E T; consequently, ](t) E X. 
From now on, without loss of generality we assume that 1 E L1. Indeed, 

a countable set of measurable functions given on sets of some partition of T can be 

joined into a measurable function. 

So, the function] : T -+ X is X -scalarly measurable. By Theorem 2.3.2, if we 

prove that the function is separably-valued then we obtain the measurability of ], 

thus proving the theorem. 

So, it therefore suffices to prove that the image U(£1) is separable. To this 

end, it sufficed in turn to establish that the image of the order interval [0,1] = 
{e : 0 :::; e :::; I} under the mapping U is compact in X. We use the fact that 

all order intervals are weakly compact in L1 (as in every Banach ideal space with 

property (A), see [3,28]; by the way, for the case of L1 one can directly apply the 

above lemma). Then it suffices to prove that en -+ 0 in 0'(L1, LOO) yields IIU en II -+ O. 

Moreover, we can pass to the Banach sublattice generated by {en}, which is itself 

an L-space and in addition separable. Then U(L1) is separable; therefore, we may 

assume that X is separable. Suppose that IIU en II -It O. By passing to a subsequence 

if necessary, we find c > 0 such that IIU en II > c Vn and so there exist x~ E X*, 

Ilx~ II :::; 1, such that 

We have 

By the separability of X, we have X~k -+ x' in 0'( X* ,X) for a subsequence X~k so 
that U*X~k -+ U*x' almost everywhere as was mentioned in the beginning of the 

proof. Moreover, the sequence {U* x~} is order bounded in L 00. By the criterion 

for weak compactness of a set in £1 (see the lemma above), we have 

The inequality 

yields 
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This contradicts the fact that en ~ 0 in the weak topology. 

Observe a number of corollaries to the proved theorems for the cases in which 

we succeed in obtaining the strong measurability of a representative vector-function 

or existence of a measurable kernel with the help of the results of Section 2.3. 

2.4.12. Proposition. Every operator V E 5L'(X, LOO) admits the representa-

tion 

(Vx)(t) = (x,}(t)) 

and every operator U E 5L'(Ll, X*) admits the representation 

Ue = J e(t)J(t)dll(t) 

with J E LOO(X*) in each of the following situations: 

(a) X is a reflexive Banach space; 

(b) X* is separable. 

<l Assertion (b) is straightforward from Theorem 2.3.2. Assertion ( a) in the 

case of 5L'(Ll, X*) follows from the fact that every operator with values in a reflexive 

Banach space is obviously weakly compact and from Theorem 2.4.11. The case 

5L'(X, LOO) is settled by duality. [> 

2.4.13. Proposition 2.4.12 does not open a straightforward opportunity to 

obtain theorems on integral represent ability for corresponding classes of operators 

by measurable kernels from spaces with mixed norm in full generality. We can 

obtain such theorems only in Chapter 4 by making use of another technique. In 

Chapter 3 we however need particular cases of the representation theorems for LP. 

We can obtain these results right now; therefore, we formulate them: 

Proposition. (1) Let U E M(LP(S, v),Lq(T, 11)); 1 :::; p < 00, 1 :::; q :::; 00. 

Then the following representation holds: 

(Ux)(t) = J K(s,t)x(s)dv(s), x E LP(S, v), 

with K E U[LP'] (lip + lip' = 1); moreover, 
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(2) Let U E 2'(Ll(T, [l)), LP(S, v)), 1 < p ~ 00. Then the following integral 

representation holds: 

(Ue)(s) = J K(s,t)e(t)d[l(t), e E L 1(T,[l), 

with K E LOO[LP']; moreover, 

11U11 = vraisup IIK(s, t)IILP' s' 
t ' 

<l For 1 < p < 00, the LP space is reflexive, and both claims follow immediately 

from 2.4.12. Passage from vector integrals to pointwise integrals can be realized by 

verifying the equality in the weak sense. The unsettled cases are covered by the 

results of Chapter 4. [> 

Comments 

The sources [3,16,18,29,42,46,48] are basic for the theory of regular opera

tors in Banach lattices. It the text of the chapter, we consciously avoided the most 

general statements that involve arbitrary vector lattices. In this case certain sub

tleties are revealed sometimes. In particular, if the range is a vector lattice but not 

a K -space, then there may be a difference between the classes of regular and order 

bounded operators. 

2.1. Ideal spaces constitute a subclass of the class of vector lattices. The theory 

of ideal spaces began developing later than that of vector lattices and independently 

ofthe latter for the time being. The synthesis ofthese theories occurred in the 1960s 

in the works of W. A. J. Luxemburg, A. C. Zaanen, and G. Ya. Lozanovskil (see 

the bibliography in [19,48]). 

2.2. Comments on this main section of Chapter 2 are in [16,18,48]. We only 

observe that the dual operator was studied by U. Krengel and Yu. Synnatzscke who 

obtained much more general results than those stated in 2.2.25 and 2.2.26 (see [3]). 

In the principal text, we mentioned the generalized Yosida-Hewitt theorem 

for functionals describing the band in E~ complementary to E; as the band of 

singular functionals; i.e., functionals vanishing on some order-dense ideal. The 

correspondent material is in detail exposed in [48, Chapter 12] and [28, Theorem 
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X.3.6]. Applications to various problems of analysis are given in [28, § X.5], [18, 

§ 4.2], and [20]. 

Here we consider an operator variant of the Yosida-Hewitt theorem for general 

vector lattices. To state this, we recall the definitions of some classes of operators 

with slightly changing the notations of [28] so as to make them closer to [48]. 

Let E be a vector lattice and let F be a K-space. Then the space L;;(E, F) of 

o-continuous operators is defined by nets and the analogous space of sequentially 

o-continuous operators is denoted by L;;u(E, F). Denote by L;;(E, F) the band 

complementary to L;;(E, F) in the K-space L~(E, F). A member of L;n is called 

a 3ingular normal operator. The space L ':nu = (L;;u)d and the term 3ingular a

normal operator are introduced similarly. It is clear that 

Usefulness of the versions of the Yosida-Hewitt theorem for functionals consists 

in characterizing functionals disjoint from o-continuous ones as those vanishing on 

massive sets. We introduce corresponding definitions in the case of operators. 

An operator U E L ~ (E, F) is said to be 3ingular provided that there exists an 

order-dense ideal GeE such that Ula = o. An operator U E L~(E, F) is called 

3trongly 3ingular if, for every nonzero band GeE, there exists a nonzero band Go c 
G such that Ulao = o. The set of all singular operators is denoted by L;(E, F) 

and the set of all strongly singular operators, by L;s(E, F). In [46], a member of 

L;n is called antinormal, a member of L;, abnormal. In the case of F = JR., the 

class of strongly singular functionals was introduced by G. Va. Lozanovski'l [36] who 

called their members localized functionals. It is clear that the classes L; and L;s 
are ideals in L ~ and 

L':s(E, F) c L;(E, F), L;(E, F) c L':n(E, F). (1) 

As is well known [46], L;(E, F) is an order-dense ideal in L;n(E, F). Elucidation 

of the conditions for equality to hold in (1) is an important matter as regards 

applications. 

We say that the generalized Yosida-Hewitt theorem holds for a vector lattice E 

and a K -space F if 

(2) 
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It is well known that in the case of functionals the Yosida-Hewitt theorem holds 

provided that E possesses the Egorov property (see below) or if there is an order

dense ideal in E with sufficiently many o-continuous functionals (see [48]; observe 

that the second case reduces in fact to the first as is shown below). The requirement 

on E cannot be omitted as the instance of E = C[a, 1] demonstrates. We generalize 

this result to operators. 

We say that the Egorov property is fulfilled in a vector lattice E (all vector 

lattices are supposed Archimedean) if the diagonal sequence theorem holds in its 

every order interval: for an Xo ~ a and a double-sequence {Xnk} in E such that 

Xo ~ Xnk h a 'tin E N, there exists a sequence Ym 1 a in E such that Ym ~ Xn,k(n,m) 

for an arbitrary pair (n, m) = N x N for some k = k( n, m). It is obvious that the 

Egorov property is fulfilled in every ideal space on a space with a-finite measure. 

Tbeorem (the generalized Yosida-Hewitt theorem for operators). Let E be 

a vector lattice possessing the Egorov property and let F be a K -space of countable 

type. Then equality (2) holds. 

<l We sketch the proof. What we need is to verify that 

U E L';(E,F) (3) 

for every operator U E L';'n(E, F). Without loss of generality, we may assume that 

U ~ a. Denote by P the band projection onto L';(E, F). It is known [3] that 

PU(X) = inf{limU(xa) I a:::; Xa i x}, x E E+. 
Q{ 

(4) 

By the definition of L':n(E,F) we have 

PU(X) = 0 'tIx E E. (5) 

If we succeed in demonstrating that the infimum in (4) is attained at some net 

XQ{ i x for every x E E+ then we would obtain an order-dense ideal on which U 
equals zero; i.e., (3) would be verified. However, we failed to succeed in finding 

a direct proof of the fact; therefore, we use the band projection Pu onto L';u(E, F) 

which acts by a formula similar to (4) with sequences standing for nets. Represent 

the operator U as 
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By making use of the Egorov property of E and the fact that F is of a countable 

type, one can easily prove that, for every operator V, the value P".v(x) is attained 

at some sequence. Since P u V = 0 for V = (I - P u )U, hence it follows that (I - P u )U 
equals zero on some order-dense ideal. 

The operator PuU belongs to L;:'u(E, F) n L;:'s(E, F). The proof of Theo

rem 87.6 in [48] in which the case of functionals is discussed can be word for word 

translated to the case of operators (only the countable type of F is used). In virtue 

of the result, we have PuU E L;(E, F). 
Thus, U E L;(E, F). [> 

Observe the following: For F to be of countable type is necessary for validity 

of the above theorem. 

<l Indeed, let E = Loo(O, 1) be an ideal space (and thus the Egorov property is 

fulfilled). By the realization theorem for a K-space of bounded elements, Loo(O, 1) 

is isomorphic to the K-space C(Q), where Q is an extremally disconnected compact 

set. Define some positive operator U : VXl(O, 1) = C(Q) --t [oo(Q) by the formula 

(Ux)(t) = {x(t) It E Q}. 

It is obvious that U is strictly positive and thus U tf. L;( C( Q), [oo( Q)). On the other 

hand, by (4) one can easily verify that PU = 0 whence U E L;:'s(C(Q), [oo(Q)). [> 

REMARK. The statement of the generalized Yosida-Hewitt theorem can be 

slightly improved. Namely, it suffices to require that E possesses an order-dense 

ideal Eo that admits a decomposition into arbitrarily many bands with the Egorov 

property. An instance of such a vector lattice is provided by a vector lattice E 

possessing an order-dense ideal with sufficiently many o-continuous functionals. To 

prove this fact, we can take the order completion of such an ideal, which also has a 

total set of o-continuous functionals and is realizable as an ideal space (see [28]). 

The results of the subsection are exposed for the first time. They were obtained 

jointly by A. V. Bukhvalov and M. Va. Yakubson. For detailed exposition and 

development of the presented results see [5] by A. Basile, A. V. Bukhvalov, and 

M. Va. Yakubson. 

2.3. The material on Banach-space-valued functions and on analytical rep

resentation of operators by such functions can be found in [21,23]. The spaces 

E(X) were introduced at the beginning of the 1950s in the articles on the the

ory of ideal spaces. Theorem 2.3.3 stems from the article of B. S. Mityagin and 
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A. S. Shwartz [38J in which, however, only the case X = /2 was considered in 

proving the nontrivial implication (1) =} (2). The general situation demanded 

a quite different technique related to o-continuous projections which was developed 

by A. V. Bukhvalov in [13J. 

The cited definition of the spaces of scalarly measurable functions was given and 

used in [7, 11J although it in essence dates back to the Grothendieck article [25]. The 

priority references on the material of Subsections 2.3.6 and 2.3.7 see in [8,21,24]. 

The generalized Kolmogorov-Nagumo in a nontrivial isomorphic setting was 

first appeared in the N. J. Nielsen article [41]. The general result, presented here, 

was proved in [15]. 

2.4. Dominated operators were first introduced by L. V. Kantorovich in the 

1930s under the name "operators with abstract norm"; he also established the 

result of Proposition 2.4.4 (see [29] and the bibliography therein). S. Bochner, 

N. Dunford, B. J. Pettis, R. S. Phillips et al. began studying the £p(X) spaces in the 

1930s in connection with analytical representation of operators (see the bibliography 

in [21,23]). We refer to [21,22,23] as regards the plentiful literature about the 

history of Theorem 2.4.11 and its corollaries. 

The reader could observe that various objects were denoted by the same sym

bol 1·1 in Section 2.4. This relates to the fact that we deal with different examples 

of lattice-normed spaces which were also introduced by L. V. Kantorovich at the 

end of the 1930s (see [28,29,46]). The ideology of lattice-normed spaces was con

sistently applied to constructing the whole theory of vector-functions spaces and 

some classes of operators (including dominated operators) by A. V. Bukhvalov [17] 

(see also [6-11]) The general theory of such spaces with various connections and 

applications is now developed by A. G. Kusraev and his students (see, for instance, 

[34,35] and also Section 1.6). 
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This chapter is mainly devoted to studying those properties of Banach lattices 

and operators on them whose description requires the vector lattice structure as 

well as the pure Banach space structure. In particular, we study the properties of 

the operators acting between vector lattices and remaining to be order bounded 

under multiplication by arbitrary Banach endomorphisms in these lattices. In spite 

of being natural, such classes of operators have attracted very little attention of 

mathematicians. At present, the theory of p-absolutely summing operators plays 

a key role in solving the arising problems; in Sections 3.1-3.3 and 3.5, we briefly 

expose those results of the theory which are most important for us. The reader 

interested in a more complete presentation of the theory will refer to the mono

graphs [42, 32, 45] and the articles [20, 22, 39]. 

3.1. p-Absolutely Summing Operators 

Throughout this section the letters X, Y, and Z (possibly, with indices) stand 

for Banach spaces and the letters E and F, for Banach lattices. 

3.1.1. Definition. Let 0 < p < 00. An operator U E 2"(X, Y) is called 

p-absolutely summing if there exists a constant C such that 

(1) 

for every n E N and arbitrary Xl, ••• ,Xn EX. 

The infimum of numbers C satisfying (1) is denoted by 7rp(U) and is called the 

p-absolutely summing norm of the operator U. It is easy to verify that 

( 
n ) lip {( n ) lip } 
~ IlUxkll P :S 7rp(U) sup ~ I(xk, x'W I X' E X*, Ilx'll :S 1 (2) 

for every n E N and arbitrary Xl, .•. ,Xn EX. Inequality (2) immediately implies 

that 11011 :S 7rp(U). 

We denote by IIp(X, Y) the set of all p-absolutely summing operators belonging 

to 2"(X, Y). For the sake of consistency, we assume that IICXl(X, Y) = 2"(X, Y), 

7r CXl(U) = 11011. 
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REMARK. From the definition of the p-absolutely summing norm of an operator 

it is straightforward that, for every C > 0, the set {U E IIp(X, Y) I 7rp(U) ~ C} is 

closed in -Z(X, Y) under pointwise convergence. 

3.1.2. Theorem. Given p ~ 1 (0 < p < 1), the function 7rp is a norm 

(quasinorm) in IIp(X, Y). The space IIp(X, Y) is complete with respect to the 

norm (quasinorm). If V E -Z(Xo, X), W E -Z(Y, Yo), and U E IIp(X, Y) then 

WUV E IIp(Xo, Yo) and 7rp(WUV) ~ IIWII·IIVII· 7rp(U). 

<l The completeness of IIp(X, Y) follows from Remark 3.1.1 and the lemma 

given below. The proof of the remaining statements is left to the reader. [> 

Lemma. Let L be a Hausdorff sequentially complete topological vector space, 

let X be a normed (quasinormed) space, X eLand let the embedding of X into 

L be continuous. If the unit ball B of the space X is closed in L then X is 

complete. 

<l Let {Xn}~=l be a Cauchy sequence in X. Then it is also a Cauchy sequence 

in L, thus convergent in L. Prove that the vector Xo = lim Xn belongs to X and 

Xn --+ Xo in X. Fix an arbitrarye > 0 and find N such that Xn - Xm E eB for 

n, m > N. Passing to the limit as m --+ 00, conclude that Xn - Xo E eB for n > N 

since B is closed in L. I> 

REMARK. It is obvious that every restriction of an operator of the class IIp is an 

operator of the same class. Moreover, if j is an isometric or isomorphic embedding 

of a space Y into a space Yo then operators U E -Z(X, Y) and jU are or are not 

p-absolutely summing simultaneously. In this sense the containment of an operator 

in the class IIp does not depend on the arrival set Y of the operator (in contrast to 

its containment in, for instance, the space of nuclear operators; the matter will be 

discussed later). This property of the class IIp is called injectivity. 

3.1.3. Theorem. If 0 < p < q then IIp(X, Y) C IIq(X, Y) and the inequality 

7rq(U) ~ 7rp(U) holds for every operator U E IIp(X, Y). 

We omit the simple direct proof of the theorem which leans on the Holder 

inequality. Another proof will be given further (see 3.1.8, Corollary 4). 

As is well known (see [4, 30D, for 0 < p < 1, the set IIp(X, Y) is stable, i.e., 

IIq(X, Y) = IIp(X, Y) for 0 < q < p < 1. Therefore, the operators belonging to the 
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classes TIp for p < 1 will be also called O-absolutely summing and the set of such 

operators will be denoted TIo(X, Y) alongside with TIp(X, Y). 

3.1.4. A simple and important criterion for an operator to belong to the class 

TIp is given in the next theorem. 

Theorem. Let U E 2'(X, Y), let (T, Qt, j.t) be a measure space, let f E 

L/'O(T,j.t,X*), and let Ilfll = Vraisup{llf(t)111 t E T} (see 2.4.7). If 

IIUXII ~ c(1 l(x,](t))IP dj.t(t)) lip 

T 

for every x E X then U E TIp(X, Y) and 71'p(U) ~ C(j.t(T))I/Pllfll. 

<J Let Xl, ... ,Xn EX. Then 

t IlUxkllP ~ CP 1 t I(Xk,](t))I P dj.t(t) 
k=l T k=l 

S C' p(T) ,up {t, I(x" x'}I' IlIx'll s IIlll} 

~ C' p(T)lllll ,up {t, I (X" x')I' Illx' II s 1 }. [> 

3.1.5. Examples. 

(a) Henceforth a finite regular Borel measure on subsets of a compact 

space K will be called a Radon measure. Let j.t be such a measure and let ip be 

the identity embedding of C(K) into P(K,j.t). Then ip E TIp(C(K),P(K,j.t)) 
and 71'p(ip) = (j.t(K))llp. 

<J Indeed, 

t, lIi,x,lI' ~ ! t, Ix,( t)I' dp( t) s p(K) ,up {t, Ix,( t) I' I t E K } 

S p(K) ,up {t, l(x"x'}I' I x' E C'(K), Ilx'll s I} 
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whence it follows that ip E TIp(C(K),LP(K,JL)) and 7rp(ip) ~ (JL(K)))1/P. Other

wise, 7rp(ip) ~ Ilipll = (JL(K))1/P. [> 

As will be seen below, every p-absolutely summing operator is presentable as 

product of a restriction of the operator ip and some continuous operator. 

(b) Let (T,!l, JL) be an arbitrary measure space, let g E LP(T, JL), and 

let Mg : LOO(T, JL) -+ LP(T, JL) be the multiplication operator: 

Mg(x) = gx (x E LOO(T,JL)). 

<l This result reduces to example (a) by realizing LOO(T,JL) as a space of con

tinuous functions and considering the measure jJ, with density IglP with respect to 

the measure JL. However, it is easy to obtain the proof of the claim of the example 

directly if we observe that it is sufficient to establish inequality (1) only for vectors 

in some set everywhere dense in X and check that in this case inequality (1) is valid 

for a function with finite range. [> 

( c) Each dominated operator U E .5e (X, LP (T, JL)) belongs to the space 

IIp(X,LP(T,JL))j moreover, 7rp(U)::; 11U11M. 

<l The statement follows from example (b) and the fact that U can be repre

sented as the product U = MgV, where V E .5e(X, LOO(T,JL)), IIVII ~ 1, and Mg is 

a multiplication operator. [> 

(d) If U E .5e~(LOO(T',JL'),LP(T,JL)) then U E TIp(LOO(T', JL'),LP(T, JL») 

and 7rp(U) ~ II lUI II· 

<l This follows from example (c) since the operator U is dominated and IIUIl M = 

II lUI II· [> 

(e) Let J : [1 -+ [2 be the identity embedding. Then J E TIo W , [2); 

moreover, 7rp(J) = 1 for 2 ~ p < 00 and 7rp(J) ~ Bp for 0 < p ~ 2, where Bp is 

the constant in the Khinchin inequality (3.8.1). 

<l Assume that 0 < p < 2, {rdk::1 is the sequence of Rademacher functions, 
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where J(t) = {rk(t)}k::l E [00 = W)*. To complete the proof, we are left with 

appealing to Theorem 3.1.4. I> 

3.1.6. The next simple theorem is a convenient technical tool often involved 

in proving that an operator belongs to the class IIp. 

Theorem. Let p ~ 1 and U E 2"(X, Y). Then U E IIp(X, Y) if and only if 

UV E IIp(lP' ,Y) for every operator V E 2"(lP', X). Moreover, 

7rp(U) = sup{7rp(UV) I IIVII:::; 1} (3) 

(here p' = p/(1 - p) and, for p = 1, the symbol[P' stands for the space co). 

<J If U E II(X, Y), the containment UV E II(lP', Y) together with the inequal-

ity 

(4) 

follows from 3.1.2. Let now UV E IIp(lP', Y) for every V E 2"(lP', X). Since 

the mapping V f--? UV from 2"(lP', X) into IIp(lP', Y) is obviously closed, it is 

continuous in virtue of the closed graph theorem and, therefore, 

a = sup{7rp(UV) I IIVII:::; 1} < 00. 

Given an arbitrary collection Xl, X2, .•. ,Xn of vectors in X, we define the operator 
V : [P' -+ X by the equality 

k=l 

where t = (tk)k::l E [P'. It can be easily verified that 
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In addition, V(ek) = Xk for k = 1,2, ... ,n (ek are the canonical basis vectors for 
[pi). Thus, 

Consequently, U E IIp(X, Y) and 7rp(U) :::; a. This fact together with inequality (4) 
provides equality (3). 

3.1.7. The Pietsch inequality. Here we establish one of the most important 

characteristics of the operators of the class IIp' By K we denote the unit ball of 

the dual space of X equipped with the weak* topology. 

Theorem. For U E IIp(X, Y), there exists a probability Radon measure v 

over K (K C X*) such that 

IlUxll :::; 7rp(U)(J l(x,X')lPdv(x,)Y1P (x EX). 

K 

<l Let <I> C C(K) be the set of all functions V; of the form 

n n 

v; (x') = L IIUXkllP -7r:(U) L I(Xk,x')IP, 
k=l k=l 

where x' E K and Xl, X2, ••• ,Xn are arbitrary vectors in X. Observe that 

i}}f V; (x') :::; o. 

As easily seen, <I> is a convex cone disjoint from the (open) cone G consisting of 

strictly positive functions. Let f (f =f. 0) be a functional separating these cones: 

f(v;) :::; 0:::; f('ljJ) for all V; E <I> and 'ljJ E G. (5) 
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Since the functional f is positive, it can be represented by some measure v that 

may be assumed to be a probability measure without loss of generality. On taking 

as cp in inequality (5) the function 

we obtain 

f(cp) = IlUxilP -tr;(U) J l(x,x')IP dv ~ 0, 

K 

and so 

IIU xii ~ trp(U) (J I(x, x')IP dv yIP [> 

K 

3.1.8. Corollaries to the Pietsch inequality. As far as the support of the 

measure v in the Pietsch inequality is concerned, we only know that it is included 

in K. Is it always possible to choose the measure in such a way that it is supported 

by a given closed subset Q of the compact set K? For p 2 1, this is possible 

provided that the closure of the absolutely convex hull of Q coincides with K. In 

this case, the cones q, and G introduced in the proof of the Pietsch inequality (if 

considered as cones of functions on Q) are still disjoint since the greatest lower 

bounds of the functions in q, over the sets K and Q coincide in view of concavity of 

these functions; therefore, the proof of the Pietsch inequality given in Subsection 

3.1.7 remains valid if we replace K with Q. 

In particular, if p 2 1 and X = C(S), where S is a compact space, then (by 

identifying the points of S with the functionals generated by unit masses loaded in 

the points) we can take Q as coinciding with S. Thus, we proved 

Corollary 1. If p 2 1 and U E IIp(C(S), Y) then there exists a probability 

Radon measure v on S such that 

IIU xii ~ trp(U) (J Ix(s)IP dV(S)) lip (x E C(S)). 

s 

We list other corollaries to the Pietsch inequality. 
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Corollary 2. Every p-absolutely summing operator maps a weakly conver

gent (and weakly fundamental) sequence into a norm convergent sequence. 

<J It follows immediately from the Pietsch inequality and Lebesgue's dominated 

convergence theorem. !> 

Corollary 3. Every p-absolutely summing operator defined on a reflexive 

space is compact. 

Corollary 4. If 0 < p < q and U E IIp(X, Y) then U E lIq(X, Y); moreover, 

7r q(U) ~ 7r p(U). 

<J Since 

IlUxll ~ 7rp(U)(] l(x,x')IP dV(X')) lip 

K 

and 

the claim follows from Theorem 3.1.4. !> 

3.1.9. Canonical factorization. The Pietsch inequality allows one to im

plement factorization of an operator in the class IIp in a canonical way. Preserving 

the notation of 3.1.7, we may assert that an operator U can be represented as 

the product Vzpj, where j is the canonical embedding of the space X into C(K) 

((jx)(x') = (x,x'), x' E K, x EX), zp is the restriction of the identity embedding 

zp of the space C(K) into LP(K, v) to the set Xoo = j(X), and V is some operator 

defined on the closure of 2pj(X) in LP(K, v). Moreover, Iljll = 1, 7rp(2p) = 1, and 

IIVII = 7rp(U). 

<J We first define the operator V on the functions of the form ipj (x) by the 

equality V (2pj (x)) = U x. As easily seen, the definition of V is correct and 

Therefore, IIVII ~ 7rp(U). Extending V to the closure Xp of the set (ipj)(X), we 
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obtain the following commutative diagram 

X ~ Y 

d tv 
Xoo ~ Xp 

n n 
C(K)~ LP(K, v). 

Moreover, IIjll = 1 and since 7rp(U) ~ Iljll7rp(zp)11V11 ~ 7rp{zp)11V11 ~ IIVII ~ 7rp(U), 
we have 7rp(zp) = 1, IIVII = 7rp(U). [> 

The factorization demonstrates in particular that every p-absolutely summing 

operator is weakly compact. This fact together with Corollary 2 of 3.1.8 implies in 

turn that the product of a pair of p-absolutely summing operators is a compact 

operator. 

3.1.10. Canonical factorization (refinement). The shortcoming of the 

described factorization is the fact that the operator V is defined not on the whole 

space LP(K, v) but only on a subspace Xp of it about which little is known. However, 

in some important cases we may assume the operator V to be defined on the whole 

LP(K, v). Now we list some of the cases. 

(a) p ~ 1 and X = C(S). Grounding on the inequality in Corollary 1 of 

3.1.8 and arguing as in constructing the diagram in 3.1.9, we infer that the operator 

U admits the factorization 

C(S) u • y 

~ /v 
LP(S, v). 

Constructing the operator V, we now take as Xp the closure of C(S), i.e. the whole 

space LP(S, v). 

(b) p = 2. In this case, the subspace X2 is complemented in L2(K, v), 
so, by using an orthogonal projection, we can extend the operator V on the whole 

space L2(K, v), preserving the norm of V. 

(c) The space Y is a 9 1 -space. By definition, this means that every 

Y-valued operator defined on an arbitrary subspace of an arbitrary Banach space 
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Z possess a norm-preserving extension to the whole space Z. Examples of ,9il

spaces are provided by the spaces [00, L 00 (T, J.L) and the space [00 (n) of all bounded 

functions defined on a set n and endowed with the sup-norm. 

3.1.11. Let U E .z(X, Y). For U to be in IIp(X, Y) it necessary and sufficient 

that U** E IIp(X**, Y**). In addition, 1Tp(U) = 1Tp(U**). 

<J Sufficiency is obvious. Necessity is easily obtainable from the local reflexivity 

principle (see 3.S.4). I> 

Considering the operator J in Example 3.1.5(e), we see that, although J E 

IIoW, [2), its adjoint operator is p-absolutely summing for no p < 00 since it is 

defined on a reflexive space and is not compact. 

3.2. p-Absolutely Summing Operators in Hilbert Space 

Throughout this section the symbols H and HI stand for Hilbert spaces and 

{rk} k::l' the sequence of Rademacher functions. 

3.2.1. It is well known (see, for instance, [8]) that an operator U E .z(H, HI) 

is compact if and only if it can be represented as 

00 

Ux = LSk(x,ek)e~ (x E H), 
k=1 

where {edh:l and {eA,}:1 are orthonormal systems in the spaces H and HI and 

{Sdk::l is a nonincreasing scalar sequence that tends to zero. If 

00 

LS~ < +00 
k=1 

then U is called a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. We set 

(see 2.4.1). 

The following theorem is easily verified (see [8]): 
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Theorem. An operator U E !t'( H, HI) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator if and 

only if the sum ~o' IIUeO' l1 2 is finite for some (or, equivalently, for an arbitrary) 

complete orthonormal system {eO'} aEA in H. In this event, 

3.2.2. Theorem. An operator U E !t'(H, HI) is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator 

if and only if U E II2(H, HI). Moreover, 0"2(U) = 1l'2(U), 

<J If U is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator then (see 3.2.1) 

00 

Ux = LSk(x,ek)e~, 
k=l 

(1) 

where {edk:l and {eU:l are orthonormal systems and L:~1 si < 00. Conse

quently, 

(2) 

By putting 
00 

/(t) = L Skrk(t)ek, (3) 
k=l 

we can rewrite inequality (2) as 

( 
1 ) 1/2 

IiUxl1 = [1(x,f(t))1 2 dt 

Since 

IIMII :S (~'l)'" ~ u,(U) 

for all t E (0,1), we have (see 3.1.4) 

(4) 
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On the other hand, if U E IT2(H, HI) then the operator U is compact (see 

3.1.8, Corollary 3) and therefore it is representable as (1). Since IlUckll = Sk 
(k = 1,2, ... ), we have 

( n ) 1/2 (n ) 1/2 

f,;S~ = f,;IIUCk I1 2 

:; ',(U) sup { (t, I(e" x')I') 1/' I x' E H, IIx'll :; 1 } :; .,(U) 

for every n E N. Hence, U is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and IJ'2(U) ::; 7r2(U), which 

together with inequality (4) provides the equality IJ'2(U) = 7r2(U), I> 

3.2.3. In the current and subsequent subsections we establish that all classes 

of absolutely p-summing operators in a Hilbert space are pairwise coincident. In the 

theorem below, the symbol Ap stands for the constant in the Khinchin inequality 

(3.S.1). 

Theorem. If 0 < p ::; 2 then ITp(H,HI) = IT2(H, HI); moreover, 7rp(U) ::; 
A;17r2(U) for every operator U E IT2(H, HI). 

<J Let U E IT2(H, HI)' By using representation (1) and the Khinchin inequality, 
we obtain 

00 00 

IIUxl1 = LSk(x,ck)rk ::; A;l L Sk(X, ek)rk 
k=l £2(0,1) k=l LI'(O,l) 

where J(t) is the vector-valued function defined by equality (3). 

Theorem 3.1.4 implies that U E ITp(H,HI) and 

Corollary. Since Al = 1/V2, we have 7rl(U) ::; V27r2(U), 
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3.2.4. The our next goal is to demonstrate that IIp(H,HI) = IIz(H, HI) not 

only for 0 < p ~ 2 but also for 2 < p < 00. By using the notion of 2-cotype space 

(see 3.5.2), we can obtain the following more general result. 

Theorem. Let 2 ~ p < 00 and let Y be a 2-cotype space. Then IIp(X, Y) = 

II2(X, Y)j moreover, 7r2(U) :s C2(Y)Bp7rp(U) for every operator U E IIp(X, Y) 
(here Bp is the constant in the Khinchin inequality (3.5.1) and C2(Y) is the 

2-cotype constant for the space Y). 

<l Let U E IIp(X, Y). By 3.1.7, we have 

IlUxll :s 7rp(U) (1 l(x,x')IP dll(X')) liP, (5) 

K 

where K = {x' E X* Ilx'll :s I} and II is a probability Radon measure on K. 
Given vectors Xl, X2, ••• , Xn E X, we have 

(t, IIU x,ll' Y" :s; C,(Y) j t, r,(tJU x, dt 

:s; C,(Y) (j U (t, r'(t)x,) Pdt)"', 

which together with inequality (5) gives 

(t, IIU X,II') 1/' :s; C'(Y)'p(U) (j f (t, r'(t)x"x') P dv(x') dt) ,/, 

= C2(Y)7rp(U) (1 (j ~:<x" x')r,(t) Pdt) dll(X')) lip 
K 0 k-l 

Estimating the innermost integral on the right-hand side with the help of the 

Khinchin inequality, we derive 
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Observe that if Y is a Hilbert space then we can obtain a more precise estimate 

7rz(U) :::; Bp7rp(U) for 7rz(U) by making use of the identity 

n 1 n Z 

L IIYkllz = J L rk(t)Yk dt (Yl,"" Yn E Y). 
k=l 0 k=l 

Corollary. IIp(H, Hl ) = IIz(H, Ht} for every p, 0 < p < 00. 

The adjoint of a Hilbert-Schmidt operator is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator again; 

therefore, an operator acting between Hilbert spaces is p-absolutely summing simul

taneously with its adjoint in contrast to the general case (see 3.1.11). 

3.3. Nuclear Operators 

3.3.1. Definitions. An operator U E 2'(X, Y) is called nuclear if there exist 

vectors Yn E Y and functionals x~ E X* (n = 1,2, ... ) such that 

00 

Ux = L(X,X~)Yn (x EX), (1) 
n=l 

and 
00 

L]x~II'IIYnll < 00. (2) 
n=l 

Let the symbol x'0y, where x' E X* and Y E Y, denote the rank-one operator 

x f--t (x, x')y. The nuclearity of an operator U means that it can be represented as 

an absolutely convergent series of rank-one operators 

00 

U = LX~ 0Yn. (3) 
n=l 

Representation (1) satisfying condition (2) or, which is the same, representa

tion (3) will be referred as nuclear representation of U. The greatest lower bound 

of sums (2) over all nuclear representations of U is called the nuclear norm of U 

and is denoted by v(U). The set of all nuclear operators in 2'(X, Y) is denoted by 

N(X,Y). 
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3.3.2. Properties of nuclear operators. 

(a) A nuclear operator is compact. 

173 

<l Let 2::~=1 x~ (8) Yn be a nuclear representation of U. Then the finite rank 

operators 

n=1 

approximate U in operator norm. I> 

(b) If V E 2'(Xo,X), WE 2'(Y,Yo), and U E N(X,Y) then WUV E 

N(Xo, Yo) and v(WUV) ~ IIWII·IIVII· v(U). 

(c) If U E N(X, Y) then U* E N(Y*,X*) and v(U*) ~ v(U). 

(d) N(X, Y) c II1(X, Y)j moreover, 7I"1(U) ~ v(U) for every nuclear 

operator U. 

<l Let U E N(X, Y) and c > O. Fix a nuclear representation 

of U such that 
00 

l]x~II'IIYnll ~ v(U) + c. 
n=1 

Without loss of generality we may assume that Ilx~ II = 1 for n = 1,2, .... Then 

IIUxl1 ::; fl(x,x~)I'IIYnll = J l(x,x')ldJj(x') (x EX), 
n=1 K 

where K = {x' E X* I Ilx'll = I} and Jj is the measure generated by the masses 

IIYnl1 at the points x~ (n = 1,2, ... ). By making use of 3.1.4 with the identity 

mapping Jon K, we obtain U E II1(X, Y) and 7I"1(U) ~ v(U) + c. Consequently, 

71"1 (U) ~ v(U) in view of the arbitrariness of c. I> 

(e) Let H and HI be Hilbert spaces and let U E 2'(H, HI). An operator 

U is nuclear if and only if it is compact and the numbers Sk in the representation 

00 

Ux = LSk(x,ek)e~ (x E H) 
k=1 

satisfy the condition 2::%':1 Sk < 00. 
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<J Sufficiency of the condition is obvious. Check it necessity. Let 

be a nuclear representation of U. Then 

00 

ske~ = Uek = L)ek,x~)Yn 
k=1 

and 
00 00 

Sk = (Uek,e~) = L)ek,x~)(Yn,e~):::; LI(ek,x~)I·I(Yn,e~)I. 
n=1 n=1 

Consequently, 

00 00 00 

00 

:::; 2]x~II'IIYnll < 00. [> 

n=l 

(f) The function U ~ v(U) is a norm on N(X, Y). The set N(X, Y) 

endowed with the norm becomes a Banach space. 

3.3.3. Example. Let (T,~, j-t) be a measure space and let J E L1 (T, j-ti Y). 
Then the operator U: LOO(T,j-t) -t Y defined by the equality 

Ux = J x(t)J(t)dj-t(t) (x E LOO(T,j-t» 

T 

is nucleari moreover, v(U) :::; IIJIIL1(T,/L;Y)' 

<J As was pointed out in 2.3.2, the set of functions assuming finitely many values 

is dense in L1 (T, j-ti Y). Therefore, J can be represented as an absolutely convergent 

series of such functions: J = 2:::'=1 J n' Fix an arbitrary e > O. Replacing, if 
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necessary, ]1 with a partial sum of sufficiently large index of the series 2::=1] n, 

we may assume that 
00 

L Ilfnll S Ilfll +e. 
n=1 

Let 
mn 

f n = L XEn,j 0 Yn,j, 
j=1 

where En,j n En,i = 0 for i =I- j. Then 

Ux = f ~ J x(t)dfJ(t)Yn,j (x E Loo(T,fJ)) 
n=1 J=1En ,j 

is a nuclear representation of the operator U; moreover, 

00 mn 00 

v(U) S L L IIXEn,j 11£1(T,/t)IIYn,jll = L Ilfnll S Ilfll + c. 
n=1 j=1 n=1 

This fact yields the estimate v(U) S Ilfll in view of the arbitrariness of c. [> 

3.3.4. Lemma. Let (T, m, fJ) be a space with finite measure; let i be the 
identity embedding of Loo(T,fJ) into L1(T,fJ); let Z be a reflexive space, and let 

WE !t'(£1(T,fJ),Z) and W1 E !t'(Z, Loo(T, fJ)). Then 

(1) the operator U = Wi is nuclear and v(U) S IIWllfJ(T); 
(2) the operator V = iW1 is nuclear and v(V) S IIWlllfJ(T). 
<l Since the space Z is reflexive, the operator W is weakly compact. Therefore, 

by Theorem 2.4.14, it can be represented as 

Wx = J x(t)f(t) dfJ(t) (x E Ll(T, fJ)), 

T 

where f E Loo(T, fJ, Z), IIWII = IlfIILoo(T,/t,Z)' Consequently, the operator U is 

nuclear as was established in 3.3.3. Moreover, 
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Passing to studying the operator V, we see that the operator V* is repre

sentable in the form Woi, where Wo is the restriction of the operator Wt to 

L1 (T, JL). Therefore, the operator V* is nuclear by the first claim of the lemma 

and the inequality v(V*) ~ IIWdIJL(T). Consequently, the operator V** is nuclear 

too (see 3.2.2( c)) and so the operator V is nuclear as well since it is representable in 

the form PV**, where P is the canonical projection of (L1(T, JL))** onto L1(T, JL) 

(see [18]). Moreover, IIPII = 1 and therefore 

v(V) = v(PV**) ~ v(V**) ~ v(V*) ~ IIW1 1IJL(T). I> 

3.3.5. Lemma. Let (T, Qt, JL) be a space with probability measure; let i be 
the identity embedding of LOO(T, JL) into L2(T, JL); let H be a Hilbert space; let 

W : L2(T,JL) -t H be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, and let Wo = Wi. Then 

Wo E II1(LOO(T,JL), H); moreover, 7r1(WO) ~ 7r2(W). 

<l Since W E II1(L2(T,JL),H) (see 3.2.3), the containment Wo E II1(LOO(T,JL), 

H) is obvious and the only difficulty is the proving of the claimed estimate for 

7r1(WO). Let T be a partition of T into pairwise disjoint subsets E1, ... ,EN of pos

itive measure, and let Pr be the projection corresponding to the partition ("condi

tional expectation"): 

N 

Prx = I)JL(Ej ))-l J x dJLXEj (x E LOO(T, JL)). 
)=1 Ej 

Estimate the nuclear norm of the operator WOPr. Since W is a Hilbert-Schmidt 

operator, it can be represented as 

00 

Wx = LSk(x,ek)e~ (x E L2(T,JL)), 
k=l 

where {edk::1 and {eU;;:l are orthonormal systems and 

(

00 )1/2 t; si = 7r2(W). 
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Therefore, 

WOPrX = t,Sk [t,(P(E;ll-lj xdp j "dPl'~ ~ t,(P(E;W1 j xdpy;, 

J J J 

where 

Yj = f Sk J ek dp,e~. 
k=l Ej 

The representation of WoP yields the inequality 

N 

lI(WOPr ) ~ L IIYjll· 
j=l 

Since 

we have 

(4) 

This fact together with inequality (4) yields the estimate lI(WOPr ) ~ 7r2(W), 

Supposing the set of partitions to be naturally ordered, we see that the operator 

Wo is the pointwise limit ofthe net {WOPr }r. By making use of the remark in 3.1.1 

and the inequality of 3.3.2( d), we obtain 

r r 

3.3.6. Multiplication theorem. Now we are in a position to obtain an im

portant result which links 2-absolutely summing operators with nuclear operators. 
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Theorem. The product of two 2-absolutely summing operators is a nuclear 

operator. More precisely, if U E II2 (X, Y) and U E II2(Y, Z) then UU E N(X, Z) 

and v(UU) ~ 7T2(U)7T2(U), 

<I Consider the canonical factorization of the operators U and U (see 3.1.10(b)): 

U: X ~ C(K) ~ L2(K,v) ~ Y, 

~ ] ~ i ~ V 
U: Y ---t C(K) ~ L2(K, iJ) ---t Z. 

Recall that I!VII = 7T2(U) and IIVII = 7T2(U), Then 

~ j 12 w ~ v 
UU : X ---t C(K) ---t L2(K, v) ---t L2(K, iJ) ---t Z, 

where W = I2)v and 7T2(W) ~ I!VII = 7T2(U), By applying Lemma 3.3.5 to 

the operator Wo = Wi2, we see that 7TI(WO) ~ 7T2(W) ~ 7T2(U), Therefore (see 

3.1.1O(a)), the operator Wo admits the canonical representation 

Wo : C(K) ~ LI(K, v') ~ L2(K, iJ) 

since the operator is given on the space of continuous functions; in addition, II Vo II = 

7TI(WO) ~ 7T2(U), Now, Lemma 3.3.4 implies that Wo E N(C(K), L2(K, iJ)) and 

v(Wo) ~ l!Voll ~ 7T2(U), Therefore, 

v(UU) = v(VWj) ~ IIjllv(Wo)IIVIl ~ 7T2(U)7T2(U), [> 

3.3.7. Here we demonstrate that the nuclearity property of an operator de

pends essentially on the arrival set of the operator. More precisely, we exhibit a 

nonnuclear operator U on a Hilbert space H such that the operator jU turns out 

nuclear for every isometric embedding j of H into [00. Thus, the nuclearity of an 

operator can be lost in narrowing the arrival set (compare with the remark in 3.1.2). 

<I Indeed, let U be a nonnuclear Hilbert-Schmidt operator in a Hilbert space 

H and let j be an isometric embedding of H into 100 • Since U E III (H, H) and [00 

is a &l-space, the operator jU (see 3.1.10(c)) admits the canonical factorization 

jU: H ~ C(K) ~ LI(K,v) ~ [00. 

By Lemma 3.3.4, the operator iIi is nuclear and so the operator j U is nuclear 
too. [> 
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3.3.8. Trace of a nuclear operator in a Hilbert space. 

(a) Lemma. Let H be a Hilbert space, let {en}~=l be an orthonormal 

basis for H, let U : H -t H be a nuclear operator, and let 

be a nuclear representation of U. Then the series 

00 

(5) 

(6) 

converge absolutely and their sums coincide. 

<l The absolute convergence of series (5) is obvious. To prove absolute conver

gence of series (6), we observe that 

00 

(Uen,en) = L)en,X~)(Yk,en) (n = 1,2, ... ). (7) 
k=l 

Therefore, 

00 00 00 

L I(Uen,en)1 :::; L LI(en,X~)(Yk,en)1 
n=l k=ln=l 

~ ~ (~'(enA),r' (~'(Yk,en),'r 
00 

= Lllx~II' IIYkil < 00. 

k=l 

Moreover, by summing equalities (7), we obtain 

00 00 00 00 

n=l k=l n=l k=l 
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(b) Definition. Let H be a Hilbert space, let U E N (H, H), and let 

00 

U = 2:x~ 0 Yk 
k=l 

be a nuclear representation of U. The sum 

00 

(independent of the choice of a nuclear representation of U by Lemma (a)) is called 

the trace of the nuclear operator U and is denoted by trace(U). 

(c) Lemma. If U is a nuclear operator in a Hilbert space then I trace(U) I 
:S v(U). 

<J Indeed, let 2::%:1 x~ 0 Yk be a nuclear representation of U. Then, obviously, 

00 00 

k=l k=l 

It remains to observe that v(U) is the greatest lower bound of the right-hand sides 

of this inequality over all possible nuclear representations of U. ~ 

3.3.9. As was established in 3.1.8, every p-absolutely summing operator de

fined on a reflexive space is compact. In many cases the indicated result can be 

essentially strengthened. Not addressing this question in full generality, we confine 

ourselves to the next 

Theorem. Let 1 < p < 00. Then the set of finite rank operators is dense in 

the space 111 (£p(T, Il), Y). 

<J Consider the canonical factorization of the operator U E 111 (£p(T, Il), Y): 

U: £p(T'Il)~Xoo~Xp~Y 
~ n . n 

C(K) ~ L1(K, v). 

Since the space £P(T,Il) is reflexive, the operator W = iIi is nuclear by Lemma 

3.3.4. Consider the nuclear representation of W: 
00 

W = 2:x~ 0fk, 
k=l 
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where 
00 

x~ E £p' (T, It), fk E LI(K, v), L Ilx~II·II!k11 < 00. 

k=l 

Without loss of generality we may assume that IIfkll = 1 (k = 1,2, ... ). Then, after 

putting Wo = ido, we have 

00 

IIWo(x)11 = IIW(x)11 :::; LI(x, x~)1 (8) 
k=l 

for every x E LP(T, It). This inequality allows us to approximate the operator W 
as well as the operator U by finite rank operators. 

To do this, we construct a new factorization of Woo Take the numbers <Xk > 0 

such that 
00 

L <Xklllx~ II :::; 00 

k=l 

and <Xk -? o. Define the operators A : LP(T, It) -? Co and ,6. : Co -? [1 by the 

equalities 

A(x) = {<Xk(x,x~/llx~ll) }::1 (x E £p(T, It)), 

,6.(t) = {<Xklllx~lltd::1 (t = {tdk:1 E co). 
Note that the operator A is compact and the operator ,6. is nuclear. On the range 

L of the operator ,6.A, we define the operator Vo : L -? Xl by the equality Vo(z) = 

Wo(x) for z = ,6.A(x). With the help of inequality (8) it is easy to verify that the 

definition is correct and 

00 

IlVo(z)11 = II Wo(x)1I :S LI(x,x~)1 = II,6.A(x)1I = Ilzll· 
k=l 

Extending Vo onto the closure L of the set L, we obtain the following factorization 

of the operator Wo: 

TXT L (T ) Ao X- 3;: - Vo yyo: P ,It --+ --+L--+XI 

~ n n 
Co ~ zt, 

where X is the closure of the range of A in the space co; b. is the restriction of ,6. to 

X; and Ao is the same operator A considered as a mapping from LP(T, It) into X. 
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Since the operator Ao is compact, there exist finite rank operators An : LP(T, Jl) -t 
X such that IIAn - Ao II -t O. Put Wn = VoLiAn. Then 

7rl(Wn - Wo) = 7rl(VoLi(An - Ao)):::; IlVoll7rl(Li)IIAn - Aoll-t O. 

Consequently, 7rl(U - VWn) :::; 11V1I7rl(Wo - Wn) -t O. [> 

3.4. Stably Dominated Operators 

In this section we consider certain interrelations between the properties of 

operators acting in partially ordered spaces with the properties of p-absolutely 

summing operators. Recall that the letters X, Y, and Z stand for Banach spaces, 

the letters E and F stand for Banach lattices, and p' denotes the conjugate exponent 

to p. 

3.4.1. (a) Theorem. If U E IIl(E,X), V E !C'(E*,E*) then the operator 

VU* is dominated; moreover, IIVU*IIM :::; 7rl(U)IIVII. 
<l Since the space E* satisfies conditions (B) and (C) (see 2.2.19), it suffices 

to verify that the inequality Ilcpll :::; 7rl(U) 'IIVII, with 

cp = max{IVU*x~ I, IVU*x~I,··· ,IVU*x~I}, 
is valid for arbitrary vectors xi, x~, ... ,x~ E B x •. It is clear that 

n 

cp = L PkVU*X~ , 
k=l 

where Pl , ... ,Pn are projections onto pairwise disjoint bands in E*. 

a functional in E** such that II~~II = 1 and 

Then 

/tPkVU*Xk'~~) = 
\k=l 

n n 

n 

LPkVU*X~ = Ilcpll· 
k=l 

IIcpll = L(PkVU*X~,~~) :::; LIJu**V* Pk~~11 
k=l k=l 

oS WI (U"V') ,up {t,I(e',p,tnl l e' E E', IWII oS I} 

Let ~~ be 

oS W, (U")IIVII ,up { t, <,p,e I e' E E', Ilt'll oS 1, hi oS I} . 
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Since 7rl(U**) = 7rl(U) (see 3.1.11) and 

n 

L ckPke' :::; 1Ie'11 
k=l 

in view of pairwise disjointness of the projections Pk, we obtain the sought esti

mate. l> 

(b) By repeating the arguments in the proof of the preceding theorem, 

we can convince ourselves that the following theorem is valid: 

Theorem. If a Banach lattice E satisfies conditions (B) and (C) (see 2.2.13), 

U E !t'(X,E) and U* E IT1(E*,X*) then the operator U is dominated and 

1lUIIM :::; 7rl(U*), 

3.4.2. In the case E = £p(T, J.L), the claims in 3.4.1 can be made more precise. 

(a) Theorem. Let 1 :::; p < 00. If U E ITp(Lpl (T,J.L),X) then the opera

tor U* is dominated and 11U*IIM :::; 7rp(U). 

<l The proof of the theorem is similar to that of Theorem 3.4.1(a) from which 

our theorem appears as a particular case with p = 1. Therefore, in what follows we 

suppose that p > 1. It suffices to verify that the inequality 11<I>llp :::; 7rp(U), where 

<I> = maxl~k~n lU*x~l, is valid for arbitrary vectors x~, ... ,x~ E Bx*. It is clear 

that 
n 

<I> = 2: XekU*X~ , 
k=l 

where el, ... ,en are pairwise disjoint subsets of T. Then 

n 

II<I>II~ = LIIXekU*x~II:· 
k=l 

Choose functions ek E £P' (T, J.L) such that 
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We see that 

Since 
n 

L IIXekTlII~ ~ IITlII~, 
k=l 

we obtain the claimed estimate. I> 

(b) By duality, the preceding theorem yields 

Theorem. Let 1 ~ p < 00. HU E !l'(X, LP(T, 1-'» and U* E IIp(LP'(T, 1-'), 
X*) then U E M(X, LP(T, 1-'»; moreover, 1lUIIM ~ 1f'p(U*). 

(c) In the case 0 < p < 1 when the dual operator to the operator U : 

X -+ LP(T,I-') fails to exist, the preceding theorem can be supplemented with the 

following assertion. 

Let 0 < p < 1; let U : X -+ LP(T,I-') be a finite rank operator, and let 

V E !l'(Z, X). HV* E IIp(X*,Z*) then IIUVIIM ~ IIUII1f'p(V*). 

<J The operator U, being a finite rank operator, is representable as 

N 

Ux = L(x,xDik, 
k=l 

where x~, . " ,x',y E X* and h, ... ,iN E LP(T, 1-'). By putting 

N 

!.p (t) = L ik(t)X~ (t E T), 
k=l 

we obtain 

(Ux)(t) = (x, !.p (t») (t E T). 
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Therefore, 

sup{IUVzll z E Z, Ilzll :s; I} = sup{l(z, V*cp('))11 z E Z, Ilzll :s; I} = IIV*cp(')11 

and, by 3.1.7, we have 

IIUVIIM = (J IIV*cp (t)IIP dJ.l(t)) lip 

T 

:s; 7rp(V*) (J J I(cp (t), X")IP dv(x") dJ.l(t)) liP, 

T K 

where K is {x" E Xu Illx"ll :s; I} with the topology O'(X**,X*) and v is a proba

bility Radon measure on K. Since the function 

x" ~ J I(cp (t),x")IP dJ.l(t) 
T 

is continuous on K, we have 

therefore, 

sup{J I(cp(t), x")IP dJ.l(t) I x" E K} 
T 

=sup{J l(x,cp(t))IP dJ.l(t) I x EX, Ilxll :s; I}; 
T 

IIUVIIM ::; 7rp(V*)suP{! l(x,cp(t))IP dJ.l(t) I x EX, Ilxll ::; I} 
T 

= 7rp(V*)IIUII. I> 

3.4.3. As is easily verified, Theorems (a) and (b) in 3.4.2 cannot be converted. 

Thus, the operator of multiplication Mg : LOO(T,J.l) -t L2(T,J.l) by a function 

9 E L2(T, J.l) is obviously dominated but its dual is not p-absolutely summing for 

any p < 00 since it is defined on a reflexive space but fails to be compact (see 3.1.8, 

Corollary 3). 

However, the assertions of theorems in 3.4.2 can be strengthened, which makes 

it possible to achieve validity of the converse theorems. Henceforth the following 

notion will be convenient for us: 
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DEFINITION. An operator U E 2(X, E) is called stably dominated if the op

erator VU is dominated for every operator V E 2(E, E). 

The operator Mg in the above-exhibited example is obviously dominated but 

not stably dominated. 

3.4.4. Theorem. Let 1 ~ p ~ 00. An operator U E 2(X, LP(T, p.)) is stably 
dominated if and only if U* E IIp(LP' (T, p.), X*). Moreover, 

7rp(U*) = sup{IIVUIIM I V E 2(U(T,p.),LP(T,p.)), IIVII ~ I}. (1) 

<J Sufficiency together with the inequality 

sup{IIVUIIM I V E 2(LP(T, p.),LP(T, p.)), IIVII ~ I} ~ 7rp(U*) (2) 

follows from 3.4.2(a). 

To prove necessity, we first convince ourselves that the quantity 

Co = sup{IIVUIIM I V E 2(U(T,p.),U(T,p.)), IIVII ~ I} 

is finite. Indeed, the mapping V ~ VU acting from 2(LP(T,p.),LP(T,p.)) into 

M (X, LP (T, p.)) satisfies the hypotheses of the closed graph theorem and conse

quently is continuous. The real Co is none other than the norm of the mapping. 

Let ~L ... ,~~ E LP' (T, p.). To estimate the sum L:~=1 11U* ~~ liP, we actually 

use the fact that the functions ~~ belong to the range of the canonical basis under 

some operator Wo defined on [P'. The dual of the operator W defined below is none 

other than a modification of Wo which acts in the space LP' (T, p.). 

Let el , ... ,en be pairwise disjoint subsets of a set T of positive measure. Define 

the operator W: LP(T,p.) -+ LP(T,p.) by the equality 

n 

W(O = LXek(~,~D(p.(ek))-l/p (~E U(T,p.)). 
k=l 

Then 
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and W*7J~ = ~~, where 7J~ = (p,(ek))-I/P'Xek (for p = 1 we put 7J~ = Xek)' k = 

1, ... ,n. It is clear that 

IIWII ~ sup { (t, 1(",,)1') 1/, I, E V(T,p), lie II s: 1} . (3) 

Fix an arbitrary positive c: and find vectors Xl, ... ,Xn E X such that 

Then 

where a = sup{IWUxll X EX, Ilxll :S I}. Consequently, 

(t, 11U""II') 1/, s: (1 + e) (t,/. a' dP) ,/, 

= (1 + c:)IIWUIIM :S (1 + c:)CoIIWIl. 

This fact together with equa./ity (3) provides the relations 

In view of the arbitrariness of c: it thus follows that 7r p(U*) :S Co, whence we obtain 

equality (1) on use made of equality (2). I> 
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Corollary. Let H be a Hilbert space and let U: H -t L2(T'fL) be a Hilbert

Schmidt operator. Then 1lUIIM = 7r2(U), 

<l By the preceding theorem and 3.2.2, we have 

On the other hand, 7r2(U) ::; 1lUIIM by 3.1.5(c). t> 

3.4.5. Theorem. Let 1 ::; p < 00. An operator U E !£(LP'(T,fL),X) is p

absolutely summing if and only if the operator U* is stably dominated. Moreover, 

7rp(U) = sup{IIW*U*IIM I WE !£(£P' (T,fL),£P' (T,fL)), IIWII::; I}. 

<l This theorem follows from 3.4.4 by duality. t> 

3.4.6. Corollaries. (a) Let U E !£(X, Y). Then U E IIp(X, Y) (U* E 

IIp(Y*, X*)) if and only if the operator V*U* (WU) is dominated for every oper

ator V E !£(lP', X) (W E !£(Y,IP), respectively). 

<l The proof consists in comparing Theorem 3.4.5 (3.4.4) with Theorem 3.1.6. t> 

(b) Let 1 < p < 00 and let U E !£(£P' (T',fL'), £p(T, fL). The following 

assertions are equivalent: 

(a) U E M(£P'(T', fL'),£P(T, fL»; (a') U* E M(£p'(T,fL),£P(T',fL'»; 

«(3) U E IIp(£p'(T',fL'),£P(T,fL)); «(3') U* E IIp(LP'(T, fL),£P(T', fL'»· 

<l The proof follows from validity of the implications (a) ::::} «(3) ::::} (a') ::::} 
«(3') ::::} (a), the first and the third of which follow from 3.1.5(c) and the rest, 

from 3.4.2. t> 

Note that if we know a general form of an operator in M(LP' (T', fL'), £p(T, fL» 

then we know a general form of an operator in IIp (£P' (T' , fL'), £P (T, fL) too. 

3.4.7. Invariantly order bounded sets. 

DEFINITION. We say that a set A C £p(T, fL) is invariantly order bounded if 

the V-image of A is order bounded in £p(T, fL) for every operator V E !£(£p(T, fL), 

£p(T, fL». 

Observe that for p = 1 every order bounded set will be also invariantly order 

bounded, since every operator in !£(Ll(T, fL), Ll(T, fL)) is regular. 
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Theorem. Let 1 < p < 00 and let A be a norm bounded subset in U(T, f-L). 

The set A is invariantly order bounded if and only if there exists an operator 

U E ITp(U/(T', f-L'),U(T, f-L)) such that A c U(B), where B is the unit ball of the 

space U ' (T', f-L'). 

<l Sufficiency follows from Corollary 3.4.6(b) and 3.4.4. To prove necessity, 
~ ~ 

consider the set X = lin(A), where A is the closed absolutely convex hull of A. 

Make X into a Banach space by taking the Minkowski functional of the set A as 

a norm in X (the completeness of X follows from Lemma 3.1.2). Since the identity 

embedding i : X ~ U(T, f-L) is stably dominated, we have i* E ITp( U ' (T, f-L), X*). 

Consequently, the operator i* admits the canonical factorization 

• I ( ) j ip V z* : LP T, f-L ~Xoo~Xp~X* 

n n 
C(K) i U(K, v). 

Thus, i* E Va, where a = tpj E ITp(U/(T,f-L),Xp). Therefore, 

where 'P is the canonical homomorphism of Lpl (K, v) onto X;. Since the operator 

U = 1IVIIa*'P is dominated by Corollary 3.4.6(b), it is p-absolutely summing as 

well. [> 

Corollary. A set A C L2(T, f-L) is invariantly order bounded if and only if 

there exists a Hilbert-Schmidt operator U : [2 ~ L2(T,f-L) such that A c U(B), 

where B is the unit ball of [2. 

Observe that the corollary (certainly, together with the theorem) gives a de

scription for invariantly order bounded sets purely in terms of Banach spaces. In 

particular, a set A C L2(0, 1) and its isometric image in the space [2 are (or are not) 

invariantly order bounded simultaneously whereas the orders in the spaces L2(0, 1) 

and [2 are quite different. 

3.4.8. Here we prove two auxiliary assertions that are necessary for the further 

study of invariantly order bounded sets in a space. 
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(a) Lemma. Let Ho be a Hilbert space and let Xl, ..• , Xn E Ho. If 

dimHo ~ n and 

then there are nonnegative numbers al, ... , aN and a family of orthonormal sys

tems {e~i)} ;=1 in Ho (i = 1,2, ... , N) such that 

and 
N 

N 

L a j=l 
i=1 

"" (i) Xk = L...J ajek , k = 1,2, ... ,no 
i=l 

<l Without loss of generality we may assume that dimHo = n. Let {gdk=l be 

an orthonormal basis for Ho and let A: Ho ~ Ho be the operator defined by the 

equality 
n 

Ax = L(X,gk)Xk (x E Ho). 
k=1 

Then 

IIAII~l, Agk=Xk (k=1,2, ... ,n). 

Since the set of unitary operators is the set of extreme points of the unit ball in 

.z(Ho, Ho), the set A is a convex combination of unitary operators Qi: 

Consequently, 

Thus, 

N N 

A= LaiQi, L ai = 1, aj ~ O. 
k=1 k=l 

N 

Xk = Agk = LajQjgk (k = 1,2, ... ,n). 
k=l 

is the sought family of orthonormal systems. I> 
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(b) Lemma. Let H be an infinite-dimensional space; let Ho C H, 
codimHo = m < 00; let V E .!t'(H, Y), and let Ko > O. If 

L IIVekl1 2 ~ K5 
k2:1 

for every orthonormal system {edk2:1 C Ho then there exists a number K such 

that 

L IIVh kl1 2 ~ K2 

k2:1 

for every orthonormal system {hkh2:1 C H. 

<l Let {hdk:l be an arbitrary orthonormal system in H; let gl, ... ,gm be 

a orthonormal basis for Ht, and let P be the orthogonal projection onto Ho. Fix 

anaturalnandputxk=Phk(k=1,2, ... ,n). SincethevectorsxI, ... ,xnsatisfy 

the hypothesis of Lemma (a), they are representable as 

N 

" (i) Xk = L-.lXiek (k = 1,2, ... ,n), 
i=1 

where lXi ~ 1, L:f=1 lXi = 1, and {e~i)}k=1 are orthonormal systems in Ho (i = 

1,2, ... , N). Thus, 

and 

Consequently, 

m 

hk = L(hk,gj)gj + Xk 
j=1 

m N 

Vhk = L(hk,gj)Vgj + LlXiVe~i) (k = 1,2, ... ,n). 
j=1 ;=1 

m N 

IlVhkll ~ IIVII L l(hk,gj)1 + L lXiIIVe~i) II· 
j=1 i=1 
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By using the triangle inequality for the norm in [2, we obtain 

So, we may put K := 1IVIlm + Ko. I> 

3.4.9. Definition. Let H be a Hilbert space; let cf} = {ek} ~1 be an orthonor

mal system in H, and let A c H. Put 

Ck = Ck(A, cf}) = sup{l(x, ek)11 x E A}. 

The numbers Ck are called the gauges of A with respect to the system cf}. 

Theorem (see [53,54]). Let A be a norm bounded subset in L2(T, p). The 

following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) the set A is invariantly order bounded; 

(2) I:~1 4(A, cf}) < 00 for every orthonormal system cf} = {ed~l c L2(T, p), 

where ck(A, cf}) the gauges of A with respect to the system cf}; 
(3) there exists a number K > 0 such that 

00 

I>HA,cf}) ~K2 
k=l 

for every orthonormal system cf} C L2(T,p). 

<l (1) :::} (2): According to Corollary 3.4.7, there exists a Hilbert-Schmidt 

operator U : [2 --t L2(T,p) such that A C U(B), where B is the unit ball of the 

space [2. Then 
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Since U* is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, we have 

00 00 

k=l k=l 

(2) :::} (3): Let (3) be false. Then by Lemma 3.4.8(b) we see that 

given a subspace Ho C H, codim Ho < 00, 

there exists an orthonormal system 
00 

G = {gdk:l C Ho, such that I>~(A, G) ~ 1. 
k=l 

Fix a finite system {ek}~;l C H such that 

nl 
LcHA,{ed~;l) ~ 1 
k=l 

and put 

193 

(4) 

By virtue of (4), there exists a finite orthonormal system {ed~~nl+l C Ho such 

that 
n2 

L cHA,{ed~~nl+l) ~ 1. 
k=nl+l 

Continuing the construction by induction, we obtain the orthonormal system g = 

{ed~l in H such that 
00 

LcHA,g) = 00, 

k=l 

which is impossible by condition (2). 

(3) :::} (1): Consider the set X = lin(.J), where A is the closure of the absolutely 

convex hull of A and make it into a Banach space by taking the Minkowski functional 

of the set A as a norm in X (the completeness of X follows from Lemma 3.1.2). 

Prove that the identity embedding j : X -+ L2(T, f.l) is a stably dominated operator, 
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which obviously ensures the invariant order boundedness of A. By Theorem 3.4.4, 

it is sufficient to verify that j* E IT2(L2(T,p,),X*). We check that 

for arbitrary functions Xl, • •• , Xn E L2(T, p,). In view of homogeneity of the pre

ceding inequality, we may assume that 

By making use of the result and notation of Lemma 3.4.8(a), we have 

k=1,2, ... ,n, 

L" {( j) } n ( . ) where 0j = ek k=l z = 1,2, ... , N are orthonormal systems. Consequently, 

N 

Ilj*Xkll::; Laillj*e~i)11 
;=1 

and 

~ t,o, (~"j'e~')"2r ~ t,o, (t,cl(A,C;)) 1/2 
N 

::; LaiK = K. t> 
i=l 

Corollary. If A C [2 and the set U(A) is order bounded for every unitary 

operator U : [2 -t [2 then A is an invariantly order bounded set. 

<l The hypothesis of the corollary is equivalent to item (2) of the theorem. I> 
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3.4.10. V. N. Sudakov's theorem. The following result shows that each 

set that fails to be invariantly order bounded in £2(0,1) can be "rotated" so that 

it fails to be order bounded even in the space £°(0,1). We start with proving the 

following 

Lemma. Let Cl, •.. , Cp be a collection of positive numbers and let !.pI, .•. ,!.p N 

be a collection of step functions on (0,1). Then there are a constant a > ° 
and an orthonormal function system ft, ... , JP E £2(0,1) possessing the following 

properties: 

(1) each of the functions Jk assumes only two nonzero values ±hk, where 

hk = ac;l and Jo1 Jk(t) dt = 0; 

(2) Jk 1-!.pj for all k = 1,2, ... ,p; j = 1,2, ... ,N; 

(3) the sets on which the functions Jk take nonzero values are pairwise disjoint. 

<l Suppose that some functions Jk are constructed. Let 

ek = {t E (0,1) I Jk(t) -=/: o} 

and let bk be the measure of ek, k = 1,2, ... ,po Then 

and 

Consequently, 

( 
p ) 1/2 

a= I>~ , 
k=l 

(5) 

Now we turn out to constructing the functions Jk on assuming that the values 

a and bk were chosen by formulas (5). Let each of the !.pI, •.. ,!.p N be constant 

on each of the sets AI, . .. , AM making up a partition of (0,1) and let e1, ... , ep 

be another partition of (0,1) which consists of some sets of measures b1, ... , bp 

respectively. Put ekj = ek n Aj and divide each of the sets ekj onto two parts etj 
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and ekj of the same measure. Define a function !k as 

M 
hk, if t E U etj , 

j=1 

Jk(t) = M 
-hk, if t E U ekj , 

j=1 
0, if t rt. ek. 

It is clear that the so-defined functions !k satisfy all requirements of the lemma. I> 

In what follows we for brevity shall use the symbol IAI to denote the set 

{Ixll x E A}. All spaces under consideration may be either real or complex. 

Theorem (see [53,54]). Suppose that a set A C L2(0,1) is norm bounded 

but not invariantly order bounded. Then there exists a unitary operator U 

L2(0, 1) -t L2(0, 1) such that sup IU(A)I = +00 almost everywhere on (0,1). 

<l We split the proof of the theorem into three steps. 

I. Let g = {en };:O=1 be an orthonormal system in L2(0, 1) and let q = q(A, g) 
be the gauges of A with respect to g. Prove that if I:~1 c~ = 00 then there exists 

an orthonormal system of functions {fk}k:l c L2(0, 1) such that 

(0:) the equality 

is valid almost everywhere on (0,1); 

((3) lin( {fdk:l) possesses an infinite-dimensional orthogonal complement. 

Fix Xk E A such that l(xk,ek)1 > Ck/2 (k = 1,2, ... ) and put 

00 

"lk(X) = L l(x,ejW· 
j=k+l 

We construct the sought system by induction. Let ml = 1; let ft be an arbitrary 

step function with 11ft 112 = 1, and let 

81 = max cllft(t)l. 
O<t<1 

Find PI ~ 2 such that 

( 
m +p ) 1/2 1 1 1 

2 L c~ > 81 + 1. 
k=ml+1 
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Fix an arbitrary step function gl, IIg1112 = 1, which is orthogonal to it. By ap

plying the lemma to the numbers Cm1+l, ... ,Cm1 + P1 and to the functions it and 

gl, we obtain functions fml+I, ... ,!ml+Pl' Now we choose m2 > ml > PI so that 

1]m2(Xi) < l/pr for every i = 1,2, ... ,ml +Pl. As f ml+Pl+l, ... ,fm2 we take an 
orthonormal system of step functions on ~1 = (O,l/pt) such that these functions 

are orthogonal to it, ... ,f ml +Pl and gl. Put 

Suppose that the natural ml, ... ,mj and PI, ... ,Pj-l and the step functions 

gl,· .. ,gj-l and it, ... ,fmj are already constructed so as 

(1) pj-l < Pi, mj + Pi < mi+l for i = 1,2, ... ,j -1; 

(2) 1]m i+l(Xk) < l/p; for k = 1,2, ... ,mi + Pi (i = 1,2, ... ,j -1); 

(3) the functions gl, ... ,gj-l; it, ... ,fmj form an orthonormal system; 

(4) given mi < k ~ mi + Pi, the functions Ifkl take only the values 0 and hk' 
their supports are pairwise disjoint and 

(5) the following inequality is valid: 

1 I I 

( 
m"+p" ) 1/2 

2 L c; > Si + i + 1, 
l=mi+l 

where 

Now put 

find a number Pj > pj-l such that 

( 
m"+p" ) 1/2 1 )) 

2 L c~ > 5j + j + 1, 
l=mj+l 
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and fix a step function gj with IIgjl12 = 1 which is orthogonal to all functions gi for 

i < j and fk for k ~ mj. By applying the lemma to the numbers Cmj +l, ... ,cmj +pj 

and the functions 

(6) 

we construct functions fmj+l, ... ,fmj+pj. Choose now mj+l > mj + Pj so that 

77mj+l(X n ) < l/p~ for 1 ~ n ~ mj + Pj. We take as fmj+pj+l, ... ,fmHl an 
orthonormal system of step functions vanishing outside the interval b.j = (0, l/pj) 

so that these functions be orthogonal to all functions gi for i ~ j and fk for 

k ~ mj + Pj that completes the induction step. 

Thus, we constructed the orthonormal system Uk} k::l satisfying (13) (because 

fk 1- gj for all k and j). Prove that (0:) is satisfied as well. Fix a natural j and 

consider the function 
00 

Yx = ~(x,ek)fk' 
k=l 

where x E A. We have 

mj+l mj 

IYxl ~ ~ (x,ek)fk - ~ l(x,ek)I·lfkl-1 ~ (x,ek)fkl 
k=mj+l k=l k>mj+l 
mj+pj 

> ~ (x,ek)!k 
k=mj+l 

mj+l 

~ (x,ek)fk -Sj-I ~ (x,ek)fkl· 
k=mj+pj+l k>mj+l 

The sum 
mj+l 

~ (x, ek)!k 
k=mj+pj+l 

is identically zero beyond the interval b. j. Therefore, beyond ~ j we have 

where 

tPn = ~ (Xn, ek)fk. 
k>mj+l 
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Hence, by (5), it follows 

sup IYxl ~ j + 1 - max l1fJnl. 
xEA mj <n<mj +Pj 

(7) 

Estimate the maximum on the left-hand side of inequality (7). By choosing mj+1, 

we have l11fJnll~ < 1jp] for every n ~ mj + Pj. Put 

mj+pj 

en = {t E (0,1) II1fJn(t)1 ~ I}, Ej = U en· 
n=mj+1 

Since mes(en ) ~ l11fJnll~ < 1jp], we have mes(Ej) < l/pj and 

for t (j. Ej. This fact together with inequality (7) provides 

sup IYx(t)1 ~ j for t (j. Ej U Cl.j. 
xEA 

Hence the required result follows because j is arbitrary and mes(Ej U Cl.j) ~ 0. 
)-+00 

II. In addition we now suppose that A is a relatively compact set. By 3.4.9, 

there is an orthonormal basis {en };;"=1 for L2(0, 1) such that 2::::"=1 C! = 00, where 

cn = sup{l(x,en)11 x E A}. Since en ---+ 0, in view of the relative compactness of A 

we can choose a subsequence {enk }k::1 such that 2k2cnk ~ 1 for k = 1,2, .... Divide 

the system {en} ;;"=1 into two parts: the sequence {enk } k=1 and the complement to 

it denoted by {ek }k=1' By applying the result of the first step of the proof to this 

system, we obtain some orthonormal system Ud that satisfies (a) and (;3). Let 

{fd ~1 be an orthonormal basis for the orthogonal complement to lin ( Ud k::1)' 
Define the unitary operator U : L2(0, 1) ---+ L2(0, 1) by the equalities 

We now check that sup IU(A)I = 00 almost everywhere on (0,1). Indeed, let 

P be the orthogonal projection onto lin(Uk}k::1)' Then 

(1) sup IUP(A)I = 00 almost everywhere on (0,1); 

(2) the set C = U(I - P)(A) is order bounded. 
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The first assertion is obvious. For proving the second, we use Corollary 3.4.6( d) 

and verify that the set C is contained in the image of the unit ball under some 

Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Indeed, if x E A then 
00 _ 00 1 _ 

U(1 - P)x = l)x,enk)ik = L ktk/k, 
k=l k=l 

where 

By putting 
00 tk _ 

Vet) = L kik, 
k=l 

where t = {tk} k::l E [2, we see that V is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator and 

C C {Vet) It E [2, Iltll S I}. 

Therefore, <P = sup{IYII Y E C} < 00 almost everywhere and consequently 

lUx I ~ IUPxl-IU(1 - P)xl ~ IUPxl- <P 

for x EA. Hence, sup IU(A)I = sup IUP(A) I = 00 almost everywhere. 

III. Finally, let A be a set satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem and let 

V : L2(0, 1) ~ L2(0, 1) be an operator such that sup IV(A)I tt L2(0, 1). Take 

a sequence {xn}~=l C A such that IIYnll ~ 00, where 

Yn = max{1V xli, IV x21, .. · ,IV xn I}· 
Put bn = 1 + IIYnll l / 2 and xn = xn/bn. The set {Xl,X2,"'} is relatively compact 

but not invariantly order bounded since IIYn/bnll ~ 00 and 

max(lVxll, .. · ,lVxnl) = max (:llVxll, ... 'b~lVxnl) ~ ~:. 
Consequently, by what was proven above, there exists a unitary operator U such 

that sup IU(xn)1 = 00 almost everywhere on (0,1). Then 
n 

sup IU(A)I ~ sup IU(xn)1 ~ sup IU(xn)1 = 00. t> 
n n 

Corollary. Let the space L2(T,p) be separable and let A C L2(T,p) be 

a norm bounded set. The set A is invariantly order bounded if and only if the set 

U(A) is order bounded for every unitary operator U: L2(T,p) ~ L2(T,p). 
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<I The space L2(T, J1) treated as a Hilbert space and as a partially ordered 

space is isomorphic either to L2(0, 1), or to [2, or to the direct sum of L2(0, 1) and 

[2, or, finally, to the direct sum of L2(0, 1) and [~. In all the cases, the assertion of 

the corollary follows from Theorem 3.6.10 and Corollary 3.4.9. [> 

REMARK. Another proof of the corollary (in the complex case) ensures from 

the fact that every operator in a Hilbert space H is a linear combination of at most 

eight unitary operators. 

<J Obviously, it suffices to prove the preceding assertion only for a positive 

operator V : H -+ H such that IIVII ~ 1. Assign U = V + i(I - V2)1/2, where 

I is the identity operator in H. As easily verified, U is a unitary operator and 

U* = V - i(I - V 2)1/2. Therefore, V = (1/2)(U + U*). [> 

3.4.11. Having an acquaintance with Theorem 3.4.10 may inspire oneself to 

transfer it on the arbitrary spaces LP(O, 1) by replacing unitary operators with 

isometries. This is however impossible since the isometries are too "scarce" in 

LP(O, 1) for p =1= 2. 

Theorem. Let 1 ~ p < 00, c > 0, and A c LP = LP(O, 1). If sup IAI ~ LP 

then there exists a positive operator U : LP -+ LP such that IIU - III < c and 

sup IU(A)I = 00 almost everywhere on (0,1). 

First we prove the following two lemmas. 

(a) Lemma. Let (T,Sl,J1) be a measure space with finite measure J1; let 

A c LO(T, J1), and let sup IAI > C almost everywhere on T. Given 8 > 0, there 

exist functions Xl, ... ,X N in A and a set e C T such that 

SUp{IXII, ... ,IXNI} > C on T \ e and J-t(e) < 8. 

We leave a simple proof of the lemma to the reader. 

(b) Lemma. Let 1 ~ p < 00, A c LP = LP(O, 1), and sup IAI ~ LP. 

Given C > ° and 8 > 0, there exists a positive isometry U : LP -+ LP such that 

sup IU(A)I > C on a set of measure greater than 1 - 8. 

<I First we suppose that A consists of nonnegative functions. Obviously, with

out loss of generality we may assume that the range of the function sup A consists of 

numbers ° ~ Al < A2 < .... (Otherwise, we can replace A with the set consisting 

of the functions min(x, f), where X E A, f ::; supA, f 1. LP(O, 1), and the range 
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of f is composed of the numbers Ak') Then with the help of a measure preserving 

automorphism of a segment one can make h = sup IAI nonincreasing. If h(t) == +00 
on some open segment (0, a), where 0< a < 1, then as is easily verified, the sought 

isometry U can be given by the formula 

(Ux)(t) = (cp'(t))l/PX (cp (t)), 

where the function cp takes the values 0, a, and 1 at the points 0, 1 - 8, and 1 and 

is linear on the segments [0,1 - 8] and [1 - 8,1]. 

Now we consider the case in which h(t) < +00 on (0,1). Since h ~ LP, there 

exists an a E (0,1) such h( a) > 0. We shall look for a strictly increasing absolutely 

continuous function cp on (0,1 - 8] satisfying the conditions 

(a) cp(l- 8) = aj 
«(3) (cp'(t))1/Ph(cp(t)) = Cr1/ p for ° < t:::; 1- 8. 

The preceding property implies 

1-6 1-6 

CI) J hP(cp(t))cp'(t)dt = J ~P dt = CPln 1 ~ 8 for ° < s:::; 1- 8. 

8 s 

Put 
a 

H(u) = J hP(v)dv 
u 

for 0 < u :::; a. Considering (a), we can rewrite CI) as 

H(cp(s)) = CPIn«1-8)/s) 

for 0 < s :::; 1 - 8. The above reasoning demonstrates that the function cp must be 

defined by the equality 

cp(s) = H- 1(CPIn«1- 8)/s)), 0< s:::; 1- 8. 

Consequently, it is absolutely continuous since IH'(u)1 2 hP(a) > 0, satisfies 

condition «(3) and also condition (a) in view of H(a) = O. Moreover, we have 

lim cp(s) = 0, since lim cp(s) = +00. Put cp(o) = ° and cp(l) = 1 and assume 
8-+0 u-+o 
the function cp linear on the segment [1 - 8,1]. Thus we obtain the isometry 

(Ux)(t) = (cp'(t))l/Px(cp(t)) (t E (0,1); x E LP). [> 
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If the set A consists not only of nonnegative functions then it suffices to con

struct an isometry for the set IAI in the above-indicated fashion. 

Now we turn to proving the theorem. 

<l First, let A consist only of real functions; let sup A ~ LP, and let sup A < +00 

almost everywhere on (0,1). Also assume that e < l. 

By induction, construct sequences of positive numbers {en}~=l' {Cn}~=l' a se

quence {An}~=l of finite subsets of A such that An C An+l' and a sequence 

{Un}~=l of positive isometries in LP which, for n E N, satisfy the following condi

tions: 

(1) 2nenllhn_lll < 2-n/p , where ho = ° and hn- l = sup IAn-II, en :::; e~; 

(2) mes{t E (0,1) I (sup Vn-l(A))(t) > Cn} < 2-n, where Vo = I and Vn- l = 

1+ elUl + ... + en-lUn- l ; 

(3) supUn(An) > (Cn + n)/en outside the set en with mes(en) < 2-n. 

Put el = e/2 and choose a Cl so that 

mes{t E (0,1) I (sup(A))(t) > Cd < 1/2. 

Let Ul be a positive isometry such that sup Ul (A) > (Cl + 1)/ el outside a set of 

measure less than 1/4. Let Al be a finite subset of A such that supUl(Ad > 
(Cl + 1)/ el outside a set of measure less than 1/2. We thus have a base for induc

tion. 

Suppose that some numbers c}, ... ,cN-l; Cl , ... ,CN- l , finite sets Al C A2 C 

... C AN -1 C A, and positive isometries Ul , ... , UN -1 that satisfy conditions (1)

(3) for n = 1,2, ... ,N -1 are constructed. Now construct eN, CN, AN, and 

UN. Choose the number cN so that condition (1) be satisfied and CN so that 

condition (2) be satisfied. By Lemma (b), there exists a positive isometry UN such 

that supUN(A) > (CN + N)/eN outside a set of measure less than 2-N- l . By 

Lemma (a), there exists a finite set B C A such that supUN(B) > (CN + N)/eN 

outside a set eN with mes(eN) < 2-N. By putting AN = B U AN-I, we obtain 

validity of condition (3). 

Now demonstrate that the operator U = I +el Ul +e2U2 + ... meets the claim. 

It is clear that U ~ ° and IIU - III :::; ed(l - el) < e. Estimate sup U(A) from 
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below. Given an arbitrary n E N, we have 

qo 

sup U(A) ~ supU(An) ~ Cn supUn(An) - sup Vn-I(An) - L cjUj(hn) 
j=n+1 

00 

~ Cn sup Un(An) - sup Vn-I(A) - L cjUj(hj- l ) 

j=n+1 

(recall that hk = sup IAkl, hI S h2 S ... ). By condition (3), we have 

outside a set en with mes(en) < 2-n . By condition (2), we have 

outside a set e~ with mes(e~) < 2-n • To estimate the sum 

00 

L CjUj(hj-d, 
j=n+1 

By virtue of condition (1), we have mes(Ej) < 2-j . Thus, (8) implies that 

00 

sup U(A) ~ Cn + n - Cn - L Tj > n - 1 
j=n+1 

everywhere on (0,1) outside the set 

00 

en U e~ U U Ej 
j=n+1 

(8) 

of measure less than 3· 2-n . Hence sup U(A) = +00 almost everywhere on (0,1) in 
view of the arbitrariness of n. 
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If sup A = +00 on a set eo of positive measure, then we can change the set A by 

"truncating" its functions properly. Indeed, let f be a positive almost everywhere 

finite function not summable on eo. Put 

A = {min(x,J) I x E A}. 

It is clear that sup A < +00 almost everywhere and sup A ~ LP. Let U be a positive 

operator such that supU(A) == +00. Since U(x);::: U(min(x,J)), we have 

sup U(A) ;::: sup U(A) == +00. 

If sup A E LP then we may replace the set A with the set -A. Finally, we have 

to apply the obtained result to one of the sets {Re x I x E A} and {1m x I x E A} 
in the complex case. 

Coronary. If a set A c £P(O, 1) is not invariantly order bounded then, given 

e > 0, there exists an operator U: £P(0,1) -+ £P(0,1) such that supU(A) = 00 
almost everywhere on (0,1) and IIU - III < e. 

<l The case sup IAI ~ £P(O, 1) was considered in the theorem. Let now sup IAI E 

£P(0,1) and let V: £P(0,1) -+ LP(O,l) be an operator such that suplV(A)1 ~ 

£P(0,1) and IIVII = 1. Put Vo = 1- eoV, assuming eo < e/3 and eo < 1. Then 

obviously Vo is an isomorphism and sup lVo(A)1 ~ £P(0,1) since sup lVo(A)1 ;::: 
eo sup IV(A)I - sup IAI. Let now Uo : £P(0,1) -+ £P(0,1) be the operator in the 

theorem constructed for the set Vo(A) and let 111- Uo II < eo. Put U = Uo Vo. It is 

clear that 

III - UII :S III - Uo!! + !lUolI'III - Voll :S eo + eo(l + eo) < e. [> 

3.4.12. Tandori's theorem. This and next subsections are dedicated to 

results connected with the famous Menshov-Rademacher theorem that reads as 

follows: 

If 
00 

L Ian In nl2 < +00 
n=l 

then the series 
00 

n=l 

converges almost everywhere on T for each orthonormal system {'Pn}~=l C L2(T, J.1,). 
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It turns out that if we confine ourselves to decreasing sequences {an} ~=1' then 

the condition 2::::'=1 Ian In nl2 < 00 in the Menshov-Rademacher theorem will be not 

only sufficient but also necessary (if arbitrary orthonormal systems are considered). 

The following Tandori's theorem (see [1,57]) demonstrates the claim. 

Theorem. If an L ° and 

00 

~(anln n)2 = 00 
n=1 

then there exists an orthonormal system {fn}~=1 C L2(0, 1) such that the series 

00 

n=1 

converges almost everywhere on (0,1). 

<l Let {edk:1 be a sequence of pairwise disjoint subsets of (0,1) of positive 

measure. Put c.pk = (mes(ek))-1!2 Xek and show that the set A of the partial sums 

of the series 2::~1 akc.pk is not invariantly order bounded. 

Consider the operator H defined with the help of the Hilbert matrix on the 

closed subspace lin( {c.pdk:1) and vanishing on the complement of the subspace. In 
other words, 

where 

and H(J) = ° for f l.lin( {c.pk}k:1). Put S = sup IH(A)I, i.e., 

n 

S = sup ~ ak1/Jk 
n k=1 

Estimate S from below. If tEem then 
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for k i= m. Therefore, 

S(t) ~ ~ a,,,,(t) ~ (~ ma~ k) 'Pm(t) 

~ am (1 + ~ + ... + m ~ 1) <Pm(t) ~ am lnm<pm(t) 

for tEem and m ~ 2. Consequently, 

By Corollary 3.4.10, there exists a unitary operator U : L2(0,1) -+ L2(0,1) such 

that 

almost everywhere on (0,1). Thus, the series 

diverges to 00 almost everywhere on (0, 1) and so {U<Pd~l is a sought orthonormal 

system. I> 

3.4.13. The following generalization of the Menshov-Rademacher theorem is 

well known (see [32, p. 120]). 

If a series 
00 

converges unconditionally in tbe space £p(T, JL) tben tbe series 

00 f 
?; In(k ~ 1) 

converges almost everywbere on T. 
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This fact implies that if a sequence {~dk:l c LP(T,f..l) is equivalent to the 

standard basis for the space IP (i.e., the series L~l ak~k converges in norm if and 

only if L~l lak IP < 00) and 

00 

L lak In kiP < 00, 

k=l 

then the series 

converges almost everywhere on T. In the case when the sequence {adk:l IS 

decreasing, the condition 
00 

turns out to be not only sufficient but necessary too. More precisely, the following 

generalization of Tandori's theorem is valid: 

Theorem. Let 1 < p < 00. If ak l 0 and 

00 

L)ak In k)P = 00 

k=l 

then there exists a sequence {fk}k:l c LP(O,l) equivalent to the standard basis 

for IP such that the series 
00 

diverges almost everywhere on (0,1). 

<l The Hilbert matrix defines a continuous operator in IP for 1 < p < 00. 

Thus, to prove the theorem we have to repeat the proof of Tandori's theorem given 

in 3.4.12 while putting 

and appealing to Corollary 3.4.11 instead of 3.4.10. 
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3.5. Coincidence of Some Classes of Operators 

in the Scale of the Banach Spaces LP 

209 

In this section we prove some important theorems on properties of p-absolutely 

summing operators in the scale of Lebesgue's spaces, in particular, the famous 

Grothendieck theorem that gives grounds for various applications and provides an 

impetus to developing the theory of absolutely summing operators. 

3.5.1. Two lemmas. (a) Let (T,I.l, 1-') be a space with probability measure. 

(1) Ifl < q < 2 and U E .:L'(X,L2(T,I-')) then 

1lUllx~Lq ~ IIUII~:::.ql(qllUll~::-t~/q· 

(2) If 2 < p < 00 and V E .:L'( L2(T, 1-'), Y) then 

IIVIILP~Y ~ 11V11~O:-~{!'IIVII~P~y. 

<I First assertion can be easily obtained with the help of the Holder inequality. 

By putting q = p' and applying the first assertion to the operator V*, we deduce 

the second assertion of the lemma. I> 

(b) Let U E II2(C(K),Y). Then 7l"4(U) ~ \h2(U)IIUII. 
<I To prove, we consider the canonical factorization of U (see 3.1.10(b)): 

U : C(K) ~ L2(K, v) ~ Y, 

where 11V11£2~y = 7l"2(U). Then 

and our assertion follows from the lemma (a) for p = 4. I> 

3.5.2. Maurey's theorem. Now we are in a position to prove the following 

important theorem. 

Theorem. If Y is a 2-cotype space then 

.:L'(C(K), Y) = II2(C(K), Y); 

moreover, 7l"2(U) ~ (C2(Y)B4)211U1I, where U E .:L'(C(K), Y) and B4 = V'3 is the 
constant in the Khinchin inequality (see 3.8.1). 
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<l Let U E !t'(C(K), Y). First we suppose that rank(U) < 00. Then U E 

II2(C(K), Y) and 7r2(U) ~ C2(Y)B47r4(U) by Theorem 3.2.4. By making use of 

Lemma 3.5.1(b), we see that 

and consequently 

The general case is settled by Remark 3.1.1 since the operator U can be approxi

mated pointwise by finite rank operators with norms not exceeding 11U11. I> 

Observe that the proven theorem remains valid if we replace the space of con

tinuous functions with either the space LOO(T,p,) or a complemented subspace of 

the space of continuous functions, for instance, the space Co. 

3.5.3. Corollaries. 

(a) Let 1 ~ p ~ 2 and let (T,!2!, p,) be a measure space. Then 

for a 2-cotype space U(T, p,). 

(b) If X is a 2-cotype space then II2(X, Y) = III (X, Y). 

<l Let U E II2(X, Y). According to 3.1.6, to prove U E III (X, Y) it suffices to 

verify that UV E III (co, Y) for every operator V E !t'( Co, X). Since V E II2 ( Co, X) 
by Maurey's theorem, the operators U, V admit the canonical factorization 

The operator i 2jVI , presenting a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, is an I-absolutely sum

ming (see 3.2.3). Consequently, the operator UV is also I-absolutely summing. I> 

The proven assertion can be strengthened in the following way: 

(c) If X is a 2-cotype space then II2(X, Y) = IIo(X, Y); i.e., II2 (X, Y) = 

IIp(X, Y) for every p, 0 < p < 2. 

The reader can find the proof of the fact for instance in [42]. 

(d) If X and Y are a 2-cotype spaces then II2 (X, Y) = IIp(X, Y) for 

every p E (0, +(0). 
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Indeed, we have IT2(X, Y) = ITp(X, Y) for 2 < p < 00 in view of 3.2.2 and 

IT2(X, Y) = ITp(X, Y) for 1 ::; p ::; 2 by Corollary (b) and, for 0 < p < 1, by the 

preceding corollary. 

Note that the last result generalizes Corollary 3.2.4. 

3.5.4. Grothendieck's theorem. Let H be a Hilbert space. Then 

<l Since L1 (T, p) is a 2-cotype space, in accord with 3.5.3(b) it suffices to verify 

that 

To this end we prove (see 3.1.6) that the product UV is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator 

for arbitrary operators U E 2(L1(T,p),H) and V E 2(l2,L1(T,p)). Indeed, we 

have V* E 112 (LOO(T, p), [2) by 3.5.2. Therefore, (UV)* = V*U* and, consequently, 

UV are Hilbert-Schmidt operators. I> 

By Grothendieck's theorem there is a constant C such that 7r1 (U) ::; CIIUII 
for every operator U E 2( L1(T, p), H). The least of such constants is called the 

Grothendieck constant and denoted by KG. As is easily verified, the Grothendieck 

constant does not depend on the choice of the measure space (provided the corre

sponding space L1 is infinite-dimensional), but it turns out miraculously that the 

constant depends on the scalar field over which the space are considered; so it would 

be more precise to write K~ and K2 rather than KG for real and complex cases 

respectively. In the present time, the following estimates for K~ and K2 are known 

(see [42,45]): 

4 c 7r m 7r - < KG < e1--y < 1,527 < -2 < KG < J2 < 1,782, 
7r - - - - 2ln (1 + 2) 

here'Y is the Euler constant. 

REMARK. The qualitative result obtained in Corollaries 3.5.3( a) and (b) can 

be supplemented with some estimates. Prove that, for 1 ::; p ::; 2, the estimate 

7r2(U) ::; KGIIUII holds for every operator U E 2(C(K),LP(T,p)) and 7r1(U) ::; 
KG7r2(U) holds for every U E IT2(LP(T, p), Y). 
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<I Let V E .!l'(l2, C(K)). Since the space C*(K) is isometric to the space 

Ll(To, flo) with a suitable choice of the measure space, we have 7l'2(V*) :::; KallVll. 
Therefore (see 3.4.1(b)), 

IIUVIIM :::; 7l'1((UV)*) :::; KallUll·llVll· 

Consequently, 

by 3.1.5(c). Now the sought estimate follows from 3.1.6. 

If U E Ih(LP(T, fL), Y) and V E .!l'( Co, LP(T, fL)) then 

by the multiplication theorem. The required result follows again from 3.1.6. [> 

Recall that if U is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, then a slightly better estimate 

is valid: 7l'1(U) :::; y'27l'2(U) (see 2.3.2, the corollary). 

3.5.5. L. Schwartz's duality theorem [51]. Let H be a Hilbert space and 

let U E .!l'(X, H). If U* E IIq(H, X*) for some q < 00 then U E IIo(X, H). 

<I To prove U E IIo(X, H) it suffices to verify that Ulxo E IIo(Xo, H), where 
Ulxo is the restriction of U to a separable subspace Xo C X. So we may suppose 

that the space X is separable and H = [2. Let Wr, ° < r < 00, be a family of 

isomorphic embeddings of [2 into Lr(o, 1) satisfying the condition 

Wr = js,rws for 0< r < s < 00, (1) 

where js,r is the identity embedding of LS(O, 1) into Lr(O, 1). We shall construct 

such a family later, but now we apply it to completing the theorem. 

Fix r E (O,q) and prove that U E IIr(X, [2). By virtue of condition (1), the 

operator wrU admits the factorization 

Clearly, the operator wqU is dominated since 
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(see 3.4.2(b )). Therefore, the operator wrU is dominated too and consequently it is 

r-absolutely summing (see 3.1.5)). Since Wr is isomorphic embedding, the operator 

U is r-absolutely summing together with wrU. 
To complete the prove, it remains to construct the family {wr }o<r<oo. Let 

{gk}~l be a sequence of standard independent Gaussian variables defined on (0, 1). 

Given r E (0, +(0), define Wr by the equality 
00 

Wr(O = L ~kgk (~= {~k}~l E [2). 
k=l 

Observe that wr ( 0 is a Gaussian random variable with mean zero and variance 

11~112. Therefore, 

where cP is the distribution of a standard Gaussian random variable. Consequently, 

(
+00 ) l/r 

IIWr(Olir = II~II £ IW dcp(t) = Crll~ll, 

where 

c. = (~.1Itl"-"/2dtr 
Thus, the operator Wr is an isometric embedding of [2 into Lr(o, l) to within the 

multiplier Cr. Condition (1) holds obviously. [> 

3.5.6. To generalize Schwartz's duality theorem, we need the notion of a ran

dom variable distributed by the p-stable law (see, for instance, [24, § 5.7]). Recall 

that the distribution function F of a random variable is called p-stab[e for some p, 

° < p ~ 2, if a linear combination af + bg of two independent random variables 

f and g distributed by the law F( x) will be distributed by the law F( x / c), where 

c = (lalP + IW)l/P• We shall consider only symmetric random variables distributed 

by the p-stable law F. In this case, the characteristic function 

+00 

F( s) = J e ist dF( t) (s E lR) 

-00 
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of the law F has the form F(s) = e-clsIP. The constant c can be replaced with 1 

by the suitable change of variables. Henceforth, arguing about random variables 

distributed by the p-stable law, we shall mean only symmetric variables and suppose 

that c = 1. The distribution law of such variables will be denoted by Fp. It is well 

known (see [24, § 5.8, 5.9]) that 

for 0 < p < 2, where 

Cp = sin( 7rp/2) r(1 + p). 
7r 

Particularly, 
+00 

J Iulr dFp(u) < 00 

-00 

for 0 < r < p. 

Lemma. Let 0 < r < p ~ 2 and let {hn}~l be a sequence of symmetric 

independent random variables on (0,1) distributed by the p-stable law Fp. Then 

the equality 
00 

Wr(~) = L ~khk, where ~ = {~k}k:l E lP, (2) 
k=l 

determines an isomorphic embedding Wr of the space lP into the space Lr(o, l)j 

moreover, 

(3) 

where 

and 

Wr = js,rws for 0 < r < s < p, (4) 

where js,r is the identity embedding of £8(0, 1) into Lr(o, 1). 
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<J By the definition of p-stable law, the distribution function of the random 

variable L:~=l ekhk is Fp(xjan ), where 

Therefore, 

T 

This implies the convergence of series (2) in the space LT(O,l) and equality (3). 

Equality (4) is obvious. l> 

3.5.7. S. Kwapien's duality theorem [21]. Let 1 ::; p < 2 and U E 

2'(X,LP(T,JL)). H U* E llq(LP'(T,JL),X*) for some q < p then the containment 

U E llo(X,LP(T,JL)) holds. 

<J First of all we note that, as in Theorem 3.5.5, we can assume the space X 

to be separable and consequently the measure JL to be a-finite. By Remark 3.1.1 

we may consider the operators PrU rather than operator U, where Pr are the 

projections ("conditional expectations") generated by at most countable partitions 

r of the set T. This fact allows us to reduce the proof of the theorem to the case 

LP(T, JL) = lP. The further reasoning proceeds on use made of Lemma 3.5.6 by the 

same scheme as the proof of Theorem 3.5.5. l> 

3.5.8. Corollary. Let 0 < p < q < s < 2 and let q ~ 1. Then 

llq(LS' (T, JL), U(Tl' Ill)) = IIp(LS' (T,JL),Lq(Tl , JLd). 

<J Let U E llq(LS'(T,JL),U(Tl,JLd) and V = U*. Applying Theorem 3.5.7 to 

the operator V (V* = U E llq(LS'(T,JL), U(T1 , JLI)) and q < s) we infer that 

V = U* E IIp(Lq' (T1 , JLd, U(T, JL)). Applying the same theorem to the operator 

U, we obtain the claim. l> 

3.6. Nikishin-Maurey Factorization Theorems 

In this section we consider the question concerning some special factorization 

for operators with values in the space LP(T, JL) which expresses the fact that some

times a mapping from a Banach space into LP(T, JL) is "in the main" a mapping in 

the space Lq(T,JL) for some q > p. 
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3.6.1. DEFINITION. Let U E 2(X,LP(T,jt)) with 0 < p < q ::; 00, l/p = 
l/q + l/r. We say that the operator U admits strong factorization through the 

space U(T, jt) if there exists a function 9 E Lr(T, jt) such that U = Mg V, where 

V E 2(X,U(T,jt)), andMg : U(T,jt) ~ LP(T,jt) is the operator of multiplication 

by the function g: Mgf = gf (f E U(T,jt)). 

REMARK. Each dominated operator U E 2(X, LP(T, jt)) admits strong fac

torization through LOO(T,jt). Indeed, let 

g:= sup{IUxll x E X, Ilxll::; 1}. 

We can obtain a factorization by defining the operator V as 

(we put ~ := 0). 

Ux 
Vx:=- (XEX) 

9 

The converse holds obviously: if an operator U : X ~ LP(T, jt) admits strong 

factorization through LOO(T, jt) then it is dominated. 

3.6.2. Our next aim is to give necessary and sufficient conditions for strong 

factorization. Before achieving it in the next subsection, we are to establish the 

following important auxiliary fact. 

Lemma. Let X be a set; let (T, Qt, jt) be a measure space, and let A be the 

set of all finitely supported scalar families a = (ax )XEX, Let now 0 < p < q < 00, 

l/p = l/q + l/r, and let (fx)xEX be a function family in LP(T,jt). If 

(1) 

for every family (Ox)XEX in A then there exists a function 9 E U(T,jt) such that 

Ilgllr::; 1, J I; Iq 
djt ~ 1 

T 

for all x EX. 
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<l To prove, we use the Fan Ky lemma (see 3.8.5). Let s = q/p and let K 
be a set of nonnegative functions in the unit ball of the space P' (T, p,) endowed 

with the topology a(L" (T, p,), P(T, p,)). It is clear that K is a compact convex set. 

Consider the set <P consisting of all functions <POI that are defined on K and have 

the form 

where 

0: = (O:x)xEX, WO/ = (2: Io:xfxlqylq, hE K. 
xEX 

We verify below that <P satisfies the conditions of the Fan Ky lemma. Right now 

we finish the proof on the assumption that the above-indicated fact is true. By 

the Fan Ky lemma, there exists a function ho E K such that <POi ( ho) :::; 0 for every 

0: E A. Fix a point Xo E X and put 0:0 = (o:~ )xEX, where O:~o = 1 and o:~ = 0 for 

x =1= Xo· Then WO/O = IfxolP and consequently 

<POlo(ho) = J If~( dp, - 1:::; o. 
T 

Put 9 = h~/p. We have 

J gr dp, = J h~/p dp, = J h~' dp, :::; 1 

T T T 

and 

J I fxo Iq 
d = J Ifxo Iq d < 1 

p, h' P, - • 
9 0 

T T 

In view of the arbitrariness of Xo, this 9 is a sought function. 

Now we verify that the set <P satisfies the conditions of the Fan Ky lemma. 

Convexity of <P is obvious. Convexity of the functions <POI follows from convexity 

of the function U I-t U-· (0 < U < 00). Prove that the functions <POI are lower 

semicontinuous; i.e., that the sets 
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are closed for every C E JR. Observe that the set K( 'Pa ~ C) is convex in view of 

convexity of 'Pa. Therefore, it suffices to prove the closure of the set in the norm 

topology rather than in the topology a(Y' (T, JL), L8(T, JL)). Since norm convergence 

implies convergence in measure, the closure of K( 'Pa ~ C) follows from Fatou's 

theorem. Last, verify that 

min{'Pa(h) I h E K} ~ O. 

Put ha = COW~/8', where the constant Co is chosen so that 

J 8' 
ha dJL = 1, 

T 

I.e., 

Then 

By virtue of condition (1) we obtain 'Pa(ha) ~ O. I> 

3.6.3. Theorem. Let 0 < p < q < 00, l/p = l/q + l/r; let Co > 0; let 

(Tl 21, JL) be a measure space, and let U E !L'(X, LP(T, JL)). The following assertions 

are equivalent: 

(1) the operator U admits strong factorization through U(T,JL); that is, 

U = Mg V; moreover, IIglir ~ 1 and IIVII ~ Co; 

(2) for arbitrary vectors Xl, • •• ,Xn EX, the following inequality holds: 
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<I The implication (1) '* (2) follows from the Holder inequality (s = q/p): 

(j (t lUx, I')'" d~ r ~ (j Igl' (t IVX,I')'" d~ r 
,; (/Igl'" d~)"" (f t IV x, I' d~ ) 1/, 

~ Ilgll: (t IIvx. II')'" ,; (t 1IVI,"x.II ')'" 
,; Co (t"X,II') 1/. 

The implication (2) '* (1) can be proven with the help of Lemma 3.6.2. Put 

Ix = C~Illxll-IUX (x E X,x i 0). 

Then we have 

(j (t la,f" I')'" d~r ~Co' (j (tlu(~;:;)I'r d~r 
,; Co 'Co (t II ~;:Ii II') 1/, 

~ (t la•I')'" 

for numbers aI, ... ,an and vectors xl, ... ,xn EX (Xk i 0). By Lemma 3.6.2, 

there exists a function g E Lr(T,J.L) such that 

l.e., 

(J l
Ux I q ) I / q 9 dJ.L S; Collxll 

T 

for every x EX. By putting V x = ~x, we obtain a sought factorization. I> 
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REMARK. If an operator U is the pointwise limit of some family of operators 

each of which satisfies condition (2), i.e., admits strong factorization with a uniform 

estimate; then operator U satisfies condition (2) and consequently admits strong 

factorization too. 

3.6.4. Theorem. Let 1 ~ p < q ~ 00, l/p = l/q + l/r, C > 0, and let X be 

a Banacb space. Tbe following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) given a Banacb space Y, the equality IIp(X, Y) = IIq(X, Y) holds; more

over, 7rp(U) ~ C7rq(U) for every operator U E IIq(X, Y); 

(2) IIp(X,lq) = IIq(X,lq); moreover, 7rp(U) ~ C7rq(U) for every operator 

U E IIq(X, lq); 

(3) for arbitrary operators U E 2'(X*,LP(T,{t)) and V E IIq(X,lq) the esti

mate IIUV*IIM ~ C7rq(V)11U11 holds; 
(4) every operator U E 2'(X*,LP(T,{t)) admits strong factorization tbrougb 

U(T, {t), that is, U = MgV; moreover, Ilgllr ~ 1 and IIVII ~ CIIUII; 
(5) for a finite collection of vectors Xl, .•. ,Xn E X, there exist collections 

of scalars al, .•. , an and of vectors Xl, ... , Xn E X such that Xk = akxk for 

k = 1,2, ... ,n and 
n 

,up { (~I(X"X')I')'" I x' E X', Ilx'lI" 1 } 

" C ,up { (~I(X', X')I')'" I x' EX', IIx'll " 1 } . 

The implication (1) * (2) is trivial. 

(2) * (3): Put W = UV*. Then 

By Theorem 3.4.2(b), the operator W is dominated; moreover, 
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(3) => (4): Let {xU ;=1 c X*. Assuming x~ = 0 for k > n, define the operator 

V : X -t [q by the equality 

Vx = {(x,x~)}:1 (x EX). 

It is clear that V*ek = x~, where ek are the canonical basis vectors for [q'. Since 

sup{lVxlI Ilxll ::; I} = {llx~ll}k=1' 

we have 

( 
n ) 1/q 

IIVIIM = {; Ilx~llq 

and consequently (see 3.1.5(c)) 

Now we find 

s = sup{IUV*~11 ~ E [q', II~II ::; I}. 

Since 
n 

IUV*~I = L ~kUV*ek , 
k=1 

Consequently, 

( ( )
P/q )1/P ! t, lUx>!' dp ~ IIUV'IIM s: CIIUII~,(V) 
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It remains only to refer to Theorem 3.6.3. 

( 4) :::} (5): To prove this implication one ought to apply (4) to the operator 

U : X" -+ l~ defined as 

Ux = {(Xk,X')}k=1 (x EX). 

(5) :::} (1): Let U E IIq(X, Y), Xl, •.. ,Xn EX. Representing {xdk=l in the 

manner indicated in (5), we obtain (s = qlp): 

( n ) l/p (n ) l/p t; IlUxkllP = t; laklPllUxkllP 

( 
n )l/PS' ( n )l/q 

~ t; laklPs' t; IIUxkll q 

( 
n ) l/r {( n ) l/q } 

~ t; lakl r 7l"q(U) sup t; I(Xk,X'W Illx'll ~ 1 

S C~,(U) 'up { (~I(X', x') I')'" Illx' II s 1} t>. 

REMARK. For 0 < p < 1 ~ q, Theorem 3.6.4 remains true together with the 

proof of all implications except (2) :::} (3) provided that in items (3) and (4) one 

only considers finite rank operators U. For proving the implication (2) :::} (3), we 

ought to refer to 3.4.2( c). 

3.6.5. Strong factorization in the scale of Lebesgue spaces. 

(a) Theorem. Let 1 ~ p < q ~ s ~ 00 and lip = 11q + 1/r. If either 
q ~ 2 ~ s or q < s < 2 then every operator U E 2( U(T', fJ-'), LP(T, fJ-)) is 
factorizable through Lq(T, fJ-); moreover, for q ~ 2 ~ s, there is a factorization 

U = Mg V satisfying the estimate Ilgllr ~ 1, IIVII ~ KGIIUII, where KG is the 
Grothendieck constant. 

<J By Theorem 3.6.4, it suffices to prove that the equality 

IIp(LS' (T', fJ-'), lq) = IIq(LS' (T', fJ-'), zq) 

holds for indicated p, q, and s. For q ~ 2 ~ s, the equality and the estimate 

7l"l(U) ~ K07l"2(U) for operators U E II2(U'(T',fJ-'),lq) were obtained in 3.5.3(b) 

and Remark 3.5.4. For q < s < 2, the equality was established in 3.5.8. I> 
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(b) Corollary. If 1 ::; p < 2 ::; S ::; 00 and l/p = 1/2 + l/r then every 

operator U E 2'(£S(T', fl'), £p(T, fl)) is strongly factorizable through L2(T, fl); 
that is, U = M g V with the estimate 

Ilgllr ::; 1, IIVII::; KcllUll· 

(c) REMARK. In the case 1 ::; p < 2 = s, the estimate obtained in (b) 

can be improved. Indeed, the estimate 1I'p(U) ::; 1I'1(U) :S V211'2(U) holds for each 
operator U E II2(L2(T', fl'), [2) (see Corollary 3.2.3). By using the equivalence of 

items (2) and (4) in Theorem 3.6.4, we infer that the operator U admits strong 

factorization U = Mg V with the estimate Ilgllr :S 1, IIVII :S V2IIUII· 
3.6.6. Strong factorization of regular operators. 

Theorem. Let 1 :S p < q ::; 00, let (T, m, fl) and (S,~, v) be arbitrary 

measure spaces, and let U E L"'(Lq(S,v),LP(T,fl))' Then the operator U admits 

strong factorization through the space Lq(T, fl). 

<l Verify condition (2) of Theorem 3.6.3. Take Xl, ..• ,Xn E U(S, v). Then 

Therefore, 
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3.6.7. Strong factorization of regular operators (continuation). We 
say that an operator U : X -+ LO(T, Il) admita atrong factorization through Lq(T, Il) 

if there exist a function gEL ° (T, Il) and an operator V : X -+ £9 (T, Il) such that 

U = Mg V, where Mg : Lq(T, Il) -+ LO(T, Il) is the operator of multiplication by the 

function g. 

Lemma. Let (T,~, Il) be a a-finite measure space, let E be a Banach space, 

and let U E ~"'(E, LO(T, Il)). Then the operator U admits strong factorization 
through L1(T, Il), that is U = Mg V, where V : E -+ L1(T, Il) is a regular operator. 

<J Set 

B = {y E LO(T,Il) 13x E E: Ilxll ~ 1, Iyl ~ IUI(lxl)}. 

It is easy to verify that the set B is absolutely convex, closed, and bounded in 

LO(T,Il)' Put Z = lin(B). If we assume B to be the unit ball, then Z becomes 

an ideal Banach space; moreover, the identity embedding i : Z -+ L ° (T, Il) is 

continuous. Thus, the operator U admits the factorization 

where Uo is the operator defined by the equality Uox = U x (x E E). It is clear that 

the operator Uo is regular and IlUo II ~ 1. Let 9 be a function from the dual space 

to Z which is strictly positive on T (see 2.2.21). Then the operator i is factorizable 

as follows: 

. Z Mg L1( ) Mh O( ) z: --+ T,1l --+ L T,Il, 

where Mg and Mh are the operators of multiplication by the functions 9 and h = 1/ 9 
respectively. So, U = Mh V, where V = MgUo is a sought factorization. [> 

Theorem. Let (T,~, Il) be a a-finite measure space, 1 < q ~ 00, U E 

~'" (L q (S, v), L ° (T, Il)). Then the operator U admits strong factorization through 

the space £9(T,Il)' 

<J To prove the theorem it suffices to successively apply the lemma and Theo

rem 3.6.6 to the operator U. 
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3.7. Stably Regular Operators 

3.7.1. DEFINITION. Let p,q E [1,+ooJ. An U E !f'(U(T,J..l),Lq(T1,J..ll)) is 

called right (left) stably regular if the operator UV (WU) is regular for every 

operator V E !f'(U(T, J..l), U(T, J..l )) (every operator W E !f'(Lq(T1, J..ld, Lq(T1, J..ll)) 
If the operator WUV is regular for all operators V and W in the above-indicated 

spaces then U is called (bilaterally) stably regular. 

We denote by !f's't(U(T, J..l), U(Tl' J..ll)) the set of all bilaterally stably regular 

operators in !f'( U(T, J..l), U (Tl' J..ll))' 
Observe that the right stable regularity does not generally yields the left stable 

regularity and vice versa (see example 4.9.9). 

3.7.2. Properties of stably regular operators. While speaking of U, 

Lq, etc. in the current and next subsections, we mean spaces that are constructed 

possibly over different measure spaces. 

(a) An operator U E !f'(U,U) is right (left) stably regular if and only 

if the operator U* is left (right) stably regular. An operator U* is bilaterally 

stably regular together with U. 

We leave the reader with proving. 

(b) Let p,r E [1,+00]' q E [1,00], max(r,q):::: 2, and Uo E !f'(Lq,U). If 

an operator U : LP ~ U is left stably regular then the operator Uo U is left stably 

regular too. 

<l Since Uo is arbitrary, it suffices to verify the regularity of UoU. To this end, 

we prove that the image of every interval in LP under the mapping Uo U is an order 

bounded set in U. Let 9 E U, 9 :::: 0, and Ig = {x E LP I Ixl ~ g} and let Mg : 
L 00 ~ LP be the operator of multiplication by g. Since the operator U is left stably 

regular, the operator UMg is stably dominated; thus, (UMg)* E IIq(Lql , (LOO)*) 
by 3.4.4. Further, we have 

The condition max(r,q) :::: 2 implies that at least one of the spaces Lq' or (Lry 
has cotype 2 (see 3.S.2). Since (LOO)* is a 2-cotype space as well, by making use 

of 3.5.3( d) we see that 
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Consequently, the operator UoUMg is dominated (see 3.4.1(b)) and thus the set 

UoU(Ig) is order bounded. I> 

(c) Let p E (1,+00], q,s E [1,+00], min(p,q) ~ 2, and Uo E !t'(Ls,LP). 

If an operator U : LP ~ U is right stably regular then the operator UUo is right 

stably regular too. 

<l This property can be obtained from property (b) by duality. I> 

Observe that the conditions q < 00 in (b) and p > 1 in (c) are essential. 

3.7.3. Lemmas. (a) IfU: C(K) ~ L2(T,f.L) is a stably dominated operator 

then U E N(C(K),L2(T,f.L))' 

<l Let A = U(B), where B stands for the unit ball in C(K). By Corollary 3.4.7, 

there exists a Hilbert-Schmidt operator V : H ~ L2(T,f.L) such that A c V(BH) 

where H is a Hilbert space and BH is the unit ball in H. Without loss of generality, 

we may assume that the operator V is one-to-one. Let V-l be the operator on V(H) 

inverse to V. Since V(H) J U(C(K)), the composition W = V-lU is defined. As 

is easily verified, the operator W is closed and thus continuous. It is also clear that 

U = VW. By Theorem 3.5.2, we have W E II2(C(K),H) and for completing the 

proof it suffices to appeal to the multiplication theorem 3.3.6. I> 

(b) Let H be a Hilbert space and let WE !t'(co, H). If the operator 

W R is nuclear for each operator R : H ~ Co then the operator W is nuclear too. 

<l First of all we note that since the mapping R ~ WR from !t'(H,co) into 

N(H, H) is closed, it is continuous and there exists a number C such that 

v(WR) ~ CIIRII (R E !t'(H, co». 

Let hk = W(ek), where {edk:l is the canonical basis for co. Then 

00 

W(t) = I>khk (t = {tdk:l E co). 
k=l 

Verify that 
00 
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which yields nuclearity of W. Define the operator Rn : H -+ Co as 

We have 

n 

IIRnl1 = 1, trace(WRn) = L Ilhkll· 
k=l 

Since Itrace(WRn)l::; v(WRn)::; C (see 3.3.8), we have 

n 

which yields convergence of the series L:~1 Ilhkll in view of the arbitrariness of 

n.t> 

3.7.4. Interrelations between stably regular and I-absolutely sum

ming operators. 

(a) Theorem. Let 1 ::; p ::; 00 and U E 2'(LP, L2). The following 

assertions are equivalent: 

(1) U E 2's't(LP,L2)j 

(2) the operator U is left stably regular; 

(3) U E III (LP, L2). 

<l The implication (1) =} (2) is trivial. 

(2) =} (3): If p = 1 then U E III(LI , L2) by Grothendieck's theorem (see 3.5.4). 

If p = 00 then U E N(Loo,L2) by Lemma 3.7.3(a). Let now 1 < p < 00. It suf

fices to verify that UV E III(co, L2) for every operator V E 2'(co, LP) (see 3.1.6). 

Prove that the more strong assertion is valid: the operator W = UV is nu

clear. By Lemma 3.7.3(b), it suffices to check nuclearity of WR for an arbitrary 

R E 2'(L2, co). Take such an R. By Grothendieck's theorem, the operator R* as 

well as the operator (V R)* belongs to the class ITI; therefore, the operator V R is 

dominated (3.4.1(b)). Consequently, the operator V R admits strong factorization 

V R = MgRo, where Ro E 2'(L2, Loo) and Mg is the operator of multiplication by 
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a function 9 E LP. By putting Uo = U Mg , we obtain the following commutative 

diagram: 

Since the operator Uo satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 3.7.3(a), it is nuclear 

as well as the operator RW. 

(3) => (1): It suffices to prove that the operator U is regular. Since the operator 

U* is dominated (see 3.4.11), it is regular. Therefore, U** is regular and U is regular 

too. I> 

(b) Theorem. Let 1 :s; p :s; 00 and U E !£(L2, L2). The following 

assertions are equivalent: 

(1) U E !£st(L2,L2); 

(2) U is right stably regular; 

(3) U* E II 1(L2 ,L2 ). 

H 1 :s; q :s; 2 then assertions (1)-(3) are equivalent to the following: 

(4) U E II2(L2,Lq). 

<J The equivalence of (1)-(3) can be established by duality and Theorem (a). 

(3) => (4): By Theorem 3.4.1(b), the operator U is dominated and consequently 

U E IIq(L2,LQ) (see 1.3.5(c)). It remains to observe that IIq(L2,U) C II2(L2,Lq) 
since q :s; 2. 

(4) => (3): By making use of the canonical factorization of a 2-absolutely 

summing operator, we obtain the representation U = WV, where V is a Hilbert

Schmidt operator. The operator U* is absolutely summing together with V*. I> 

(c) Corollary. Let U E !£(L2,L2). The following assertions are equiv-

alent: 

(1) U is left stably regular; 

(2) U is right stably regular; 

(3) U is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 

3.7.5. (a) Theorem. Let 1 < p :s; 00, 1 :s; q :s; 2, and U E !£(LP, Lq). H U 
is right stably regular then U E II2 (LP , U). 
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<l In accord with 3.1.6 it suffices to verify that UV E Ih(L2, Lq) for every 

V E 2'(L2,LP). By 3.7.2(b), the operator UV is right stably regular. It remains 

to appeal to Theorem 3.7.4(b). I> 

(b) Corollary. If 1 < p $ 00 and 1 $ q $ 2 then 2'8'(( LP, Lq) C 

Ih(LP,U). 

(c) REMARK. As will be demonstrated in 3.8.2, the equality 

holds for 1 < p $ 2 and 1 $ q $ 2. 

(d) REMARK. An example of the identity embedding of the space [1 into 

the space [q shows that Theorem (a) is false for p = 1 and 1 $ q < 2. 

(e) Corollary. Let U E 2'(LP(T,Jl),Lq(T1,Jl1)) with 1<p$2, 1$q$2. 

If dim LP(To, Jlo) = 00 and UV is regular for every V E .2'( LP(To, Jlo), LP(T, Jl)) 
then U E IT2(LP(T,Jl),Lq(T,Jl)). 

<l It is clear that the operator UV : LP(TO,Jlo) ---t U(T1,Jld is right stably 

regular. By Theorem 3.7.5(a), 

Since the space /P is isomorphic to a complemented subspace in LP(To, Jlo), we have 

for every W E 2'([P,LP(T,Jl)). Hence, U E ITp,(LP(T,Jl),U(T1,Jld) (see 3.1.6). 

Since LQ(T1, Jl1) is a 2-cotype space, it remains to appeal to 3.2.4. I> 

3.7.6. Theorem. Let 1 < p $ 2 $ q < 00, 1/2 = l/q + l/s, and U E 

2'(LP, LQ). The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) U E 2'8,((LP, Lq); 
(2) U is left stably regular; 

(2') U is right stably regular; 

(3) MgU E IT2(LP, LQ) for every gELS, where Mg : U ---t L2 is the operator 

of multiplication by the function g; 

(4) VU E IT2(LP,L2) for every V E .2'(LP,L2). 
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<J The implications (1) ::} (2) and (1) ::} (2') are trivial. Prove (2) ::} (3) ::} 

(4) ::} (1) and (2') ::} (1). 

(2) ::} (3): Let 9 E U. By 3.7.2(b), the operator MgU is left stably regular 

and thus MgU E II1(LP,L2) c II2(LP,L2) by Theorem 3.7.4(a). 

(3) ::} (4): Let V E !C'(LP,L2). By 3.6.5(b), the operator V* admits strong 

factorization V* = MgW, where W E !£(L2,L2) and 9 E U. Since MgU E 

II2(LP,L2), we have VU = W*MgU E II2(LP,L2). 

(4) ::} (1): It suffices to check regularity of the operator U because an arbitrary 

operator U1UUo satisfies condition (4) together with U, where U1 E !£(Lq,Lq) and 

Uo E !£(LP,LP). Regularity of U is equivalent to the fact that the operator UMh 

is dominated for every operator Mh : Loo -+ LP of multiplication by a function 

hELP. Since p S 2, the operator Mh obviously factors through the space L2; 
that is, Mh = aj3, where a E !£(L2, LP) and j3 E !£(LOO, L2). Thus, it suffices to 

prove that U a is dominated. To this end, we prove that (Ua)* E IIq(Lql, L2). Let 

V E !£(Lq,L2). By hypotheses, we have VU E II2(LP,L2) and consequently VUa 

is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Therefore, 

and 

in view of the arbitrariness of V (see 3.1.6). 

(2') ::} (1): Since the operators U and U* are stably regular simultaneously, it 

suffices to observe that U* is stably regular and to use the equivalence (1) {:} (2) 

for the operator. 

3.8. Certain Operator Lattices 

3.8.1. Regularity of 2-absolutely summing operators. Let 1 S p S 2, 

1 S q S 2, l/p = 1/2 + l/r, and U E !£(Lq(T, J.L), U(To, J.Lo)) and let 

be the operator of multiplication by a function gEL r (T, J-l). The following asser

tions are equivalent: 
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(1) U E Ih(£P(T,p,),U(To,p,o)); 
(2) UMg E Ih(L2(T,p,),U(To,p,o)) for every function 9 E U(T,p,); 

(3) UMg E M(L2(T,p,), U(To, p,o)) for every function 9 E U(T,p,). 

IT an operator U satisfies the conditions (1 )-(3) then 

7r2(UMg)::; IIUMgllM ::; v'27r2(UMg), 

7r2(U) ::; v'2sup{7r2(UMg) Illgllr ::; 1}. 

<J The implication (1) :::} (2) is trivial. 

(2) :::} (3): Consider the canonical factorization of the operator U Mg : 
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(1) 

(2) 

where IIVII = 7r2(UMg) and 7r2(i2j) = 1. Clearly, Vo = i2j and Vo* are Hilbert

Schmidt operators. Therefore, Theorem 3.4.1(b) implies that the operator UMg is 
dominated and 

which proves the right inequality in (1). The left inequality follows from 3.1.5( c). 

(3) :::} (1): By 3.1.6, it suffices to verify that UV E II2(L2(T, p,), Lq(To, p,o)) 

for every operator V E .!L'(£2(T,p,),LP(T,p,)). By Remark 3.6.5(c), the opera

tor V admits strong factorization V = Mg Vo with the estimates IIglir ::; 1 and 

IlVoll ::; J211V1I, where Vo E .!L'(L2(T, p,), L2(T, p,)). Consequently, UV = U Mg Va E 

II2(L2(T, p,), Lq(To, P,o)). Moreover, 

7r2(U) = SUp{7r2(UV) I V E .!L'(L2(T, p,),£p(T, p,)), IIVII::; 1} 

::; sup{7r2(UMgVo) Illgllr::; 1, Vo E !L'(L2(T, p,),L2(T, p,)), IlVoll ::; v'2} 
::; sup{7r2(UMg)llVoll I Ilgllr ::; 1, IlVoll::; v'2} 
= v'2sup{7r2(UMg) Illgllr::; I}. 

3.8.2. Corollaries. Throughout this subsection we assume that 1 ::; p ::; 2, 

1 ::; q ::; 2, LP = LP(T, Jl), and Lq = Lq(To, Jlo). 
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(a) The space IIz(LP,Lq) is an o-ideal in the lattice L"'"(LP,Lq); more 
precisely, II2(LP,Lq) C .2s';(LP,Lq) and if 

then V E II2(LP,Lq) and 1I'2(V) ~ 211'2(U), 

<J Let U E II2(LP, Lq). Check that U E ~';(LP, Lq). Obviously, it suffices to 

prove that U E L"'"(LP,Lq); i.e., that the image U(Ih) of the interval Ih = {x E 

LP Ilxl ~ h} is order bounded for every h E L~. Assign 

1 _ 1 1 _ hP/r _ hP/2 _ { L2 II I } - - - - -2' 9 - ,go - ,IgO - Y E Y ~ go . 
r p 

Then U(h) = (UMg)(Igo). Now the order boundedness of U(h) follows from the 

fact that the operator U Mg is dominated and the set IgO is norm bounded. 

If V E L"'"(LP,U) and IVI ~ lUI then IVMgl ~ IUMgl for all 9 E U = 

U(T,/L); therefore, VMg E M(L2,Lq). By making use of inequalities (1) and (2) 
in Theorem 3.8.1, we obtain 

1I'2(V) 5 hSUp{1I'2(VMg) Illgllr ~ I} 

5 hsup{IIVMgllM IlIglir 5 I} :::; hsup{IIUMglIM IlIgllr:::; I} 

:::; 2SUp{1I'2(UMg) Illgllr:::; I} :::; 211'2(U), I> 

(b) HI <p:::; 2 and 1 ~ q ~ 2 then II2(LP,Lq) = ~';(LP,U). 

<J This fact follows from (a) and a.7.4(e). I> 

(c) Let 2 ~ p ~ 00 and 2 ~ q < 00. H an operator U E .2(LP, Lq) is left 
stably regular then U E .2s';(LP, Lq). 

<J Stable regularity of U is equivalent to stable regularity of U*. The latter is 

true in view of right stable regularity of the operator U*, Theorem 3.7 .5( a) and the 
preceding corollary. I> 

(d) H p, q, U, and V satisfy the hypothesis of Corollary ( a) then 11'1 (V) ~ 

2KG1I'1 (U), where KG is the Grothendieck constant. 

<J This follows from (a) and Remark 3.5.4. I> 
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(e) If U E Ih(LP,Lq) then U* E M(Lq',LP') (see 3.4.4 and 3.5.3(b)). 

Therefore, U* and U are integral operators. If K is the kernel of U then condi

tion (3) of Theorem 3.8.1 means (see 2.4.13) that 

IIUMglIM = (/ (/ IK(s,t)g(t)12 dJL(t)) q/2 dJLO) l/q < 00 (3) 

To T 

for every g E Lr(T, JL). By using (3), we can easily verify that the inclusions 

are proper for p < 2. 

3.8.3. Two Lemmas. 

(a) Lemma. Let rl, r2,'" be the Rademacher functions. For arbitrary 
akj E C (k = 1, ... ,n; j = 1, ... ,m), the following inequality is valid: 

dsdt. 

<J To prove the lemma, apply the Khinchin inequality twice (see 3.S.1). Put 

n,m 

~(s, t) = L akjrk(s)rj(t) 
k,j=l 
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Then 

1 1 

= V2 J ~(·,t)dt $ V2 J II~(" t)II£2(0,1) dt 
o £2(0,1) 0 

1 1 n m ( 2 )1~ 
= v'2! ! ~~a'jrj(t)r.(.) d. dt 

1 1 n m 

$ V2 J V2 J L I>kjrj(t)rk(S) dsdt 
o 0 k=1 J=1 

1 1 

= 2 J J ~(s,t)dsdt. t> 

o 0 

(b) Lemma. Let 1 $ r $ q $ p $ r', LP = LP(T,p), Lq = Lq(To,po), 
U = U(T1 ,pt), andU E !L'(LP,U) and let J bean arbitrary isometric embedding 

of Lq into Lr. The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) U E lIr(LP,U)j 
(2) U* E lIr(Lql,LP')j 

(3) JU E M( LP, Lr). 

If(1)-(3) are satisfied then the equalities 7rr(U) = 7rr(U*) = IIJUIIM are valid. 

<] (3) =} (1) by 3.4.2(c), where the inequality 7rr(U) = 7rr(JU) $ IIJUIIM was 

established too. 

(2) =} (3) by 3.4.2(b), whence the estimate IIJUIIM $ 7rr«JU)*) $ 7rr(U*) 
ensues. 

The above assertion implies that if U* E lIr( U ' , LP') then U E lIr( LP , U)j 

moreover, 7rr(U) $ 7rr(U*), 

(1) =} (2): By applying the preceding remark to the operator U* and by using 

the fact that the operator U** is r-absolutely summing simultaneously with the 
operator U (see 3.1.11), we infer that 7rr(U*) :::; 7rr(U**) = 7rr(U). l> 
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3.8.4. Interrelations between the spaces TI1 (LP,LQ) and M(LP, LQ). 

Theorem. Let 1 ::; q ::; 2 ::; p ::; 00, LP = U(T,J.L), and Lq = U(To,J.Lo). 

Then 

(1) ifl :::; q < p' :::; 2 then III(LP,U) = M(LP,Lq); 
(2) if 1 :::; p' < q :::; 2 then 

(3) if 1 < p' = q < 2 then III(LP,LP') s;: M(LP,LP') = IIp'(LP,LP'); 
(4) III(Loo,LI) = M(Loo, LI); moreover, 7l'1(U) = 1lUIIM for U E III (Loo, LI). 

<J (1) By 3.5.8 and 3.1.5( c), we have 

By making use of Lemma 3.8.3(b) for r = 1, we find that the relations U E 

IIq(LP,U) and U* E III(U',LP') are equivalent. Hence Ih(LP,Lq) C M(U,Lq) 

(see 3.4.I(b)). 

(2) It is clear that III(LP,U) C Mdual(LP,u) (see 3.4.I(a)). On the other 

hand, if U E Mdual(LP, U) then U* E IIp'(U', LP') and U E III(LP, Lq) by 3.5.7 

since p' < q. 

(3) By 3.4.6(b), we have 

Check that the preceding inclusion is proper. Since the spaces iP and iP' are iso

morphic to complemented subspaces of LP and LP' respectively, it suffices to prove 

that III (lP , iP') =1= IIp' (lP , iP'). 

Take a = {ad ~l E iP', 0 < ak < 1. Demonstrate that if 

00 1 2: at' In - = 00 

k=l ak 

then the diagonal operator Ma : iP -+ iP' defined by the equality 
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belongs to IIpl(lP,[pl) but does not belong to II1(lP,[P'). The assertion 3.1.5(b) 

yields Ma E IIpl (lP, [pI). Suppose to the contrary that Ma E II1 (lP , [pI) and let W1 : 
[pI ---+ L1(0, 1) be the isomorphic embedding defined in the proof of Lemma 3.5.6: 

00 

W1(t) = L tkhk (t = {td~l E [pI), 
k=l 

where {hd~l is a sequence of symmetric independent random variables on (0,1) 

distributed by a p' -stable law Fpl. Since 

(W1Ma)* = MaW; E II1(LOO(0, 1), [P), 

the operator w1Ma is dominated in view of 3.4.1(b) and consequently there exists 

a summable function f on (0,1) such that 
00 

I(W1 Ma)(x)1 = L akxkhk ::; fllxll, 
k=l 

where x = {Xk}~l E [P. Thus, the series L~llakhklpl converges almost every

where. The functions lakhklP' are independent, so, by the three series theorem 

(see, for example, [14, p. 194]), for the series to converge almost everywhere it is 

necessary that the series 

f J lakhk(r)IP' dr 
k=lEk 

converges, where Ek = {r E (0,1) Ilakhk(r)1 ::; 1}. As was pointed out in 3.5.6, 

F;/(u) '" C/uHp/j 
k-+oo 

therefore, there is a > 0 such that F;,u ~ au-1- p' for u ~ 1. Consequently, 

a-l 

~ a f a1' Jk du = a f a1' In ~ = 00 
u ak k=l 1 k=l 

which is impossible. Thus, Ma ¢ II1 (lP, [pI). 

We leave to the reader the proof of assertion (4) grounding on 3.1.5(c) and 
3.4.1. l> 
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Corollary 1. Let 1 :s; q :s; 2 :s; p :s; 00 and let U E Ih (LP , L q). Then U 

is an integral operator; moreover, its kernel K satisfies the following conditions 

(see 2.4.13): 

(/ (/ ) 
q/p' ) l/q 

IIUIIM= IK(s,t)IP'dJ.L(t) dJ.Lo(s) <ooforq<p', 

To T 

(1(1 )Pl/q )l/PI 
11U*IIM = IK(s,tW dJ.Lo(s) dJ.L(t) < 00 for q > p'. 

T To 

Corollary 2. HI::; q::; 2::; q::; 00 and q =1= p' then II1(LP,Lq) is an o-ideal 
in the lattice .!L'~(LP,U). 

The last corollary leaves the question open whether the set III (LP , Lpl) is an 

o-ideal in L ~ (LP, Lp/). Moreover, Theorem 3.8.4 does not contain an estimate for 

the 71'l-nOrm of V in terms of the 71'l-norm of U in the case IVI ::; lUI. The following 

assertion fills in the gaps. 

Theorem. Let 1 ::; q ::; 2 :s; p ::; 00 and U E II 1 (LP , L q). Then 

(1) lUI E II1(LP,Lq) and 71'l(IUI)::; 271'1(U); 

(2) if V E L~(LP,Lq) and IVI :s; lUI then V E II1(LP,U) and 71'l(V) < 

271'1(IUI)· 

<l To begin with, we prove the theorem on assuming that LP = z~ and U = 1m. 
Moreover, at first we suppose that p < 00 and q > 1. 

Let the operator U be determined by the matrix (Ujk)'l:f::1' Define an isometric 

embedding J of the space Zm into L1(0, 1) by the equality 

m 

J(t) = c;,i L tjhj, 
j=l 

where t = {tj}T=l E Zm (see Lemma 3.5.6). By Lemma 3.8.3(b), we have 71'l(U) = 

IIJUIIM for r = 1. Find IIJUIIM. Since 
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we have 

Let {gk}k=l be a family of independent symmetric random variables on (0,1) 

distributed by a p'-stable law. By making use of Lemma 3.5.6 again, we obtain 

Therefore, 

and consequently 

1 1 m n 

IIJUIIM = IIIJUIII£1(O,l) = C;;fC;;~l J J .t Ujkhj(r)gk(a) dadr. 
° 0 J,k=1 

Since the random variables gk and hj are symmetric, the equality 

11m n 

IIJUIIM = C;;fC;;~l J J .:t UjkCkcjhj(r)gk(a) dadr 
° 0 J,k=l 

is valid for all Ck = ±1 and cj = ±1; therefore, 

dSdt] dudr, (4) 

where rl, r2, . .. are the Rademacher functions. By making use of Bunyakovskil's 

inequality, we obtain 

(5) 
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and, by Lemma 3.8.3( c), 

dsdt. 

Thus, (4) and (5) yield 

(6) 

If the matrix (Vjk)j,;'::"l corresponds to an operator V : l~ - l'!" and IVI ~ lUI then 

IVjkl ~ IUjkl (j = 1, ... , mj k = 1, ... , n). From (6) it follows that 

By Lemma 3.8.3(b) (with r = 1), we obtain 

(7) 

In the case q = 1 or p = 00, we have to replace the functions hj (gk) with the 

characteristic functions of pairwise disjoint sets of equal measure and the constant 

Cq,l (respectively Cpl,t) with the measure of these sets. 

Now we turn to the case of arbitrary spaces LP and Lq. By virtue of claim 

(4) of Theorem 3.8.4, we may except the case of p = 00 and q = 1. For all 

other values p and q, the set of finite rank operators is dense in III(LP,U). For 

p < 00, this fact was established in Theorem 3.3.9 and for p = 00 and q > 1, 

we have III (Loo, U) = N(Loo, U) by Lemma 3.3.4. Therefore, every operator 

U E II I (LP , U) can be approximated by operators of the form 

U = QUP, (8) 
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where P and Q are positive projections ("conditional expectations") onto the sub

spaces L C LP and M C U spanned over finite families of characteristic functions of 

pairwise disjoint sets. The subspaces L and M are isometric (with the preservation 

of order) to the spaces l~ and l'/n, where n = dimL and m = dimM. Therefore, 

inequality (7) remains valid for the operators U and V of the form (8) provided 

that IVI ~ lUI· 
Let Uj = QiU Pi (i = 1,2, ... ) be a sequence of operators of the form (8) 

convergent to U in the norm 1l'1. Since IIU k I - IUj II ~ I Uk - Uj I, we have 

by (7). Thus, the sequence {lUkl}~l converges in II1(LP,Lq). Prove that 

lim IUkl = lUI. 
k--+oo 

To this end, it suffices to verify that IUkl -+ lUI pointwise. Without loss of gener

ality, we may (and shall) assume that 

00 

L 1l'1(Uk+l - Uk) < 00. 

k=l 
Then we have 

00 

j=k 
00 

~ L lUj+l - Ujl(lxl), 
j=k 

for all x E LP. Consequently, 

00 

j=k 
00 

j=k 
00 
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Thus, lim IUkl = lUI. Moreover, 
k--+oo 

If V E L"'(LP,Lq) and IVI ~ lUI then IQVPI ~ QIVIP ~ QIUIP and 

7r1 (QV P) ~ 27r1 (QIUIP) by (7). By passing to the limit in the preceding inequality, 

we obtain 7rl(V) ~ 27rl(lUl). I> 

3.8.S. Structure of a vector lattice in the space II .. (LP, Lq) for 1 ~ 

r ~ 2 and 1 ~ q ~ 2. If 1 < r ~ 2 and 1 ~ q ~ 2 and either (1) 1 ~ p < 
r' or (2) r = p' < q then IIr(LP,Lq) = III (LP, Lq). For p ~ 2, the preceding 

equality is valid in view of Corollary 3.5.3(b) and for the rest of the cases, by 3.5.8. 

Thus, the set IIr(LP,U) for these values of p, q, and r is an o-ideal in the lattice 

L"'(LP,Lq) by 3.8.5, that is also true for 1 < r = p' = q in view of the equality 

IIp'(LP,LP') = M(LP,LP') (see 3.4.6(b)). In this case, the space II 1(LP,LP') gives 

us a nontraditional example of an operator vector lattice. One can also prove that 

II 1(LOO,U) is an o-ideal in !i'OO(LOO,Lq) for every q, 1 ~ q ~ 00. The question 

whether the set IIr(Lr',U) is an o-ideal in L"'(Lr',Lq) for 1 ~ q < r < 2 is left 

open so far as we know. For the remaining values of p,q, r, 1 ~ q, r ~ 2, the space 

IIr(LP,Lq) is not isomorphic to any Banach lattice (see 3.9.7). 

In conclusion we observe that the space IIr(LP(O,l),Lq(O, 1)) for 1 < r ~ 

q ~ 2 ~ p ~ r' is isometric to a subspace of Lr((O, l) x (0,1)) as follows from 

Lemma 3.8.3(b ). 

<l Indeed, let U and J be such as in Lemma 3.8.3(b) and let Jo be an isometric 

embedding of LP' (0,1) into U(O, 1). Then 7rr(U) = IIJUIIM = IIJU J;IIM and 
since the space M(Lr' (0, l),Lr(o, 1)) is isometric to the space Lr((O, l) x (0,1)) 

(see 2.4.13), we conclude that the mapping U --t JU J; is a sought isometry. I> 

3.8.6. The lattice of stably regular operators. As follows from 3.8.2(a) 

and (b), the set !i'st:(LP,Lq) for 1 ~ p,q ~ 2 is an o-ideal in the lattice L"'(LP,Lq). 
This fact is also valid for 2 ~ p, q < 00 by duality. These results can be supple

mented with the following statement. 

Theorem. Suppose that 1 < p ~ 2 < q < 00 and let LP = LP(T, Jl) and 

U = Lq(To, Jlo). The set !i'st:(LP,Lq) is an o-ideal in L"'(LP,U). Moreover, 

IIt(LP,Lq) C !i'.t:(LP,Lq) for every t < 00. 
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<] Let u E iL's';:(LP,Lq), V E L"'(LP,U), and IVI < lUI. By 3.7.5, V E 

iL's';:(LP,Lq) is equivalent to the fact that 

for every function hE U(To,Po), where s is defined by the equality 1/2 = 1/q+1/s. 

By 3.8.1, this is equivalent to the containment VoMg E M(L2(T,p),L2(To,po)) for 

arbitrary function g E Lr(T,p), where l/p = 1/2 + l/r. The last containment is 

valid since lVoMgl=IMhVMgl:::; IMhUMgl and MhUMgEM(L2(T,p),L2(To,po)). 
Finally, observe that if U E IIt(LP, Lq) then 

and consequently U E iL's,;:(LP, Lq). It is well known (see [42, Chapter XXII]) that 

the spaces IIt(LP, Lq) for 1 < p < 2 < q < 00 are different for t sufficiently large, 

which implies that the inclusion IIt(LP,Lq) C iL's';:(LP,Lq) is proper. [> 

Corollary. Let 1 < p :::; 2 < q < t < 00. Then 

Moreover, 

<] The preceding relation is true since M(Lql, LP') C iL'S';:(Lql, LP'). [> 

REMARK. As was established in [58], the set iL's';:(lP, zq) is included into the set 

of compact operators for 1 < p :::; 2 :::; q < 00 and 1/ p - 1/ q < 1/2 and the identity 

embedding of lP into lq is stably regular for l/p - l/q 2': 1/2. 

3.9. Operator Spaces and 

Local Unconditional Structure 

3.9.1. DEFINITION. A sequence {xn}~=1 oflinearly independent vectors in X 

is called C -unconditional if 

for all scalar sequences {Od k=1 and {Ck} k=1 and for every n E N. 
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DEFINITION. We say that a Banach space Z possesses local unconditional 

structure (briefly LUST; denotation: Z E LUST) if there is a number L such that, 

for every finite-dimensional subspace H C Z, there exist a finite-dimensional space 

U with some I-unconditional basis and operators V E !L'(H, U) and W E !L'(U, Z) 

such that WV = IH and IIWIIIIVII ::; L. 
The greatest lower bound of L satisfying this condition is called the local un

conditional constant for the space Z and is denoted by Xu(Z). 
The following two remarks are obvious: 

REMARK 1. If Zo is a subspace of Z, P is the projection from Z onto Zo, and 

Z E LUST then Zo E LUST; moreover, Xu(Zo) ::; IIPIIXu(Z). 

REMARK 2. If dimZ < 00 then Xu(Z) = Xu(Z*). 
3.9.2. In this subsection we prove that each Banach lattice possesses LUST. 

Recall that the band projection of an element of a K-space onto a band is 

called a fragment of the element. 

Lemma. Let E be an arbitrary K-space, let e E E+, let I(e) be the principal 

ideal generated bye, and let € be an arbitrary positive number. Given Z E I( e), 
there exist pairwise disjoint fragments W j (j = 1, ... ,N) of e and numbers a j such 

that 
N 

Z - L ajwj ::; €e. 
j=1 

<l First we will assume that the space E is real. Let Izi ::; Ceo Select scalars 

aO,al, ... ,aN so that ao < -C < al < ... < aN-l < C < aN and aj - aj-l < € 

for j = 1, ... , N. Let 7l" x be the band projection onto the band generated by the 

vector x and let Zo = 0, Zj = 7l"(aje-z)+(e), and Wj = Zj - Zj-l. Then 

Zo = 0 ::; ZI ::; ... ::; ZN = e, 
N 

L 7l"Wj = IE. 
j=1 

Moreover, 7l"Wj (aj_le) ::; 1C'Wj (z) ::; 7l"Wj (aje); i.e., aj-lWj ::; 7l"Wj (z) ::; ajWj. Summing 

the last inequalities, we obtain 

N N N 

Laj-lWj::; L 7l"Wj(z) = z::; Lajwj. 

j=1 j=1 j=1 
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Consequently, 

N N 

::; ~)aj - aj-dwj ::; c L Wj = ceo 
j=l j=l 

Now we turn to the case in which the space E is complex. Represent z as 

z = u + iv where u and v are real elements of the lattice E. As was proven, there 

exist real bj and Cj and fragments wi and wi' of the vector e such that 

N 

U - L bjwj ::; ~e, wj /\ w~ = 0 for k =1= j, 
j=l 

N 

" "<c "/\" O£ k../..· v - ~ CjWj _ 2"e, Wj Wk = or T J. 
j=l 

Assign Wjk = wi /\ w~ and ajk = bj + iCk. Then we obviously have 

j,k=l 

N 

u - L bjWjk + v-
j,k=l 
N 

= u - Lbjwj 
j=l 

j,k=l 

Corollary. If 8 > 0 and hI, ... ,hm E J( e) then there exist pairwise disjoint 

fragments Wj of the vector e and numbers a;k) such that 

for all k = 1, ... ,m. 

N 

hk - L ajk)wj < 8e 
k=l 

<I In the case of two vectors, the proof almost word for word repeats the 

arguments in the proof of the lemma for the complex case. The general case is 

settled by induction. I> 

Theorem. Every Banach lattice E has LUST; moreover, Xu(E) = 1. 
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<l First we suppose that E is a Banach K -space. Fix an arbitrary c > 0 and 

consider an arbitrary finite-dimensional subspace H C Z. Let hI, ... ,hm be a basis 

for H. Put 

and choose a number C so that 

m m 

L IAkl ::; C L Akhk 
k=1 k=1 

for all numbers Ak. Let vectors Wj and numbers a}k) be such as in the corollary to 

the above-proven lemma, where 8 > 0 is chosen so that 

8Cllell < 1, m8CIIeII(1 - 8CIIeII)-1 < c. 

Put 

It is clear that {Wj}}"=1 is a I-unconditional basis for U. Define an operator V : 
H --t U by the equality 

m m 

V(h) = L Akhk, where h = L Akhk. 
k=1 k=1 

Then we have 

m m 

IIV(h)11 ::; IIhll + L Ak(hk - hk) ::; IIhll + L IAkl8e 
k=1 k=1 

m 

= IIhll + 811ell L IAkl ::; (1 + 8Cllell)lIhll ::; (1 + c)lIhll· 
k=1 

On the other hand, 

m 

IIV(h)11 ~ Ilhll- L Ak(hk - hk) ~ (1 - 8Cllell)llhll· 
k=1 
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Therefore, IIVII ::; 1 + e and 11V-111 ::; (1 - 8Cllell)-1. 
Now we define an operator W : U ---+ Z by the equality 

Wu = V- 1 Pu + u - Pu (u E U), 

where P : U ---+ U is the projection carrying U onto ii and such that IIPII ::; m. 
Assuming P(u) = 2::;'=1 Akhk, we have 

m m 

IIW( u)11 ::; Ilull + L Ak(hk - hk) ::; Ilull + 811eliC L Akhk 
k=1 k=1 

= Ilull + 8CllellllV-1 Pull::; (1 + 8CllellllV-1111IPII)llull. 

By making use of the estimates for 11V-111 and IIPII, we obtain 

IIW(u)11 ::; (1 + m8Clieil (1- 8C1lell)-1)llull ::; (1 + e)IIUII. 

Thus, WVh = h for hE Hand IIWIIIIVII ::; (1+e)2. In view ofthe arbitrariness 

of e, we have the claim. 

Now we turn to the case in which E is an arbitrary Banach lattice. Let again 

He E, dimH < 00, and e > O. Identifying E with a subspace of E** canonically, 

we see from the above that there is a finite-dimensional subspace U with a 1-

unconditional basis and operators V : H ---+ U and Wo : U ---+ E** such that 

WoV = IH and 1IVIIIIWoII ::; ~. Let M = Wo(U). Clearly, M :) H. By the 

local reflexivity principle (see 3.S.4), there exists an operator J : M ---+ E such that 

11111 ::; ~ and J(h) = h for h E H. To complete the proof, it suffices to put 

W = JWo. I> 

REMARK. As was proven in [3], there is a space with LUST which is not 

isomorphic to any Banach lattice. Such is the space of [2] which is predual to [1 

and isomorphic to none of the spaces of continuous functions. 

3.9.3. The following theorem is the main tool for studying operator spaces with 

LUST. The symbol AV-yEf ~-y denotes the arithmetic mean of a family {~-YhEf of 

finite numbers; 8ik stands for the Kronecker symbol. 
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Theorem. Let Z E LUST and let {hdf:1 be a basis for a subspace H C Z. 

Suppose that there are operators Ri E 2'(Z, Z) (i = 1, ... , N), a subset g of the 

Cartesian product {-I, I} N, and a constant M such that 

(1) Ri(hj ) = Dijhj; 
(2) for every collection {adf:1 of numbers, the following inequality holds: 

Then the basis {hdf:1 is (MK)2xu(Z)-unconditional, where 

N 

N 

K = max LCiRi . 
{e;lEG" ;=1 

<l Let x E H, x = L: Xih;, and 10il ~ 1 (i = 1, ... ,N). Estimate the quantity 
i=l 

~ 8,x,h, ~ ,up { ~ 8,x;/( h,) I I E Z', IIIII oS 1 } . (1) 

Put 
N 

S= LO;x;J(h;). 
i=l 

It is clear that 
N N 

S ~ L Ixil If(hi)1 = L IXill(Rif)(hi)l· (2) 
;=1 ;=1 

By the definition of Xu(Z), for every L > Xu(Z), there is a finite-dimensional 

subspace U with I-unconditional basis {en}~=l' m = dimU, and operators V E 

2'(H, U) and W E 2'(U, Z) such that WV = IH and IWIIIIWII ~ L. 
Assign 

m m 

V(h j) = L ajnen, W* RiU) = L b;ne~, (3) 
n=l n=l 

where {e~} :=1 is the basis for U* dual to {en}~=l. Then 

m 

(Ri f)(hi) = (W* Ri(f)) (Vh;) = L ainbin. 
n=l 
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Substituting the preceding expression in (2), we have 

N m m N 

S ~ L IXil L lainllbinl = L L Ixil lainllbinl 
i=1 n=1 n=1 i=1 

Now, by using hypothesis (2) of the theorem, we obtain 

m N N 

S ~ M2 Av ~v L LeiXiain Le~bin 
{e;}Etf {e;}Etf n=1 i=1 i=1 

~ M2 ~.m~ ,. (f teixiain e~, f te~bin e~) 
(~.),(~;)E'" n=1 i=1 n=1 i=1 

m N m N 

~ M2 max L L eixiain en L L e~bin e~ 
(e;),(ei)Etf n=1 i=1 U n=1 i=1 

(4) 
U· 

Estimate the norms on the right-hand side of (4). By virtue of (3) and I-un

conditionality of the bases {en} ~=1 and {e~} ~=1' we have 

m N m N N m 

L Leixiain en = L L eiXiainen L eiXi L ainen 
n=1 i=1 U n=1 i=1 U i=1 n=1 U 

N (I:e'R') (x) = LeixiV(hi) ::; IIVII 
i=1 U .=1 Z 

~ IlVlIKIIXllj 

analogously, 

m N m N N N 

L Le~bin * LLe~bine~ Le~Lbine~ en = = 
n=1 i=1 U· n=1i=1 U· i=1 i=1 U· 

N (t,e:Ri) (I) = Le~W*Ri(f) ~ IIW*II 
i=1 z· 

::; IIWIIKllfll· 
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Substituting the,estimates in (4), we obtain 

S:::; IIVII IIWIIM2K21lxli 11I11 :::; L(MK?llxllll/ll· 

Now (1) implies that 

N N 

LOiXihi :::; L(MK)2 LXihi 
i=l i=l 

Since L > Xu(Z) was arbitrary, we arrive at the claim. 

REMARK. As is easily seen from the proof, we could suppose that the operators 

Ri acts from Z not into Z but rather into some space Zl that contains Z as 

a subspace. In this case the supremum in (1) should be calculated over all I in the 

unit ball of the space Z;. 

Coronary. Let 1:::; p, q:::; 00, E = [~, and F = ['In, let {edk=l and {1i}T=l 

be the canonical bases for the spaces [~ and ['In respectively, let {e~} ;=1 and 

{li};:1 be their dual bases, and let (m, a) be an arbitrary Banach operator ideal 

(see 3.S.3). Then the basis {hkj } ;;;:1 for m(l~, ['In), where hkj = e~ ® hj, is 

A-unconditional, A:= 4Xu(m(l~, ['In)). 

<l Let H = Z = m(l~, ['In) and let Rkj(U) = QjU Pk, where Pk = e~ ® ek, 

Qj = Ii ® Ii, and U E m(l~,['In). Put N = mn and represent the set {-I, l}N as 

{ekj I ekj = ±1, k = 1, ... ,n, j = 1, ... ,m}. 

Finally, assume that 

g = {ekej I ek = ±1 for k = 1, ... , nj ej = ±1 for j = 1, ... , m}. 

Since Rkjhi/ = bkibj/hi/, the reference to the theorem provides the claimed 

result considering that, obviously, M = 2 and by virtue of Lemma 3.8.3(a) K = 1. I> 

3.9.4. We need certain auxiliary statements to use Theorem 3.9.3 for finding 

out conditions under which a band of a Banach ideal (see 3.S.3) is a vector lattice. 

Lemma 3 is the main of the statements aiming at our goals. 
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DEFINITION 1. Let E and F be Banach K-spaces. An element U E E* 0 F 
is referred to as a quasimatrix operator if there exist pairwise disjoint functionals 

x~ , ... ,x'tv E E.+, pairwise disjoint vectors Yl, .. . , Y N E F, and coefficients u ij for 

which the following equality holds: 

N 

U = L UijX~ 0 Yj· (5) 
i,j=l 

Quasimatrix operators possessing representations (5) with the same x~ and Yj will 

be called similar. 

As is easily verified, the quasimatrix operators 

N 

U = L UijX~ 0 Yj 

i,j=l 

and 
N 

U = L UijX~ 0i/i 
i,j=l 

are similar provided that, in their representations, the functionals x~ and x~ are 

fragments of the same functional x~ E E* and Yj and iii are fragments of the same 

element Yo E F. To this end, it suffices to represent the operators U and U as 

a linear combination of rank-one operators of the form (x~ 1\ x~) 0 (Yj 1\ '0/). 
We leave to the reader the proof of the following 

Lemma 1. Let 
N 

U = L UijX~ 0 Yj 

i,j=l 

be a quasimatrix operator. Then the operator lUI has the form 

N 

lUI = L IUijlx~ 0 Yj· 

i,j=l 

Lemma 2. Let E and F be Banach K-spaces and let Uk E E* 0 F and 

ck > o. Then there are pairwise similar quasimatrix operators Uk such that 
V(Uk - Uk) < Ck, kEN, where v is the nuclear norm. 
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<l To prove the lemma it suffices to apply the corollary to Lemma 3.9.2, with 

bk > 0 sufficiently small, to the elements X~j and Ykj participating in the represen-

tation 
mk 

Uk = LX~j ®Ykj. 

j=1 

As e we have to take 
00 mk 

x~ = L 17k L IXkjl 
k=1 j=1 

or 
00 mk 

Yo = L 17k L IYkjl, 
k=1 j=1 

where 17k > 0 are so small that the series containing them converge. I> 

DEFINITION 2. Let (Qt, a) be a Banach operator ideal. We say that a is a 1-

ten80r norm for spaces X and Y if the inequality 

a((W ® Iy )A) ~ IIWlla(A) 

holds for every operator WE .2"(X*, X*) and all A E X* ® Y. 

REMARK. If a is the dual norm and if a(A) = a(A**) for every finite rank 

operator then a is a I-tensor norm for all spaces X and Y. If the space X is 

reflexive and X* has the metric approximation property then a is a I-tensor norm 

for spaces X and Y for each Y. 

The norms 7r p and vp in the ideals of p-absolutely summing and nuclear oper

ators provide examples of I-tensor norms (for all spaces X and Y). 

Lemma 3. Let (Qt, a) be a Banach operator ideal; let E and F be Banach 

K -spaces, and let Qt(E, F) :) Z :) Qto(E, F), where Qto(E, F) is the closure of 

E* ® F in Qt(E, F). Suppose that Z E LUST and U, V E .2"(E, F) are similar 

quasimatrix operators, IVI ~ lUI. If the norm in X is order continuous or the 

operator norm a is I-tensor for spaces E, F, and Z = Qto(E, F) then 

a(V) ~ 4Xu(Z)a(U). 

<l 1. Let the norm in E be order continuous and let 

N N 

U = L UijX~ ® Yj, V = L VijX: ®Yj, 

i,j=1 i,j=1 
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where x~ ~ 0 and Yj ~ 0; x~ 1\ xj = 0 and Yi 1\ Yj = 0 for j =J i. By Lemma 1, we 

have 
N N 

lUI = L IUijlx~ ® Yj, IVI = L IVijlx~ ® Yj; 
i,j=1 i,j=1 

therefore, 

(6) 

Since the norm in E is order continuous, each functional has the band of 

essential positivity; moreover, disjoint functionals have disjoints bands of essential 

positivity (see [18]). Denote by Pi the band projection onto the band of essential 

positivity of the functional x~ E E* and by Qj, the band projection onto the band 

generated by Yj E F. It is clear that 

N N 

L ciPi ::; 1, LcjQj ::; 1, {Cdf:1' {cj};=1 E {-I,I}N, (7) 
i=1 j=1 

(8) 

Define operators Rij with range in Ql(E, F) by the equalities 

Rij(W) = QjWPi (W E Ql(E,F); i,j = 1, ... ,N). 

Then 
N 

L cicjRij(W) = 
i,j=1 

and by (7) we have 

N 

L cicjRij ::; 1, ({Cdf:1' {cj}':1 E {-I, I}N). (9) 
i,j=1 

Put 

Observe that by (8) 

(10) 
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Lemma 3.8.3(a) and relations (9) and (10) together justify applying Theorem 3.9.3 

to the basis {hkl}f,l=l for the space H; moreover, in the case Z =1= 21o(E,F) one 

has to take into account the remark on Theorem 3.9.3 assuming Zl = 21(E, F). 

Thus, the basis {hij}f,j=1 is 4Xu(Z)-unconditional and, considering (6), we obtain 

the claimed estimate. 

2. If the norm a is I-tensor for the space E then operators Rij : 21o(E, F) -+ 

21o(E, F) can be constructed in the following fashion: consider the band projections 

Si in E* onto the principal bands generated by the elements xi E E* and put 

Rij(W) = (Si 0 Qj)(W). Arguing as above, we can easily verify that 

N N N 

" ""c/,R-' < "c'S' ~ 10 1 J IJ - ~ 1 I L cjQj ::; 1 
i,j=1 i=1 j=1 

and Rijhkl = bikbjlhkl and the proof can be completed as in the preceding case. I> 

3.9.5. Existence of the structure of a vector lattice in an operator 

space. 

Theorem. Let (21, a) be a Banacb operator ideal; let E and F be Banacb 

K-spaces, and let 21o(E,F) be tbe closure of E* 0 F in 21(E,F). Furtber, let 

21o(E, F) C Z c 21(E, F) and Z E LUST. If tbe norm in E is order continuous or 

if a is a I-tensor norm for E, F, and Z = 21o(E, F) tben 21o(E, F) is a sublattice in 

L""(E, F); moreover, a(lUl) ::; 4Xu(Z)a(U) and a(V) ::; 4Xu(Z)a(lUl) for U, V E 

21o(E, F), IVI ::; lUI· 
<l Let U E 21o(E, F); let Un be finite rank operators, and let 

By Lemma 2 in 3.9.4, we may assume Un to be pairwise similar quasimatrix oper

ators. Since 

by Lemmas 1 and 3 from 3.9.4 we have 

a(lUnl-lUml) ::; 4Xu(Z)a(Un - Um) ) O. 
n,m-+oo 

Thus, the sequence {lUnl}~=1 converges in norm a to some operator WE 21o(E, F). 
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Given X, x E E, Ixl ~ lxi, we have 

IUxl = lim IUxl ~ lim IUnl(lxl) ~ lim IUnl(lxl) = W(lxl)· 

Therefore, the operator U is regular and lUI ~ W. Show that lUI = W. Without 

loss of generality we may assume that 

00 

L a(Un+1 - Un) < 00. 

n=l 

Moreover, 

00 00 

k=n k=n 

Consequently, 

00 

IllUnl(x) -IUI(x)11 ~ L 111Uk+l - Uklll·llxli 
k=n 

00 

k=n 
00 

Thus, the sequence {lUnl}~=l converges pointwise to lUI and so W = lUI. Hence 

it follows that mo(E,F) is a sublattice in L~(E,F). Moreover, 

a(U) = lima(IUnl) ~ 4Xu(Z)liman(U) = 4Xu(Z)a(U). (11) 

Let now V E mo(E, F) and IVI ~ lUI. Consider a sequence {Vn}~=l of finite

rank operators which converges to V with respect to the norm a. By Lemma 2 

from 3.9.4, we may assume that Vn and Un are similar quasimatrix operators. By 

the above, we have IVnl ~ lVI, IUnl ~ lUI, and 

IIU n I - IVn II ~ IIUI - IVII = lUI - IVI 
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in 21(E, F). Since IVnl ::; IVnl + IlUnl- IVnll, we have 

by Lemma 3 from 3.9.4. By passing to the limit, we obtain 

a(V) ::; 4Xl.I(Z)a(1V1 + IUI-IVI) = 4Xl.I(Z)a(IUI)· (12) 

Corollary. If 21(E, F) E LUST and the norm in E is order continuous then 

21o(E, F) E LUST; moreover, Xl.IUlo(E, F)) ::; 16[Xl.I(21(E, F))j2 and so 21o(E, F) 
is a sublattice in 21(E,F). 

<J Indeed, (11) and (12) imply that if U, V E 21(E,F) and IVI ::; lUI then 

a(V) ::; Aa(U), where A := [4Xl.I(21(E, F))j2. I> 

REMARK 1. As was proven in 3.9.2, every Banach lattice possesses local uncon

ditional structure. Theorem 3.9.5 in particular implies that the converse implication 

is valid for a sufficiently large class of operator spaces; moreover, the order of the 

spaces is the conventional order of the spaces of regular operators. 

REMARK 2. In general the lattice 21o(E, F) is not an o-ideal in L~(E, F) and 

is not even a KIT-space. To see this, consider the next 

EXAMPLE. Let E:= [I, F:= L2(0,1), and 21(1\L2(0,1)) = 2'W, L2(0, 1)). 

Then 21oW, L2(0, 1)) is the set K(11, L2(0, 1)) of compact operators. Since 

2'(11,L2(0,1)) = L"'(11,L2(0,1)) (see 2.2.16), the set KW,L2(0,1)) is a sub

lattice in L"'(11,L2(0,1)) by the corollary to Theorem 3.9.5. Demonstrate that 

K(ll,L2 (0, 1)) is not a KIT-space. 

<J Let 1 be the function on (0,1) identically equal to unity and let {rdk=I be 

the sequence of Rademacher functions 

n 

ek = {8kj}j~I E 100 , hn = I>k, h = {I, I, ... }. 
k=I 

Consider the operators Vn and V in 2'(11, L2(0, 1)): 

n 

Vn = Lek 0 rk, 
k=I 
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It is clear that IVnl = hn ® 1 and IVI = h ® 1. Thus, 

O ~ Un = Vn +2 1Vnl ~ lVI, U V K(ll L2(O 1)) n, E , , . 

However, 

sup Un = V + IVI ~ K(ll,L2(O, 1)) 
n 2 

since the operator V is not compact. I> 

3.9.6. Evaluation of the local unconditional constant for certain op

erator spaces. 

Lemma. Let (Qt, 0:) be an arbitrary Banach operator ideal; let 1 ~ p, q ~ 00, 

and let U : l~ --+ l'!n be an arbitrary operator whose matrix consists of entries with 

modulus 1. Then 

<I Let e' = (1,1, ... ,1) E l~' and f = (1,1, ... ,1) E l'!n. Then, obviously, 

lUI = e' ® f and 

From Corollary 3.9.3, we infer that 

Theorem. Let (Qt, 0:) be an arbitrary Banach operator ideal; let 1 ~ p ~ 00, 

1 ~ q < 00, and let In be the identity embedding of l~ into l~. Then 

where Bq is the constant in the Khinchin inequality (see 3.S.1). 

<I Let the operator U : l~ --+ l~n be determined by the matrix (Ujk), where 

( 2j - 1) 
Ujk = rk 2n +1 ' k = 1, ... ,n; j = 1, ... ,2n, 
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and rl, r2, . .. be the Rademacher functions. Then, for x = {x k} k= 1 E 1~, we have 

2 n 2j _ 1 n 
( 

n q) l/q ( 1 q ) l/q 

IIU xii = ~ ~ x,r, ( 2"+' ) = 2"/' ! ~ xm( t) <It 

By virtue of the Khinchin inequality, we have 

Therefore, considering the factorization of U as 

U . IP In 12 Uo l q 
. n ---t n ---t 2n, 

where the operator Uo is defined by the same matrix as U, we obtain the estimate 

IlUo II ~ B q2n / q• Consequently, 

It remains to apply the lemma for m = 2n and to use the preceding inequality. l> 

3.9.7. Absence of local unconditional structure in some spaces of 

r-absolutely summing operators. We assume that the spaces LP and Lq con

sidering below are constructed over arbitrary measure spaces. 

(a) If 1 < r ~ 2, p> r', and 1 ~ q ~ 00 then 

<l Since the space IIr (1~, l~n) is isometric to a 1-complemented subspace in 

IIr( LP, Lq), it suffices to prove that 

For q < 00, we have 
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by Theorem 3.9.6; here In is the identity embedding of l~ into 1;'. Estimate 7rr(In). 
It is obvious that 

III.xll ~ (t Ix.I' ) 1/' S (t Ix.I·) 1/. ~ nIf. (t Ix.r ~ ) 1/. 

for x = (Xl, •.. , xn) E l~. Hence it follows that 7rr(In) ::::; n1/ r (see 3.1.4). This fact 

together with (12) yields 

X (II (lP lq )) > (4B )-In(l/P')-(l/r) ------t 00 urn' 2 n _ q • 
n--+oo 

For q = 00, we use the following inequality that is established in Lemma 3.9.6: 

(13) 

To this end, estimate 7rr(U) from below. Let x(k) E l~ be the vector coinciding with 

kth row of the matrix U in Theorem 3.9.6. Then IlUx(k) II = n (k = 1,2, ... ,2n) 

and since 

we have 

By making use of the inequality 

2n 1 n r 

2-n L I(x(k), x'w = J L x~rk(t) dt, 
k=l 0 k=l 

where x' := (x~, ... , x~), we see that 

n S •• (U) sup { (l tx~r.(t) · dt) 1/. Illx'II,:' S I} 
S "(U) sup { (t IX>l') 1/' IlIx'II,:' S I} S •• (U). 
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This, together with (13), yields 

(b) If 1::; r::; 2,1::; p < 00, and 2 < q::; 00 then IIr(LP,Lq) ~ LUST. 

<l The proof of the assertion can be made analogously as the proof of asser

tion (a). [> 

(c) If 1::; r::; 2,1::; p < 00, and 2 < q::; 00 then IIr(LP,LQ) ~ LUST. 

<l As in the preceding cases, we may consider only finite-dimensional spaces 

and prove that 

Since 

(see 3.9.1, Remark 2) and 

where (2l*,a*) is the dual ideal to (IIr,7rr ) (see 3.S.3), by Theorem 3.9.6 the fol

lowing inequality is valid: 

(14) 

where In is the identity embedding of l~ into I;. Estimate a*(In). Represent In as 

the product In = -y/3, where -y and /3 are the identity embeddings of I':' into I; and 
of I~ into I':'. Then for every operator W E .5e (1;, l~) we have 

Itrace(InW)1 = I trace(WIn) I ::; v(WIn)::; v(W-y). 

Considering the canonical basis {ek}k=l for 1':', we see that 

n 

v(W-y) ::; L IIW-y(ek)11 ::; 7rl(W-y). 
k=l 
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1 

1 

1 

/q 
1 

/r 

/2-

Therefore, 

~ LUST ~ 

no LUST 

l/q 

11--~~~ 

LUST 

l/r 
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l/r' 1 l/p 1/2 l/r' 1 l/p 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. Presence or absence of LUST in the spaces IIr(LP,Lq) 

(a) for 1 < r S 2; (b) for 2 < r < 00. 

a*(In) = sup{ I trace(In W) I W : 1~ - I!, 7rr(W) S I} 

s SUp{7rl (W,) I W: 1~ _I!, 7rr(W) S I} 

S 7rrl(!) S 7r2(!) S ..;n. 

This fact together with (14) implies that 

(d) If2 < r < q < 00 and 1 S p < 00 then IIr(LP,Lq) tt. LUST. 

<l The proof of the assertion can be made in analogy with the proof of assertion 

(c). I> 

REMARK. Assertions (c) and (d) remain also valid for p = 00; however, we will 

not expatiate on proving. 

The results of the subsection and of the theorems of 3.8 can be visually repre

sented as diagrams (Fig. 1) 
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On Fig 1,a, the boundary of the shaded rectangle is adjoint to it except the 

part p = r' and 1 :::; q < r indicated by the dotted line. The question remains 

open on presence or absence of LUST in the spaces ITr(Lr', U) corresponding to 

the points of this part. 

On Fig 1,b, the boundary of the shaded polygon is included into it except the 

part 1 :::; p < r' and q = r indicated by the dotted line. The question remains 

open on presence or absence of LUST in the spaces ITr(LP, Lq) corresponding to 

the points of the part and to the points of the square r' < p and 2 < q :::; r. 

3.9.8. Uniqueness of operator ideals with LUST. 

Theorem. Let 1 < p :::; 2 and 1 < q :::; 2 and let (m, a) be a Banach operator 

ideal. If the space m(LP,Lq) has LUST then Qi(LP,U) = IT2(LP,Lq). 

<I Let mo(LP, Lq) be the closure ofthe set of finite-rank operators in m(LP, Lq). 

By Theorem 3.9.5, mo(LP,U) is a sublattice in L~(LP,U). Check that 

It is obvious that Qio(LP,U) C .!t's'"i:(LP,Lq) and since .!t's'"i:(LP,Lq) C IT2(LP,Lq) 

by 3.7.2(e), we have 

mo(LP,Lq) c IT2(LP, Lq). 

Let (m*, a*) be the dual ideal to (m, a). Since (mo(LP, U))* = m*( LP, Lq) (see 3.S.3), 

m*(Lq,LP) is a lattice. Moreover, if an operator V E m*(LP,LP) is positive, 

(Vy, x') = trace VU ~ 0 for every rank-one positive operator U = x' 0y, where x' E 

L~ and y E L+. Thus, the order in m*(Lq,LP) as in the dual space to mo(LP,Lq) 
coincides with the order induced from L~(Lq,LP) and m*(Lq,LP) c L~(Lq,LP). 
Hence 

(15) 

On the other hand, since Qio(LP,U) C IT2(LP,Lq) and [IT2(LP,U)j* :::> IT2 (U,LP) 
(see 3.S.3), we have 

This fact, together with (15), yields 
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which implies the equality ~o(LP,U) = II2(LP,Lq). 
With the help of the closed graph theorem, we easily deduce that the norms 

71"2 and 0: are equivalent and the inequality 7I"2(U) ~ Co:(U) holds in particular for 

some number C and every operator U E ~o(LP, U). 
To complete the proof, it now suffices to verify that ~(LP, Lq) c II2(LP, Lq). 

Let (Ps )SEEJ be a net of finite rank operators in LP satisfying the following condi

tions: x = lim Psx for every x E LP and lIPs Ii ~ 1 for every () E 8. If U E ~(LP, Lq) 
s 

and Us := UPs then Us E ~o(LP,Lq) and Ux = limUsx for each x E LP. Moreover, 
s 

7I"2(US) ~ Co:(UPs) ~ Co:(U). Since the unit ball of the space II2(LP,Lq) is closed 

under strong operator convergence (see 3.1.1), we have U E II2(LP, Lq). t> 

REMARK 1. The following assertions complement Theorem 3.9.8 (the symbol 

K(X, Y) stands for the set of compact operators): 

(1) If~(L2,L1) E LUST then ~o(L2,L1) = N(L2,L1). 

(2) If~(L1,L2) E LUST then ~o(Ll,L2) = K(L1,L2). 

(3) If~(L1,LOO) E LUST then ~o(Ll,LOO) = K(L1,LOO). 

(4) If~(LOO,L1) E LUST then ~o(LOO,L1) = N(LOO,L1). 

<l By Theorems 3.9.5 and 3.7.4(d), we have 

whence N(L2, L1) C ~(L2, L1) in view of the closure of the unit ball in II2(L2, L1) 
under pointwise convergence. It remains to observe that !l(L2, L1) C II2(L2, L1) 
and II2(L2, L1) = N(L2, L1). 

To prove the forth assertion we notice that ~o(LOO,L1) = N(LOO,L1) since 

~o(LOO,L1) C 2"s';'(LOO,L1) by Theorem 3.9.5 (see [49, Chapter IV, §5]). 

Proofs of assertions (2) and (3) can be easily deduced from (1) and (4) by 

duality. t> 

REMARK 2. The hypotheses ~(LP, U) E LUST in Theorem 3.5.8 and in Re

mark 1 on it may be replaced with the hypotheses !lo(LP, U) E LUST which is 

weaker to some extent as is seen from the corollary to Theorem 3.9.5. 

Corollary. Let 2 ~ p and q < 00. If~(LP,Lq) E LUST then 
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Moreover, if f.l(LOC\ L2) E LUST then f.lo(Loo,L2) = N(Loo,L2); i£Qt.(L2,Loo) E 

then f.lo(L2, Loo) = K(L2, Loo). 

The corollary is straightforward from Theorem 3.9.8, Remark 1 on it, and the 

definition of dual ideal. 

The results of Theorem 3.9.8, of the 

Remark, and of the Corollary to it can 

be conveniently exhibited as the diagram 

(see Fig. 2), where at the point (lip, 1/q), 
the results are reflected for ideals of oper

1/q 
1 

ators acting between LP and U and the 1 12 ~'77TJ=.,.7T.~===~ 
shaded domain corresponds to uniqueness 

of an ideal in LUST. It is easy to check 

that, for boundary points situated between 

(1/2,1) and (1, 1) and between (1, 112) and 

(1,1), the spaces N(£P,L 1), II2 (LP,£1) 
and N2(£1, LP), K(L1, £P) for 1 < p < 2 

and the spaces N(L1, L1), N2(L1, L1), and 

K (L 1 , L 1) for p = 1 (pairwise disjoint) 

serve as vector lattices with everywhere 

1/2 1 lip 

Fig. 2 

dense set of finite rank operators; here N2(X, Y) stands for the closure of the 

set of finite rank operators in the space II2(X, Y). By duality, one can easily obtain 

the corresponding results for the points (0,0) and (0, lip), (l/p,O) for 2 < p < 00. 

The uniqueness of operator ideals with vector lattice structure fails at the points 

(lip', lip) for 1 < p < 00, p i= 2 either. For 1 < p < 2, the ideals IIp(£P', £P) and 

II1(LP' ,LP) provide the sought examples. For the other points of the diagram, the 

question of uniqueness seems to remain open. 

3.S. Supplement to Chapter 3 

3.S.1. The Khinchin-Kahane inequality. The classical Khinchin inequal

ity (see [15,16]) reads as follows: for every p, ° < p < 00, there exist positive 

constants Ap and Bp such that 
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for all n E N and all numbers Cll"., Cn, where r1, r2, . .. are the Rademacher 

functions. In what follows we assume that the constants Ap and Bp are the best of 

those possible. It is clear that Ap = 1 for p ~ 2 and Bp = 1 for p ::; 2. By direct 

calculations one can easily establish that B4 = V"3 (see, for instance, [16]). In [55], 
it was proven that Al = 2-1/ 2 and, in [50], Ap and Bp were calculated for all p. 

Observe that Bp f'V (pie )1/2 as p -+ 00. 

A generalization of the Khinchin inequality for vector-valued functions means 

that, for every p, 0 < p < 00, there are positive constants CXp and j3p such that the 

inequality 

apU ')'" c r n ! ~ r,(I)x, p dl L rk(t)xk dt < 
k=l 

~Pp (j n ')'" L rk(t)xk dt (1) 
k=l 

holds for all normed space X, all n E N, and all vectors Xl, ••• , Xn E X This 

inequality we shall call the Khinchin-Kahane inequality. 

As is easily verified, the left-hand side in inequality (1) is a corollary to the 

right-hand one. Therefore, it suffices to prove that 

2 ) 1/2 

dt (2) 

for p ~ 2. The result (where VP - 1 was replaced with p) was essentially obtained 

in [17]. The proof presented bellow is taken from [43] (see also [23]). 

Lemma. Let 2::; p < 00 and c = (p - 1)-1/2. Then the inequality 

(3) 

holds [or every z E C. 

<I We propose to the reader to convince himself that it suffices to prove in

equality (3) only for z E JR. (If we put z = Izlei <,:>, 0 ::; 'P ::; 27r, and fix Izl then the 
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left-hand side in inequality (33) attains the greatest value at ~ = 0.) By putting 

€z = t, we see that (3) is equivalent to the inequality 

(4) 

First we prove inequality (4) for 0 ~ t ~ 1. Assign s = (1- t)/(l + t). Then 

we can rewrite (4) as 

O~s~1. (5) 

It is clear that (5) is equivalent to the inequality 

(6) 

where ljJ(s) = (1+s p)1/P(p-2(p-2)s+ ps2)-1/2. It is easy to verify that the sign 

of ljJ' (s) for 0 < s < 1 coincides with the sign of the function h( s) = psp-1 - (p -
2)sP - ps + (p- 2). Since h is convex on the interval (0, 1) and h(l) = h'(l) = 0 then 

h(s) > 0 for 0 ~ s < 1. Thus,ljJ increases and inequality (6) holds. Consequently, 

inequality (4) holds for 0 ~ t ~ 1. 

Let now t > 1. Put r = lit. Then 0 < r ~ 1 and 

( 11 + tIP + 11- tIP)l/P (11 + riP + 11-rIP)1/P / 
2 =t 2 ~t(1+(p_1)r2)12 

= (p - 1 + t2)1/2 ~ (1 + (p _ 1)t2)1/2. I> 

Coronary. Let p 2:: 2, € = (p - 1 )-1/2, and a, b, e, dEC. Then 

where A = max{la + el, Ib + dl} and B = max{la - el, Ib - dl}. 
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<J Assign a = a + c, f3 = a - c, 'Y = b + d, fJ = b - d, and t = (A - B) / (A + B). 
Then 

By using the lemma, we obtain 

Ca + €C IP ; Ib - €dIPr/ p = A; B [(1 + c:t)P; (1- €t)Pf/ P 

,; A; B (1 + t')'/' ~ [( A; B)' + ( A; B) '] 1/' 

_ (A2 + B2) 1/2 
- 2 . C> 

Theorem. Let p ~ 2; let € = (p - 1)-1/2;)et X be an arbitrary normed 

space, and let XO,X1, ... ,Xn EX. Then 

In = (J Xo + e t .. (t) .. ' dt) l/p :s: (J Xo + t rk(t)Xk 2 dt) 1/2 (7) 
o k-1 0 k=l 

For Xo = 1, the inequality coincides with (2). 

<J Prove the theorem by induction. Let n = 1. Then inequality (7) means that 

Let j, 9 E X* be functionals such that 

IIfll = IIgil = 1, f(xo + €xd = IIxo + €xlil, g(xo - €xd = IIxo - €xlil· 
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Then 

By the corollary to the lemma with 

A = max{lf(xo) + f(xt)l, Ig(xo + g(XI)l} ~ Ilxo + xIII, 

B = max{lf(xo) - f(XI)I, Ig(xo - g(XI)l} ~ Ilxo - xIiI, 

we convince ourselves that inequality (7') is true. 

267 

Now we assume that inequality (7) holds for all vectors XO,Xl, ... ,Xn E X for 

n ~ m and prove it for n = m + 1. In view of the equality 

and inductive hypothesis, we obtain 

I m +1 = 2-1/ p (J Xo + £xmH + £ f: r,( t)x, ' dt 
o k=l 

I 

+/ 
m 

Xo + CXm+l + C L rk(t)Xk 
k=l 

Applying to the right-hand side the inequality 

p ) l/p 

dt 

( 
p/2 1 P/2) 2/p I i f( t) dt +! g( t) dt :": ! (If( t)I,/2 + Ig( t)l'/2)2/, dt 

P] dt, 
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with 
m 

f = Xo + cXm+l + Lrkxk 
k=l 

2 m 

g = Xo - cXm+l + L rkXk 
k=l 

we see that 

m P 

Xo + L rk(t)Xk + cXm+l 

k=l 

m P)) 2/p dt) 1/2 
+ Xo + L rk(t)Xk - cXm+l 

k=l 

Chapter 3 

2 

Estimating the integrand on the right-hand side with the help of inequality (7') 

(where the vector Xo is replaced with 
m 

Xo + L rk(t)xk 
k=l 

and Xl, with xm+d, we obtain the claim. [> 

REMARK. Inequality (7) admits the following generalization: 

Xo + c f rk(t)xk + c 2 L rk(t)r,(t)Xkl Pdt) l/p 

k=l lSk<ISn 

Xo + f rk(t)xk + L rk(t)r,(t)Xkl 2 dt) 1/2 
k=l lSk<ISn 

The proof of the inequality coincides essentially with the proof of the theorem. 

One can prove some further generalizations of (7) which use the Walsh functions 

representable as a product of at most three, at most four etc. Rademacher functions. 

Thus, 
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for all m :S n and all vectors x kl k2 ... km EX. 

As was observed, the left-hand side in inequality (1) is a consequence of the 

right-hand one. Prove this for p = 1 (the general case can be proven similarly). 

Let f E L4(0, 1) and IIfl14 :S allfl12. Then 

i.e., IIfll2 :S a21lflll. By putting 

n 

f = L rkXk , a = V3, 
k=l 

we obtain the claim with 0:1 = 1/3. 

3.S.2. 2-Cotype spaces. 

DEFINITION. We say that a normed space X is of (Rademacher) 2-cotype if 

there is a number C such that the inequality 

holds for all n E N and Xl, ••• , Xn EX, where rl, r2, . .. are the Rademacher 
functions. The least possible constant C is said to be the 2-cotype constant for the 

space X and is denoted by C2(X). 

By the Khinchin-Kahane inequality, the integral 

in the definition of 2-cotype space may be replaced with 

( 

1 ) lip ! ~ r,(t)x, P dt 
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for every p > O. Recall that in a Hilbert space the following identity holds: 

Theorem. For 1 ~ P ~ 2, the space LP(T,p.) is a 2-cotype space; moreover, 

C2(LP(T,p.)) ~ J2. 
Let Xl, ... ,Xn E LP(T,p.) and Yk = IXkI2. Then 

n n 

L Ilxkll; = L IIYkllp/2' 
k=l k=l 

Since p/2 ~ 1, we obtain 

n n 

Lllxkll;~ LYk 
k=l k=l 

( 

p~ )2h 
= j (t IXk(tW) dp.(t) 

p/2 T k=l 
(8) 

by the reverse triangle inequality. Estimating the sum L:~=l IXk(tW by the Khin
chin inequality, we see that 

where All = J2. This fact together with (8) yields 

(9) 

Since 
1 1 

j f(·,u)du ~ jllf("u)lIdu, 
o 0 
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from (9) it follows that 

(~IIX'II;) 1/' S hi (f ~ r,(")x,(t) , d~(t)) 1/, du 

1 n 

=V2 J Lrk(U)Xk duo c> 
o k=l P 

3.8.3. Banach operator ideals. Recall that the symbol 2'(X, Y) stands 

for the set of all continuous linear operators acting from a Banach space X into 

a Banach space Y. 

DEFINITION. A class 2t of operators acting between arbitrary Banach spaces 

is said to be an operator ideal if it satisfies the following conditions: 

(1) 2t(X, Y) = 2t n 2'(X, Y) is a linear set; 

(2) 2t contains all finite rank operators; 

(3) if W E 2'(Xo, X), V E 2'(Y, Yo), and U E 2t(X, Y) then VUW E 

2t(Xo, Yo). 
The set 2t(X, Y) is called a component of operator ideal2t. 

DEFINITION. Given an operator ideal 2t, a nonnegative function a is called 

a norm in the operator ideal if 

(1) the restriction of a to 2t(X, Y) is a norm in 2t(X, Y) for arbitrary X and Y; 

(2) a (x' ® y) = Ilx'llllyll for every rank-one operator x' ® y : X -+ Y; 

(3) if W E 2"(Xo, X), V E 2"(Y, Yo), and U E 2t(X, Y) then a (VUW) :S 
IIVIIIIWII a (U). 

If the normed space 2t(X, Y) is complete for arbitrary Banach spaces X and 

Y then the pair (2t, a) is called a Banach operator ideal. 
The class IIp (p :2 1) with the norm 7rp and the class of nuclear operators with 

the nuclear norm provide examples of Banach operator ideals. 

A norm a in a Banach operator ideal (2t, a) is called dual if there exists a Ba

nach operator ideal (~,;3) such that a (U) = ;3 (U*) for every operator U E 2t. 
Let (2t, a) be a Banach operator ideal. We say that an operator U E 2'(X, Y) 

belongs to the dual operator ideal 2t* if there exists a constant C such that 

Itrace(UAVB)1 :S CIIAlla(V)IIBII, 
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where V E 2!(Yo,Xo), A E 2'(Xo, X), rankA < 00, B E 2'(Y, Yo), and rankB < 
00. Put a*(U) = inf{C}. 

One can prove that the pair (2!*, a*) is a Banach operator ideal (see [42, The

orem 9.1.3]). It is said to be the dual ideal to the ideal (2!, a). By using the notion 

of dual ideal, it is possible to describe dual spaces to components of a given ideal in 

a series of cases. In the cases when the trace of a nuclear operator in a space X is 

correctly defined, one can try to establish a duality between the spaces 2!(X, Y) and 

2!*(Y,X) by the formula (U, V) = trace VU, where U E 2!(X, Y) and V E 2!*(Y, X). 
Thus, we would like to identify an operator V E 2!*(Y, X) with the functional Fv 
defined on 2!(X, Y) by the equality Fv = trace VU (U E 2!(X, V)). This program 

is implement able in a wide class of cases. The following theorem is a particular case 

of Theorem 10.3.5 in [42J. 

Theorem. Let 1 < p < 00 and 1 ::; q ::; 00; let (2!, a) be an arbitrary Banach 
operator ideal, and let 2!o (LP , U) be the closure of the set of fini te rank operators 
in 2!( LP, Lq). 

(1) If V E 2!*(Lq, LP) then VU E N(LP, LP) for every operator U E 2!o(LP, U) 

and the equality 

Fv = traceVU (U E 2!o(LP,U)) 

defines a continuous linear functional on 2!o(LP,U); moreover, IlFvll = a*(V). 
(2) For every functional F E [2!o(LP, U)J*, there exists a unique operator 

V E 2!*( LP, U) such that F is representable in the form (*). 

The next theorem is a particular case of the result obtained in [39J. 

Theorem. Let 1 < p < 00 and LP = LP(T,jl). Then [II2 (LP, Y)J* 
II2(Y, LP). 

<J We confine ourselves to a part of the proof of the theorem and establish 

inclusion II2 (Y, LP) C [II2( LP, Y)J* which is only used in Section 3.9 (as above, we 

assume that a duality between spaces II2(LP, Y) and II2(Y, LP) is provided by the 

trace). 

Let V E II2(Y, LP). By Theorem 3.3.6, the operator VU is nuclear for every 

U E II2(LP, V). Moreover, 
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Thereby we obtain the sought inclusion. 

The reader can find a detailed exposition of the theory of Banach operator 

ideals in [11,42]. 

3.S.4. The local reflexivity principle. A number of statements are con

solidated by this title which have their origin in a result obtained by Lindenstrauss 

and Rosenthal. Its various refinements and generalizations are exposed in [7,15]. 
We use the variant of the local reflexivity principle in the formulation presented 

below. We suppose that the space X is canonically identified with a subspace of 

X**. 

Theorem. Let X be an arbitrary Banach space; let L c X**, dim L < 00; 

let M c X*, dim M < 00, and let € > O. There exists an operator U : L ---+ X 

such that 

(1) (1- €)llx"ll ~ IIUx"ll ~ (1 + €)llx"ll for every x" E L; 
(2) (U x", x') = (x', x") for all x' E M and x" E L; 

(3) Ux" = x" for x" E L n X. 

3.S.5. The Fan Ky lemma. 

Lemma (see [5]). Let K be a compact convex subset of an Hausdorff topo

logical vector space and let q> be a convex set of convex functions lower semicon

tinuous on K. If each of the functions in q> takes a nonpositive value on K then 

there is a point Xo E K at which the values of all functions in q> are nonpositive. 

Comments 

3.1. The concept of I-absolutely summing operator (under the name of right 

semi-integral operator) appeared in the fundamental article [12] by A. Grothendieck. 

Independently of tensor product technique, I-absolutely summing operators were 

studied by A. Pietsch (see [41], where further literature directions are given), who 

introduced the notion of p-absolutely summing operator in [40]. A rather complete 

exposition of results obtained in the field in the last 20 years was given in the 

Pietsch monograph [42]. 

3.2. Theorem 3.2.3 was obtained in [40], Theorem 3.2.4 for the case in which 

Y is a Hilbert space, in [36]. In the general form, it is contained in [32]. 
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3.3. Theorem 3.3.6 is a particular case of multiplication theorems obtained 

in [30]. 

3.4. Theorems of 3.4.1 are given in [49], where the further bibliography is in

dicated. As for Theorems 3.4.2-3.4.5 see [6,34]. Equivalent formulation of these 

assertions are presented in [25]. Corollary 3.4.6(b) is proven in [38]. As to The

orem 3.4.7 see [25]. Corollary 3.4.7 is obtained in [53]. In 3.4.8 and 3.4.9 we use 

the idea of the article [52] for generalizing the results of [53,54]. Theorem 3.4.10 is 

borrowed from [54]. The result of 3.4.11 was announced in [25]. 

3.5. Theorem 3.5.2 was proven in [33]. Theorem 3.5.4, due to Grothendieck, 

is one of the important and deepest results of the theory of p-absolutely summing 

operators. We expose the proof of this theorem in line with [33,44]. Other proofs 

of the theorem may be found in [20,22,37]. 

3.6. Some of the theorems presented in 3.6.1-3.6.3 are valid not only for lin

ear operators but also for convex operators as well as for operators with values 

in LO(T,p,) They were obtained for the first time in [35]. Our exposition adheres 

to [32]. Theorem 3.6.4 was obtained in [32], and Theorems 3.6.6 and 3.6.7 are given 

in [35]. The presented proof of Theorem 3.6.7 was proposed by A. V. Bukhvalov. 

3.7. The results of this section are borrowed from [27] (see also [26]). 
3.S. As to Corollary 3.8.2(a) see [47]. The other results of 3.8.1-3.8.6 are 

presented in [29]. Theorem 3.8.7 appears for the first time. 

3.9. We use the concept of local unconditional structure put forward in [10]. 

The proof of Theorem 3.9.3 follows that of K. Schutt's theorem [50] which was 

proposed in [56]. Theorem 3.9.5 was obtained in [28]. Theorem 3.9.6 is given in [46]. 

As to the results of Subsection 3.9.7 see [46,50]. The first result on uniqueness of 

the ideal of operators with local unconditional structure was likely obtained for the 

first time in [9]. Theorem 3.9.8 was exposed in [27] and its generalization to the 

case when the spaces LP and Lq with 1 ::; p and q ::; 2 are replaced by arbitrary 

Banach lattices of 2-cotype is given in [48]. 
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In the present chapter, we will consider various problems connected with inte

graloperators. First of all we solve the problem of finding conditions for an operator 

to be an integral operator. In Section 4.2, a necessary and sufficient condition for 

integrality of linear operators is given and, in Section 4.3, we apply this criterion 

to finding sufficient conditions for integrality of some classes of operators (in par

ticular, dominated). In Section 4.4, the criterion for integral represent ability is 

used for integral representation of vector measures and, in Section 4.5, of nonlinear 

operators. The second part of Chapter 4 is mainly devoted to studying operators 

that remain integral (or belong to some classes of integral operators) after multipli

cation by an arbitrary operator of some class (for example, a unitary or bounded 

operator). Moreover, we expose as completely as possible the state of art in regard 

to the problems raised in the monograph [19] by P. Halmos and V. Sunder. 

4.1. Basic Properties of Integral Operators 

4.1.1. Throughout this chapter E and F denote ideal spaces over (T, 'E, J1) 
and (S, A, v) respectively. An operator U : E -+ F is called integral if there exists 

a measurable function K(s, t) (t E T, s E S) such that for every x E E the value 

y = U x is the function 

y(s) = J K(s,t)x(t)dJ1(t). (1) 

T 

The function K(s, t) is referred to as the kernel of the integral operator U. The set 

of all integral operators acting from E into F is denoted by ~(E, F). 

4.1.2. Observe that operator (1) must be given on the whole ideal space E 

and the integral in (1) is understood to be the usual Lebesgue integral. This cir

cumstance excludes the operators that are densely defined in LP by formula (1) 

as well as the operators in which the convergence of integrals is understood in the 

sense of some summation method: singular operators (where the integration is un

derstood in the sense of principal value, pointwise almost everywhere, or in the 

metric of LP, 1 < p < 00) which in fact fail to be not only integral operators in 

the sense of (1) but also to be even order bounded operators with values in the 

widest ideal space LO. This case formally includes the "integral representation for 

the resolvent," classical in the theory of ordinary differential operators, which in

volves passage to the limit in the metric of £2. Many potentials however admit 
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integral representation for the resolvent. Nevertheless, the question seems to be 

open for some classes of operators. Note also that passage to the limit in L2 can 

lead to loosing the property of integral representability. Indeed, the Fourier trans

form operator § : Ll( -00,00) ---t LOO( -00,00) is an integral operator, whereas the 

Fourier-Plancherel operator obtained by passing to the limit in L2 is not o-bounded 

from L2( -00,00) into LO( -00,00) and, therefore, cannot be an integral operator 

(see below). Finally, definition (1) excludes the operators whose kernels are dis

tributions, because otherwise every operator could be considered as an integral 

operator once the class of distributions is defined appropriately. 

It was just the discussion between John von Neumann and Paul A. M. Dirac 

about a possibility of applying the theory of integral operators to studying operators 

in quantum mechanics that led John von Neumann to the problem of describing 

the class of integral operators in the sense of (1). Of course, now the discussion 

is not that challenging due to appearance of the mathematically sound apparatus 

of distributions and the technique of rigged Hilbert spaces. However historically, 

it seems to lead to the fundamental article [58] by John von Neumann in which 

he solved the problem of finding all operators in L2(O, 1) unitarily equivalent to 

some selfadjoint integral operator (see the monograph [38] by V. B. Korotkov) and 

posed the problem of finding necessary and sufficient conditions for a given operator 

in L2(O, 1) to admit integral representation (1) [58, p. 4]. Solving the problem is 

the topic of Section 4.2. 

4.1.3. We turn to considering integral operators. First we present their ele

mentary properties. 

The definition of operator (1) presumes the following two conditions to be 

satisfied: 

(1) For every x E E the integrand in (1) is summable for almost all s E Sj i.e., 

J IK(s, t) x(t)1 dJ.L(t) < 00 (2) 

for almost all s E S. 
(2) For every x E E function (1) belongs to the space Fj i.e., for instance, in 

the case of F = L2 we require that 

111 K(S,t)X(t)dll(t)1
2 

dv(s) < 00. (3) 
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Note that the set of measure zero constituted by the points s E S at which (2) 
is violated depends, generally speaking, on the function x. Indeed, suppose that 

E = L2 and property (2) is satisfied for all x E L2 and all s E S\B, where v(B) = 0. 

Then the function K( s, .) generates a continuous functional on L2 for all s E S \ B; 
whence, 

J IK(s, tW dp,(t) < 00 (4) 

for almost all s E S. An integral operator U in L2 with kernel satisfying (4) is 

called a Carle man operator. The kernel of a Carleman operator possesses some 

extra summability as compared with (2). There are as many operators in L2 whose 

kernels do not satisfy (4) as desired. As a simplest example we take a function k E 
L1(0, 1) \ L2(0, 1/2) and define the kernel to be K(s, t) = k(ls - tl), i.e., 

1 

(Ux)(s) = J k(ls - tl)x(t)dt, x E L2(0, 1). 

o 

Since k E L1, the operator U is bounded in L2, but 

1 8 1-8 J Ik(ls - tl)12 dt = J Ik(t)12 dt + J Ik(t)12 dt = 00 

o 0 0 

for every s E [0,1], i.e., (4) is not valid. 

In the case of a finite measure p" making the substitution x = 1, we obtain 

J IK(s, t)1 dp,(t) < 00 (5) 

for almost all s. The kernel may fail to meet any summability condition stronger 

than (5). 

4.1.4. Now we turn to condition (2) and, in particular, to (3). Note that in (3) 

the modulus sign cannot be inserted under the inner integral sign. 

Alongside with (1) we consider the integral operator with kerneIIK(s, t)l: 

(Wx)(s) = J IK(s,t)lx(t)dp,(t). (6) 
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By (2), the function W x is defined for all x E E and is finite almost everywhere, 

i.e., W x E LO. Thus, the operator W always acts from E into LO. Now what about 

the action in F? Even in the case E = F = L2(0, 1) the operator W may fail to 

act from L2 into L2 (see, for example, [42, p. 78-81]. In this connection, we give 

the following definition. 

Operator (1) is called a regular integral operator from E into F if operator (6) 
with kerneIIK(s, t)1 acts from E into F. It is evident that if W acts from E into F, 

then U acts from E into F. The converse is true only for regular integral operators, 

and what was said before the definition means that there exist irregular integral 

operators in L2. Property (2) shows that every integral operator is a regular integral 

operator if it is considered as an operator acting from E into LO, which fact will be 

of use later. 

The set of all regular integral operators is denoted by .F"'{E, F). 

4.1.5. Now we establish a connection between the concept of integral operator 

with the calculus of o-bounded operators which was discussed in Chapter 2. First 

of all it is obvious that every regular integral operator from E into F is o-bounded 

from E into F. In fact, a far less trivial assertion holds. 

Proposition. An integral operator U {see (1)) is a regular integral operator 

from E into F if and only if it is o-bounded from E into F. Moreover, the 
modulus lUI in the sense of the calculus of Chapter 2 coincides with the operator W 

(see (6)), i.e., 

(lUlx)(s) = J IK(s,t)lx(t)dJ.t(t), x E E. (7) 

The proposition has a simple proof for separable measure spaces [8, 88]; we 

present this proof below. In the general case the proof is very involved. In [50] 

there is a proof that grounds on approximating the kernel K{s, t) with finite-di

mensional kernels. In [25] (see Theorem X1.1.2) there is another proof based on one 

Yu. 1. Gribanov's result [16] (earlier a close result was established by W. Luxem

burg [49, 50]). All subtlety of the theorem lies in the fact that, under some condi

tions on the set of functions in the domain of definition of an integral operator, the 

supremum of the values of the operator on this set calculated in the K-space LO 
coincides with the pointwise supremum. 

We will return to the proof of Proposition 4.1.5 after the next section. 
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4.1.6. Now consider the question concerning the continuity properties of inte

gral operator (1). 

Proposition. Let U : E -+ LO be an integral operator (1). 

(1) If Xn -+ 0 almost everywhere and IXnl S x E E (n E N) then UXn -+ 0 

almost everywhere. 

(2) If Xn -+ 0(11) and IXn I S x E E (n E N) then U Xn -+ 0 almost everywhere. 

(3) If U acts from a Banach ideal space E into a Banach ideal space F, then 

U is continuous. 

<J Assertions (1) and (2) are obvious corollaries to the Lebesgue dominated 

convergence theorem by virtue of formula (2). 

(3): According to the closed graph theorem, it suffices to check that the conver

gence of Xn -+ x in the norm of E and the convergence of U Xn -+ y in the norm of 

F imply that y = U x. By Proposition 2.1.10, there exists a subsequence X nk ~ x 

in E. Then UX nk -+ Ux almost everywhere by (1). Using Proposition 2.1.10 again, 

we infer that U X nk -+ Y in measure. Hence y = U x. I> 

Claim (3) of Proposition 2.2 in the case of a Banach ideal space with some 

condition (in particular, LP included) is due to S. Banach; and in the general case, 

to Yu. I. Gribanov (see the bibliography in [8]). 

REMARK. In view of the above presentation, every integral operator from a Ba

nach ideal space E into LO is continuous (LO is considered as endowed with the 

topology of convergence in measure) and therefore takes a ball of the space E into 

a set bounded in measure. 

The question of describing in terms of the kernel the situation in which the 

operator acts from LP into Lq lies beyond the scope of the work (the sufficient 

conditions found by L. V. Kantorovich are given in [42, § 7] and [25, § XI.3] , and 

some necessary and sufficient conditions are presented in [79, (7.1.6)]; the idea of 

the latter conditions is connected with that of the so-called Schur's method). 

4.1.7. We prove Proposition of 4.1.5 in the separable case. 

<J It suffices to establish that if the integral operator U acts from E into LO 
then formula (7) holds for all x E E, x ~ O. Fix such a function x and consider the 

set M = {y I Iyl S x} involved in formula (5) of Section 2.2 for calculation of the 
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modulus. We have 

J IK(s, t)1 x(t) dp,(t) = sup {J K(s, t) y(t) dp,(t) lyE M} (8) 

for almost all s, where the supremum on the right-hand side of (8) is calculated 

pointwise. In order to check (8), it is sufficient to observe that, for every s, the 

function 

ys(t) = sign(K(s,t))x(t) (9) 

satisfies Iys I ~ x and 

J IK(s, t)1 x(t) dp,(t) = J K(s, t) Ys(t) dp,(t). (10) 

Formula (12) of 2.2 asserts that 

IUlx = sup{Uy lyE M}, (11) 

but the supremum on the right-hand side of (11) is that in LO. The widely-spread 

fallacy in proving formula (7) consists in the fact that one does not distinguish 

between the natures of suprema in (8) and (11). In Section 2.1 it was explained 

that, generally speaking, information about the pointwise supremum tells nothing 

about the supremum in LO even in the case of the Lebesgue measure. Here we 
ought to use the particularity of our set U(M). By virtue of the separability of LO, 

there exists a countable everywhere dense set {Yn} in M. Prove that 

almost everywhere; JIK(s,t)lx(t)dt=sup{J K(s,t)Yn(t)dt I nEN} 
sup{Uy lyE M} = sup{UYn I n E N} 

(12) 

(13) 

which immediately yields (7). If y E M is arbitrary, then there is a sequence Ynk 
such that Ynk -+ Y in measure. Since the set M is o-bounded in E, we have 

UYnk -+ Uy almost everywhere by Proposition of 4.1.6(2). Therefore, 

(14) 

which immediately implies (13). Putting Y = Ys in (14), where Ys is defined by 
formula (9), we obtain (12). 
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Corollary. An integral operator U is positive if and only if K(s, t) ~ 0 J.1,

almost everywhere. The operator U is identically zero if and only if K(s, t) = 0 

f-L-almost everywhere. 

An elementary proof of the preceding corollary which does not rely upon the 

more complicated Proposition 4.1.5 is given in [25, p. 393]. 

4.1.8. Now consider the question about the integrality of the dual of an integral 

operator. 

Let U be an integral operator (1) acting from a Banach ideal space E into 

a Banach ideal space F. Alongside with (1) we consider the "transpose" 

(U#y)(t) = J K(s,t)y(s)dv(s). (15) 

If U E L"'(E, F) then we have U E L';(E, F) by Proposition 4.1.6. We identify 

E' with E; and F' with F;:. Appealing to Subsections 2.2.25 and 2.2.26, we can 

assume that the dual operator U* acts from F' into E' and is regular. Employing 

Fubini's theorem (see also [25, § XI.1]), we readily derive the following 

Proposition. If U : E ---+ F is a regular integral operator then U* : F' ---+ E' 

is a (regular) integral operator and U* = U#. 

The claim of the proposition can be valid without the assumption of the regular

ity of U (for instance, in the case when the kernel is symmetric or skew-symmetric, 

see [42, p. 84]), but it does not hold in general [19, Example 7.2; 11, Example II.1.17]. 

In [63], an example was constructed of a normal integral operator in L2(0, 1) whose 

dual is not an integral operator (and, hence, the operator U does not act into L2 
[19, Theorem 7.5]), which solves the long-posed problem (see, for example, [19, 

Problem 11.12]). 

4.1.9. Now we state criteria for an operator to belong to some important 

classes of operators (for proofs see [25, § XI.1]). 

Theorem. Let E be a Banach ideal space. If U is an integral operator (1) 

then U E M(E, F) if and only if K E F[E']; moreover, lUI =IKI. IfF is a Banach 

ideal space then 1lUIIM = IIKIIF(E'), 
4.1.10. Theorem. Let F be a perfect Banach ideal space. If U is an integral 

operator (1) then U E 2(L\F) if and only if K E LOO[F]; moreover, 11U11 = 
IIKIILOO[F) = vrai SUPt IIK(·, t)IIF. 
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These results explain the usefulness of the spaces with mixed norm which were 

introduced in Chapter 2. Until Section 4.3 we leave open the question about the 

conditions under which the dominated operators or operators defined on L1 admit 

integral representation. 

4.2. Integral Representation of Linear Operators 

Now we turn to the question of conditions for a linear operator to admit integral 

representation. This problem was posed by John von Neumann in [58] and solved 

in [5, 6] (see also the bibliography). 

4.2.1. John von Neumann seems to be the first who proved that the identity 

operator I in L2(0, 1) does not admit integral representation. This example is quite 

sufficient for illustrating the difference between conditions (1) and (2) of Propo

sition of 4.1.6 resultant from two perfectly equivalent statements of the Lebesgue 

dominated convergence theorem. In the case of the operator I condition (1) is obvi

ously satisfied (it is simply a tautology) whereas condition (2) fails definitely, since 

we can easily indicate a sequence of characteristic functions Xn on [0,1] such that 

Xn -t 0 in measure, but {xn} does not vanish almost everywhere. This argument 

is the simplest proof of the fact that I is not an integral operator. It turns out that 

condition (2) of Proposition 4.1.6 characterizes integral operators. 

Let E and F be ideal spaces on (T, ~, f.L) and (S, A, v). 

Theorem. Let U : E -t F be a linear operator. The following assertions are 

equivalent: 

(1) U is an integral operator, i. e., U admits representation (1); 

(2) if 0:::; Xn :::; x E E (n E N) and Xn -t 0 in measure then UXn -t 0 almost 

everywhere; 

(3) the operator U satisfies the following two conditions: 

(a) if f.L(An) -t 0 (An E ~) and XAn :::; X E E (n E N) then U(XAn) -t 0 
almost everywhere; 

(b) if 0 :::; Xn :::; x E E (n E N) and Xn -t 0 almost everywhere then 

U Xn -t 0 almost everywhere. 

REMARK. If E is a Banach ideal space with condition (A), then, by virtue of 

Proposition 2.1.10, assertions (1)-(3) are equivalent to the following condition: 
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(4) if 0 s:; Xn s:; x E E (n E N) and Xn -+ 0 in norm, then UXn -+ 0 almost 

everywhere. 

4.2.2. The proof of Theorem 4.2.1 will be given in 4.2.11, and now we discuss 

its statement. The implication (1) => (2) is trivial and is proven in Proposition 4.1.6. 

The main equivalence of Theorem 4.2.1 is (1) ¢:> (2) whose nontrivial part happens 

to be of profound interest because the implication (2) => (1) is a sufficient condition 

for an operator to be an integral operator. The implication (2) => (3) is obvious. 

Assertion (3) appears as refinement of the main assertion (2). The main condition 

in (3) is (a), meaning fulfillment of a condition equivalent to (2) but for characteris

tic functions, which turns out to be useful in applications (see Sections 4.4 and 4.5). 

Thus, to prove Theorem 4.2.1, we ought to establish only (3) => (1) which will be 

done in Subsection 4.2.11. 

If the measure Il is discrete, then all operators admit integral representation 

[25, p. 394-395]; therefore, the discrete case is of no interest. The basic cases are 

T = S = [0, 1] and T = S = IR n with the Lebesgue measure. Here the reader is free 

with choosing the desired level of generality, for it in no way simplifies the proof. 

Furthermore, even the case E = F = L2(0, 1) reveals all the difficulties. Now 

we will discuss possible approaches to proving Theorem 4.2.1 just in this case. 

First of all, looking at condition (2) that presumes some specific continuity of 

the operator U, one can think that some theorem on integral representation of 

functionals might be useful. It would be natural to fix s E S and introduce the 

functional on L2 acting by the formula 

Cf's(X) = (Ux)(s). 

However, the term "value of a measurable function at a point s" (more exactly, 

"value of a class of equivalent functions") is not defined. There is a quite intricate 

theorem due to von Neumann and Maharam on existence of a lifting (see Subsec

tion 2.4.5) which enables us to attach rigor to this concept for functions in Loo, but 

in the case of the LP spaces with p < 00 the concept of lifting cannot be defined in 

principle. Assume, however, that we can overcome this difficulty. Further, checking 

continuity of Cf' on L2 for almost all s, we would face another difficulty; the problem 

is that the set of measure zero where the convergence U Xn -+ 0 of condition (2) may 

fail to hold depends on {x n }. Assume again that we could overcome the difficulty. 
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Afterward, we can apply Riesz's theorem on the general form of a functional in L2 

and write down 

or 

<ps(x) = J ys(t)x(t)df-t(t) 

(Ux)(s) = <Ps(x) = J K(s,t) x(t) df-t(t) , 

where K(s, t) = Ys(t). Generally speaking, the function K(s, t) is not measurable as 

a function in two arguments, but in 4.3.6 we will see that it can be amended so as to 

become measurable. Now observe that Riesz's theorem yields J lys(t)1 2 df-t(t) < 00 

for every s and, hence, 

J IK(s, t)1 2df-t(t) < 00 

for almost all s. Thus, we conclude that the kernel K(s, t) satisfies (4) of Section 4.1 

with necessity, which means that U is a Carleman operator. As we know, there 

are non-Carleman operators; consequently, the chain of our arguments contains 

essential gaps and such approach to proving Theorem 4.2.1 fails. 

Let us try to take another approach. Any theorem on integral representation 

suggests making use of the Radon-Nikodym theorem. This theorem appears even

tually in our proof, but as a simple part of the reasoning, whereas all sophisticated 

arguments rely upon the calculus of o-bounded operators. We try to explain why 

an attempt to apply the theorem straightforward is doomed to failure. Assume that 

the operator U satisfies (2) and suppose for simplicity that f-t(T), v(S) < 00. The 

natural measure whose Radon-Nikodym derivative yields the kernel of U is defined 

as follows: 

'\(A x B) = J U(XA)df-t, A E E, BE A. (1) 
B 

Function (1) can be easily extended to a finite-additive measure (not necessarily 

positive) over the algebra of subsets of T x S generated by the product of the (J

algebras E and A. However, its countable additivity (or, which is the same, absolute 

continuity with respect to f-t (8) v) is difficult to check, because the integration in (1) 

"obliterates" the difference between condition (2) of Proposition 4.1.6 with con

vergence in measure and condition (1) with convergence almost everywhere which 

is in no way sufficient for integral represent ability. The only known proof of the 

countable additivity of the extension of (1) relies upon Theorem 4.2.1 itself. We 
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believe that the "operator" version of Theorem 4.2.1 cannot be plainly reduced to 

measure theory without nontrivial application of operator theory. 

Observe that any idea of proving Theorem 4.2.1 must explain where the dif

ference between convergencies in measure and almost everywhere plays its role. 

In conclusion, we answer the question why the very fact that an operator is 

an integral operator draws attention. First of all it is an interesting property in 

its own right which reveals the structure of an operator; the relevant problems are 

involved and have long history. Moreover, the fact that an operator is an integral 

operator yields some information on its spectrum [38, 58] and specific criteria for 

compactness. Once we have mentioned the concept of spectrum, we close the section 

with J. von Neumann's classical theorem of the article [58]. 

4.2.3. Let U be a linear operator. in L2(0, 1). A number A belongs to the limit 

spectrum a c( U) of the operator U if there exists an orthonormal sequence {en} such 

that IIU en - Aen II -t O. 

The J. von Neumann theorem [58]. Suppose that U is a bounded selfad-

joint operator in L2(0, 1). The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) U is unitarily equivalent to an integral operator (in L2(0, 1)); 

(2) U is unitarily equivalent to a Carleman integral operator; 

(3) 0 E ac(U). 

Theorem 4.2.3 extends to the case of nonselfadjoint and unbounded operators, 

for instance, in [38, 19] (see also the bibliography therein). 

Note that, clearly, not every operator unitarily equivalent to an integral one 

is an integral operator itself; therefore, Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.2.3 are in no way 

connected-they solve different problems. 

4.2.4. Before launching into the proof of Theorem 4.2.1, we present one more 

criterion for integral represent ability which has an implicit form in contrast with 

Theorem 4.2.1; the latter characterizes every individual integral operator, whereas 

the theorem given below characterizes the whole class of regular integral operators 

and attaches rigorous meaning to the intuitively clear fact that integral operators 

must be connected with finite-rank operators. It is evident that the norm in the 

space of operators in L2 is not suitable for describing this connection: every compact 

operator is a limit of finite-rank operators, but not every compact operator is an 

integral one, since there are integral operators (for example, Volterra operators) 
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not compact in L2 and, consequently, not approximable in norm by finite-rank 

operators. 

Fix x' EE' and y E F. Denote by x' ® y the one-rank operator 

(X' ®y)(x) = (J x(t)xl(t)dJL(t)) y, x E E, 

that obviously belongs to L';,(E, F) and is a regular integral operator with ker

nel K(s,t) = y(s)x'(t). Denote by K(E,F) the band in the K-space L';,(E,F) 
which is generated by all operators of the form x' ® y (x' E E' , y E F). 

Theorem. J~(E, F) = K(E, F). 

In the case when E and F are Kantorovich-Banach spaces on [0,1] the theorem 

was proven by G. Ya. Lozanovski'i' [47]. The general form was obtained in [5]. 

4.2.5. While proving Theorem 4.2.4, we will use the following lemma which 

looks like the Dunford-Pettis theorem and is well known for a long time at least in 

the case of the interval [0,1] with the Lebesgue measure. In [5], there is a proof 

grounded on the Bochner integral (in [67] the proof of Theorem 4.2.4 was reduced to 

the Radon-Nikodym theorem which is somewhat longer). Here we present a simple 

proof which is based only on the general form of a linear functional over L1 and 

whose idea is similar to that of the proofs of more general facts in [7]. 

Lemma. Every continuous linear operator U: L1(T,JL) -+ LOO(S, v) is an in

tegral operator. 

<J Let M be the set of functions of the form 

n 

L(s, t) = L AiXA;(t) XB;(S) 
i=1 

(JL(Ai), V(Bi) < 00), where Ai n Ai = 0 (i -=J j). Put 

cp(L) = fA; J U(XA;)dv. 
1=1 B; 

It is easy to see that the linear functional cp is defined on M correctly. 
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Assign Ll(T x S) = Ll(T x S,p, ® v) and Loo(T x S) = Loo(T x S,p, ® v). 

Then 
n 

1<p(L)I:::; 11U11 L >'W(Bi) p,(Ai) = 1IUIIIILII£l(TXS), 
;=1 

whence <p is continuous on M endowed with the norm of Ll(T x S). Since M is 

dense in Ll(T x S) in norm [25, Lemma XI. 1.2] , we can extend <p by continuity to 

a bounded functional over Ll(T x S) for which we preserve the previous notation. 

Then there exists a function K E Loo(T x S) such that 

<p(L) = J L(s,t)K(s,t)d(p,®v)(s,t), LELl(TxS). 
TxS 

Hence, Ux can be expressed by means of formula (1) of Section 4.1 with ker

nel K(s, t) for finite-valued functions x E Ll(T, p,). In view of K E Loo(T x S), we 

infer that the representation can be extended by continuity to the whole Ll (T, p,). I> 

4.2.6. Without loss of generality we may assume that IT E E' and Loo(S, v) c 
F (therefore Is E F). The general case easily reduces to the case by decomposition 

of measure spaces (see [5, 86, 87]). Now we present some technical lemmas of use 

in proving Theorem 4.2.4. 

Lemma. Denote Vn = nIT ® Is (n EN). If 0 :::; U :::; sup Vn, then U is 

an integral operator. 

<J It is obvious that 

for all x E Lj therefore, we can extend U to a continuous linear operator from Ll 
into L OO and apply Lemma 4.2.5. I> 

4.2.7. Lemma. For an arbitrary U E K(L2,F), U ~ 0, we have U" Vn i U. 

REMARK. Appealing to the analogy between the theory of functions and the 

theory of o-bounded operators discussed in Chapter 2, we can attach a simple 

meaning to Lemma 4.2.7. It consists in the fact that the operator VI plays the role 

of a function identically equal to one. Then the operators U " Vn are cutoffs of the 
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operator U and, therefore, Lemma 4.2.7 means convergence of the cutoffs to the 

operator itself. 

<l (1) First we prove the sought relation for U = x' 12) y, where x' E E+ and 

y E F+. It is clear that 

(U /\ Vn)(x)(s) = J x(t)(x'(t)y(s) /\ nlTxs(s,t))djj(t) 

(this follows, for example, from Proposition 4.1.5, but can be checked straightfor

wardly). Since 

X'(t)y(S) /\ nlTxs(s,t) i X'(t)y(S), 

it remains to employ Beppo Levy's theorem and formula (13). 

(2) Now we check that WE K(E, F), W ~ 0, and W /\ VI = 0 imply W = o. 
Take an arbitrary operator V ~ 0 of the form x' 12) y. Then sup(V /\ Vn) = V 

by the above. Hence, 

W /\ V = W /\ sup(V /\ Vn) = sup(W /\ V /\ Vn) = 0, 

for 0 ~ W /\ Vn ~ n(W /\ VI) = o. By the definition of K(E,F) as the band 

generated by operators of the form x' 12) y, we have W = 0 (we have proven that W 

is disjoint from K(E, F)). 

(3) We return to proving the lemma for an arbitrary operator U. By Theo

rem 2.2.4, there exists an operator V = sup(U /\ Vn) ~ U in the K-space L~(E, F). 
It is clear that 

sup(Vn /\ V) = sup[(Vn A U) /\ V] = sup(Vn A U) A V = V. 

Put W = (U - V) /\ VI ~ o. Afterward, 

(Vn /\ V) + W = (Vn + W) A (V + W) ~ Vn+l /\ U 

and, therefore, 

V = sup(U A Vn) = sup(U A Vn+l ) ~ sup(V A Vn) + W = V + W. 

Consequently, W ~ o. Thus, W = 0, i.e., (U - V) /\ Vi = o. The operator U - V 

belongs to K(E, F)j therefore, appealing to Step (2), we have U = V, which was 
required. [> 
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4.2.8. Now we pass to proving Theorem 4.2.4. 

<l (1) Suppose that U E K(E,F). Since U = U+ - U_, we can assume that 

U ~ O. We ought to show that U admits integral representation. By Lemma 4.2.6, 

for Un = U 1\ Vn there exists a kernel Kn(s, t), i.e., 

(Unx)(s) = J Kn(s,t) x(t) dp,(t), x E E. 

Since 0 ~ Un i, we have 0 ~ Kn i by Proposition 4.1.5. According to Lemma 4.2.7, 

Un i U. Put 

K(s,t) = supKn(s,t) 
n 

(the function can a priori take the value +00 on a set of positive measure). By 

formula (13) of Section 2.2, we obtain U nX i U x, x E E+. By Beppo Levy's 

theorem, we infer that U is an integral operator with kernel K(s, t) (which then is 

automatically finite almost everywhere). 

(2) Let U be a regular integral operator. Show that U E K(E, F). By the 

regularity of U, we have U E L';;(E, F). Without loss of generality we can assume 

that U ~ O. Assign Kn(s, t) = K(s, t) 1\ n1(s, t) and let Un be the integral operator 

with kernel Kn(s, t). Then for x E E+ we have 

Since Vn E K(E, F) and 0 ~ Un ~ Vn, we obtain Un E K(E, F), for every band 

is an ideal. By Beppo Levy's theorem, Un i U (here we again use formula (13) of 

Section 2.2 afterward U E K(E, F) by the definition of band). [> 

Corollary. The set of regular integral operators from E into F is a band. 

Despite the fact that the corollary lacks the information on the structure of 

the band of integral operators, it is very useful. Note that the nontrivial part of 

the proof consists in checking that regular integral operators form an ideal. In this 

connection, we state the indicated result as a separate criterion often effective in 

particular situations (see [8]). 

4.2.9. Theorem. An operator U : E --t LO is an integral operator if and only 

if there exists an integral operator V ~ 0 such that lUI ~ v. 
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4.2.10. Let us return to proving Theorem 4.2.1. We start with an elementary 

lemma ensuing from the diagonal sequence theorem. 

Lemma. Let {Pm} be a sequence of subsets in LO(S, A, v) such that Pm J 

Pm+1 (m E N) and inf{y lyE Pm} = 0 Vm. Then there is a sequence of 

functions {Ym} such that 

lim Yn (s) = 0 almost everywhere; 

(Vm) (3n(m)){Yn I n ~ n(m)} C Pm. 

(2) 

(3) 

<l Since inf{y lyE Pm} = 0, for every m there exists a sequence {h km } of the 

form 
h (m) (m) 

km = YI A ... A Yk , 

where y~m) E Pm, such that hkm ! 0 as k -+ 00. By the diagonal sequence theo

rem [34, Theorem VII.4.5], there exists a sequence kl < k2 < ... < km < ... such 

that hkmm -+ 0 almost everywhere as m -+ 00. We define the sequence {Yn} as 

follows. First we write down the elements y~I), ... ,Yi~) that determine hk11 ; then 

the y~2), • •. ,Yi~) that determine hk22; etc. For every 1 E N we have 

whenever m ~ mI. Letting m -+ 0, we obtain 

inf{Yn I n ~ I} = 0, 

whence limYn(s) = 0 almost everywhere. Property (3) follows by construction from 

the fact that Pm decreases. t> 

4.2.11. We prove the implication (3) ~ (1) in Theorem 4.2.1. 

<l We can assume that F = LO(S, v), since we have to prove only integral 

representability. Afterward, condition (b) implies that U E L;;(E,LO) by Proposi

tion 2.4.4. 

By Theorem 4.2.4, the set J(E, LO) = J"'(E, LO) of integral operators from E 

into LO is the band K(E, LO) generated by the finite-rank integral operators. Re

calling the basic properties of the operator calculus of Chapter 1, we conclude that 

there exists a projection Pr of the K-space L;;(E, LO) onto the band K(E, LO). 
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Put W = U - PrU. The operator W E L';(E,LO) satisfies condition (3a) of The

orem 4.2.1. Since the action of Pr cannot be described constructively, this fact is 

difficult to be obtained straightforwardly from the fact that the operator U pos

sesses the indicated property. Here we have to make use of Theorem 4.2.4 again. 

Indeed, by Theorem 4.2.4, the operator Pr U admits integral representation and, 

hence, satisfies (a). Now U and PrU satisfy (a) and consequently the operator W, 

their difference, satisfies this condition too. 

Assume that U is not an integral operator. Then W i= 0 by Theorem 4.2.4. 

We will derive a contradiction from it. 

By the definition of band projection, the operator W is disjoint from the 

band K(E, S) and, in particular, from all finite-rank integral operators. Fix an 

arbitrary set C E E, f.l(C) < 00, Xc E E, and demonstrate that 

W(Xc) = o. (4) 

By the above, we have IWI /\ (x' Q9 Is) = 0, in particular, for x' = Xc EE'. 

Afterward, using formula (15) of Section 2.2 for the infimum of operators, we obtain 

(IWI /\ (x' Q9 Is))(xc) 

= inf{ IWI(XA) + f.l(B)ls) I C = AU B, An B = 0} = O. (5) 

Assign 

It is clear that Pm J Pm+1 (m EN). From (5) we derive 

0= inf Pm /\ inf{ IWI(XA) + f.l(B)ls) I C = Au B, An B = 0, f.l(B) > 11m} 

2:: inf Pm /\ ((l/m)ls), 

whence inf Pm = 0 for all mEN. By Lemma 4.2.10, there are sequences {An} and 

{Bn} such that 

C = An U Bn, An n Bn = 0, (6) 

lim ({ IWI(XAJ + f.l(Bn)ls) = 0 almost everywhere, (7) 
n ...... oo 

(8) 
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Property (7) ensues from (2), and property (8), from (3). Since IW(XAJI ~ 
IWI(XAn ), from (7) we obtain 

lim ({ IW(XAJI + J.L(Bn)1s) = 0 almost everywhere. (9) 
n--+oo 

In view of Xb n ~ XC E E and (8), using the fact that the operator W possesses 

property (a), we obtain W(XBJ - 0 almost everywhere. Consequently, 

W(XAn) = W(xc) - W(XBn) - W(xc) almost everywhere. (10) 

Now choose an arbitrary s E S so that both limit relations (9) and (10) be valid. 

From (9) we derive 

n--+oo 

Comparing it with (10), we see that W(xc)( s) = 0 for such S; thus, W(xc)( s) = 0 

almost everywhere, i.e., (4) holds. 

We are about to complete the proof; therefore, it is time to explain where we 

have used the difference between convergences almost everywhere and in measure 

(i.e., between conditions (1) and (2) of Proposition 4.1.6). Passing to a subsequence, 

we could make XB - 0 almost everywhere by (8), but then equality (7) would 
nk 

be violated (the problem is that (7) involves the lower limit rather than the usual 

limit almost everywhere where passage to a subsequence spoils nothing). 

Now it remains to complete the proof of the equality W = 0 by extending 

the already-proven equality (4) to all functions in E by continuity, which fact is 

guaranteed by W E L;;(E, LO). [> 

4.2.12. For the first time Theorem 4.2.1 was published in the articles [5, 6] 

by A. V. Bukhvalov (about the later articles [67, 68] by A. Schep see [8]). The 

monograph [86] by A. Zaanen gives a proof very close to the original one. 

All above-mentioned works use the idea of the proof of H. Nakano's theorem on 

bilinear forms [57]. In 1988 Professor R. Nagel from Tiibingen University informed 

A. V. Bukhvalov that a disciple ofH. Nakano, a well-known Japanese mathematician 

T. And6, presented Theorem 4.2.1 in the course of lectures he delivered at the 

university in the late 1960s. However, his proof, which relies upon Nakano's theorem 

as well, was never published. 
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4.2.13. A new proof of the implication (1) =} (2) in Theorem 2.4.1 was found 

by L. Weis [83]. His proof is remarkable for he managed to use the Dunford

Pettis theorem (Theorem 2.4.11), thereby connecting the theory of representation 

of operators by means of vector-functions and the theory of integral operators. 

Henceforth, we suppose for simplicity that J-L(T), v(S) < 00 and LOO(T, J-L) C 

E C L1(T,J-L). 

In the case of operators acting in L1, we can reformulate Theorem 2.4.11 on 

using Proposition 2.3.7 as follows: 

Lemma. A bounded linear operator U : L1(T, J-L) -+ L1(S, v) is an integral 

operator if and only if for every e > 0 there exists a set AcT, J-L(T \ A) < e, such 

that U XA is a weakly compact operator. 

4.2.14. We state an elementary exhaustion lemma. 

Lemma. Let (P) be a property of measurable sets in ~ such that 

(a) JL(A) = 0 =} A E (P); 

(b) A E (P) =} (B E~, Be A =} B E (P)); 

(c) A, BE(P)=}AUBE(P); 

(d) for every A E ~, J-L(A) > 0, there is aBE (P) such that B C A and 

J-L(B) > O. 
Then there exists a sequence {An} of pairwise disjoint sets such that UAn = T 

and An E (P) 'in E N. 

Using Lemma 4.2.13, we can obtain the following result. 

4.2.15. Corollary. If a bounded linear operator U : £l(T, J-L) -+ Ll(S, v) is 
not an integral operator, then there exist b > 0 and A E ~, J-L(A) > 0, such that 

TJ(B) = lim Ilxc UXBII > b 
II( C)--+O 

for every B C A, J-L(B) > o. 
<J Suppose to the contrary that, for arbitrary e > 0 and A E ~, J-L(A) > 0, 

there exists aBC A, J-L(B) > 0, such that TJ(B) < e. If B1 n B2 = 0, TJ(Bd ~ c:, 

and ",(B2) ~ c: then TJ(BI U B2) ~ c:. Consequently, the property TJ(B) ~ c: meets 

the conditions of the exhaustion lemma 4.2.14. Therefore, there is a sequence {An} 

such that JL(T \ An) -+ 0 and ",(An) ~ e. Given a A > 0 and a numeric sequence 
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{Cn} such that Cn - 0, find sets Bn satisfying the relations J.L(T \ Bn) ~ >"/2n and 

T7(Bn) ~ Cn. Then for B = nBn we have J.L(T \ B) ~ >.. and T7(B) = o. If T7(B) = 0 

then the operator UXB is weakly compact by the criterion for weak compactness 

in L1 (see the lemma of Subsection 2.4.11). Since>.. > 0 is arbitrary, U is an integral 

operator by Lemma 4.2.13, which contradicts the hypothesis. l> 

4.2.16. We will prove the implication (2) =} (1) in Theorem 4.2.1 following 

L. Weis [83]. 

<l As above, U E L;;(E, LO). Choose a partition {Bn} ofthe set 5 so as to have 

XBn IUIIT E Loo(5, v). Then XBU E L;;(Loo, Loo). By 4.1.8, if (XBn U)* : L1 _ L1 
is an integral operator, then X Bn U is an integral operator on L 00. Recalling that 

U E L;;(E, LO), we can easily infer that U is an integral operator too. 

Thus, it suffices to establish that if U : LOO _ Loo satisfies condition (2), then 

U* : L1 _ L1 is an integral operator. 

Suppose to the contrary. By virtue of Corollary 4.2.15, there exist 8 > 0 and 

C E A, v( C) > 0, such that 

lim IlxD UXAlloo = lim IlxA U*xDlh > 8 
p(A)-O p(A)-O 

(11) 

for every DeC, v(D) > O. 

Fix an C > O. By (11), for every DeC, v(D) > 0, there exists a set D' CD, 
v(D') > 0, satisfying the condition 

(Pe ): there are finitely many functions Xi such that 

o ~ Xi ~ 1, J Xi dJ.L :::; c, and s~p IU xd ~ 8/2 almost everywhere on D'. 

Property (Pe ) satisfies the conditions of the exhaustion lemma 4.2.14. Consequently, 

there are sets D E (Pt:) such that v(C \ D) is arbitrarily small. Afterward, for 

every mEN, we can successively construct functions X nm+1, ... , x nm+1 such that 

o ~ Xi ~ 1 and J Xi dJ.L ~ ~ for i = nm + 1, ... ,nm+1; moreover, if 

Bm = {s I sup I(UXi)(s)1 ~ 8/2}, 
i=nm+1, ... ,nm+l 

then v( C \ Bn) ~ v( C)/2m+1. Thus the set B = nBn has positive measure and, 

consequently, U Xi ~ 0 almost everywhere, though Xi - 0 in measure, which con
tradicts condition (2) imposed on U. l> 
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4.3.1. We start with considering the problem left open in 4.1: When is a dom

inated operator an integral operator? 

Theorem. Let E be a Banach ideal space and take U E M(E, LO(B, v)). The 

operator U is an integral operator if and only if the following condition is satisfied: 

(*) if Xn --+ 0 (in aCE, E')) then U Xn --+ 0 almost everywhere. 

<l If U is an integral operator, then its kernel K belongs to LO[E'] by Theo

rem 4.1.9 and therefore condition (*) is satisfied. 

Conversely, if condition (*) is satisfied then condition (2) of Theorem 4.2.1 is 

obviously satisfied and, consequently, U is an integral operator. [> 

4.3.2. Theorem. If E is a Banach ideal space satisfying condition (4), then 

every operator in M(E,LO) admits integral representation. 

<l By virtue of condition (A), we have E* = E;; = E'; therefore, the conver

gence in (*) is the usual weak convergence. It remains to use the representation by 

means of vector-functions given in Theorem 2.4.7. 

Hence we immediately obtain the following corollary. 

4.3.3. Corollary. If E is a Banach ideal space satisfying condition (*) then 

L~(E*) = L~(E', E) = LO[E']. 

4.3.4. Theorem. If F is a Banach ideal space satisfying condition (A) then 

every operator U E .5£'(L\ F') is an integral operator. 

<l The assertion ensues from Corollary 4.3.3 and Theorem 2.4.9. [> 

Observe that condition (A) in Theorems 4.3.2 and 4.3.4 cannot be omitted, 

which is demonstrated by the example of the identity operator (in LOO and L1). 
Recall that the identity operator is not an integral operator which is an immedi

ate consequence of the fact that convergence in measure and convergence almost 

everywhere do not agree in the case of a continuous measure. 

Theorem 4.3.2 involves criteria for an operator to lie in the Hilbert-Schmidt 

and Carleman classes (see Chapter 2). 

4.3.5. Now we indicate simple corollaries to Theorem 4.2.1 which are con

nected with the integral represent ability of the superposition of operators. 
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Let E, F, and G be three ideal spaces and let U : E -t F and V : F -t G be 

linear operators. 

Proposition. (1) If U : E -t F is a regular integral operator and V E 

L';(F, LO) then W = VU is an integral operator. 

(2) HUE L';(E, F) and V : F -t G is an integral operators then W = VU 

is an integral operator. 

<l Let us check (1), for example. Suppose that 0 ~ Xn ~ x E E and Xn -t 0 

in measure. Since U is an integral operator, we have UXn -t 0 almost everywhere; 

moreover, the regularity of U implies that the sequence {Uxn} is o-bounded in F, 

i.e., UXn -t 0 in F. Owing to V E L';(F,LO), we obtain VUxn -t 0 almost 

everywhere. I> 

Note that the conditions of the proposition cannot be weakened. In [37] 
and [62] examples were independently constructed of two integral (compact) oper

ators in L2(0, 1) whose superposition is not an integral operator (the same articles 

and [36] contain many other interesting results about integrality of the product of 

operators ). 

4.3.6. With the help of Theorem 4.2.1, one can easily prove that if an "in

tegral" operator is generated by a nonmeasurable kernel, then the kernel can be 

replace by a measurable one. 

Proposition [5]. Let E be an ideal space and suppose that a function <Ii(s, t), 

which may be nonmeasurable in general, is such that the v-almost everywhere finite 

v-measurable function 

y(s) = J <Ii(s,t) x(t) dJl(t) 

is defined for all x E E. Define the operator U x = y (x E E). Then there exists 

a Jl-measurable function K(s, t) such that 

(Uf)(s) = / <Ii(s,t)x(t)dJl(t) = / K(s,t)x(t)dJl(t) 

for all x E E and v-almost all s (the exceptional set depends, generally speaking, 

on x). 

<l In the same way as in the proof of Proposition 2.2, using Lebesgue's theorem, 

we check that U satisfies condition (2) of Theorem 4.2.1. I> 
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Corollary [17]. If, under the conditions of the proposition, (T, 'E, Jl) is sepa

rable then K(8, t) = 4>(8, t) for v-almost all 8 and Jl-almost all t. 

REMARK. The Corollary can be extended to the general measure spaces. 

New proofs of Proposition 4.3.6 and corollaries to it were found in [61J. Observe 

that the Proposition and its Corollary can be interpreted in terms of the theory of 

stochastic processes. Note also that Proposition 4.3.6 shows a way for obtaining 

results on integral represent ability of operators in the sense of (1) from the results 

on representability of operators by means of vector-functions. 

4.4. Linear Operators and Vector Measures 

The theory of vector measures and the theory of operators are closely connected 

with one another. For an arbitrary vector measure we can construct an operator 

defined on the space C(K) or VXJ (or some their subspaces). Moreover, it may 

occur that a certain property of a vector measure can be adequately expressed in 

terms of the corresponding operator. Condition (3) of Theorem 4.2.1 shows that in 

the case of the problem on integral representation of a vector measure with values in 

an ideal space or a Banach ideal space the case of a measure reduces to considering 

operators. We will clarify this idea in the present section. 

4.4.1. A function <j; : 'E --t LO = LO(S, v) is called additive if 

<j;(A U B) = <j;(A) + <j;(B) 

for all A, BE 'E, AnB = 0. We always suppose that Jl(A) = 0 implies <j;(A) = O. Of 

course, this condition is insufficient for integral represent ability of <j; (for instance, 

<j;(A) = XA). A function <j; is called bounded if there exists 

g(<j;) = sup{I<j;(A)11 A E 'E} E LO. 

Denote by L the set of all measurable finite-valued functions 

n 

f = L A;XA; (Ai n Aj = 0, i i= j) 
i=l 

on T. Every additive function <j; generates a linear operator U on L by the formula 

n 

U(f) = L Ai<j;(A;). 
;=1 
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Conversely, every linear operator U generates the additive function cp(A) = U(XA), 
It is well known (and easily verified) that if a function cp is additive and bounded, 

then the operator U can be uniquely extended to a regular operator from Loo(T, p,) 
into LO(S,v) ([26, Theorem VIII.1.17]; the converse is true as well). If cp is 0-

continuous, i.e., XAn -+ 0 almost everywhere implies cp(An) -+ 0 almost everywhere, 

then the operator U is o-continuous ([26, Theorem VIIL1.33]; the converse is true 

as well). 

4.4.2. Proposition. Let cp : I: -+ LO be an additive function. The following 

assertions are equivalent: 

(1) there exists a measurable function K(s, t) such that 

cp(A)(s) = J K(s,t)dp,(t), A E I:; 

A 

(2) cp is bounded and P,(An) -+ 0 implies cp(An) -+ 0 almost everywhere. 

<J (1) =? (2): The boundedness follows from the inequality 

Icp(A)(s)1 ::; J IK(s,t)ldp,(t) < 00 for almost all s. 
T 

(1) 

Afterward the validity of the second property in (2) is a consequence of the Lebesgue 

dominated convergence theorem. 

(2) =? (1): By (2), the measure cp is o-continuous and then the operator U 
constructed above is o-continuous from Loo into LO. By Item (3) of Theorem 4.2.1, 

the operator U and, hence, cp admit of integral representation. I> 

4.4.3. We present one immediate corollary to Proposition 4.4.2 which is proven 

independently in [11]. 

If X is a Banach space, then bva (I:, X) denotes the set of all vector measures 

m : I: -+ X of finite variation (see [12]). 

Theorem. Let F be a Banach ideal space over (n, A, v). The following 

assertions are equivalent: 

(1) F is a Kantorovich-Banach space; 
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(2) given a measure space (T,~, v), a measure m E bva (~, F) admits of the 

representation 

m(A) = J gdJ-l, gE LI(T,J-l;F), 

A 

if and only if m is o-absolutely continuous with respect to J-l, i.e., (J-l(An ) --+ 0) ::::} 

(m(An) ~ 0 in F). 

<I The implication (2) ::::} (1) is not connected with the criterion for integral 

represent ability, therefore, we refer the reader to [11]. 
(1) ::::} (2): By analogy with the proof of Theorem 2.2.16, the condition m E 

bva (~, F) implies that the measure is bounded, afterward, then integral representa

tion (1) holds by virtue of Proposition 4.4.2. Since m E bva (~, F) and F is perfect, 

we easily derive K E LI[F]; now F E (A) implies LI[F] = LI(F) by 2.3.7. t> 

4.5. Integral Representation of Nonlinear Operators 

The main goal of the section is to state a nonlinear analogue of Theorem 4.2.l. 

However, to make the presentation complete, we start with L. Drewnoski and 

W. Orlicz's result on representation of nonlinear functionals [13]. 

4.5.1. Let E be an ideal space over (T,~, J-l) and let X be a linear space. An 

operator U : E --+ X (in particular, a functional) is called orthogonally additive if 

for arbitrary XI,X2 E E the condition Xl 1.. X2 implies U(XI +X2) = U(Xd+U(X2). 
We say that a function K : T X IR --+ IR sati8jies the Caratheodory condition if 

the function t t-+ K (t, r) is measurable for every r E IR and the function r --+ K (t, r) 

is continuous for almost all t E T. 

Theorem. Let f be a real functional over E. The following assertions are 

equivalent: 

(1) there exists a function K( t, r) satisfying the Caratheodory condition and 

such that K(t,O) = ° almost everywhere and 

f(x) = J K(t, x(t» dJ-l(t) 

for every X E E; 

(2) the functional f is orthogonally additive, Xn --+ 0 almost everywhere, and 

Ixnl ::; X E E implies f(x n ) --+ O. 
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<l A proof is given in [13]. It uses, in particular, some ideas of L. V. Kantorovich 

and A. G. Pinsker's works [27,28] dating back to the late 1930s. I> 

4.5.2. With the help of Theorem 2.4.1, one can easily obtain the integral rep

resentation of orthogonally additive operators on the set of finite-valued functions L 

on (T,~, 1'). 

Theorem. Let W: L -+ LO(S, v) be an orthogonally additive operator. The 

following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) there is a function K( s, t, r) on S x T x JR such that the function (s, t) f-t 

K(s, t, r) is measurable for every r E JR, K(s, t, 0) = 0 for almost all (s, t), and the 

following representation holds: 

(Wx)(s) = J K(s,t,x(t))dJ.t(t)j 

(2) the following two conditions are satisfied: 

(a) sup{IW(rXA)11 A E ~} E LO Vr E JRj 
(b) J.t(An) -+ 0 ::} W(rXAJ -+ 0 Vr E JR almost everywhere. 

<l The implication (1) ::} (2) is plain. 

(1) 

(2) ::} (1): Introduce the additive function <Pr(A) = W(rXA)' By Proposi

tion 4.4.2, there exists a function K( s, t, r) satisfying the imposed measurability 
requirements and such that 

W(rXA)(s) = <Pr(A)(s) = J K(s,t,r)dJ.t(t) = J K(s,t,rXA(t))dJ.t(t). (2) 

If r = 0 then 

A A 

J K(s,t,O)dJ.t(t) =0 VAE~. 
A 

Therefore, subtracting from K( s, t, r) the value K( s, t, 0), we can make the condi

tion K( s, t, 0) = 0 almost everywhere be valid without violating condition (2). In 

essence, here we normalize K (s, t, r) so as to guarantee uniqueness of the kernel in 

representation (1). 

Check equality (1). If 

n 

X = L .AiXA; Ai n Ai = 0 (i =I j), 
i=1 
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then, by virtue of the orthogonal additivity of W, we have 

(WX)(s) = tW(AiXA.)(S) = t J K(s,t, AiXA.(t))dp,(t) 
.=1 .=1 A 

4.5.3. In the case of linear operators, obtaining integral representation on the 

set L settles the question of integral represent ability on the whole ideal space, pro

vided the operator is order continuous. This is guaranteed by the possibility of 

passing to the limit by Beppo Levy's theorem. If K( s, t) is the kernel of an inte

gral operator then, writing it in the form (1), we obtain K(s,t) = K(s,t)r. Here 

we easily obtain (and use) monotonicity and continuity with respect to r. In the 

nonlinear case, we can guarantee neither without additional conditions; therein lies 

the nontriviality of the assertion. Moreover, in the case of operators we cannot im

mediately transfer the method for validating the Caratheodory condition developed 

in [13] for proving Theorem 1.5.1. Furthermore, the fact that the kernel K(s,t,r) 

has a majorant monotone in r distinguishes a proper subclass of the set of all 

nonlinear integral operators, the class of regular operators (see [88, 42]). 
Here we present a solution to the posed problem obtain by S. Segura de Leon, 

a Spanish mathematician and a disciple of J. Mazon [71, 72]. 
An operator U : E -+ LO is called an abstract Urysohn operator if it is or

thogonally additive and order bounded (the latter is understood as in the linear 

case). 

An operator U : E -+ LO is called an Urysohn operator if representation (1) 
holds for it with a kernel K : S x T x JR. -+ JR. satisfying the following conditions: 

(1) K(s,t,O) = 0 for almost all (s,t) E S x JR.; 

(2) the function r 1--+ K ( s, t, r) is continuous for almost all (s, t); 
(3) the function (s, t) 1--+ K (s, t, r) is measurable for almost all r E JR.. 

Theorem. Let U : E -+ LO be an abstract Urysohn operator. The following 

conditions are equivalent: 

(1) U is an Urysohn operator; 

(2) if {xn} and {Yn} are two order bounded sequences in E and Xn - Yn -+ 0 

in measure, then U Xn - U Yn -+ 0 almost everywhere. 
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The proof uses Theorem 4.5.2 as the first step. Afterward we have to prove the 

required properties of the kernel using (2). The order boundedness of the operator 

guarantees existence of the a monotone dominant. 

4.6. Algebraic Properties of Integral Operators 

In [19] (see p. 66) P. Halmos and V. Sunder posed the following problems on 

the algebraic properties of integral operators. 

(I) Is the set of all integral operators in L2 a right ideal? 

(II) If U : L2{T2) --+ L2{Ta) is an integral operator and V : L2{Tt) --+ L2(T2) 
is a continuous linear operator, does it follow that UV : L2(Tl) --+ L2{Ta) is an 

integral operator? 

(III) Is UV integral if U is a regular integral operator? 

(IV) Even if the set of all integral operators in L2 is not a right ideal, is it at 

least an algebra? 

In this section we present solutions to the above problems and some other 

problems from the monograph [19] by Halmos and Sunder. Without loss of gen

erality we may consider operators in L2{0,1), since the construction of [38] (see 

pp. 154, 155) enables us to transfer all the results given below to the case of oper

ators in a separable space L2 (T, J.l) with measure J.l not purely atomic. 

4.6.1. Henceforth in this section L2 = L2(O, 1); by an operator we mean a con

tinuous linear operator acting from L2 into L2; 11·11 and (.,.) stand for the norm and 

scalar product of L2; and mes (A) denotes the Lebesgue measure of a set A S;;; [0, 1]. 

Theorem [36, 38]. If UV is an integral operator for an arbitrary operator V 

then U is a Carleman integral operator. 

<] It is clear that U is an integral operator. Let K{s, t) be its kernel and let 

{rn} be the Rademacher system, {wn} be the Walsh system [20], and {<Pn} be 

an arbitrary orthonormal basis for L2. Consider the operator 
00 

Vol = L(f, rn) <Pn· 
n=l 

Let Ko be the kernel ofthe integral operator UVo. Then 

1 

J IKo(s, t)1 dt < 00, 

o 

(1) 
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1 

j Ko(s, t) rn dt = UVorn(S) = Utpn(S), n = 1,2, ... , 

a 
1 

j Ko(s,t)r;dt=O, m=I,2,3, ... , 
o 
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(2) 

(3) 

for almost all s E [O,IJ, where {r;;} is the system obtained by excluding the 

Rademacher system from the Walsh system. From (1)-(3), using Khinchin's in

equality (see 3.S.1), we obtain 

1 1 2 

jIK(s,t)12dt= f j K(s,t)tpn(t)dt 
a n=l a 

= L IUtpn(s)12 = 
n=l 

00 

for almost all s E [O,IJ. [> 

This proof seems to be simpler than the original of [23, 25J. 

4.6.2. Theorem 4.6.1 implies that UVo is not an integral operator if U is not 

a Carleman operator. An example of a non-Carleman integral operator is provided 

by the operator 
1 

Uf(s) = J K(s-t)f(t)dt, 
a 

where ° :s; K : IR -T IR is a periodic measurable function with period 1 whose 

restriction to [0,1] belongs to £1(0,1) \ L2(0, 1). Thus, the above remark and the 

example give a negative answer to the first three questions (I)-(IIl). 

Theorem 4.6.1 also gives a negative answer to the following question posed by 

Halmos and Sunder [35, Problem 17.6J: Is an integral operator U characterized by 

the conditions that if {hn} is an orthonormal basis and a = {an} is a sequence 

in [2 then there exists a set A( a) C [0, 1 J of measure zero such that 

00 

L lanUhn(s)1 < 00 (4) 
n=l 
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whenever s ~ A( o:)? Indeed, if the integrality of U is characterized by this condition, 

then UV is an integral operator itself for every unitary operator V. Since every 

operator W is a linear combination of four unitary operators, UW is an integral 

operator. This fact together with Theorem 4.6.1 implies that U must be a Carleman 

integral operator. Thus, condition (4) characterizes not all integral operators but 

only Carleman integral operators. 

In his article [61, Example 6.6] W. Schachermayer constructed an integral op

erator Uo with a nonnegative kernel and a (nonintegral) operator Vo such that Uo Vo 
is an integral operator. This example also gives a negative answer to Halmos and 

Sunder's questions (I)-(III). Also, in his article [62] W. Schachermayer constructed 

an example of an integral operator not meeting condition (4). 

4.6.3. Theorem 4.6.1 yields the following corollary: 

Corollary. Each right ideal in the set of all operators (in L2) which is com

posed of integral operators is contained in the right ideal of this set comprising all 

Carleman integral operators. 

4.6.4. It is of interest to find the form of the greatest left and right ideals in 

the set of all operators (in L2) which are composed of integral operators. 

Theorem [39,40]. If WU is an integral operator for every operator W then 

U is an integral Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 

<l Show that WU is a regular integral operator for every W. Let E be an ar

bitrary order bounded absolutely convex set in L2. Choose 0 ~ ho E L2 so that 

Izi ~ ho for every function z E E. The set WU(E) is absolutely convex. Assume 

that the set WU(E) is not order bounded. Then, by V. N. Sudakov's theorem 

(see 3.4.10), there exist an operator V, a sequence {z;} C E, and a set A C [0,1], 

mes(A) > 0, such that 

SUpIVWUZi(S)1 = 00 
i 

for all sEA. Let K(s, t) be the kernel of the integral operator VWU. Then 

1 

IVWUZi(s)1 ~ J IK(s, t)1 ho(t)dt < 00 

o 

(5) 

for almost all s E [0,1] and all i = 1,2,3, ... , which contradicts (5). Thus, WU is 

a regular integral operator. Then (WU)* = U*W* is a regular integral operator. 
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Consider the operator 

00 

Wj = L(J,C;?n)rn, 
n=l 

- -with {C;?n} an orthonormal basis. Let K be the kernel of the integral operator U*W*. 

Then 

1 J IK(s, t)1 dt < 00, 

o 
1 J K(s,t)rn(t)dt = U*W*rn(s) = U*C;?n(s), n = 1,2,3, ... , 

o 
1 J K(s,t) r;(t) dt = 0, m=1,2,3, ... , 

o 

for almost all s E [0,1]. Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 1, we have 

for almost all s E [0, 1] and, consequently, 

Thus, U* is an integral Hilbert-Schmidt operator. Therefore, U is an integral 

Hilbert-Schmidt operator. [> 

The presented proof seems to be simpler than the original proof of the theorem 

which is given in [39, 40]. 

4.6.5. Corollary. Each left or two-sided ideal in the set of all operators 

(in L2) which is composed of integral operators is contained in the two-sided ideal 

of this set constituted of all integral Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 
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4.6.6. We now turn to Problem (IV). 

Theorem [37, 38]. Tbe set of all integral operators is not an algebra. 

<l To prove the theorem, we construct a compact integral operator M and 

a compact Carleman integral operator N such that M N is not an integral operator. 

Let {An} be a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets of positive measure in [0, 1] 

and let 
00 

N f = L An(f, rn) XAn , 
n=1 Jmes (An) 

with the sequence {An} --t ° to be chosen below. It is clear that N is a compact 

Carleman integral operator with kernel 

Let {lPn} be an orthonormal system of absolute convergence for [2 (i.e., such 

a sequence that the series 
00 

converges almost everywhere for an arbitrary sequence {an} E [2 and the set of 

convergence of the series depends on { an}). Furthermore, assume that {7jJn} satisfies 

the following condition: there exists a set A C [0, 1], mes (A) > 0, such that 

00 

L l7jJn(sW = 00 

n=1 

for all sEA. Existence of such a system ensues from E. M. Nikishin's theorem [59, 

Theorem 13]. Then there exist a set Ao C A, mes(Ao) > 0, and a sequence 

{J.tn} --t ° such that 
00 

L lJ.tn7jJn(sW = 00 

n=1 

for all s E Ao. 

Now choose {An} --t ° and a set Al C Ao, mes (At) > 0, so as to have 

00 

L IAnJ.tn7jJn(s)12 = 00 (6) 
n=1 
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for all s E AI. Let 

Since 

Jl IM(s, t)llf(t)1 dt = f IttnlltPn(s)1 (If I, J XAn ) < 00 

o n=1 mes(An) 

for every function f E L2 and almost all s E [O,IJ; therefore, M is a compact 

integral operator with kernel M(s, t). If we assume that L = MN is an integral 

operator with kernel L(s, t), then 

1 J IL(s, t)1 dt < 00, 

o 
1 

J L(s,t)rn(t)dt = AnttntPn, n=I,2,3, ... , 
o 

1 J L(s,t)r;(t)dt=O, m=I,2,3, ... , 
o 

for almost all s E [O,IJ. Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 4.6.1, we have 

00 

L IAnttntPn{SW < 00 

n=l 

for almost all s E [0,1], which contradicts (6). I> 

4.6.7. REMARK. Theorem 4.6.6, the Schachermayer-Weis theorem [65, The

orem 5.1], and the lemma on right multiplication [54J imply that there exists a 

compact regular integral operator and a compact Carleman integral operator such 

that their product is not an integral operator. 
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4.6.8. In [61, Example 6.8] Schachermayer constructed an integral opera

tor No : L2 ~ [2 and a compact integral operator Mo : [2 ~ L2 such that MoNo is 

not an integral operator. 

Henceforth, we need the so-called generalized Rademacher functions. Let A C 

[0,1] be a measurable set of positive measure. Put rI,A = XA/ Jmes (A). Split A 

into two disjoint sets Al and A2 of equal measure and put 

Further, split each set Ai, i = 1,2, into two disjoint sets Ai,k, k = 1,2, of equal 

measure and put 

Repeating the process, we obtain the system of the generalized Rademacher func

tions {rn,A}' It is clear that {rn,A} is an orthonormal system. 

4.6.9. Also, we need the following lemma: 

The Riemann-Lebesgue lemma. Let f E LI(O, 1) and let {un} be an or

thonormal system such that lun(s)1 ~ C for all n E N and almost all s E [O,lJ. 
Then 

lim (J, un) = 0. 
n--+oo 

<l Given an arbitrary e > 0, we can find fe E L2 so that 

I 

J If - fel dt < e. 
o 

Afterward, we have 

I 

I(J, un)1 ~ C J If - fel dt + l(Je, un)1 < Ce + l(Je, un)l· 
o 

Since fe E L2, Bessel's inequality implies that limn--+oo(Je , un) = 0, which was 

required. I> 
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4.6.10. Lemma. Let U be an integral operator with kernel K(s, t). Then 

for every e > ° there exists a set A = Ae C [0,1] such that mes([O, 1] \ A) < e and 

lim IIU*rn All = 0. 
n-+oo ' 

<l By E. M. Nikishin's theorem [59], for every e > ° there exists a set A = 
Ae C [0, 1] such that mes ([0, 1] \ A) < e and the integral operator U + = P A lUI with 

kernel XA(s)IK(s,t)1 acts continuously from L2 into L1. Here PAt = XA!. Then 

the adjoint operator U'+ : LOO -t L2 is an integral operator; namely, 

1 

U'+h(t) = J XA(S) IK(s,t)1 h(s)ds. 
o 

Consequently, U* PA : Loo -t L2 is an integral operator too and 

1 

U*PAh(t) = J XA(s)K(s,t)h(s)ds. 

o 

Since 
1 

J XA(s)IK(s, t)1 ds < 00 

o 

for almost all t E [0,1] and Irn,AI :::; 1/ Jmes (A), n E N; on appealing to the 

Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, we obtain 

1 

U*rn,A(t) = U*PArn,A(t) = J XA(s)K(s,t)rn,A(S)ds -t ° 
o 

as n -t 00 for almost all t E [0,1]. Moreover, 

Hence, limn-+oo IIU*rn,AII = ° by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem. I> 
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4.6.11. Now consider the following question: Is the adjoint of an integral 

operator an integral operator? As the following example shows [22], the answer to 

the question is negative in general. 

Put 

where {An} is some sequence of pairwise disjoint sets of positive measure in [0, 1] 

and {'Pn} is some orthonormal basis. It is evident that Uo is a Carleman integral 

operator with kernel 

~ XAJS) -
Uo(s, t) = ~ 'Pn(t). 

n=l ymes(An) 

We will show that not only Uo fails to be an integral operator but also it fails to 

be similar to any integral operator. Indeed, if there is a linear homeomorphism V 

such that U = VUOV-1 is an integral operator then, by Lemma 4.6.10, there exists 

A C [0,1]' mes (A) > 0, such that IIU*rn,AII -t ° as n -t 00. Put hn = V*rn,A, 

n E N. Therefore, 

But IlUohnll = IIhnll, n E N, and we arrive at a contradiction. 

The situation is different when U is a normal Carleman integral operator, thus, 

satisfying the identity U* U = UU*. In this case, as was established by B. Misra, 

D. Speiser, and G. Targonski [54], the adjoint operator is an integral operator 

too. Indeed, since U is a normal operator, applying the spectral theorem, we have 

U* = WU, where W is a unitary operator. Consequently, by the lemma on right 

multiplication [54], U* is a Carleman integral operator. 

In this connection, in [35, Problem 11.12] Halmos and Sunder posed the fol

lowing question: Is the adjoint of a normal integral operator an integral operator? 

A negative answer to this question was given by Schachermayer [63, Proposi

tion 1.1]. 

4.6.12. The integral operators considered above admit integral representation 

on the whole L2. However, we can study operators that admit integral representa

tion only on linear manifolds of L2. Here we confine ourselves to considering the 
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operators that admit integral representation on LOO. Such operators were intro

duced in [34] and called partially integral operators. 

The class of partially integral operators is much broader than the class of 

integral operators. Indeed, consider the operator 

where {An} is any sequence of pairwise disjoint sets of positive measure in [0,1] 

satisfying the condition 
00 

L Jmes(An) < 00 

n=l 

and {IPn} is any orthonormal basis. As was shown above, the operator 

U* - XAn 
00 ( ) oj - ~ j, Jmes (An) IPn 

is not similar to any integral operator. Show that Ua is a partially integral operator 

with kernel 
~ XAJt) 

K(s, t) = L..,.; IPn(s) . 
n=l -Jmes(An) 

Take j E LOO and let Ilflloo denote the norm of j in Loo. Then 

for almost all s E [0,1], because 

100 00 J L Jmes(An)IIPn(sW ds = L Jmes(An) < 00. 

o n=l n=l 

Note that Uo is a Carleman integral operat.or and UaUo = I, where I is the identity 

operator. 
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4.6.13. The following theorem essentially strengthens the above result. 

Theorem [41]. Every operator U (in L2) can be represented as U = VW, 
where V is a partially integral operator and W is a Carleman integral operator. 

<l Alongside the partially integral operator Uo acting by the rule 

u; f ~ ~ (f, Jmx.;(An)) v>., 

00 

L y'mes(An) < 00, 

n=l 
we will consider the operators 

00 

WI - "'(I ) XAn . 
- ~ ,cpn y'mes (An)' 

the so-defined operator W is a Carleman integral operator with kernel 

W(s, t) = f XAJS) CPn(t). 
n=l y'mes(An) 

Consider the kernel 
~ XAJt) V(s, t) = ~ Ucpn(s) . 
n=l y'mes (An) 

Let IE LOO. Then 

1 00 J lV(s, t)lll(t)1 dt :::; 1111100 L y'mes(An) !UCPn(s)1 
o n=l 

:5 Iif!l~ (~ Jmes(An)) II' (~ Jmes(An) IUv>n(')I') II' < 00 

for almost all s E [0,1], because 

1 00 00 J L y'mes(An) !UCPn(S)12 ds:::; 1!U1I2 L y'mes(An) < 00. 

o n=l n=l 

Therefore, V is a partially integral operator. Since Ucpn = VWcpn, n E N, we 

conclude that U = VW. I> 

The following theorem demonstrates why the partially integral operator V in 
the preceding theorem may fail to be an integral operator. 
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DEFINITION. We say that ° belongs to the limit spectrum of an operator U if 

there exists an orthonormal system Un} such that limn_co IIUfnl1 = 0. 

4.6.14. Theorem [41). An operator U with ° not in the limit spectrum of U* 

cannot be approximated in operator norm by linear combinations of finitely many 

operators of the form K L, where K is an arbitrary integral operator and L is an 

arbitrary operator. 

<l Suppose to the contrary that there is a sequence 

N(i) 

U·- ~ K ·L·· • - L.J ',J ',J 
j=l 

converging to U in the operator norm, where Ki,j is an integral operator and Li,j is 

an operator (presumed to be neither integral nor partially integral), j = 1, ... , N( i), 
i = 1,2,3 .... By Lemma 4.6.10, there exists a set A c [0,1), mes (A) > 0, such 

that 

lim IIKi,jrn,AII = 0, j = 1, ... ,N(i), i = 1,2,3, .... 
n-co 

Hence, 

lim IIL~ ·K'!' ·rn All = 0. n--+oo I,} 'I.,) , 

But then 

lim IIU*rn,AII = 0, n-co 

i.e., 0 belongs to the limit spectrum of U*. This contradiction proves the theorem. [> 

4.7. Universal Integral Operators 
and Operators with Integral Commutators 

4.7.1. In his article [33) (see also [38)) V. B. Korotkov described the oper

ators in L2(0,1) whose unitary orbits consist of integral operators. In [19), such 

an operator is called universal integral which accounts for the terminology used 

below. 

Our goal is, first, to generalize the V. B. Korotkov result and the result of [75) 
to the case of operators acting in the spaces LP with p =1= 2 and, second, to modify 

the result by considering the set of all commutators of a given operator instead of 

the orbit. Throughout the section all spaces are assumed complex. 
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DEFINITION. Let 1 < p < 00. An operator A : LP(T, 11) --+ LP(T, 11) is called 

a universal regular operator if the operator U AU-1 is regular for every isomor

phism U : LP(T, 11) --+ LP(T, 11). Recall the definition of essential spectrum (see [31]) 

which will be used below. 

DEFINITION. Let X be a (complex) Banach space and let A E 2'(X, X). 

A number 0: belongs to the essential spectrum of the operator A if at least one 

of the following conditions is satisfied: 

(a) the range (A - 0: I)(X) of the operator A - 0: I is not closedj 

(b) dimker(A - 0: I) = 00 and dimker(A - 0: 1)* = 00. 

It is well known that if X is an infinite-dimensional space then the essential 

spectrum of an operator T in B(X) is nonempty and is preserved under compact 

perturbations of T (see [31, p. 306]). 

In the sequel, we will need the following lemma whose proof is left to the reader. 

Lemma. Suppose that X and Y are Banach spaces, with X reflexive, and 

U E 2'(X, Y). lithe set U(X) is not closed then there exists a sequence {Xn}~=l C 

X possessing the following properties: Ilxnll = 1 (n EN), Xn ----+ 0 weakly, and 
n-+oo 

II U Xn II ----+ o. 
n-+oo 

4.7.2. Theorem. Let 1 < p < OOj (T,s.x, 11) be a space with O'-finite measurej 

LP = LP(T, 11); A E 2'(LP, LP)j and 0 < e < 1. The following assertions are 

equivalent: 

(1) A is a universal regular operatorj 

(2) U AU-1 is a regular operator for every isomorphism U in 2'(LP, LP) such 

that IIU - III < e, where I is the identity operator in LP j 

(3) the operator A can be represented as A = 0: 1+ B, where 0: E C and 

BE 2'st:(LP,LP). 

<l The implications (1) ::} (2) and (3) ::} (1) are plain. Prove (2) ::} (3). First 

of all note that we can assume that zero belongs to the essential spectrum of A, for 

otherwise we can replace A by A - 0: I, where 0: belongs to the essential spectrum 

of A. Prove that A is stably regular. Obviously, it suffices to prove the assertion 

for p ~ 2, since the case of p > 2 will be settled by replacing A with A * . 

Also, observe that we can evidently exclude the case when the measure 11 is 

continuous and has finitely many point masses. Afterward, since the measure 11 is 
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a-finite, we can decompose the set T into some parts en so that (see [81,51] and 

also [32, 73]) 

00 

U en = T, en n em = 0 for n i= m (n, mEN), 
n=l 

and every space LP ( en, I-l) is isomorphic, 

as a Banach lattice, to LP. 

(1) 

In this event, it is obvious that LP( e~, I-l) with e~ = T \ en is isomorphic to LP, since 

and 

We split the further proof into several steps. If e C T then we use the nota

tion LP(e,j1.) rather than LP(e). 

I. Decompose the set T into two parts e and e' so that LP(e) and LP(e') be 

isomorphic to LP. We naturally identify LP( e) and LP( e') with subspaces (bands) 

of LP and let P and P' be the band projections in LP onto LP(e) and LP(e') 
respectively (it is evident that P and P' are merely the operators of multiplication 

by Xe and Xe /). Check that the operators A12 = PAP' and A21 = pi AP are 2-

absolutely summing (and consequently compact and stably regular (see 3.7.5(a)). 

Let 

WE !t'(LP,LP), U = I -I5PWP' , (2) 

where 0 < 15 < cIlWII-1 . Then U-1 = I +I5PWP' and IIU -III < c. By hypothesis, 

the operator U AU-1 is regular and consequently 

P'UAU-1 = piA - P'APWP' = piA - A21 WP' 

is a regular operator as well. Hence, in view of the arbitrariness of Wand Corol

lary 3.7.5(d), we conclude that A21 E Ih(LP,LP). Interchanging e and e' , we find 

that A12 E Ih(LP, LP). 
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II. Consider All = PAP and A22 = P' AP' as operators in LP( e) and LP( e') 

and prove that zero belongs to their essential spectra. Let w : LP( e') ~ LP( e) be 

an arbitrary isomorphism. "Transfer" the operator A22 into LP( e) by replacing it 

by the operator WA22W- 1 which has obviously the same spectrum and the same 

essential spectrum as the operator A22 . We prove that the difference All - wAw-1 

is a compact operator. Take an operator U defined by equality (2). Then the oper

ator U AU-1 satisfies condition (2) of the theorem with c replaced by a sufficiently 

small number C1 > 0 (it is sufficient that C1 satisfy the inequality 

(1 + C)C1 + III + UII < c). 

Appealing to the first step of the proof, we conclude that the operator PU AU-1 P' 
belongs to the class II2 and consequently is compact. Simple calculations show that 

P(U AU-1 - A) P' = b'(All W P' - PW A22 P') = b'A. 

Thus, 

(3) 

where K(LP,LP) is the set of compact operators. Put W = jwP', where j is 

the identical embedding of LP(e) into LP. Then (3) implies the compactness of 

the operator AILP(e/) = Allw - wA22 • Consequently, the operator All - wAw-1 

is also compact. Thus, the operators All and A22 have the same essential spec

trum; moreover, the kernels of these operators are or are not finite-dimensional 

simultaneously. Now verify that 0 belongs to the essential spectrum of these oper

ators. Suppose to the contrary. Then the ranges of the operators are closed, which 

implies the closure property for the ranges of the operators PAllP + P' A22 P' 
and A. If dimker(All ) < 00 (or dimker(Ai1) < 00) then dimker(A22 ) < 00 (or 

dimker(A22 ) < 00); hence, dimker(A) < 00 (dimker(A*) < 00). Thus, 0 does not 

belong to the essential spectrum of A, which is impossible. 

III. Now prove that, using decomposition (1), we can construct a projec

tion Q : LP -+ LP such that the subspace Q(LP) is isomorphic to IP and QA is 

a nuclear operator. Let Pj be the band projection onto LP( ej) and let Aj = PjAPj. 
As was established at the preceding step of the proof, 0 belongs to the essential 

spectrum of Aj (with A considered as an operator in LP(ej)). Therefore, there 

exists a sequence {xjn} :='=1 C LP' (ej) such that 

xjn --+ 0 weakly, 
n-+oo 

(4) 
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Indeed, if dimker(Ai) = 00 it is obvious. Otherwise, it follows from the fact 

that the range of the operator Aj and consequently that of Ai are not closed (see 

Lemma 4.7.1). Set Qj = 1- Pj and Bj = PjAQj. As was proven at the first step 

of the proof, the operators Bj are compact. Therefore, if the sequence {xjn} :'=1 
satisfies condition (4), then 

( 4') 

From (4) and (4') it follows that for every j = 1,2,... there is a function xj E 

LP'(ej) such that Ilxill = 1 and IIAixj11 + IIBixj11 < 2- j . Afterward 

and, therefore, 
00 

2]A*xjll < 00. 

j=l 

Let Xj E LP(ej) be functions such that Ilxjllp = 1 

projection Q : LP - LP by the equality 

It is obvious that 

00 

Qx = 2:\X,xj)Xj (x E LP). 
j=l 

00 

QAx = 2:\x,A*xj)xj 
j=l 

and, by (5), we conclude that 
00 

2:A*xj Q9Xj 
j=l 

(5) 

\Xj,xj). We define the 

is a nuclear representation of the operator QA. Since QA is a nuclear operator, it 

is a stably regular operator. 

IV. Let Po = 1- Q. It is evident that the operator PoA = A - QA satisfies 

condition (2) of the theorem. Demonstrate that the operator PoAWQ is regular 

for every operator W in ~(LP, LP). By analogy with (2), we put U = 1- <5Po WQ, 
where <5 > 0 is a sufficiently small number. Then 

(6) 
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Afterward we assign V = 1- bQWQ, where the number b > 0 is chosen so small 

that bllQWQl1 < 1 and III - V-III < c. Note that the operator V-I has the form 

V-I = I + R = I + RQ, 

where 

k=I 

and IIRII < c. Therefore, 

L~(LP,LP):7 V-I PoAV = PoA - bPoAQWQ. 

Subtracting the last equality from (6), we obtain what was required. 

V. By Corollaries 3.1.5( d) and 3.8.2, in order to prove the stable regularity 

of the operator PoA, it suffices to check that PoAS is a regular operator for every 

operator S : [P --+ LP. Define the mapping cp : [P --+ LP by the equality 

00 

cp (t) = l:)kXk (t = {tdk:I E [P). 
k=I 

It is obvious that cp is a regular isometric mapping of /P onto lin( {Xk }k:I)' Put 

W = Scp-IQ. Then S = Wcp and W = WQ, and it follows from what was 

proven above that the operator PoAW = PoAWQ is regular and thereby such is 

the operator PoAS = PoAWcp. [> 

4.7.3. Theorem 4.7.2 claims that if the orbit of an operator is "small" in the 

sense that it is contained in L~(LP,LP), then the operator differs from a scalar 

operator by a stably regular summand. Another classical quantity, alongside the 

orbit, showing to what extent an operator differs from a scalar one is the set of 

commutators of the operator. It turns out that, replacing the orbit by this set, we 

obtain the following theorem which is similar to Theorem 4.7.2. 

Theorem. Let 1 < p < 00, (T, Q1, Jl) be a space with a-finite measure, LP = 

£P(T,Jl), A E 2'(£P,£P), and 0 < c < 1. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) UA - AU E L~(£p,£P) for every operator U in 2'(£P,£P); 

(2) U A - AU E L~(LP, LP) for every isomorphism U : LP --+ £P such that 

IIU - III < c, where I is the identity operator in £P; 

(3) the operator A can be represented as ex 1+ B, where ex E C and B E 

2'st'(LP, LP). 
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<l The implication (3) => (2) is trivial. The implication (2) => (1) ensues from 

the identity 

(I + 6U)A - A(I + 6U) = 6(UA - AU), 

where 0 < 6 < €11U11- 1 and U is an arbitrary operator in 5t'(LP, LP). 
(1) => (3): The proof of this implication represents a modification of the argu

ments proving Theorem 4.7.2. As in that case, we can assume that 1 < p ::; 2 and 

o belongs to the essential spectrum of A. Split the further proof into several steps. 

I. We decompose the set T into two parts e and e' so that the spaces LP( e) = 
LP( e, Jl) and LP( e/) = LP( e' , Jl), as Banach lattices, be isomorphic to LP (as in the 

proof of Theorem 4.9.2 we may assume that the measure Jl is continuous or has 

infinitely many atoms). Identify LP( e) and LP( e/) with subs paces (bands) of LP, 
and let P and pI be the band projections onto these subspaces in LP. Let W E 

5t'(LP,LP). By hypothesis, the operator PWA - APW is regular. Multiplying it 

by pI from the left, we see that P'APW E L"'(LP,LP). Thus, the operator P'AP 

is right stably regular and consequently (see 3. 7.5( e) and 3.8.2) we obtain 

In a similar way, 

II. Consider the operators All = PAP and A22 = pI AP' as operators in LP( e) 

and LP ( e/) respectively and prove that 0 is a point of their essential spectra. 

Putting U = PW pI, we find that 

PWP'A - APWP' E L"'(U,U). 

Afterward multiplying the left-hand side of the containment by P from the left and 

by pI from the right, we obtain 

(7) 

Fix an arbitrary order isomorphism w : LP(e/) -t LP(e) and assign W = wP'V, 

where V is an arbitrary operator in 5t'(LP,LP). Then (7) implies that 
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and consequently 

(8) 

Furthermore, 

P'VP'A - AP'VP' E L"'(LP, LP). 

Multiplying the left-hand side of the containment by P' from the left and the right, 

we obtain 

Subtracting the left-hand side of the preceding containment from the left-hand side 

of (8), we infer that 

Since the operator V is arbitrary, the latter containment shows that the opera

tor A22 - w-1 Auw is right stably regular and consequently (see 3.7.5( c)) 

Thus, the operators A22 and w-1 Auw and, hence, A22 and Au have the same 

essential spectrum and the kernels of the operators are finite-dimensional or not 

simultaneously. Now repeating verbatim the closing part of the second step of the 

proof of Theorem 4.7.2, we infer that 0 belongs to the essential spectrum of the 

operators. 

III. Repeating the arguments of the third step of the proof of Theorem 4.7.2, 

we can construct an operator Q : LP --t LP such that Q A is a nuclear operator 

and the subspace Q(LP) coincides with lin({xdk:::l)' where the functions Xk have 

pairwise disjoint supports. 

IV. Let Po = 1- Q. It is obvious that the operator PoA = A - QA satisfies 

condition (1) of the theorem. Prove that PoAWQ E L"'(LP,LP) for every opera

tor W in !f'(LP,LP). Indeed, UPoA - PoAU E L"'(LP,LP) and, putting U = WQ, 
we obtain PoAWQ E L"'(LP, LP). 

V. Now, to prove the stable regularity of the operator PoA, we repeat the 

arguments of the last (fifth) step of the proof of Theorem 4.7.2. [> 
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4.7.4. In the case p = 2 arbitrary isomorphisms in Theorems 4.7.2 and 4.7.3 

may be replaced by unitary operators. 

Tbeorem. Let (T, Sl, Jl) be a space witb a-finite measure, L2 = L2(T, Jl), and 

A E ~(L2,L2). Tbe following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) tbe operator U AU-l is regular for every unitary operator U : L2 -+ L2; 

(2) tbe operator U A - AU is regular for every unitary operator U : L2 -+ L2; 

(3) tbe operator A can be represented as A = a I + B, wbere a E C and B 

is a Hilbert-Scbmidt operator. 

<J The implications (3) =} (1) and (3) =} (2) are trivial. The proof of the 

implication (1) =} (3) is similar to that of Theorem 3.9.2 (see also the proofs of close 

assertions in [19, Theorem 16.5J and in [75]). To prove the implication (2) =} (3), 

it suffices to recall that every operator is a linear combination of unitary operators 

(see the Remark next to Corollary 3.4.10). I> 

4.7.5. LO-regular operators. 

DEFINITION. Let 1 :::; p, q :::; 00. An operator U : LP(T, Jl) -+ U(Tl , Jlt) is said 

to be LO -regular if it carries each LP(T, Jl)-order bounded set to an LO(Tl, Jll)-order 

bounded set; i.e., if it is regular as an operator from LP(T, Jl) to LO(Tl' Jll)' 

If an operator UV (WU) is LO-regular for every V E ~(LP(T,Jl),LP(T,Jl)) 

(W E ~(Lq(Tl,Jll),Lq(Tl,Jlt))) then the operator U is called right (left) stably 

LO -regular. 

It is clear that if the measure Jll is purely atomic then every operator with 

values in Lq(Tl,Jll) is LO-regular. For this reason, we henceforth confine ourselves 

to the case when Tl = (0,1) and Jll is the Lebesgue measure. 

(a) Lemma. If 0 < € < 1, A E ~(LP(T,Jl),U(O, 1)), and tbe oper
ator UA is LO-regular for every isomorpbism U : Lq(O,l) -+ U(O,l) sucb tbat 

IIU - III < € (in particular, if tbe operator A is left stably LO-regular), tben tbe 
operator A is left stably regular. 

<J The assertion of the lemma is a restatement of Corollary 3.4.11. I> 

(b) Lemma. Let 0 < r < 00 and U E ~(X,LP(T,Jl)). If VU E 

IIr(X,lP) for every operator V in ~(LP(T,Jl),lP) tben U E IIr(X, LP(T, Jl)). 

<J The closed graph theorem implies that the inequality 7l'r(VU) :::; CIIVII 
holds for some number C and an arbitrary operator V in ~(LP(T,Jl), [P). Consider 
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an arbitrary collection Xl, ... ,Xn of vectors in the space X and put fk = U Xk. Fix 

an arbitrary number c, ° < c < 1, and for every function fk find a step function gk 

such that 

Let L = lin(Xel' ... ' XeN)' where Xej are the characteristic functions of pairwise 

disjoint sets e jeT, so that the subspace L contains all functions 9 k; and let P be 

a projection of LP(T, fl.) onto L, IIPII = 1. Finally, let w be the isometric embedding 

of L into [P and let V = wP. Since Ilfkll :::; l:e Ilgkll, we have 

It follows from the arbitrariness of € that 

(c) Lemma. Let S E 2'(X, LP(O, 1)). If 00 = sup{ISxllllxll :::; I} on 

some set Eo C [O,IJ, mes(Eo) > 0, then there exist a sequence (Xk)k::l C X and 

a set E C Eo such that 

mes(E) > 0, lim IIxnll = 0, 
n--+oo 

sup{ ISxnl} = 00 on E. 
n 
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that 

<l By Lemma 3.4.1l(a), for every n E N there are vectors x~n), ... , x~2 such 

(1) Ilx;n) II ::; 1 for n E N, j = 1,2, ... ,mn ; 

(2) SUPl~j~mnlSx;n)1 > 4n on the set Eo \en and mes(en) < 2-n- 1 mes(Eo). 

Putting E := Eo \ U;:'=l en and enumerating the family {2-ux;n)}, where 

n E Nand 1 ::; j ::; m n , in an arbitrary manner, we obtain the required assertion. l> 

4.7.6. There is an assertion strengthening Theorem 4.9.2 for LO-regular oper

ators in LP(O, 1). As a preliminary, we give the following definition: 

DEFINITION. An operator A E 2'(LP(O,l),LP(O, 1)) is a universal LO-regular 

(universal regular) operator if U AU-1 is a LO-regular (integral) operator for every 

isomorphism U : LP(O, 1) -t LP(O, 1). 

Theorem. Let 1 < p < 00, LP := LP(O, 1), and A = 2'(LP, LP). Tbe follow

ing assertions are equivalent: 

(1) tbe operator A is universal LO-regular; 

(2) tbe operator U AU-1 is LO -regular for every isomorpbism U : LP -t LP 

sucb tbat II U - III < c; 

(3) tbe operator A can be represented as A = ex 1+ B, wbere ex E C and 

BE 2's't(LP,LP). 

<l The implications (3) :::} (1) and (1) :::} (2) are trivial. Prove (2) :::} (3). As in 

the proof of Theorem 4.7.2, we may assume that ° belongs to the essential spectrum 

of the operator A. However, we cannot confine ourselves to the case 1 < p ::; 2, 

since passing to the adjoint operator, we, generally speaking, loose the property of 

LO-regularity. Therefore, the cases p ::; 2 and p > 2 should be considered separately, 

despite they have much in common, as we will see. First we suppose that 1 < p ::; 2 

and split the proof into several steps that are modifications of the corresponding 

steps of the proof of Theorem 4.7.2. The symbol mes (e) stands for the Lebesgue 

measure of a set e. 

1. Let e C (0,1), ° < mes(e) < 1, and e' := (0,1) \ e. We identify the 

spaces LP( e) and LP( e') with subspaces of LP. Let V and W be automorphisms 

of LP(e) and LP(e') such that 
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and U = V EB Wj and let P and P' be the band projections onto LP(e) and LP(e') 
in LP. Note that PU = UP and P'U-1 = U-1P'. The operator UAU-1 and, 

hence, the operator PU AU-1 P' are LO-regular. Putting A12 := PAP', we see that 

the operator V An W- 1 is LO-regular too. It follows from the arbitrariness of the 

operator V that the operator A12 W-1 is regular (moreover, it is stably regular 

from the right). Taking W-1 = oR + hP(el), where R is an arbitrary operator 

in !l'(LP(e'),LP(e')) and 0 is a sufficiently small positive number, we find that the 

operator A12 is stably regular from the right. Consequently (see 3.7.5(a)), we have 

Similar inclusions are obviously valid for the operator A21 := P' AP. 
II. The arguments of this step of the proof repeat verbatim those of the second 

and third step of the proof of Theorem 4.7.2 with the only difference that the 

operator Q is defined by the equality 

00 

Q:= LX~ !29Xk, 
k=2 

where the summation is carried out over k ~ 2 rather than over k ~ 1. In this 

regard, the subspace (I - Q)(LP) contains LP(e1). 
III. Put Po := I -Q and check that the operator PoA is stably regular. Indeed, 

the operator PoA = A - QA obviously satisfies condition (2) of the theorem. There

fore, putting U := 1- oPo VQ for an arbitrary V E !l'(LP, LP) and a sufficiently 

small 0 > 0, we see that the operator 

U PoAU-1 = PoA + oAo VQ, 

where Ao := PoAPo, and thereby Ao VQ satisfy condition (2) of the theorem with 6 

replaced by 61 > o. Now take an arbitrary operator Win !l'(LP,LP) and assign 

where 01 is a sufficiently small positive number. It is clear that 

()() 

Ut 1 = 1+ 2)01POWPo)k = 1+ R = 1+ PoR, 
k=1 
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where R := U1l - I and IIRII < Cl. Simple calculations show that 

(9) 

As follows from the definition of the operator Q at the end of the preceding step 

of the proof, the band projection PI onto LP(ed satisfies the equalities PIPO 
POPI = Pl. Multiplying the equality by PI we find that 

the operator PI W Ao VQ is LO-regular. (10) 

Since W is arbitrary (and the spaces LP and LP(e) are order isomorphic), we con

clude that the operator Ao VQ is regular by Lemma 4.9.5. Arguing as in part V of 

the proof of Theorem 4.7.2 (with Ao instead of PoA), we infer that the operator Ao 

is stably regular. 

Now put A~ := PoAQ and prove that the operator A~ VQ is regular. Like PoA 
the operator A~ = PoA - Ao satisfies condition (2) ofthe theorem too. Assign U := 

1- 8Po W Po, where W is an arbitrary operator in !t'(LP, LP) and 8 is a sufficiently 

small positive number. Then 

It shows that the operator Po W A~ meets condition (2) of the theorem with c 

replaced by a sufficiently small positive number. Now put Ul- l = 1- 8lQVQ, 

where V is an arbitrary operator in !t'(LP, LP) and 81 is a sufficiently small positive 

number. Then 
00 

Ul = 1+ 2)81 QVQ)k = 1+ R = 1+ RQ. 
k=l 

Therefore 

Consequently, the operator Po W A~ VQ is LO-regular and thereby such is the op

erator PI W A~ VQ. Afterward the arguments can be completed as for the opera

tor PI W Ao VQ. 

Thus, PoA = Ao + A~ E !t's't:(LP,LP) and the theorem is proven in the case 

1 < p ~ 2. 
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IV. Now we turn to the case 2 :::; p < 00. At the first step of the proof, 

as in the case p :::; 2, we conclude that the operator A12 is left stably regular. 

Consequently, the operator At2 is right stably regular in LP'. Since 1 < p' :::; 2, by 

Theorem 3.7.5(a), this means that 

It is evident that a similar inclusion holds for the operator A12 itself. 

The further argument remains the same up to relation (10) inclusively. 

Since W is arbitrary; therefore, (10) implies that Ao VQ is left stably regu

lar by Lemma 4.7.5(a). Consequently, the operator (Ao VQ)* = Q*V* A~, which 

is right stably regular, is 2-absolutely summing by Theorem 3.7.5(a). Since the 

space Q*(LP') is isomorphic to [P' and V is arbitrary, we obtain 

by Lemma 7.4.5(b). Consequently, Ao E .:t:t:(LP',LP'). 

Passing to the operator A~ := PoAQ, as in the case p :::; 2, we find that the 

operator PoWA~ is LO-regular for every W E 2(LP,LP). The operator PoWA~ is 

LO-regular along with it. It follows from Lemma 4.7.5(a) that the operator A~ is 

left stably regular. Consequently, A~ E 2st:(LP, LP) by Corollary 3.7.5(f). [> 

Corollary. Let 1 < p < 00, LP = LP(O, 1), and A E 2(LP, LP). If U AU-1 is 
an integral operator for every U : LP ~ LP then A E 2st: (LP , LP). 

<l By Theorem 4.7.6, A = aI +B, where BE .!l'st:(LP,LP). As was mentioned 

in 3.8.2( d), B is an integral operator. Consequently, a I = A - B is an integral 

operator, which is possible only for a = O. [> 

REMARK. For p = 2 assertions (1) and (3) of Theorem 4.7.6 remain equivalent 

if we consider in (1) only unitary operators (see [75]). 

4.7.7. In the case of the space LP(O, 1) Theorem 4.7.3 can be strengthened as 

follows: 

Theorem. Let 2 :::; p < 00, LP = LP(O,I), A E 2(LP, LP), and 0 < € < l. 
The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) the operator U A - AU is LO -regular for every operator U E .!l'( LP, LP); 
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(2) the operator U A - AU is LO-regular for every isomorphism U : LP ---t LP 

such that IIU - III < E; 

(3) the operator A may be represented as A = 0: I + B, where 0: E C and 

B E 2's~(LP, LP). 

To prove the theorem, we need the following lemma (see, for example, [60, 

Theorem 49]). 

Lemma. If g E LP(T, p), Mg : LOO(T, p) ---t LP(T, p) denotes the operator of 

multiplication by the function g, and U : X ---t LOO(T, p) is a compact operator; 

then the operator MgU admits the following factorization: 

where 0: E 2'(lP,LP(T,p)), f3 E 2'(X,IOO), and Me is the operator of multiplication 

by a sequence 8 E IP. 

Let us turn to proving the theorem. 

<l The implication (3) :::} (2) is trivial, and the implication (2) :::} (1) is proven 

as in Theorem 4.7.3. We will prove (1) :::} (2). 

As in Theorem 4.7.3, we can assume that ° belongs to the essential spectrum of 

the operator A. Split the further arguments into several steps, following the general 

scheme of the proofs of Theorems 4.7.2, 4.7.3, and 4.7.6. As above, we identify the 

space LP(e), where e c (0,1), with a subspace of LP. 

I. Let e be an arbitrary measurable subset of the interval (0,1), ° < mes (e) < 
1, e' := (0,1) \ e, and P and pI be the band projections onto LP(e) and LP(e' ) in 

the space LP. The operator PV P A - APV Pis LO -regular for every V E 2'( LP, LP) 
by hypothesis; therefore, multiplying it by pI from the right, we see that PV P AP' 

is an LO-regular operator. Since the operator V is arbitrary and the spaces LP 

and LP(e) are order isomorphic, owing to Lemma 4.7.5(a), we infer that the op

erator P AP' is left stably regular and, consequently, bilaterally stably regular by 

Corollary 3.7.5(f). It is clear that the operator pI AP is stably regular as well. 

II. Now consider the operators Au := PAP and A22 := pI AP' as operators 

in LP( e) and LP( e' ) and check that ° belongs to their essential spectra. Let W E 

2'( LP, LP) and V' := PW P'. Then it is easy to establish that 

V'A - AV' = PWA22 P' - jAuWPI + fl, 
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where j is the identical embedding of LP(e) into LP and if E .!l's';(LP,LP). There

fore, the operator PW A22 P' - jAu WP' is LO-regular. Fix an arbitrary order 

isomorphism w : LP(e) -+ LP(e') and put W := jVw, where V E .!l'(LP(e), LP(e)). 
Afterward, the LO-regularity of the operator PW A22 P' - jAu WP' implies the 

LO-regularity of the operator 

VwA22 - Au Vw : LP(e') -+ LP(e) 

and, consequently, the LO-regularity of the operator 

(11) 

Moreover, since the commutator VIA - Alii is LO-regular for VI := PjVP, mul

tiplying it by P from both sides, we infer that the operator PVIAP - PAVIP is 

LO-regular and, hence, so is the operator 

V Au - Au V: LP(e) -+ U(e). 

Using (11), we see that the operator 

is LO-regular. This fact, together with Lemma 4.7.5 and Corollary 3.7.5(f), yields 

WA22W- 1 - Au E .!l's';(LP, LP), which implies that WA22W- 1 - Au is a compact 

operator. 

Repeating the arguments of steps II and III of the proof of Theorem 4.7.2, 

we see that, in fact, zero belongs to the essential spectrum of the operators Au 
and A22 ; hence, there are sequences {xn}~=1 C LP and {X~}~=I C LP such that 

(1) the supports en of the function Xn are pairwise disjoint; 

(2) Ilxnllp = Ilx~llpl = (xn, x~) = 1 (n:= 1,2, ... ); 

(3) L:~=I IIA*x~11 < 00. 
We can obviously assume that mes (U~I ek) < 1. Put 

00 

eo := (0,1) \ U ek 

k=1 
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and let Po be the band projection onto LP( eo) in LP. It is clear that the operator Q : 
LP -t LP defined by the equality 

00 

Qx = L(Xk,X~)Xk (x E LP) 
k=l 

is a projection onto the subspace L = lin({xdk:l) which is isomorphic to the 

space lP (as a Banach space). Furthermore, it is clear that Po (I -Q) = Po and QA is 
a nuclear operator. Since QA E !t':;:(LP, LP), all commutators of the operator Ao = 
(I - Q) A are LO-regular. Therefore, the operator 

WQAo - Ao WQ = -Ao WQ (12) 

is LO-regular for every operator W E !t'(LP,LP). Check that the operator AW is 
LO-regular too. Suppose the contrary. Then there exist an operator Wo : LP -t LP 

and a function go E L~ such that the set 

where Igo := {x E LP I Ixl ::; go}, is unbounded in LO(O,l). Assign Eo := {t E 

(0,1) I (supC)(t) = oo}. Put S = AoWoMgo, where Mgo : LOO (O,l) -t LP is 

the operator of multiplication by the function 90. By Lemma 4.7.5(c), there exist 

a compact set K contained in the ball BU"'(O,l) and a set E cEo, mes(E) < 0, 

such that sup{ISxl I x E K} = 00 on E. Obviously, we may suppose that the 
set K is absolutely convex. Put X = lin( K) and make the set X into a Banach 

space by furnishing it with the norm defined as the Minkowski functional of K. 

Appealing to the lemma stated before the proof of the theorem, we see that the 

operator Mgi, where i is the identical embedding of X into LOO(O, 1), meets the 

following commutative diagram: 

Mg 
-------=-------+l lP, 
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where 0: E 2'(lP, LP), 13 E 2'(X, [00), 111311 ~ 1, and Me is the operator of multipli

cation by a sequence 8 = {8d k:1 in [P. Since the subspace L is isomorphic to [P, 

the operator 0: admits the following factorization: 

. [P fr L jo LP 01 LP 0: . ---t ---t ---t , 

where a is the isomorphism between [P and L sending the standard basis of [P into 

the functions x k, 0: = 0:1 Q, and )0 is the identical embedding of L into LP. Let 

00 

g1 = L 18kl·lxkl, Ig1 = {x E LP I Ixi ~ gd, 
k=1 

and let C1 = aMef3(K). It is clear that C1 c Ig1 and C 1 = Q(Cd C Q(lg1 ). 
Therefore, Mgo(K) = 0:1(C1 ) C 0:1Q(lg1 ). Consequently, 

and 

Thus, the operator Ao W 0 0:1 Q is not LO-regular, which contradicts the above-proven 

LO-regularity of an operator of the form (12). 
Thus, we have checked that the operator Ao W is LO-regular for every W E 

.:£(LP, LP). Since the commutator WAo - AoW is LO-regular as well, the opera

tor W A is LO-regular too. Hence, Lemma 4.7.5(a) implies that the operator Ao 

is left stably regular. By Corollary 3.7.5(f), the latter is equivalent to the stable 

regularity of the operator Ao. I> 

Corollary. Let 2 ~ p < 00, LP = LP(O, 1), and A E ':£(LP, LP). If U A - AU 

is an integral operator for every U E 2'( LP , LP), then the operator A can be 

represented as A = 0: 1+ B, where 0: E C and B E ~-;:(LP, LP). 

4.7.8. In the case of Hilbert space, Theorems 4.7.6 and 4.7.7 may be restated 

as follows: 

Theorem. Let L2 = L2(0, 1) and A E 2'( L2, L2). The following assertions 

are equivalent: 

(1) the operator U AU is LO -regular for every unitary operator U : L2 -+ L2; 
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(2) tbe operator U A - AU is LO-regular for every unitary operator U : L2 ---+ 

(3) tbe operator A is representable as A = a 1+ B, wbere a E C and B is 

a Hilbert-Scbmidt operator. 

<l The implications (3) =? (1) and (3) =? (2) are trivial. As was mentioned in 

Corollary 4.7.6, the implication (1) =? (3) was actually established in [75]. The im

plication (2) =? (3) can be proven in the same way as the corresponding implication 

in Theorem 4.7.4. I> 

4.7.9. Theorems 4.7.6 and 4.7.7 generalize Theorems 4.7.2 and 4.7.3. However, 

unlike Theorem 4.7.6, which is valid similarly as Theorems 4.7.2 and 4.7.3 for every p 

in the interval (1,00), Theorem 4.7.7 covers only the case 2:S p < 00. It turns out 

that this restriction is essential and Theorem 4.7.7 fails for 1 < p < 2. The aim of 

this section is to construct a corresponding counterexample: 

Theorem. Let 1 < p < 2 and LP = LP(O, 1). Tbere exists a positive compact 

operator A : LP ---+ LP witb tbe following properties: 

(1) U A and AU are integral operators for every operator U : LP ---+ LP; 

(2) tbe operator A * is dominated; 

(3) tbere is a function gin LO(O, 1) sucb tbat IIAxl1 :S 9 Ilxll for every X E LP; 

( 4) tbe operator A is not a stably regular but is left stably regular. 

REMARK. Property (1) implies that all commutators of the operator A are in-

tegraloperators. Comparing this fact with property (4), we see that Theorem 4.7.7 

fails for 1 < p < 2. 

<l Let {ek} k::l be a sequence of pairwise disjoint subsets of the interval (0, 1) 

such that 

Put 

and define 

ex:> 

Ok = mes(ek) > 0, La~/2 = 00. 
k=l 

ex:> 

K(s,t) = La;l/PXek(S)Xek(t) (s,t E (0,1)) 
k=l 

1 

(Ax)(s) = J K(s,t)x(t)dt (x E LP, s E (0,1)). 

° 

(13) 
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It is easy to check that A E !t'(LP,LP), IIAII ~ 1, and A 2: 0. The operator A is 

a compact operator, since it is approximated by the operators An generated by the 

partial sums of series (13): 

Verify that the operator A possesses all other required properties. We have 

1 

(A*y)(t) = J K(s,t)y(s)ds (YELP', tE(O,I)); 
o 

therefore, 

I(A*y)(t)1 ~ f a;l/PXek (t) J ly(s)1 ds 
k=l ek 

$ ~x .. (t)(J ly(sW' dSY'P' = (~x .. (t) f ly(sW' ds Y'P' $llylip' 
ek ek 

for t E (0,1). Thus, the operator A* is dominated. It follows that all possible 

operators A*U*, where U E !t'(LP, LP), are dominated and consequently integral 

and regular operators. Hence, U A are regular and integral operators as well. In 
particular, this guarantees left stable regularity for the operator A. 

Now consider the operators AU. From the equality 

00 00 

(AUx)(s) = L a;l/PXek (s) (Ux, Xek) = L a;l/PXek (s) (x, U*Xek) 
k=l k=l 

it follows that the operator AU is generated by the kernel 

00 

Ku(s,t) = La;l/PXek(S)(U*Xek)(t) (s,t E (0,1)). 
k=l 

Moreover, 

00 

I(AUx) (t)1 ~ L a;l/PXek (s) IIxllIlU*Xek II :S IIUlIg(s)lIxll. 
k=l 
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where 
00 

() ,,-lip/-lip () 9 s = ~ ak Xek S . 
k=l 

In order to check that U ~ !t's';:(LP, LP), we use Remark 3.8.2( d) which demon

strates that the inclusion U E !t's';:(LP,LP) = Ih(LP,LP) implies that the integral 

1 ( 1 ) p/2 ! ! K(s,t)dt ds 

is finite. However, 

00 

K2(s,t) = Lo:;2/PXek(S)Xek(t), 
k=l 

and, therefore, 

1 ( 1 ) p/2 J J K2(s,t)dt ds.= fa1/2 = 00. 

o 0 k=l 

Comments 

The monographs [38, 42, 19] are the main sources as regards the questions of 

the theory of integral operators which are discussed in this chapter; see also [8, 

10, 25]. 
Some relevant references to the results of the introductory Section 4.1 are given 

in the text. The results of 4.19 (in a more general statement) were established in [7] 

and repeated in [67, 68]. 

As was mentioned in the main text, Theorem 4.2.1 was obtained in [5, 6]; for 

a thorough priority analysis see [8] and 4.2.1l. 

Theorem 4.2.1. was generalized to various fields: to spaces of measurable vector

functions [43, 44], noncommutative spaces of measurable operators, nonlinear oper

ators (see 4.5). As to the material of Section 4.2 see also [45, 46, 55-57, 61, 67-70, 

86, 87]. Applications to the theory of semigroups of linear operators are exposed in 

the article [3] by W. Arendt and A. V. Bukhvalov. 

The results of Section 4.3 were mainly published in [5-7]. 
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Proposition 4.4.2 was proven in [9J. The presented proof of Theorem 4.4.3 is 

given in more detail in [10J. 

Theorem 4.5.1 was proven in [9J. Certain results on representation of nonlinear 

operators were obtained in [89J. As to the material of Section 4.6 see also [1, 2, 

74-76,78J. 

Let us briefly discuss the problems raised in the monograph [19J by P. Halmos 

and V. Sunder. The problem of finding a criterion for integrability posed in the 

introduction to the book was solved earlier in [5, 6J and Problem 8.4, in [5, 17J and 

later in [61J. 

The main contribution to solving many other problems belongs to V. B. Ko

rotkov (see Section 4.6) and W. Schachermayer (see Section 4.6 and [61-65]). This 

series of articles by W. Schachermayer comprises many other remarkable results. In 

particular, there is an example of a positive nonintegral operator U E 2(L2) such 

that U E 6 p for all p > 2. It is clear that for p = 2 we obtain the Hilbert-Schmidt 

class of integral operators; i.e., the example cannot be refined in the power scale. 

Section 4.7 is devoted to generalization of the results of the articles [33, 75J to 

the case of operators in 2(U) with an arbitrary p, 1 < p < 00. Theorems 4.7.2 

and 4.7.3 in a weaker form were announced in [53J. Theorems 4.7.6, 4.7.7, and 4.7.9 

are published here for the first time. 

In [52], D. Maharam surveyed the results of her original approach to the prob

lem of representing positive operators. 

Since the late 1970s, the theory has been intensively developed of pseudointe

gral operators, i.e., those of the form 

(Ux)(s) = J x(t)dp,s(t), 

A 

where {P,s} is a "random" measure, i.e., a family of measures satisfying certain 

measurability conditions. Formula (1) yields a general form of an o-continuous 

operator in the space of measurable functions [77J. Interest to representation (1) is 

stirred up not by its complexity but rather by various applications in the geometry 

of Banach and quasi-Banach spaces, in the spectral theory of operators, in studying 

the particle transport equation, etc. (see, for instance, [4, 15,21-24, 83-85]). 
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The goal of the Supplement is to expose a solution to Problem 11.8 from the 

P. R. Halmos and V. S. Sunder book [4] in a strengthened form; namely, a counterex

ample of nonintegrability of a superposition is constructed in the class of integral 

operators of convolution which is essentially narrower than the class of all integral 

operators. This result was obtained by V. D. Stepanov [16,18]; as was mentioned, it 

refines the results of V. B. Korotkov which are exposed in Chapter 4. The complete 

proof is presented here in the case p = 2 which is simpler. As regards the method of 

proof, the result relates to harmonic analysis and stands aside of the tools used in 

this book. It is for that reason that this material appears in a separate supplement. 

We emphasize that integral operators of convolution are as before understood 

to be integral operators in the sense of the definitions of Chapter 4 (i.e., singular 

operators are not considered still). Thus, an integral operator of convolution with 

a measurable function k given on the axis JR is defined for functions f E U(JR) as 
00 

(k*J)(t) = J k(s-t)f(t)dt; 
-00 

moreover, the condition 
00 J Ik(s - t)f(t)1 dt < 00 

-00 

is supposed to be valid for all f E U(JR). It is clear that we obtain a particular 

case of the conventional definition of Chapter 4 of integral operator with kernel 

K(s, t) = k(s - t). 

0.1. Let 0 < p, q ~ 00. The amalgam (U, zq) is the space of measurable 

functions f on the real axis for which 

{ ( 
+2 ) q/P} l/q 

11111", ~ .~~ i I/(x)I'dx < 00. 

0.2. It is easy to see that (U, [P) = U(JR) and amalgams form a scale in each of 

the exponents with the other fixed. For amalgams, valid are some analogs of many 

classical results such as the Holder inequality, the Young inequality for convolutions, 

the Young-Hausdorff inequality for the Fourier operator, the interpolation theorems, 

etc. The survey of J. J. F. Fourier and J. Stewart can help to acquire more detailed 

knowledge of the subject. 
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1.1. Consider the convolution operators f ~ k * f. In the theory of integral 

operators, the problem is well known of finding criteria on the kernel of operator 

for its natural domain to include some ideal space of measurable functions. The 

case in which the latter is the Lebesgue space LP(R) was considered in [7J. For 

convolutions, this case is solvable in terms of amalgams. 

1.2. Let 1 ::; p ::; 00 and l/p + l/p' = 1. Tben 

00 

Vf E P(R) J Ik(s - t)f(t)1 dt < 00 for almost all s E R (1) 

-00 

if and only if k E (£1, [pI). 

The result was obtained by R. S. Busby and H. A. Smith [2J and independently 

in [11, 14J. 

<l First we consider the case p = 1. We need to show that k E (L1, [00). 

Suppose to the contrary. Then there exists a sequence {n m } of integers such that 

Inm I -+ 00 and 
n",+1 

J Ik(t)1 dt = Am -+ 00. 

By passing to a subsequence, if necessary, we may assume that nm 2': 0, nm+ 1 -nm 2': 
2, and Am = m 2 • Let Em = [-nm -l,-nm + 1/2J. Put 

00 

f(t) = l)l/m log2(m + l))XEm (t). 
m=l 

It is obvious that f E L1(R); therefore, (1) implies that 

00 00 

00 > J Ik(s - t)f(t)1 dt = 2)1/mlog2(m + 1)) J Ik(s - t)1 dt 
-00 m=1 Em 

= f (l/mlog2(m + 1)) n7+1 Ik(s + t)1 dt 
m=l 

n m -l/2 
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for almost all 8 E (0,1/2). Assigning a suitable value So E (0,1/2) to s, we find out 

00 > f: (lIm log'(m + 1)) "T' Ik(', + t)1 dt 
m=1 

00 nm+l 

~ L (I/mlog2(m + 1)) J Ik(t)1 dt = 00. 

m=1 nm 

The contradiction shows that k E (11, [00). 

The case p = 00 is trivial since k E 11 (JR) = (11, [1) in view of (1) with 

f(x) == 1. 
Consider the case 1 < p < 00. Let us employ the E. Landau theorem [6, § 1.1.3J 

which states that if p > 1 and, for every sequence {an} E [pI, the series ~n anbn is 

convergent then {bn} E [pl. Let {an} E [P and f(t) = ~nanX[n,n+ll(t). By (1), we 

have 
00 n 

00 > J Ik(s - t)f(t)1 dt = L lanl J Ik(s + t)1 dt 
-00 n n-l 

for almost all s E (-1/2,1/2). Assigning suitable values to 81 E (0,1/2) and 

S2 E (-1/2,0), we find out 

n n-l/2 

00 > L lanl J Ik(t)1 dt, 00 > L lanl J Ik(t)1 dt. 
n n-l/2 n n-l 

Hence it follows that k E (11, [pI) by the E. Landau theorem. I> 

This proof is simpler than the initial one in [14]. 

1.2.1. (a) Conditions (1) in statement 1.2 can be relaxed by replacing 

the requirement f E U(JR) with f E (100 , [P). 

(b) A particular case of the Young inequality for convolutions [3J has the 

form 

Ilk * fllp,r ~ C1 1Iklh,qllfllp,p, 
where 1 ~ P ~ 00, 1 ~ q ~ p', I/r = I/q+ I/p-I, and C1 is an absolute constant. 

For r = p,oo, the inequality admits a generalization for k(t) ~ 0 in the following 

sense. If k(t) ~ 0, r = p or r = 00, and 
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for all f E LP(lR) then k E (Ll, zq), where q = 1 or q = p' respectively; moreover, 

IIklh,q ::; C2C, where C2 > 0 is an absolute constant (C2 = 1 for r = p). The 

case r = p was considered, for instance, in [10]; the case r = 00 follows from 1.2. 

For p < r < 00, a similar result is false by the Hardy-Littlewood-Polya theorem 

[5, Theorem 381J. 

2.1. We illustrate the application of Theorem 1.2 to two problems on bounded 

convolution operators in LP. The first problem consists in studying asymptotic 

behaviour of the symbol of the kernel of such an operator; the second is an analog 

of the Halmos and Sunder problem [4, Problem 11.8J for convolutions asking whether 

such operators form an algebra. 

2.2. Let 1 ::; p ::; 00. Following [4], we denote 

The elements of Int(p) will be called kernel8; they are in one-to-one correspondence 

with integral operators of convolution acting boundedly in LP(lR). 

2.3. In the asymptotic behaviour of the symbols (= the Fourier transforms 

in the distribution sense) of kernels in Int(p), the "Riemann-Lebesgue effect" is 

observed; i.e., the symbol vanishes at infinity in some sense. This contrasts the 

asymptotic behaviour of kernels of singular convolutions, which can be attracted 

at infinity to a constant as, for instance, the symbol of the kernel of the Hilbert 

transform [9, Chapter 6, § 1]. 

2.3.1. Let 1 ::; p ::; 00 and let p be fixed. If k E Int(p) and 

~(n,'x) = mes{~ E (n - 1/2, n + 1/2) 11k'\(~)1 > ,X} (2) 

then lim ~(n,'x) = 0 for every ,X > o. 
Inl-+oo 

The proposition was obtained for p = 2 by V. B. Korotkov and in the general 

case, in [15,16]. 

<l Let <p~(~) = XI-l,l) x XI-l,l)(~ -n). Then <Pn(Y) = sin2 27rye21riny /(7ry)2 and 
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where A is an absolute constant. For I~ - nl :::; 1/2, we have 'P~(O ~ 1; therefore, 

we obtain 

~(n,A):::; mes{~ E (n -1/2,n + 1/2) Ilk"(~)'P~(OI > A} 

:::; ;21Ik"'P~II~ = ;2 Ilk * 'Pnll~ :::; ;2 Ilk * 'Pnllpllk * 'Pnllpl 

CII'Pnllp CA 
:::; A2 Ilk * 'Pnllpl :::; 12llk * 'Pnllpl. 

by the Parseval inequality and the Holder inequality. Further, 

00 

J sin221T'Y' 
k * 'Pn(x) = k(x - y) (1T'y)2 e 211'my dy. 

-00 

Since k E (Ll, [pi), we have k(x - y)sin2 21T'Y/(1T'y)2 E Ll(lR) for each x E lR fixed. 

By the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, we obtain 

lim k*'Pn(x)=O VxElR. 
Inl--oo 

In virtue of the Young inequality for convolutions [19] 

we find that 

Ik * 'Pn(x)1 :::; ip(x) = Ikl * l'Pol E Lpl (lR). 

Hence 

by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, and Proposition 2.3.1 is proven. I> 

2.3.2. Generally speaking, condition (2) is not sufficient for k E Int(p) 
even if k determines a bounded operator in £P(lR) by the formula (Tkf)" = k" j". 
The function 

k"(O = L signkX[-1/21oglkl,1/21oglklJ(~ - k) 
Ikl2:2 
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provides an instance of this. In virtue of the Parseval equality, it is obvious that 

Tk : L2(JR.) ~ L2(JR.); however, 

k(x) = ~ fsin 17rXk sin 27rkx ~ (L\ [2), 
7rX k=2 og 

since k has a nonsummable singularity at zero. The last is derived from the Salem 

theorem [1, ChapterlO, § 7]. 

2.3.3. Let k E Int(2). What is the rate of decrease of the portions ~(n, A) 

as Inl ~ 00 with A > ° fixed in relation (2)? The question arises from a natural 

attempt at finding a metric criterion for the containment k E Int(2) in terms of the 

portions ~(n, A), since the space Int(2) has the simplest structure and it can be 

easily made into a Banach space by introduction of the norm IIkIlInt(2) = IIklll,2 + 
IIkAlioo. It turns out that the rate of decrease of the portions ~(n, A) can be 

arbitrarily small in some sense. For instance, there is no finite constant b 2: 1 

universal for the whole space Int(2) and such that L:n I~(n, A)l b < 00 for all A > 0. 

An example here is provided by the kernel 

K:(O = L X[-1/2Ikl o,1/2IkI O ](e - k). 
k¥O 

with a E (0,00) fixed. It was demonstrated in [17,19] that Ka E (Ll, [2) for every 

a > ° and the operator of convolution with kernel Ka acts boundedly from LP(R) 

into P(R) only for p = 2. 

2.3.4. Let 1 :::; p :::; 00. The operators of convolution f I--t k * f with 

kernels k E Int(p) form an algebra only for p = 1,00. 

<l The positive part of the assertion is trivial since Int(l) = Int(oo) = Ll(R). 

Let 1 < p < 00. To prove the result it suffices to exhibit an example of a kernel 

k E Int(p) such that k * k tt. Int(p). Consider a family ke ,6 of functions given by the 

formula 
00 

k () ~ 21rin1-.+6 ( ) 
e,6 x = ~ e X[-1/2n(1+o)/2,1/2n(1+.)/2] X - n , 

n=l 
where 1/2 < c < 1 and ° < 0 < c. 

The following properties hold: 

ke ,6 E Int(p), 2 (1 - 0 6):::; p :::; 2 (1 + _0_) , 
1-£+2 1-£ 

(3) 
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ke ,6 * ke ,6 ~ (L1, lP'), p? 2/(2 - 8). (4) 

By letting 2/(2 - 8) = 2(1 - 8/(1- c + 28)), we find the relation 

8 = V((1 - c)/2)2 + 1- c - (1 - c)/2 

under which the kernel ke ,6 E Int(p) determines an integral operator of convolution, 

which acts boundedly in U(JR) and has a nonsummable square since ke ,6 * ke ,6 ~ 

(L1, lpl); moreover, the interval in which p changes in (3) can be arbitrarily full. 

A complete proof of assertion (3) is sufficiently cumbersome. It is grounded on 

the A. Miyachi theorem on multiplicators of the Fourier transform with a narrow 

interval of action [8] and the methods of the articles [12,13]. However, it is not 

difficult to verify that ke ,6 E (L1, l2) and k;'6 E LOO(JR). The first inclusion is 

elementary; the second can be deduced by applying a Van der Corput theorem [20, 

Chapter 5, § 4, 5]. Therefore, ke ,6 E Int(2) which together with (2) provides the 

claimed for p = 2. 

Prove (4). Let k( x) = ke,6 * ke,6( x). For x = m + t, where m is an integer and 

It I ::; 1/2, we write down 

m-1 

k( ) _ """' 21ri(n l -<+6+(m_n)1-<+6) ( ) 
m + t - ~ e Xn * Xm-n t , 

n=1 

where Xn == X[-1/2n(1+<)/2,1/2n(1+<)/2). Let m = 2(1 + 1) and n = k + 1 + 1. Then 

I 

k(2(l + 1) + t) = L Jk(t) == Jo(t) + Vi(t). 
k=-I 

We have 
4 '(I+l)l-W 

Jo( t) = e 1r, Xl+l * Xl+l (t), 

where w = c - 8. As easily seen, 

1/2 

Further, 

J IJo(t)1 dt ::; IIXI+1 * Xl+lll ::; [1~e· 
-1/2 

I 

TT(t) = """' e21ri«k+l+l)1-W+(I+l-k)1-W)X * X (t) 
YI - ~ k+1+1 I+l-k . 

k=1 
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Assertion (4) follows from the equality 

( 

1/2 ) 2/6 t, ), Ik(2(1 + 1) + t)1 dt = 00. (5) 

Put 

k 

Vk = XI+1+k*XI+1-k, cp(t) = (l+l+t)l-'" +(l+l-t)l-"" Uk = L e211'i l"(m). 

m=l 

By applying the Abel transform for sums, we obtain 

We have 

Hence 

1-1 

Vi(t) = L Uk(~V)k + U,V,. 
k=l 

CP'(t)=(l-W)((l+/+t)"'-(l+/_t)"') <0, tE[l,l], 

!cp'(t)! ~ (1 - w)[l - 1/(21 + 1)"'] ~ q", < 1, 1> C. 

I 

U, = J e211'i l"(t) dt + G" !Gd ~ A",. 
1 

by the Van der Corput theorem. Here and henceforth A", stands for a finite constant 

depending only on w. 

Let 
I 

J(I) = J exp(27ricp(t))dt. 
1 

As 1 -+ 00, the following asymptotic formula holds: 

ill'/4 
J(l) = e e211'i(1+1)1-W 1(1+"')/2(1 + 0(1-(1-"')/6)), 1-+ 00; 

2y'2w(1- w) 
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this can be obtained by the method of stationary phase. Hence 

1/2 

J IUI(t)vI(t)1 dt 2 AwZ-6/ 2 , Z > Zw. 

-1/2 

By applying the Van der Corput theorem again, we obtain 

1/2 1-1 J L Uk(~V)k dt ~ Aw Z-(1+eH)/2. 

-1/2 k=1 

The last two estimates yield (5). l> 
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Disjointness preserving operators have its own theory which is very rich in re

sults and includes such questions as boundedness, continuity, spectral and geometric 

properties, multiplicativity, compactness, etc. The list of publications devoted to 

studying disjointness preserving operators is so extensive that it could serve as 

a reason for a separate review. Leaving aside many rather interesting directions, 

we will only concentrate our attention on analytic representation and decompo

sition of disjointness preserving operators. B. Z. Vulikh [7-9] was one of the first 

who considered these questions. Later, disjointness preserving operators were stud

ied by Yu. A. Abramovich, E. L. Arenson, D. R. Hart, A. K. Kitover, A. V. Koldunov, 

P. T. N. MacPolin, A. I. Veksler, A. W. Wickstead, A. C. Zaanen, and many others 

(see, for instance, [1-3, 19,32,37,41,42]). We also observe that the question of 

analytic representation of disjointness preserving operators includes such a power

ful direction as descriptions of isometries of vector-valued LP -spaces (the so-called 

Banach-Stone theorems). 

In the current chapter, we study disjointness preserving operators in K-spaces 

and lattice-normed spaces. In particular, we find their analytic representations 

and decompositions into simpler components. We begin with studying general 

properties of disjointness preserving operators; then we consider orthomorphisms, 

shift operators, weighted shift operators, and, finally, return to arbitrary operators 

and apply the accumulated experience. 

5.1. Prerequisites 

This section contains some preliminary information about Boolean homomor

phisms, vector lattices, and lattice-normed spaces which was not exposed in the pre

vious chapters. 

5.1.1. In the sequel, we deal with various convergences (such as 0- and r-con

vergences) and related notions (such as 0- and r-closures, 0- and r-continuity, etc.). 

For the sake of convenience and in order to avoid duplication, we present some gen

eral definitions now. 

Let X be an arbitrary set and let c be some convergence in X. The totality 

of the c-limits of all c-convergent nets in X constituted by elements of some subset 

Xo c X is called the c-closure of Xo. A set is called c-closed if it coincides with 

the c-closure of itself. The set Xo is said to be c-dense in X if X is the c-closure 
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of Xo. Suppose now that Xl and X2 are some sets with convergences Cl and C2, 

respectively. A mapping f: Xl --t X2 is called Cl -C2 -continuous if Cl-convergence 

Xa --t x implies C2-convergence f(xa) --t f(x) for every net (Xa)aEA in Xl and 

every element x E Xl. If the convergences Cl and C2 have the same notation c, then 

any cl-c2-continuous mapping is called c-continuous. 

Considering only countable nets in the above definitions results in the no

tions of countable c-closure, countable c-closedness, countable c-density, and count

able Cl -C2 -continuity. By replacing nets with sequences, we obtain the notions of 

sequential c-closure, sequential c-closedness, sequential c-density, and sequential 

Cl -C2 -continuity. 

5.1.2. Ring and Boolean homomorphisms are often met in our further consid

eration. We recall the relevant definitions. 

Let A and B be Boolean algebras. A mapping h: A --t B is called a ring 

homomorphism if the following equalities hold for all al, a2 E A: 

(a) h(al V a2) = h(at) V h(a2); 

(b) h(al A a2) = h(at) A h(a2); 

(c) h(al \a2) = h(ad\h(a2)' 

where x\y stands for x A yl. and xl. stands for the complement of x in a Boolean 

algebra. We observe that (a) is a consequence of (b) and (c), as well as (b) is 
a consequence of (a) and (c). Every ring homomorphism h: A --t B preserves 

order, i.e., al ~ a2 implies h( ad ~ h( a2) for all al, a2 E A. 
A ring homomorphism h: A --t B is called a Boolean homomorphism in case 

h(l) = 1. Obviously, a mapping h: A --t B is a Boolean homomorphism if and only 

if it satisfies one of the conditions (a) or (b) and, in addition, h(al.) = h(a)l. for 

all a E A. Every ring homomorphism h: A --t B is a Boolean homomorphism into 

the Boolean algebra Bh(l) = {b E B : b ~ h(l)}. The image h[A] of the homomor

phism h is a Boolean subalgebra of Bh(l)' A bijective Boolean homomorphism is 

called a Boolean isomorphism. 

The following description of Boolean homomorphisms is convenient in studying 

disjointness preserving operators. 

Proposition. Let A and B be Boolean algebras. A mapping h: A --t B is 

a Boolean homomorphism if and only if, for every partition (al' a2, a3) of unity 

in A, the triple (h( al), h( a2), h( a3)) is a partition of unity in B. 
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<J Necessity is obvious; thus, we only prove sufficiency. Suppose that the map

ping h preserves triple partitions. Applying this property of h to the triple (0,0,1), 

we obtain the equality h(O) = O. Considering the triple (a, a1., 0), we conclude that 

h( a1.) = h( a)1. for every a E A. It remains to establish the relation h( al V a2) = 

h(al) V h(a2)' First, we prove this equality for disjoint al and a2. To this end, 

it is sufficient to apply the partition preservation property of h to the triples 

(al,a2,(al V a2)1.) and (al V a2,(al Va2)1.,0). Finally, taking arbitrary elements 

aI, a2 E A and using the above-established facts, we obtain 

h(al V a2) = h((al \a2) V (al 1\ a2) V (a2 \al)) 

= h(al \a2) V h(al 1\ a2) V h(a2 \al) 

= (h(al \a2) V h(al 1\ a2)) V (h(al 1\ a2) V h(a2 \ad) 

= h(ad V h(a2). I> 

5.1.3. Proposition. Let A and B be Boolean algebras. 

( a) The following properties of a Boolean homomorphism h: A ---t B are 

equivalent: 

(1) h is o-continuous; 

(2) if a subset C c A has a supremum then h(supC) = suph[C); 
(3) if a subset C c A has an infimum then h(infC) = inf h[C); 
(4) if (a),),EA is a net in A and a), i 1 then sUP),EA h( a),) = 1; 

(5) if (a),),EA is a net in A and a), 1 ° then inf),EA h(a),) = 0. 

(b) The following properties of a Boolean homomorphism h: A ---t B are 

equivalent: 

(1) h is countably o-continuous; 

(2) if a countable subset C c A has a supremum then h(supC) = 

suph[C); 

(3) if a countable subset C C A has an infimum then h(inf C) = inf h[C); 
(4) if (an)nEN is a sequence in A and an i 1 then sUPnEN h(an) = 1; 

(5) if (an)nEN is a sequence in A and an 10 then infnEN h(an) = 0. 

If the Boolean algebra A is complete (O'-complete) then each of the five condi

tions (a) (respectively, (b)) is equivalent to the following one: suph[D) = 1 for 

every (countable) partition D of unity in A. 
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In view of the equivalence of conditions (a)(1)-(a)(3), o-continuous homomor

phisms are often called full or complete. Observe that the implication (b )(5):::}(b )(1) 

implies equivalence of countable and sequential o-continuities of a Boolean homo

morphism. 

5.1.4. Let A and B be Boolean algebras. We say that a ring homomorphism 

h: A -t B dominates a function ho: A -t B (and write ho ~ h), if ho(a) ~ h(a) for 

all a E A. 

Proposition. Let A and B be Boolean algebras. A ring homomorphism 

h: A -t B dominates a ring homomorphism ho: A -t B if and only if ho(a) = 
ho(l) /\ h(a) for all a E A. 

<J The equality ho(a) = ho(l)/\h(a) ensues from the relations ho(a) ~ ho(l)/\ 
h(a), ho(a.L) ~ ho(l) /\ h(a.L), and ho(a) V ho(a.L) = ho(1). [> 

5.1.5. Let E be a vector lattice. Given an element e E E, the symbol (e) 
denotes the band projection onto the principal band {e }.L.L (if such a projection 

exists). For e,f E E, we define (e < f) := ((f - e)+), (e ~ f) := (f < e).L, 

(e > f) := (f < e), and (e ~ f) := (f ~ e). It is clear that (e ~ f) = max{7r E 

Pr(E) : 7re ~ 7r1}. 

5.1.6. Let f be an arbitrary positive element of a vector lattice E. An element 

sEE is called an f -step element, if s = E~=1 >";7r;f for some >"1, ... ,>"n E IR and 

7r1, ... ,7rn E Pr(E). 

Proposition. Suppose that a vector lattice E possesses the principal projec

tion property (for instance, E is a Ku-space). Let Ef be the ideal of E generated 

by a positive element fEE. Then, for every element e E Ef and every number 

c > 0, there is an f -step element s E Ef such that lsi ~ lei and Ie - sl ~ cf. 
In particular, the set of all f -step elements is r -dense in E f. 

<J Assume all the hypotheses of the proposition to be satisfied and consider 

an arbitrary element e E Ef and a number c > O. Let numbers m, n E N be such 

that lei ~ mf and lin ~ c. Then the sum 

-1 . (. 1 .) mn. ( . . + 1 ) L .: ~ 1 < e ~ ':1 1 + L': .: 1 ~ e < _z -I 1 
. n n n nn n 
t=-mn i=1 

is a desired f -step element. [> 
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5.1. 7. We use the abbreviation LNS for "lattice-normed space" (see 1.6.1) 

and BKS for "Banach-Kantorovich space" (see 1.6.3). Each LNS considered in 

the current chapter is assumed to be normed by a K-space (if the opposite is not 

stated explicitly). The lattice-valued norm in an LNS is denoted by 1·1 by default. 

The phrase "0&' is an LNS over E" means that E is a K-space and (0&', 1·1, E) is 

an LNS in the sense of 1.6.1. We assume that the equality {lui: u E O&'}.l.l = E 

holds for every LNS 0&' over E that we consider. We also assume by default that 

all the LNSs are d-decomposable (see 1.6.2). The Boolean algebra of band projec

tions in an LNS 0&' over E is denoted by Pr(O&') and conventionally identified with 

the Boolean algebra Pr(E) of band projections in E (see 1.6.2). 

5.1.8. One of useful properties of d-decomposable LNSs is realized in the pos

sibility of evaluating band projections on their elements and mixing them to obtain 

new elements. Here, we will discuss such operations. 

If (ue )eES is an arbitrary family in an LNS 0&' and (7l'e )eES is a partition 

of unity in the Boolean algebra Pr(O&'), then the sum o-L:eEs 7l'eUe (if the latter 

exists) is called the mixing of the family (ue )eES with respect to (71' deES. Let "1/ be 

a subset of 0&'. The totality of ~l mixings of arbitrary (finite) families in "1/ is called 

the cyclic hull (the finitely cyclic hulQ of "1/ and denoted by mix "1/ (by mixfin "1/). 
The cyclic hull of the union "I/u {O} is called the d-closure of "1/ and denoted by d"l/. 

Similarly, the symbol dfin"l/ is used to denote the finitely cyclic hull of "1/ U {O}. 
The set "1/ is called cyclic (finitely cyclic) if mix "1/ = "1/ (mixfin"l/ = "1/). It easy 

to verify that the (finitely) cyclic hull of a set "1/ is the smallest (finitely) cyclic set 
that includes "1/. Obviously, for a set 1/ to be finitely cyclic, it is sufficient that it 

contain the sums 7l'V + 7l'.lw for all v, w E "1/ and 71' E Pr( 0&'). 

5.1.9. Let 0&' be an arbitrary, not necessarily d-decomposable, LNS over an ar

bitrary vector lattice E. Suppose that ad-decomposable LNS 0&' over E contains 0&' 
as a subspace with the induced norm. We say that the LNS 0&' is ad-decomposable 

hull of 0&', if dfin 0&' = 0&', i.e., 0&' is a minimal d-decomposable LNS that contains 0&' 
as a subspace with the induced norm. 

Proposition. Suppose that a vector lattice E possesses the principal pro

jection property. Then every (not necessarily d-decomposable) LNS over E has 

a d-decomposable hull which is unique to within an isometry. 
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<I In order to construct a d-decomposable hull of an LNS %' over E, we em

ploy the schema of formal mixing, which is traditionally used in similar situations 

(cf. [5,6,16]). Denote by %' the totality of all finite families ((7ri' Ui»)iEI of elements 

in Pr(E) X %' such that (7ri)iEI is a partition of unity in the Boolean algebra Pr(E). 

Introduce in %' the equivalence relation by letting ((7ri,Ui»)iEI '" ((Pj,Vj»)jEJ if 

and only if 7riPjlUi - Vj 1= 0 for all i E I and j E J. Define %' to be the quotient set 

%' i'" and agree to denote the coset of a family ((7ri' Ui»)iEI by I:iEI 7riUi. By iden

tifying the elements U E %' with "monomials" lu E %', we assume that %' c %'. 
It is easy to become convinced that %' is an LNS over E under the operations 

L 7riUi + L PjVj:= L 7riPj( Ui + Vj), 
iEI jEJ iEI,jEJ 

A L 7riUi := L 7riAUi, 

iEI iEI 

L 7riUi := L 7rdUd 
iEI iEI 

and is a d-decomposable hull of %'. Uniqueness of a d-decomposable hull is obvi

ous. I> 

5.1.10. Let E be a universally complete K-space and let (E~)~ES be a fam

ily of pairwise disjoint ideals of E. The symbol EB~ES E~ denotes the ideal of 

the K-space E constituted by all elements e E E that satisfy the relation (E~)e E Ee 
for each ~ E 3. Obviously, 

Suppose that, for every ~ E 3, we are given an LNS %'~ over E~. It is not difficult 

to become convinced that the vector space IleEs %'~ is an LNS over EB~ES E~ with 

respect to the norm I(U~)~ESI = o-I:~ES Iud. This LNS is denoted by EB~ES %'~ 
and called the disjoint sum of the family of LNSs (%'~)~ES. 

5.1.11. Let E and F be K-spaces and let %' be an LNS over E. Suppose that 

a function S: E --+ F satisfies the following conditions: 

(a) S(e} + e2) ~ Se} + Se2 for all positive e},e2 E E; 
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(b) S( Ae) = AS e for all positive e E E and A E IRj 

(c) if 0 ~ el ~ e2 then Sel ~ Se2. 

367 

Consider the vector subspace %'0 := {u E %' : Siul = O} and agree to denote by 

S~ u the coset in %' / %'0 containing an u E%'. It is easy to become convinced 

that the space %' /%'0 is an LNS over F with respect to the norm IS~ul := Siul. 
Observe that the LNS %' /%'0 need not be d-decomposable (for instance, in case 

%' = E = F = IR 2 and S (x, y) = (x, x) ). Slightly abusing the language, we call 

a d-decomposable hull of the LNS %' /%'0 the norm transformation of %' by means 

of S and denote it by S%'. The linear operator S~ : %' -t S%' is called the operator 

of norm transformation of %' by means of S. 

5.1.12. As is known (see 1.3.7 (8)), every universally complete K-space E can 

be endowed with multiplication so that E becomes a commutative ordered algebra. 

If we additionally fix an order unity in E and require it to be a multiplication unity 

then the way of introducing multiplication in E becomes unique. Furthermore, for 

every fEE, there exists a unique element gEE such that f 9 = (J) 1, where 1 E E 

is the multiplication unity. We denote such an element 9 by 1/ f. The product 

e(l/ f) is denoted by e/ f for brevity. 

As is known (see 1.6.5), every BKS %' over a universally complete K-space E 

with a fixed order unity IE can be endowed with the structure of a module over E 

so that lEU = u and leul = lellul for all e E E and u E %'. Below (see 5.5.17) 

we will see that the relation I eu I = I e II u I uniquely determines the structure of 

a module in %'. 
Let %' be an arbitrary BKS over an order-dense ideal E of a universally com

plete K-space g with a fixed order unity. Given arbitrary e E g and u E %', we 

say that the product eu is defined in %' (and write eu E %'), if the product eu 

calculated in the universal completion of %' belongs to %'. Obviously, the latter is 

true if and only if lellul E E. 

5.1.13. The module structure of a BKS is often used for finding elements that 

satisfy certain conditions imposed on their norm. Here is one of typical examples. 

Lemma. Let %' be a BKS over E. For all u E %' and e E E+, there exists 

an element U e E %' such that luel = e and lu - uel = Ilul- el. 

<l Fix an order unity 1 in the universal completion E of the K-space E, en-
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dow E with the corresponding multiplication and introduce in the universal com

pletion 0/1 of 0/1 the structure of a module over E. Let u be an element of 0/1 such 

that lui = 1 and u = lulu. Obviously, U e := eu is the desired element. [> 

5.2. Order Approximating Sets 

In this section, we introduce the notions of order approximating and h-approx

imating subsets of an LNS. We also present equivalent descriptions of the notions 

in terms of convergences of various types. The notion of order approximation seems 

to be useful in the general theory of LNSs. As for h-approximation, it will play its 

role in studying disjointness preserving operators. 

5.2.1. Lemma. Let 0/1 be an LNS over a K -space E and let 1/ be a finitely 

cyclic subset of 0/1. Then, for every u E 0/1, there exists a net (Vol )o<EA in 1/ such 

that the net (lu - vo<Oo<EA decreases and {lu - vo<l : 0: E A} = {Iu - vi: V E 1/}. 

In particular, lu - vo<l '\, infvEY lu - vi. 

<l Suppose that a set 1/ C 0/1 meets the hypothesis of the lemma and fix 

an arbitrary element u E 0/1. We introduce in 1/ relations of equivalence and 

preorder as follows: 

v"'w ¢:} lu-vl=lu-wl, 

v ~ w ¢:} lu - vi ~ lu - wi. 

For any two elements v, w E 1/ we can find a projection 7r E Pr(E) such that 

lu - (7rV + 7r..Lw) I = lu - viA lu - wi. Since 1/ is finitely cyclic, the latter means 

that the set (1/, ~) is directed. Therefore, the quotient set A := 1//", (endowed 

with the quotient order) is a directed ordered set. Taking an element Vol E 0: in 

every coset 0: E A, we obtain the desired net (Vo<)o<EA. [> 

5.2.2. Let 1/ be a subset of an LNS 0/1. We say that 1/ (orderly) approximates 

an element u E 0/1 if infvEY I u - v I = O. We say that 1/ (orderly) approximates 

a subset "ft/ c 0/1 if 1/ approximates every element of "ft/. A subset of 0/1 is called 

(order) approximating if it approximates 0/1. Any order dense ideal of an LNS is 

an example of an approximating set. 

Proposition. Let X, Y, and Z be subsets of an LNS. If X approximates Y 

and Y approximates Z, then X approximates Z. 
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<l For an arbitrary element z E Z, denote infxEx Ix - zl bye and assume by 

way of contradiction that e =1= O. Since infYEY I y - z I = 0, there is an element y E Y 
and band projection p such that ply - zl < pe/2. Similarly, in view of the equality 

infxEx Ix - yl = 0, there is an element x E X and an band projection 7r such that 

7rlx - yl < 7rpe/2. The following contradictory relations complete the proof: 

7rpe :::;; 7rplx - zl :::;; 7rplx - yl + 7rply - zl < 7rpe/2 + 7rpe/2 = 7rpe. [> 

5.2.3. Proposition. Let 1/ be a subset and let u be an element of an LNS. 

The set 1/ approximates u if and only if u is the o-limit of some net in mixfin 1/. 

<l If 1/ approximates u then inf{lu - wi: w E mixfin 1/} = O. Therefore, in 

view of 5.2.1, there exists a net (Wa)aEA in mixfin 1/ such that lu - wal '\. O. 

Conversely, if u is the o-limit of a net in mixfin 1/ then mixfin 1/ approximates u. 

It remains to use Proposition 5.2.2 on observing that 1/ approximates mixfin 1/. [> 

Coronary. If a subset 1/ of an LNS %' is finitely cyclic, then its o-closure 

consists of all elements u E %' approximated by 1/. 

Coronary. If a subset 1/ of an LNS %' is finitely cyclic, then its o-closure is 

o-closed and, hence, is the least o-closed subset of %' that includes 1/. 

<l The claim follows from the previous corollary and Proposition 5.2.2. [> 

5.2.4. Proposition. The following properties of a subset 1/ of an LNS %' 

are equivalent: 

(1) 1/ is an approximating subset of <W; 

(2) for every ideal %'0 C %', the set dfin 1/ n %'0 is o-dense in %'0; 

(3) the set dfin 1/ is o-dense in %'; 

( 4) dfin 1/ is an approximating subset of %'. 

<l The implications (2) :::} (3) :::} (4) are obvious. It remains to prove that 

(1) :::} (2) and (4) :::} (1). 

(1) :::} (2): Suppose that the set 1/ C %' satisfies condition (1), fix an arbitrary 

ideal %'0 C %' and its element u E %'0, denote the set dfin 1/ n %'0 by 11/, and 

assign e := infwE1f' lu - wi. Obviously, e :::;; lui. According to 5.2.1, there exists 

a net (Wa)aEA in 11/ such that lu - wal '\. e. It remains to show that e = O. 

If e =1= 0 then, in view of 5.2.3, there are W E mixfin 1/ and 7r E Pr( E) such that 
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1I"Iu - wi < 1I"e. The inequalities 11I"wl ::;; 11I"w - 1I"ul + 11I"ul ::;; e + lui::;; 21ul ensure 

the containment 1I"W E "fI/ and, thus, we have the following contradictory relations: 

1I"e ::;; 1I"Iu - 1I"wl < 1I"e. 

(4) => (1): Denote the set dfin"j/ by "fI/ and suppose that it is an approximating 

subset of all. 

Denote inf vE'Y I v I by e and prove that e = O. If it is not so, then there is an ele

ment u E all that satisfies the inequalities 0 < lui::;; e/2. Since infWE1F lu - wi = 0, 

there is an band projection 11" i= 0 and an element W = 11"1 vI + ... + 11" n Vn E "fI/ 

(Vi E "j/) such that 11"0 I u - wi < 11"0 I u I for all 0 i= 11"0 ::;; 11". It is clear that 1I"W i= 0 

and, hence, p:= 1I"i/\1I" i= 0 for some i. Now, the inequalities plu - vd < plul ::;; pe/2 

lead to a contradiction: pe ::;; plvd ::;; plu - vd + plu I < pe/2 + pe/2 = pe. 

Thus, infvE'Y Ivl = 0, which implies that "j/ approximates "j/U {O}. However, it 

is obvious that the set "j/ U {O} approximates dfin"j/ and the latter approximates all. 

It remains to apply Proposition 5.2.2. [> 

REMARK. Replacing dfin"j/ by mixfin "j/ in condition (2) of the last proposition 

can lead to a nonequivalent assertion even if all = E. Indeed, the totality "j/ of 

all numeric sequences convergent to 1 is an approximating subset of the K -space 

all of all sequences; however, the set mixfin"j/ coincides with "j/ and has empty 

intersection with the order-dense ideal 0//0 c all of all vanishing sequences. 

5.2.5. Lemma. If"j/ is an approximating subset of ad-complete LNS all over 

E then, for every u E all, e E E, and n E N, there exists an element W E mix "j/ 

satisfying the inequality (e}lu - wi ::;; e/n. 

<l Suppose that all and "j/ meet the hypotheses of the lemma and consider 

arbitrary elements u E all, e E E, and n E N. According to 5.2.4, there is a net 

(Vo)oEA in mixfin"j/ o-convergent to u. We may assume that this net is order 

bounded. In view of 1.3.9, there is a partition of unity (1I"~)OEA in the Boolean 

algebra Pr(E) such that 1I"~(e)lvo - ul ::;; e/n for all Q E A. It is clear that the sum 

W := o-I:oEA 1I"~Vo is the desired element of mix "j/. [> 

5.2.6. Suppose that an order unity 1 is fixed in the norming K -space of 

an LNS. Then the r-convergence with regulator 1 is called the uniform conver

gence in the LNS. The notions of uniformly dense subset and uniform closure are 
introduced in such an LNS similarly. 
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Proposition. Let "f/ be a subset and let u be an element of an LNS over 

a K -space with a fixed order unity. The set "f/ approximates u if and only if u is 

a uniform limit of some sequence in mix "f/. 

<J Necessity is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 5.2.5; sufficiency is 

established as in the proof of Proposition 5.2.3. I> 

5.2.7. Proposition. Let 0/1 be ad-complete LNS over a K -space with a fixed 

order unity. The following properties of a subset "f/ c 0/1 are equivalent: 

(1) "f/ is an approximating subset of 0/1; 

(2) for every ideal 0/10 c 0/1, the set d"f/ n 0/10 is uniformly dense in 0/10 ; 

(3) d"f/ is uniformly dense in 0/1; 

(4) d"f/ is an approximating subset of 0/1. 

<J Suppose that an LNS 0/1 over E meets the hypotheses of the proposition 

and 1 is an order unity in E. The implications (2) :::} (3) :::} (4) are obvious 

and the implication (4) :::} (1) is established as in the proof of Proposition 5.2.4. 
It remains to show that (1) => (2). 

Suppose that a subset "f/ C 0/1 satisfies condition (1), fix an arbitrary ideal 

0/10 c 0/1, and denote the set d"f/ n 0/10 by "fI/. 

Show that "fI/ approximates 0/10, For this purpose, we fix an arbitrary element 

u E 0/10, assign e := infwE1If lu - wi, and establish the equality e = O. If e =1= 0 then, 

in view of 5.2.6, there are W E mix"f/ and Tr E Pr(E) such that Trlu - wi < Tre. 

Obviously, e :::; Iu I. The inequalities ITrw I :::; ITrW - TrU I + ITrU I :::; e + Iu I :::; 21u I 
ensure the containment TrW E "fI/ and, thus, we have the following contradictory 

relations: Tre :::; Trl U - TrW I < Tre. 

Since "fI/ approximates 0/10, in view of 5.2.5 there exists a sequence (w n )nEN 

in mix"fl/ such that (u)I U - Wn I :::; (I U 1/\ 1)/ n for all n E N. It is clear that 

the sequence ((U)Wn)nEN is constituted by elements of"fl/ and r-converges to u 

with regulator 1. I> 

REMARK. Replacing d"f/ by mix"f/ in condition (2) of the last proposition 

can lead to a nonequivalent assertion even if 0/1 = E. Indeed, the totality "f/ of 

all numeric sequences with every member nonzero is an approximating subset of 

the K -space 0/1 of all sequences; however, the set mix"f/ coincides with "f/ and has 
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empty intersection with the order dense ideal %'0 C %' of all finitary ( = terminating) 

sequences. 

5.2.8. Proposition. Let "f/ be a subset and let u be an element of an LNS. 

The set l' approximates u if and only if u is the r-limit of some sequence in 

mix "f/. 

<l SUFFICIENCY: Suppose that "f/ approximates u. Consider an arbitrary 

element v E "f/ and assign e : = 1 u 1 V 1 v I. It is sufficient to fix an n E N and 

find an element w E mix"f/ that satisfies the inequality 1 u - wi:::;; e / n. According 

to Lemma 5.2.5, there exists an element Wo E mix"f/ that satisfies the inequality 

(e)lu - Wo 1 :::;; e/n. It is clear that the sum (e)wo +(e).lv belongs to mix "f/, coincides 

with (e)wo, and, thus, is the desired element w. 

Necessity is established in the same way as in Proposition 5.2.3. I> 

5.2.9. Proposition. Let %' be ad-complete LNS. The following properties 

of a subset "f/ C %' are equivalent: 

(1) "f/ is an approximating subset of %'j 

(2) for every ideal %'0 C %', the set d"f/ n %'0 is r -dense in %'0 j 

(3) d"f/ is r -dense in %' j 

( 4) d"f/ is an approximating subset of %'. 

<l The implications (2) * (3) * (4) are obvious, the equivalence (4) {:} (1) is 

established in Proposition 5.2.7, and the proof of the implication (1) * (2) word for 

word repeats that of the analogous implication in Proposition 5.2.7, with the only 

difference that 1 is replaced by lu I. I> 

REMARK. Replacing d"f/ by mix"f/ in condition (2) of the last proposition can 

lead to a nonequivalent assertion. There is an appropriate example in the previous 

remark (see 5.2.7). 

5.2.10. A net (ea)aEA in a vector lattice E is said to be asymptotically bounded 

if there exists an index a E A such that the set {ea : a ~ a} is order bounded. 

Obviously, every a-convergent net is asymptotically bounded. 

In the sequel, we need some modification of Theorem 1.3.9. 

Lemma. Let (ea)aEA be a net in a K -space E and let e E E. 

(1) The net (ea)aEA a-converges to e if and only if it is asymptotically 
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bounded and the relation o-limaEA (d)(lea - el > d) = 0 holds in the Boolean 

algebra Pr( E) for all positive dEE. 

(2) Let D be a set of positive elements in E such that the band Dl.l. contains 

e and all the members of the net (ea )aEA. If the net (ea )aEA is asymptotically 

bounded and o-limaEA(d)(lea - el > din) = 0 for all d E D and n E N, then 

o-limaEA ea = e. 

<l (1) It is easy to verify the necessity of the criterion formulated, and its 

sufficiency follows from (2). 

(2) Let an index Q E A be such that the set {ea : a ~ Q} is bounded. Assign 

eo:= infa~asup,8~a Je,8 - el· If the net (ea)aEA does not converge to e then eo> 0 

and, thus, there are 7r E Pr(E), d E D, and n E N such that 0 < 7rdln < eo. 

Therefore, for each index a ~ Q, we have 

sup(d)(le,8 - el > din) = (d)( sup le,8 - el > din) ~ 7r, 
,8~a ,8~a 

which contradicts the convergence of (d)(le a - el > din) to zero. I> 

Corollary. Suppose that a K -space E has an order unity 1, (ea )aEA is 

an asymptotically bounded net in E, and e E E. Then o-limaEA ea = e if and 

only if the relation o-limaEA (lea - el > lin) = 0 holds in the Boolean algebra 

Pr( E) for all n E N. 

The condition of asymptotic boundedness presented in the above assertions is 

essential. Indeed, let a net (7r a )aEA of band projections and an element e E E be 

such that o-limaEA 7ra = 0 and 7rae i= 0 for all a E A. Endow the Cartesian product 

A X N with the lexicographic order: 

(a,m) < ({3,n) {:} a < {3 or (a = {3 and m < n). 

Then o-lim(a,n)EAxN(d)(ln7rael > d) = 0 for all positive dEE; however, the net 

(n7ra e)(a,n)EAxN is not asymptotically bounded and, hence, has no order limit. 

5.2.11. By simplifying the proof of Lemma 5.2.10, we can obtain the following 

assertion. 
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Lemma. Let (ee)eE3 be a family of positive elements of a K -space E. 

(1) The equality infeE3 ee = 0 is valid in the K -space E if and only if the re

lation infeE3 (d) (ee > d) = 0 holds in the Boolean algebra Pr( E) for all positive 

dE E. 
(2) Let D be a set of positive elements of E such that ee E Dl..l.. for all ~ E 3. 

If infeE3(d)(ee > din) = 0 for all dE D and n E N, then infeE3 ee = o. 

Coronary. Suppose that a K-space E has an order unity 1 and (ee)eE3 is 

a family of positive elements of E. Then infeE3 ee = 0 if and only if the relation 

infeE3(ee > lin) = 0 holds in the Boolean algebra Pr(E) for all n E N. 

5.2.12. Throughout the remainder of the current section, we assume that E 

is a K -space, B is a complete Boolean algebra, and h : Pr( E) -+ B is a ring 

homomorphism. Say that a net (7ra )aEA in Pr(E) h-converges to zero and write 

h-limaEA 7ra = 0 whenever O-limaEA 7ra = 0 in the Boolean algebra Pr(E) and 

o-limaEA h(7ra) = 0 in the Boolean algebra B. In case h-limaEA 7r; = 0, i.e., if 

o-limaEA 7r 0' = 1 and o-limaEA h( 7r 0') = h(l), we say that the net (7r 0' )aEA h -con

verges to unity and write h-limaEA 7r 0' = 1. We say that a net (eO' )aEA in E h -con

verges to e E E and write h-limaEA eO' = e if the net (eO' )aEA is asymptotically 

bounded and h-limaEA(d)(lea - el > d) = 0 for all positive dEE. In this case, 

we call the element e the h -limit of the net (eO' )aEA. We say that a net (ua )aEA 

in all h-converges to u E all and write h-limaEA U a = U if h-1imaEA IUa - U I = o. 
In this case, we call the element U the h -limit of the net (u a )aEA. The totality 

of the h-limits of all h-convergent nets in a subset "f' C all is called the h-closure 

of "f'. We call a set h -closed if it coincides with the h-closure of itself. We say that 

a set is h -dense in %' if its h-closure coincides with %'. 

If a family (7rehE3 in Pr(E) is such that infeE3 7re = 0 in the Boolean algebra 

Pr(E) and infee:=: h(7re) = 0 in the Boolean algebra B, then we write h-infeE3 7re = o. 
In case h-infeE37rt = 0, i.e., if SUPeE37re = 1 and sUPeE3 h( 7re) = h(l), we 

write h-SUPeE37re = 1. For an arbitrary family (ee)eE3 of positive elements of 

a K-space E, the notation h-infeE3 ee = 0 means that h-infeE3(d)(ee > d) = 0 for 

all positive dEE. 

REMARK. The criterion for o-convergence which is formulated in Corollary 

5.2.10 has no analog for h-convergence. The same is true of Corollary 5.2.11. In
deed, consider as E the K -space of all numeric sequences. Let the Boolean homo-
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morphism h : Pr(E) -? {O, I} be the characteristic function of some nonprincipal 

ultrafilter in the Boolean algebra Pr(E). Denote by F the set of all positive se

quences convergent to 1. Obviously, the sequence e = (m )mEN is an order unity in E 

and the relation h-inf/EF(J > eln) = 0 holds for all n E N. Moreover, indexing 

each element of F by itself and endowing the index set with the reverse pointwise 

order, we obtain a set (J)/EF that satisfies the relation h-lim/EF(J > eln) = O. 

Nevertheless, h(J > 1/2) = 1 for all f E F. 
The following assertion follows from Lemmas 5.2.10 and 5.2.11. 

Proposition. (a) For every net (ea)aEA in E and arbitrary element e E E, 

from h-limaEA ea = e it follows that o-limaEA ea = e. If the homomorphism 

h is o-continuous, then the relations h-limaEA ea = e and o-limaEA ea = e are 

equivalent. 

(b) For every net (ee )eEB of positive elements of E, from h-infeEB ee = 0 it fol

lows that infeEB ee = O. If the homomorphism h is o-continuous, then the relations 

h-infee ee = 0 and infeEB ee = 0 are equivalent. 

5.2.13. REMARK. In the sequel of the current chapter, while establishing 

equalities of the form limaEAh((d)(ea > d)) = 0 or infeeh((d)(ee > d)) = 0, 

we often assume that h(d) = 1. This assumption does not restrict generality. In

deed, leaving aside the trivial case h(d) = 0 and replacing B by the Boolean algebra 

{b E B : b ~ h(d) }, we arrive at the situation h(d) = 1. 

5.2.14. Let "j/ be a subset of an LNS 0/1. We say that "j/ h -approximates 

an element u E 0/1 if h-infvEY lu - v I = O. We say that "j/ h -approximates a set 

"fI/ c all if"j/ h-approximates every element of "fI/. A subset of an LNS all is called 

h -approximating if it h-approximates all. From Proposition 5.2.12 it follows that 

every h-approximating set is approximating and, in case the homomorphism h is 

o-continuous, the notions of approximating and h-approximating set coincide. 

Proposition. Let X, Y, and Z be subsets of an LNS. If X h-approximates Y 

and Y h -approximates Z, then X h -approximates Z. 

<l Consider an arbitrary element z E Z, fix a positive element d of the norm

ing lattice, and assign b:= infxEx h((d)(lx - zl > d)). Due to 5.2.2, it is sufficient 

to establish the equality b = O. For simplicity, we assume that h(d) = 1 (see 5.2.13). 

Suppose to the contrary that b =1= O. Then, in view of infYEY h(ly - zl > d/2) = 0, 
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there is an element y E Y such that bo := b 1\ hOy - zl > d/2) < b. Similarly, 

in view of the equality infxEx h(lx - yl > d/2) = 0, there is an element x E X 

such that (b\bo) 1\ h(lx - yl > d/2) < (b\bo). It is easy to verify that x satisfies 

the inequality b 1\ h(1 x - z I > d) < b, which contradicts the definition of b. I> 

5.2.15. Proposition. Let Y be a subset and let u be an element of an LNS. 

The set Y h-approximates u if and only if u is the h-limit of some net in mixfin Y. 

<l NECESSITY: If Y h-approximates u then, in view of 5.2.1, there exists 

a net (Wa)aEA in mixfin Y such that the net (lu - Wa I) aEA decreases and 

{lu - wal : 0: E A} = {lu - wi: W E mixfin Y}. 

It remains to observe that h-limaEA I u - Wa I = O. 

SUFFICIENCY: If u is the h-limit of a net in mixfin Y, then mixfin Y h-ap

proximates u. It remains to observe that Y h-approximates mixfin Y and to use 

Proposition 5.2.14. I> 

Corollary. If a subset Y of an LNS '2! is finitely cyclic, then its h-closure 

consists of all elements u E '2! h-approximated by Y. 

Corollary. If a subset Y of an LNS '2! is finitely cyclic, then its h-closure 

is h-closed and, hence, is the least h-closed subset of CW that includes 'Y. 

<I The claim follows from the previous corollary and Proposition 5.2.14. I> 

5.2.16. Proposition. Let Y be a subset of an LNS '2! and satisfy the relation 

h-infvE'Y Ivl = o. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) Y is an h -approximating subset of '2!; 

(2) for every ideal '2!0 C '2!, the set dfin Y n '2!0 is h -dense in '2!0; 

(3) the set dfin Y is h-dense in '2!; 

(4) dfin Y is an h-approximating subset of '2!. 

<I The implications (2) =? (3) =? (4) are obvious. It remains to prove that 

(1) =? (2) and (4) =? (1). 
(1) =? (2): Suppose that a subset Y c '2! satisfies condition (1). Fix an 

arbitrary ideal '2!0 C CW and denote the set dfin Yn '2!0 by "11/. Consider an arbitrary 
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element u E %'0. According to 5.2.15, there exists a net (Wa)aEA in mixfin 1/ that 

h -converges to u. For each Q E A, we assign 7r a : = (I u - Wa I ~ I u I). The relations 

l7rawa l ~ lui + lu - 7rawa l = lui + (7ra lu - wal + 7r;;lul) 

~ lui + (7ra IUI + 7r;;lul) = 21ul 

ensure that the net (7raW a)aEA is constituted by elements of"fll and the relations 

together with h-limaEA lu - wal = 0 give h-limaEA lu -7rawal = O. 

(4) =} (1): From the relation h-infvE"Y Ivl = 0 it follows that 1/ h-approximates 

1/ U {O}. On the other hand, the set 1/ U {O} obviously h-approximates dfin 1/, 

the latter in turn h-approximating all. It remains to apply Proposition 5.2.14. [> 

5.2.17. The difference between the statements of Propositions 5.2.4 and 5.2.16 

is essential: the condition h-infvE"Y I v I = 0 in the latter proposition cannot be 

omitted. Indeed, consider the I< -space E of all numeric sequences and assign 

%' := {u E E : inf(Limlul\{O}) > O}, where Lim lui is the set of all partial 

limits of the sequence lui. We make %' an LNS over E by defining lu I := lui for all 

u E all. As in Remark 5.2.12, let the Boolean homomorphism h: Pr(E) ---7 {O, I} be 

the characteristic function of some nonprincipal ultrafilter in the Boolean algebra 

Pr(E). Consider as 1/ the set {u E E: infLimlul > O} and assign d:= (l/n)nEN. 

It is clear that dfin 1/ = all; however, h(lvl > d) = 1 for all v E 1/. 

Proposition. Let all be an LNS over E. Suppose that, for every positive 

e E E, there is an element u E all satisfying the inequalities e ~ I u I ~ 2e (this 

is true, for instance, in case all is o-complete, see 1.6.3). Then the condition 

h-infvE"Y I v I = 0 in the statement of Proposition 5.2.16 can be omitted. 

<J Consider an arbitrary subset 1/ C all, denote dfin 1/ by "fII, suppose that "fII 

h-approximates %', and establish the relation h-infvE"Y Iv I = o. Due to 5.2.4 

(we now use the implication (4) =} (1)), it is sufficient to fix an arbitrary positive 

element dEE and to show that 

inf h((d)(lvl > d)) = O. 
vE"Y 
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For the sake of simplicity, we assume that h(d) = 1 (see 5.2.13). Denote the element 

infvE'Y h(1 v I > d) by b and assume to the contrary that b i= O. Consider an arbitrary 

element u E all satisfying the inequalities d/4 :::;; lui:::;; d/2. In view of the equality 

infwE~ h(lu - wi> d/5) = 0, there exists an element w = 7rlVl + ... + 7rn Vn E "fI/ 

(Vi E 1/) such that b/\ h(lu - wi> d/5) < b. Using the equality 

(Iu - wi > d/5) 

= 7rl (Iu - vIi> d/5) V··· V 7rn (lu - vnl > d/5) V (7rl V··· V 7rn).L(d), 

it is easy to verify that b/\h(lu - Vi I > d/5) < b for at least one index i E {1, ... , n}. 

Then, applying the relations 

(lvd > d) :::;; (lu - vd + lui> d) :::;; (Iu - vd > d/2) :::;; (Iu - vd > d/5), 

we arrive at the equality b /\ h(lvd > d) < b, which contradicts the definition 

of b. C> 

5.2.18. A disjoint family (7re)eE3 in the Boolean algebra Pr(E) is called an 

h -partition of unity if h-SUPeE37re = 1. If (ue )eE3 is an arbitrary family in 

an LNS all over E and (7r e )eE3 is an h-partition of unity in Pr( E), then we call 

the sum o-L:eE3 7reUe (if it exists) the h-mixing of the family (Ue)eE3 with respect 
to (7re )eE3. For an arbitrary subset 1/ C all, the totality of various h-mixings of all 

(all countable) families in 1/ is called the h -cyclic hull (the countably h -cyclic hull) 

of the set 1/ and denoted by h-mix 1/ (by h-mix".1/, respectively). A set 1/ C all 
is called h -cyclic if it coincides with the h-cyclic hull of itself. It is easy to verify 

that the h-cyclic hull of 1/ is the least h-cyclic set that includes 1/. 

5.2.19. REMARK. We confine ourselves to the criteria for h-approximation 

given in Propositions 5.2.15 and 5.2.16. We did not succeed in using the notion of 

h-cyclic hull to obtain efficient descriptions for h-approximation analogous to those 

presented in 5.2.6-5.2.9. 

5.3. Order Bounded Operators 

In this section, we depart from the general conventions made in 5.1.7 and 

consider not only decomposable LNSs over f{ -spaces but also arbitrary LNSs over 

arbitrary vector lattices. We do it not for the sake of generality but rather for 
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avoiding duplication of formulations both for LNSs and vector lattices. Indeed, 

every vector lattice together with the modulus function 1·1 is an LNS over itself. 

Thus, a definition or an assertion formulated for LNSs can be formally extended to 

the case of vector lattices. Observe that a vector lattice is a-complete as an LNS 

(i.e., is a BKS) if and only if it is a K -space. 

5.3.t. Let 0/1 be an LNS over a vector lattice E. A net (Ua,)aEA in 0/1 is called 

asymptotically bounded if the net (lUal)aEA possesses this property; i.e., if there 

exists an index a E A such that the set {I ua ! : Q ~ a} is order bounded in E. 

(a) We say that a subset "fI/ C 0/1 is r -annullable (a-annullable, boundable) 

if, for every net (Wa)aEA in "fI/ and every vanishing numeric net (Ca)aEA' the net 

(caWa)aEA is r-convergent to zero (a-convergent to zero, asymptotically bounded). 

(b) We say that a subset "fI/ c 0/1 is countably r -annullable (countably a-an

nullable, countably boundable) if, for every countable net (Wa)aEA in "fI/ and every 

vanishing numeric net (ca)aEA, the net (caWa)aEA is r-convergent to zero (a-con

vergent to zero, asymptotically bounded). 

(c) We say that a subset "fI/ c 0/1 is sequentially r -annullable (sequentially 

a-annullable, sequentially boundable) if, for every sequence (Wn)nEN in "fI/ and every 

vanishing numeric sequence (cn)nEN, the sequence (cnWn)nEN is r-convergent to zero 

(a-convergent to zero, bounded). 

(d) We say that a subset "fI/ C 0/1 is semibounded (countably semibounded, 

sequentially semibounded) if, for every net (countable net, sequence) (Wa)aEA in "fI/ 

and every vanishing numeric net (ca)aEA, the relation infaEA !cawa! = 0 holds in 
the vector lattice E. 

Theorem. Let 0/1 be an LNS over a vector lattice E and let "fI/ C 0/1. 

(a) The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) the set "fI/ is r -annullable; 

(2) the set "fI/ is a-annullable; 

(3) the set "fI/ is boundable; 

( 4) the set {I wi: W E "fI/} is order bounded in E. 

(b) The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) the set "fI/ is countably r -annullable; 

(2) the set "fI/ is countably a-annullable; 

(3) the set "fI/ is countably boundable; 
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( 4) for every countable subset 110 c "fII, the set {I wi: W E 110} is order 

bounded in E. 

( c) The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) the set "fII is sequentially r -annullable; 

(2) the set "fII is sequentially o-annullable; 

(3) the set "fII is sequentially boundable. 

(d) The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) the set "fII is semibounded; 

(2) the set "fII is countably semi bounded; 

(3) the set "fII is sequentially semibounded; 

(4) infnEN Iwnl/n = 0 for every sequence (Wn)nEN in "fII. 

<l (a) The implications (4) =? (1) =? (2) =? (3) are obvious. We will show 

that (3) =? (4). Order the Cartesian product "fII x N by comparing the second 

component: (WI, nl) < (W2' n2) ¢:} nl < n2' Applying assertion (3) to the nets 

(w)(w,n)EWxN and (1/n)(w,n)EWxN, we obtain a pair (w, 71) E "fII xN and an element 

e E E such that Iwlnl ~ e for all (w,n) ~ (w,71). In particular, Iwl(71 + 1)1 ~ e 

for all w E "fII, which implies that the set {I wi: w E "fII} is bounded from above by 

(71+1)e. 
(b) This is established in the same way as ( a). 

(c) The implications (1) =? (2) =? (3) are obvious. We will show that (3) =? (1). 

Fix an arbitrary sequence (Wn)nEN in "fII and a vanishing numeric sequence (cn)nEN. 

According to (3), the set {llcnI1/2Wnl : n E N} has some upper bound e E E. 
In order to prove assertion (1), it remains to observe that Icnwnl ~ Icnl1/2e for all 

n E N. 

(d) The implications (1) =? (2) =? (3) =? (4) are obvious. We show that 

(4) =? (1). Fix an arbitrary net (WO')O'EA in "fII and a vanishing numeric net (cO')O'EA' 

For each natural n E N, choose an index a(n) E A so that cO'(n) ~ lin. Then, 

using (4), we obtain the relations infO'EA IcO'wO' I ~ infnEN IcO'(n)wO'(n) I = o. [> 

A subset "fII C 'W satisfying the conditions listed in items (a), (b), and (c) 

of the last theorem is called bounded, countably bounded, and sequentially bounded, 

respectively. 

5.3.2. Obviously, every bounded set is count ably bounded, every countably 

bounded set is sequentially bounded, and every sequentially bounded set is semi-
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bounded. We observe that the four types of boundedness differ pairwise even if 

'W = E. Indeed, in the K-space of all functions e : lR -t lR with countable supports 

e -1 [lR \ {O}], the set {et : t E lR} of the characteristic functions of all singletons 

{t} C lR is count ably bounded but not bounded. The set {en : n E N} of the char

acteristic functions of all singletons {n} C N is a sequentially bounded but not 

a count ably bounded subset of the K -space of vanishing numeric sequences. 

We will give an example of a semi bounded but not sequentially bounded subset 

in the K -space M ([0, 1]) of cosets of real-valued Lebesgue-measurable functions on 

the interval [0, IJ. For this purpose, we construct the family of intervals I:;' (n E N, 
mE {1,2, ... ,2n }) as follows: 

[2._ [3 4]. 
4'- 4' 4 ' 

I n ._ [0 1] 
1 .- 2n , 2n , 

In ._ [1 2] 
2'-2"'2"' 

and denote by r:;, the coset in M([O,I]) containing the characteristic function of 

the interval I:;'. Then the set {2nr:;, : n E N, m E {I, 2, ... , 2n} } is the desired one. 

5.3.3. Theorem. Let 'W and 1/ be LNSs over respective vector lattices E 

and F and let T be a linear operator from 'W into 1/. 

(a) The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) T is r-continuous; 

(2) T is r-o-continuous; 

(3) if r-limaEA Ua = ° in 'W then the net (Tu a )aEA is asymptotically 

bounded; 

(4) T takes bounded subsets of'W into bounded subsets of 1/; 

(5) for every e E E+, the set {lTul : lui ~ e} is bounded in F. 

(b) The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) T is countably r-continuous; 

(2) T is countably r-o-continuous; 

(3) if r-limaEA Ua = ° in 'Wand the index set A 1S countable, then 

the net (TUa)aEA is asymptotically bounded; 
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(4) T takes countably bounded subsets of all into countably bounded 

subsets of Yj 

(5) T takes bounded subsets of all into countably bounded subsets ofYj 

(6) T takes countable bounded subsets of all into bounded subsets of Y. 

( c) The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) T is sequentially r -continuousj 

(2) T is sequentially r-o-continuousj 

(3) if r-limnEN Un = 0 in all then the sequence (TUn)nEN is boundedj 

(4) T takes sequentially bounded subsets of all into sequentially bounded 

subsets of Yj 

(5) T takes bounded subsets of all into sequentially bounded subsets 

ofY. 

( d) The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) ifr-limaEA Ua = 0 in all then infaEA ITual = OJ 

(2) if r-limaEA Ua = 0 in all and the index set A is countable, then 

infaEA ITual = OJ 
(3) if r-limnEN Un in all then infnENITun I = OJ 
(4) T takes semibounded subsets of all into semi bounded subsets of Yj 

(5) T takes bounded subsets of all into semi bounded subsets of Y. 

<l (a) The implications (1) => (2) => (3) and (4) => (5) are obvious. Using 

boundability as a criterion for boundedness (see Theorem 5.3.1 (a)), it is easy to 

deduce (4) from (3). It remains to show that (5) => (1). Suppose that the oper

ator T satisfies condition (5) and, for every positive element e E E, denote by Ie 
some upper bound of the set {lTul : lui ~ e} in the lattice F. Let (Ua)aEA be 
an arbitrary net in all r-convergent to zero with regulator e E E. Fix an arbitrary 

number c > 0 and choose an index a E A so that Iual ~ ce for all a ~ a. Then, 

for all a ~ a, we have: ITual = clTua/cl ~ cle. 

(b) The implications (1) => (2) => (3) and (4) => (5) => (6) are obvious. 

Using countable boundability as a criterion for countable boundedness (see Theo

rem 5.3.1 (b)), it is easy to deduce (4) from (3). It remains to show that (6) => (1). 

Suppose that the operator T satisfies condition (6). Let (Ua)aEA be an arbitrary 

countable net in all r-convergent to zero with regulator e E E. For every nat

ural n, denote by an an element of A such that IU a I ~ e/n for all a ~ an. 
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The set 0//0 := {nu o : n E N, a E A, a ~ an} is countable and bounded; 

hence, there is an element f E F such that I Tu I ~ f for all u E 0//0 , Then 

ITu o I = ITnuo I/n ~ f /n for all a ~ an· 

(c) The implications (1) =} (2) =} (3) and (4) =} (5) are obvious. Using sequen

tial boundability as a criterion for sequential boundedness (see Theorem 5.3.1 (c)), 

it is easy to deduce (4) from (3). It remains to show that (5) =} (1). Let (Un)nEN be 

an arbitrary sequence in all r-convergent to zero with regulator e E E. Then there 

exists a vanishing numeric sequence en > 0 such that IU n I ~ ene for all n E N. 

Boundedness of the set {un/en: n E N} and condition (5) allow us to conclude 

that the set {Tun/en: n E N} is sequentially r-annullable and, hence, the sequence 

(TUn)nEN r-converges to zero. 

(d) The implications (1) =} (2) =} (3) =} (4) are obvious. We will show that 

(4) =} (1). Let (u o )oEA be an arbitrary net in all r-convergent to zero with regulator 

e E E. Then, for every natural n E N, there exists an index a(n) E A such that 

IUo(n)1 ~ e/n. Boundedness of the set {nuo(n) : n E N} and condition (4) allow us 

to conclude that the set {Tnuo(n) : n E N} is semibounded, hence, infOEA ITu o I ~ 
infnEN ITuo(n) 1= infnEN ITnuo(n)l/n = 0 (see Theorem 5.3.1 (d)). I> 

An operator T : all --t "j/ satisfying the conditions listed in items (a), (b), 

(c), and (d) of the last theorem is called bounded, countably bounded, sequentially 

bounded, and semibounded, respectively. Obviously, every bounded operator is 

count ably bounded, every countably bounded operator is sequentially bounded, 

and every sequentially bounded operator is semi bounded. We devote a large part 

of this section to presenting examples which show that the four types of bounded

ness of operators differ pairwise. Operators arising in each of the examples below 

act from Banach spaces into K -spaces. 

5.3.4. EXAMPLE. There exist a Banach space X, a universally complete 

K -space F, and an operator T : X --t F that is count ably bounded but not 

bounded. 

We call a sequence (aI, a2,' .. ) of countable ordinals an finitary if there is 

an index n E N such that an =J 0 and am = 0 for all m > n. In this case, 

the number n is called the dimension of the sequence a and denoted by dim( a). 

Denote the set of all finitary sequences of countable ordinals by A and endow it 

with the lexicographic order by defining a < f3 if and only if, for some n E N, we 
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have a1 = 131, ... , an-1 = j3n-1, and an < j3n. For all a,j3 E A, we denote by 

la, j3[ the open interval bE A : a < I < j3}. 
For every sequence a E A, assign 

a + 1 := (al, ... , adim(a)-b adim(a) + 1,0,0, ... ). 

Consider a,j3 E A. We say that a is a fragment of 13 and write a c 13 if a = 
(131,132, ... ,j3dim(a), 0, 0, ... ). 

Lemma 1. For all a, 13 E A, the following relations are equivalent: 

(1) la, a + 1[ n lj3, 13 + 1[ :f: 0; 

(2) la, a + 1[ C lj3, 13 + 1[ or la, a + 1[ :J lj3, 13 + 1[; 

(3) a C 13 or 13 C a. 

<I If dim( a) = dim(j3) then the claim is obvious. For definiteness, assume 

that dim( a) < dim(j3). Therefore, if a < (131, . .. ,j3dim(a), 0, 0, ... ) then a + 1 < 13, 

and if a > (131,"" j3dim(a), 0, 0, ... ) then a > 13 + 1. In both cases, the intervals 

la, a + 1[ and lj3, 13 + 1[ are disjoint. The lemma is proven. [> 

Endow the set A with the order topology, for which {la,j3[ : a,j3 E A} is 

a base of open sets. Denote by Q the Stone compactum of the Boolean algebra 

Rop(A) of regular open subsets of A. Let U ~ 0 be an isomorphism of Rop(A) 

onto the Boolean algebra Clop(Q) of clop en subsets of Q. Observe that Rop(A) 

contains all intervals ja,j3[ (a,j3 E A). For every sequence a E A, assign Qa:= 

la,a + 1[1\ E Clop(Q) and denote the characteristic function of the subset Qa C Q 

by Xa. Thus, Xa E C(Q). 

Lemma 2. For every nonempty open set U C A and every n E N, there is 

a sequence a E A such that dim(a) > n and ja,a + 1[ CU. 

<I By the definition of order topology, the set U includes some intervalja, 13[, 
a < 13. Assign m := min{i EN: ai < j3;} and k := max{m,n}. The sequence 

(a1' ... ,ak, ak+1 + 1,0,0, ... ) is the desired one. [> 

Lemma 3. For every n E N, the relation 

sup {la,a + 1[ : a E A, dim(a) ~ n} 1 

holds in the Boolean algebra Rop(A). 

<I The claim is immediate from Lemma 2. [> 
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Lemma 4. In the K-space Coo(Q) the sum fs := o-E",Esdim(a)x", exists 

for every countable subset SeA. 

<l The formula f(q) := E",Esdim(a)x",(q) defines a function f : Q --+ iR. 
According to [12: Chapter XIII, Theorem 2.32J, in order to prove the lemma, it 

is sufficient to establish that f- 1 ( 00) is a meager subset of Q. Taking account of 

Lemma 1, we conclude the following: if a point q E Q satisfies f(q) = 00, then 

there is a chain a(l) C a(2) C .. , C a(n) C ... of pairwise different elements 

in S such that q EnnEN Q",(n). Thus, f-1( 00) c nnEN U"'ES(n) Q"" where S(n) = 

{a E S : dim( a) ~ n}. Consequently, the lemma will be proven if we establish that 

int nnEN cl U"'ES(n) Q", = 0, i.e., infnEN sUP",ES(n) Q", = ° in the Boolean algebra 

Clop(Q) or, equivalently, infnEN sup"'ES(n)Ja,a+1[ = ° in the Boolean algebra 

Rop(A). 

Assume that the last equality does not hold. Then, according to Lemma 2, 

there exists a sequence f3 E A such that the interval Jf3, f3 + 1[ is included in 

sUP"'ES( n) Ja, a + 1 [ for every n E N and, in particular, for n = dim(f3) + 1. De

note the set h E S(dim(f3) + 1) : Jf3, f3 + 1[ n h, ,+ 1[ =1= 0} by r. Obviously, 

Jf3, f3 + 1 [ c sUPoyEf h, I + 1 [ and, consequently, for every sequence a < f3 + 1, there 

exists an element I E r such that 1+1 ~ a. However, Lemma 1 implies that f3 is 

a fragment of every element of r; therefore, for alI, E r, we have 

,+ 1 = (f31,' .• ,f3dim(,8), Idim(,8)+b ... ,/dimb) + 1,0,0, ... ) 

~ (f31,'" ,f3dim(,8)"dim(,8)+1 + 1,0,0, ... ) 

~ (f31"'" ,8dim(,8), sup (/~im(,8)+l + 1),0,0, ... ) < ,8 + 1, 
oylEr 

which easily yields a contradiction. I> 

Let fr be the vector space of all bounded functions x : A --+ lR with countable 

support {a E A : x( a) =1= O}. Obviously, fr is a Banach space with respect to 

the uniform norm 11·11 00 and a K -space with respect to the pointwise order. 

Lemma 5. For every function x E fr, the sum o-E"'EA dim(a)x(a)x", exists 

in the K -space Coo(Q). 

<l Denote by S the support of the function x E fr. Applying Lemma 4, we 

have E"'EA dim(a)x+ (a)x", (q) ~ Ilxlloofs(q) at every point q E Q, which implies 
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the existence of the sum o-L:aEA dim( 0: )x+ (0: )Xa in Coo ( Q). Similar arguments for 

the function x- complete the proof of the lemma. I> 

We now begin defining the spaces X and F and the operator T. The Banach 

space X is defined as the closure of the subspace of :r constituted by all functions 

with finite supports. As the K-space F, we take Coo(Q). Finally, the operator 

T : X -t F is defined by the formula 

Tx = 0- L dim(o:)x(O:)Xa, 
aEA 

in which the existence of the o-sum is guaranteed by Lemma 5. 

The operator T is countably bounded. Indeed, if the norms of all the elements 

of a countable subset Xo C X are bounded from above by a number A and S is 
the union of the supports of all the functions in Xo, then, in view of Lemma 4, we 

have ITxl :::; Als for all x E Xo. Thus, the operator T satisfies condition (b)(6) 

of Theorem 5.3.3, i.e., it is countably bounded. 

We show that the operator T is not bounded. For every sequence 0: E A, denote 

the characteristic function of the singleton {o:} C A by Xa. If the set {Tx : x EX, 

IIxlioo :::; I} had an upper bound in the K-space F, then, according to Lemma 3, 

for every n E N we should have 

sup{Tx: x EX, IIxli oo :::; I} ~ sup{Txa : 0: E A, dim(o:) ~ n} 

~ sup{nXa : 0: E A, dim(o:) ~ n} = nIF, 

where IF is the identical unity. Thus, the operator T does not satisfy condition 

(a)(5) of Theorem 5.3.3, i.e., it is not bounded. 

5.3.5. EXAMPLE. There exist a Banach space X, a K -space F, and an operator 

T : X -t F that is sequentially bounded but not count ably bounded. 

<l Endowing the vector space Co of vanishing numeric sequences with the uni

form norm 11·11, we obtain a Banach space to be denoted by X. On the other hand, 

endowing the space Co with pointwise order, we obtain a K -space which we denote 

by F. Consider the identity mapping T : Co -t Co as an operator from X into F. 

For every natural n E N, denote by en the characteristic function of the subset 
{n} C N. The operator T is not count ably bounded, since it takes the bounded 
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countable subset {en : n E N} of the Banach space X into an unbounded subset of 

the K -space F (see (b )(6) of Theorem 5.3.3). 

We will show that the operator T is sequentially bounded by using criterion 

(c)(3) of Theorem 5.3.3. Consider an arbitrary sequence (Xn)nEN in X convergent 

in norm to zero and define a sequence x by the formula x(m) = sUPnEN IXn(m)1 

(m EN). It is sufficient to show that x(m) -+ ° as m -+ 00. Fix an arbitrary 

number c > 0. Let a number n E N be such that IIxnll :::; c for all n > n and let 

mEN be such that (IXll V IX21 V··· V IXnl)(m) :::; c for all m > m. Then x(m) :::; c 
for all m > m. [> 

5.3.6. EXAMPLE. There exist a Banach space X, a universally complete 

K -space F, and an operator T : X -+ F that is semi bounded but not sequentially 

bounded. 

<l Denote by ~ the set of all finite sequences of unities and zeroes: ~ := 

{(8(1), ... ,8(n)) : n E N, 8(i) E {O, I}}. Enumerate the elements of the set ~, 

listing first all the sequences of length 1, then of length 2, etc.: 

81 := (0), 82 := (1); 

83 := (0,0), 84 := (0,1), 85 := (1,0), 86 := (1,1); 

For every element 8 = (8(1), ... , 8( n)) E ~, denote by 16 the following interval of 
the real line: 

By way of explication, we observe that 

where I~ are the intervals considered in 5.3.2. 

Denote by X the Banach space £1 (~) of summable functions x : ~ -+ R 

with the norm IIxil = L:6EA Ix(8)1 and define F to be the K -space M([O, l]) of 
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cosets of real-valued Lebesgue-measurable functions on the interval [0,1]. For ev

ery element b E ~, denote by 10 the characteristic function of the interval Io 

and by fo the coset in M ([0, 1]) that contains the function 10. Define the op

erator T : X -+ F by the formula Tx = 0- L:oE~ 2dim 0 x( b) fo, where dim b is 

the length of a sequence b. The last a-sum exists, since the corresponding pointwise 

sum L:oE~ 2dim 0 x( b)1o is, obviously, measurable and the integral of its modulus is 

equal to L:oE~ 2dimo lx(b)1 J.l(Io) = L:oE~ IX(b)1 = Ilxll and, hence, is finite. Thus, 

J ITxl = Ilxll, which immediately implies semiboundedness of the operator T. 

We show that the operator T constructed is not sequentially bounded. For ev

ery element b E ~, denote by eo the characteristic function of the singleton {b} c ~. 
Then the sequence (2- dim On eOn) nEN converges in norm to zero; however, its image 

(fon) nEN with respect to the operator T does not r-converge to zero. I> 

5.3.7. Let all and Y be LNSs over respective vector lattices E and F. A pos

itive operator S: E -+ F is said to be a dominant of an operator T: all -+ Y if 

ITul ~ Siul for all u E all. An operator possessing a dominant is called dominated. 

The totality of all dominated operators from all into Y is denoted by M( all, Y). 
Obviously, M( all, Y) is a vector subspace of the space of all linear operators from all 

into Y. 

Proposition. Let E and F be vector lattices and let all and Y be LNSs. 

(1) An operator T: E -+ F is regular if and only if it is dominated. 

(2) If an operator T: all -+ Y is dominated then it is bounded. 

(3) If F is a K-space and an operator T: E -+ F is bounded then it is 

dominated (= regular). 

<l Assertions (1) and (2) are obvious. A proof of (3) is presented in [12: 

VIL1.27; 10: Theorem VIIL2.2]. I> 

REMARK. A bounded operator need not be dominated. Indeed, by endowing 

the vector space £00 of bounded numeric sequences with coordinatewise order, we 

obtain a K-space (hence, a BKS) which is denoted by all. On the other hand, by 

endowing £00 with the uniform norm, we obtain a Banach space (hence, a BKS) 

which is denoted by Y. Then the identity mapping of £00 onto itself, as an operator 

from all into Y, is bounded but not dominated. 
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5.3.B. Theorem [16]. Let all be an LNS over E and let Y be an LNS over F. 

(1) Every dominated operator T: all -+ Y possesses a least dominant (with 

respect to the order of the vector lattice M(E, F) of regular operators), denoted 

by ITI and called the exact dominant of T. 

(2) If Y is a BKS tben tbe mapping 1·1: T f-t ITI is a decomposable 

M(E,F)-valued norm on M(O//, Y) under wbicb M(O//, Y) is a BKS. 

5.3.9. Theorem [16]. Consider a BKS all over E, an LNS Y over F, and 

a linear operator T: all -+ Y. For eacb positive element e E E, assign 

Tde):= {ITud + ... + ITunl : Ui E all, Iud + ... + Iunl ~ e}, 

T=(e):= {ITud + ... + ITunl : Ui E all, Iud + ... + lunl = e}, 

T.l(e):= {ITull + ... + ITunl : Ui E all are pairwise disjoint, 
Iud + ... + lunl ~ e}. 

The operator T is dominated if and only if, for every positive element e E E, 

one (bence, eacb) of tbe sets T~(e), T=(e), or T.l(e) is bounded. In tbis case, 

ITle = supT~(e) = supT=(e) = supT.l(e) for all e ~ O. 

5.4. The Shadow of an Operator 

Our main tool for studying disjointness preserving operators is the so-called 

shadow, a ring homomorphism in Boolean algebras which is generated by the action 

of the operator on bands. Many properties of an operator are expressible in terms 

of its shadow. In particular, this is true of certain questions of continuity. 

5.4.1. Let all and Y be LNSs. An operator T: all -+ Y is said to be dis

jointness preserving whenever Ul 1- Uz implies TUI 1- Tuz for all Ul, Uz E all. It is 

not difficult to become convinced that every disjointness preserving positive oper

ator in K-spaces is a lattice homomorphism. The following assertion shows that 

all disjointness preserving operators, not only positive, are closely related to lattice 

homomorphisms. 

Theorem. Let E be a vector lattice, let F be a K-space, and let T: E -+ F 

be a regular disjointness preserving operator. Assign p := (T+[E+]), where E+ = 

{e E E : e ~ O}. Tben tbe operators poT and - p.l 0 T are lattice homomorpbisms. 

In particular, T = (p - p.l)ITI. 
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<J The claim follows directly from [21: Theorem 3.3]. I> 

In the sequel, we repeatedly use the last theorem in order to reduce considera

tion of an arbitrary regular disjointness preserving operator to the case of a positive 

operator. 

5.4.2. The shadow of an operator T: 0/1 -+ "Y is the mapping h: Pr(o/I) -+ 

Pre "Y) defined by the formula h( 7r) = sUPufOk' (T7ru). In other words, h( 7r) = 

(T[7ro/lJ). 

Proposition. A linear operator in LNSs is disjointness preserving if and only 

if its shadow is a ring homomorphism. 

<J Only necessity requires proving. Assume that a linear operator T: 0/1 -+ "Y 

in LNSs 0/1 and "Y is disjointness preserving. Without loss of generality, we may 

assume that (imT).l.l = "Y. Prove that the shadow h: Pr(o/I) -+ Pr("Y) of Tis 

a Boolean homomorphism. To this end, use Proposition 5.1.2. Let (7rl' 7r2, 7ra) be 

a partition of unity in the algebra Pr(o/I). Then 

h(7rl) 1\ h(7r2) = sup (T7rlUl) 1\ sup (T7r2U2) = sup (T7rlUl) 1\ (T7r2U2) = 0, 
uIE"lI u2E"lI Ul,U2E"lI 

i.e., h( 7rd 1.. h( 7r2). The relations h( 7rd 1.. h( 7ra) and h( 7r2) 1.. h( 7ra) can be estab

lished similarly. Moreover, 

h(7rl) V h(7r2) V h(7ra) = sup (T7rlUl) V (T7r2U2) V (T7raua) 
Ul,U2,uaE"lI 

= sup (T(7rlUl + 7r2U2 + 7raua)) = sup (Tu) = 1, 
Ul,U2,UaE"lI uE"lI 

whence it follows that (h( 7rd, h( 7r2), h( 7ra)) is a partition of unity in the algebra 

Pr("Y). I> 

5.4.3. Proposition. Consider LNSs 0/1 and "Y, a linear operator T: 0/1 -+ "Y 

and a ring homomorphism h: Pr(o/I) -+ Pr("Y). The following assertions are 

equivalent: 

(1) h dominates the shadow of T (see 5.1.4); 

(2) {Tu} :::; h(u) for all u E 0/1; 

(3) T7ru = h(7r)Tu for all u E 0/1 and 7r E Pr(o/I). 

H, in addition, h(1) = {im T} then each of conditions (1 )-{3) is equivalent to 
coincidence of the shadow of T with h. 
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<l The implications (3)=>(1)=>(2) are obvious. Assume (2) to be satisfied 

and prove (3). Fix arbitrary elements u E au' and 11' E Pr(au'). From (2) it follows 

that T1I'u and T1I'.1u are disjoint. Consequently, there exist a projection p E Pr(1') 

such that T1I'u = pTu and T1I'.1u = p.1Tu. In order to ensure the equality pTu = 
h(1I')Tu, it is sufficient to show that p(Tu) = h(1I')(Tu). The relations p(Tu) = 
(T1I'u) ~ h(1I') imply the inequality p(Tu) ~ h(1I')(Tu). One can establish similarly 

that p.1(Tu) ~ h( 11'.1 )(Tu). The two last inequalities directly imply the equality 

p(Tu) = h(1I')(Tu). 

According to Proposition 5.1.4, condition (1) and the equality h(1) = (im T) 
imply that the shadow of T coincides with h. [> 

5.4.4. Proposition. Let T be a dominated operator acting from a BKS into 

an LNS. Then the shadows of T and ITI coincide. 

<l Let an operator T acts from a BKS au' over E into an LNS l' over F. De

note the shadow of T by hT and the shadow of I T I by hiT I. Of course, coincidence 
of the functions hT: Pr( au') --t Pr( 1') and hiT I : Pr( E) --t Pr( F) is understood 

with the identifications Pr(o//) = Pr(E) and Pr(1') = Pr(F) taken into account 

(see 1.6.3). The inequality hT(1I') ~ hITI(1I') (11' E Pr(E)) is obvious. To prove 

the reverse inequality, it is sufficient to observe, that the conditions 

imply 

and to use the formula ITI1I'e = supT~(1I'e) (see 5.3.9). [> 

Corollary. A dominated operator T from a BKS into an LNS is disjointness 

preserving if and only if its exact dominant ITI is disjointness preserving. 

5.4.5. Let all and l' be LNSs and let h: Pr(au') --t Pr(1') be a ring homomor

phism. Following the general rule (see 5.1.1), we say that the mapping T: au' --t l' 

is h-o-continuous whenever h-lim U Oi = u (see 5.2.12) implies o-lim Tu Oi = Tu for 
OlEA OlEA 

every net (U Ol )OIEA in all and every u E all. 
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Theorem. Let E and F be K-spaces. Every disjointness preserving operator 

T: E - F is h-o-continuous, wbere h is tbe sbadow of T. 

<l Since the shadow of ITI coincides with the shadow of T (see Proposi

tion 5.4.4), we may assume that the operator T is positive. To prove h-o-con

tinuity of T, it is sufficient to consider a net (eO' )aEA in E, which is h-convergent 

to zero, and to show that o-lim Tea = O. Asymptotic boundedness of the net 
aEA 

(Tea)aEA follows from that of (ea)aEA and from boundedness of T. According to 

Lemma 5.2.10 (2), o-convergence of Tea to zero will be established if we prove that 

o-lim(Te)(Tea > Te/n) = 0 for all e E E and n E N. The latter relation can be 
aEA 

obtained as follows: 

(Te)(Tea > Te/n) = (Te)((T(ea - e/n))+) = (Te)(T((ea - e/n)+)) 

:::; h((e))h(((ea - e/n)+)) = h((e)(ea > e/n)) ~ O. I> 

Corollary. Every disjointness preserving dominated operator from a BKS 

into an LNS is h-o-continuous, wbere h is its sbadow. 

<l The claim follows from Proposition 5.4.4 and the last theorem. I> 

REMARK. It is sometimes useful to take the following fact into account (the 

fact follows directly from the last assertion): if %' is a BKS, 11 is an LNS, and 
a ring homomorphism h: Pr(%') _ Pr(1I) dominates the shadow of an operator 

T: all - 11, then the latter is h-o-continuous. 

5.4.6. Coronary. Tbe following properties of a disjointness preserving dom-

inated operator T from a BKS into an LNS are equivalent: 

(1) T is (sequentially) o-continuous; 

(2) ITI is (sequentially) o-continuous; 

(3) tbe sbadow of T is (sequentially) o-continuous. 

Countable and sequential o-continuity of tbe operator T are equivalent. 

<l It is sufficient to combine 5.4.4,5.1.3,5.2.12, and 5.4.5. I> 

5.4.7. Corollary. Consider a BKS %' and an LNS 11 and assume tbat 

tbe sbadows of two dominated operators S, T: %' _ 11 are dominated by tbe same 

ring bomomorpbism h: Pr(o//) _ Pr(1I). If S and T coincide on some h-approxi

mating subset of%' (see 5.2.14) tben tbey coincide oil tbe entire %'. 
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<J The claim follows from Remark 5.4.5 and Propositions 5.2.16 and 5.2.17. I> 

5.4.B. Proposition. Let ~ be an LNS over E, let r be a vector subspace 

of F, let ~o let ~, To: ~o --t r be a linear operator, let S: E --t F be a dis

jointness preserving positive operator, and let h: Pr(E) --t Pr(F) be the shadow 

of S. Denote by h~o the LNS of all elements of ~ that are h-approximated by ~o 

(see 5.2.14, 5.2.15). Assume that ITouo I ~ Sluo I (respectively, ITouo I = Sluo I) for 

all Uo E ~o. Then there exists a unique linear extension T: h ~o --t r of the op

erator To such that ITul ~ Siul (respectively, ITul = Slul) for all u E h~o. 

<J First, we prove the assertion about extension with the inequality preserved. 

If 7l" E Pr(~) and Uo E ~o are such that 7l"Uo = 0, then h(7l")Touo = 0, since 

h(7l")ITouol ~ h(7l")Sluol = S7l"IUol = 0. This fact implies that the following defini

tion of an operator To is sound: 

To (t, 7l"i Ui) := t, h( 7l"i)ToUi 

(7l"i E Pr(~) are pairwise disjoint, Ui E ~o), 

which extends To onto dfin ~o and satisfies the inequality !1'ou I ~ Siu I for all 

u E dfin~O. In view of Proposition 5.2.15, for every u E h~o, there exists a net 

(Uo,)aEA in dfin~O that is h-convergent to u. From the inequality IToua - Tou,al ~ 

Slua - u,al and h-a-continuity of S (see 5.4.5) it follows that the net (Toua)aEA is 

a-fundamental. Since the LNS r, is a-complete, it contains an a-limit of the net. 

Obviously, the limit depends only on u and, therefore, can be denoted by Tu. It is 

not difficult to become convinced that the operator T: h~o --t r thus obtained is 

the desired one. Uniqueness of the extension constructed is ensured by its h-a-con

tinuity inherited from S. 

Assume now that I To Uo I = SI Uo I for all Uo E ~o. In view of what was 

proven above, there exists an extension T: h~o --t r of the operator To such that 

ITul ~ Siul for all u E h~o. For every Uo E ~o and 7l" E Pr(~), the relations 

Sluol = ITuol = IT7l"uol + IT7l".Luo l ~ SI7l"uol + SI7l".Luo l = Sluol 

and the inequalities I T7l"uo I ~ SI7l"uo I and I T7l".Luo I ~ SI7l".Luo I imply I T7l"uo I = 

SI7l"uo I. Since Uo E ~o and 7l" E Pr(~) were chosen arbitrarily, we have ITul = Siu I 
for all u E dfin~O. The equality ITul = Siul for all u E h~o is now deduced from 

what was proven with the help of Proposition 5.2.16. I> 
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Corollary. Let all be an LNS over E, let "j/ be a BKS over F, let 0//0 be 

an approximating vector subspace of all, let To: 0//0 ~ "j/ be a linear operator, 

and let S: E ~ F be a disjointness preserving o-continuous positive operator. 

Assume that ITouo I :::; Sluo I (respectively, ITouo I = Sluo I) for all Uo E 0//0, Then 

there exists a unique linear extension T: all ~ "j/ of To such that I Tu I :::; SI u I 
(respectively, I Tu I = SI u I) for all u E all. 

5.4.9. If D is a subset of a K-space E then IDI denotes the set {Idl : dE D}, 
and linlDI stands for the linear span of IDI. The smallest ideal of E that contains D 

is conventionally denoted by ED. 

Lemma. Let E be a K-space, let D be a subset of E, let "j/ and 1f/ be 

arbitrary LNSs over the same K-space F, and let S: E ~ "j/ and T: E ~ 1f/ 

be dominated operators. Assume that the shadows of S and T are dominated 

by the same ring homomorphism h: Pr( E) ~ Pr( F) and denote the h -closure of 

the ideal ED by hED. 

(1) If "j/ = 1f/ and the operators S and T coincide on D, then they coincide 

on hED. 

(2) If ISel = ITel for all e E linlDI then ISel = ITel for all e E hED. 

<l We only prove assertion (1), since (2) can be proven similarly and even 

easier. Assume that the operators S and T meet all the hypotheses of the lemma 
and coincide on D. We will prove coincidence of Sand T on hED in several steps. 

(a) Suppose that e E IDI, i.e., e = Idl for some d ED. Then 

Se = S(d+)d + S(d-)d = h( (d+) )Sd + h((d-) )Sd 

= h( (d+) )Td + h( (d-) )Td = T(d+)d + T(d-)d = Te. 

(b) From (a) it follows that the operators Sand T coincide on the set linlDI. 

(c) Let e be ad-step element of E with dE linlDI, i.e., e = E7=111'iAidfor some 

numbers Ai and pairwise disjoint projections 7r; E Pr(E). Then, in view of (b), we 

have 

n n n n 

Se = L S(7r;A;d) = L A;h(7ri)Sd = L Aih(7r;)Td = LT(7ri A;d) = Te. 
i=l ;=1 ;=1 ;=1 
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(d) Suppose now that e E ED. Then lei ~ d for some d E linlDI. In view 

of 5.1.6, there exists a sequence (en)nEN of d-step elements of E that is r-conver

gent to e. According to (c), the operators Sand T coincide on the elements en. 

Therefore, using r-continuity of S and T, we arrive at the equality Se = Te. 

(e) Finally, if e is an arbitrary element of hED then the equality Se = Te 

follows from (d) and h-o-continuity of Sand T. I> 

Corollary. Let ~ be a BKS over E, let D be a set of positive elements in E, 

let 11 and "fI/ be arbitrary LNSs over the same K-space F, and let S: ~ - 11 

and T: ~ - "fI/ be dominated operators. Assume that the shadows of S and T 

are dominated by the same ring homomorphism h: Pr( E) - Pr( F) and denote 

by hE D the h -closure of the ideal ED. 

(1) If 11 = "fI/ and the operators S and T coincide on the set {u E ~ : I u lED} 

then they coincide on the set {u E ~ : lui E hED}. 

(2) If ISul = ITul for all u E ~ with norm lui E linD then ISul = ITul for 

all u E ~ with norm lui E hED. 

<l Prove assertion (1) (assertion (2) can be proven similarly). Assume that 

the operators S and T meet all the hypotheses of the corollary and coincide on 

the set {u E ~ : lui ED}. Consider an arbitrary element u E ~ with norm 

lui E hED and establish the equality Su = Tu. 

Fix an order unit 1 in the universal completion E of the K-space E, introduce 

the corresponding multiplication in E and endow the universal completion ~ of ~ 

the structure of a module over E (see Corollary 5.1.12). Let it be an element of ~ 

such that lui = 1 and u = lulu. Consider operators Su, Tu: E - 1/ acting by 

the rules Sue = S(eit) and Tue = T(eu). It is clear that the shadows of Su and Tu 
are dominated by the homomorphism h and the operators themselves coincide on D. 

Therefore, according to assertion (1) of the last lemma, the operators Su and Tu 

coincide on hED. In particular, Su = Sulul = Tulul = Tu. I> 

5.4.10. As is seen from the following theorem, all the four types of bounded

ness introduced in 5.3.3 coincide for each disjointness preserving operator defined 

on a vector lattice. 

Theorem. Let E be a vector lattice and let 11 be an LNS. The following 

properties of a disjointness preserving operator T: E - 11 are equivalent: 
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(1) T is bounded; 

(2) T is countably bounded; 

(3) T is sequentially bounded; 

(4) T is semibounded; 

(5) ifel,e2 E E and lell ~ le21 tben ITed ~ ITe21· 

Cbapter 5 

<] The implications (5)=>(1 )=>(2)=>(3)=>( 4) are obvious. The proof of The

orem 2.1 in [37] that establishes the implication (4 )=>( 5) is presented for the case 

Y = E; however, it remains valid for an operator with values in an arbitrary 

LNS. c> 

The proof of the implication (4 )=>( 5) becomes particularly simple and clear in 

the case when E possesses the principal projection property (for instance, when E 

is a K.,.-space). Indeed, assume that an operator T meets condition (4), fix ar

bitrary elements el,e2 E E satisfying the inequality lell ~ hi, and denote by S 

the set {2:?=l1l'iAile21 : 1I'i E Pr(E), IAil ~ I}. It is not difficult to become con

vinced that ITsl ~ ITe21 for all S E S. Moreover, in view of 5.1.6, there exists 

a sequence (Sn)nEN of elements in S that is r-convergent to el with regulator le21. 
Condition (4) together with the relations ITed ~ ITel - TSnl + ITe21 (n E N) 
now yields the desired inequality ITell ~ ITe21. 

5.4.11. The analog of Theorem 5.4.10 for operators defined on LNSs is not 
true. Moreover, all the four types of boundedness are pairwise different for this 

class of operators. Indeed, every normed space is an LNS over lR and every linear 

operator from a normed space into an arbitrary LNS is disjointness preserving. 

Consequently, operators considered in Examples 5.3.4-5.3.6 act from BKSs into 

BKSs and are disjointness preserving. 

5.4.12. Lemma. Let all be a BKS over E, let Y be an LNS, let T: all ---+ V 

be a disjointness preserving semibounded operator, and let e be a positive element 

of E. For eacb u E all satisfying tbe inequality lu I ~ e, tbere is an element u E all 

sucb tbat lui = e and ITul ~ ITul. 

<] Suppose that lui ~ e. Due to the equality {lui: u E o//} = {e E E : 

e ~ OJ, we do not restrict generality by assuming that (u) = (e). Obviously, 

the product (e' flu Du is defined in all for all e' E E (see 5.1.12). Define an operator 

S: E ---+ Y by the formula See') = T((e'/luDu) and assign u := (e/luDu. It is easy 
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to see that the operator S is disjointness preserving and semibounded. According 

to Theorem 5.4.10, the operator S meets condition 5.4.10 (5). This allows us to 

conclude that ITul = Siul ~ Se = ITitl. It remains to observe that litl = e. I> 

Proposition. Let o/t be a BKS over E and let "j/ be an LNS. A disjointness 

preserving operator T: o/t --+ V is dominated if and only if it is bounded. Fur

thermore, ITle = sup{ITul : u E o/t, lui ~ e} = sup{lTul : u E o/t, lui = e} for 

all positive e E E. 

<J For an arbitrary positive element e E E, the equality ITle = sup{lTul : 

u E o/t, lui ~ e} is easily deduced from the criterion 5.3.9 involving the set T.L(e). 

It remains to employ the lemma proven above. I> 

The last result does not provide any new information about operators in vector 

lattices, since dominatedness and boundedness are always equivalent for operators 

with values in a K-space (see Proposition 5.3.7 (3)). However, an analog of the last 

proposition is true in the case of vector lattices: 

Tbeorem [38]. Let E and F be arbitrary vector lattices. A disjointness 

preserving operator T: E --+ F is regular (= dominated) if and only if it is 

bounded. 

5.4.13. As was noted in 5.4.11, countable boundedness is not sufficient for 

boundedness of a disjointness preserving operator. It is interesting to clarify which 

(easily verified) additional assumptions yield boundedness of operators bounded in 

a weaker sense. Leaving this question open, we only formulate one corollary to 

Lemma 5.4.12 which is a small step in the indicated direction. 

Proposition. Let o/t be a BKS over E and let "j/ be an LNS over F. A dis

jointness preserving operator T: o/t --+ "j/ is bounded if and only if it is semi

bounded and, for every positive element e E E, the set {I Tu I : u E o/t, I u I = e} is 

order-bounded in F. 

Note that any semibounded disjointness preserving operator defined on a vector 

lattice obviously meets the hypotheses of the last proposition. This allows us to 

consider Proposition 5.4.13 as a generalization of Theorem 5.4.10. 

5.4.14. One of the main results concerning disjointness preserving operators 

provides their representation as sums of certain special operators taking pairwise 

disjoint values (see Section 5.7). Here we pay attention to such sums. 
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Lemma. Let %' and "f' be LNSs and let S, T: %' - "f' be linear operators. 
The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) Su 1. Tu for all u E %'; 

(2) SUI 1. TU2 for all UI,U2 E %', i.e., imS 1. imT. 

<l Only the implication (1)~(2) requires proving. Let UI and U2 be arbitrary 

elements of %'. The relations SUI 1. TUI and SU2 1. TU2 imply: 

ISud t\ ITu21 = ISud t\ ITuI + TU21 :::; IT(UI + U2)j, 

ISud t\ ITu21 = ISUI + SU21 t\ ITu 21 :::; IS(UI + U2)j. 

It remains to observe that S(UI + U2) 1. T(UI + U2). I> 

Operators S and T that meet each of the equivalent conditions (1) or (2) are 

called 8trongly di8joint. Let %' and "f' be LNSs and let (Te )eES be a family of linear 

operators from %' into "f'. We say that an operator T: %' - "f' is decomposable 

into the 8trongly di8joint 8um of operators Te (and write T = ffieEs Te), whenever 

the operators Te are strongly disjoint and, for every U E %', the relation Tu = 
o-L:eEs Teu holds. 

Assume that T = ffieEs Te and assign Pe := (im Te) for each ~ E 3. According 

to the lemma, the projections Pe are pairwise disjoint; therefore, for all ~ E 3 

the equality Te = Pe 0 T holds. In particular, this implies that the strongly disjoint 

sum EDeEs Te is disjointness preserving if and only if so is each summand Te. 

5.5. Orthomorphisms 

This section is devoted to one of the simplest classes of disjointness preserv

ing operators, the class of band preserving operators. Simplicity of such operators 

notwithstanding, the question about their regularity (= order boundedness) is far 

from trivial. It is known that all band preserving operators in a universally com

plete K-space are regular if and only if the K-space is locally one-dimensional. 

However, it seems to have been unknown so far whether there exist nondiscrete 

locally one-dimensional K-spaces. In the present section we give a positive an

swer to the question. As an auxiliary result, we establish that a K-space is locally 

one-dimensional if and only if its base is (7-distributive. 

Throughout the section, G is a universally complete K-space with a fixed order 

unity la, Q is the Stone compact space of the Boolean algebra Pr( G) (recall that 
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this algebra is the base of G), E and F are order-dense ideals of G, and 'PI and 1/ are 

LNSs over E and F, respectively. We introduce a multiplication in the K-space G 

which makes it a commutative ordered algebra with unity 1G (see 5.1.12). Recall 

also that we identify the Boolean algebras Pr(G), Pr(E), Pr(F), Pre%') and Pr(1/). 

A subset of a Boolean algebra with supremum unity is called a cover of the algebra. 

A cover constituted by pairwise disjoint elements (i.e. a partition of unity) is referred 

to as a partition of the algebra for brevity. 

5.5.1. An element 9 E G+ is called locally constant with respect to an 1 E G+, 

if 9 = VeE2 )..(1[" d for some numeric family ()..e )eE2 and a family (-rr e )eE2 of pair

wise disjoint band projections. A universally complete K-space G is called locally 

one-dimensional if it satisfies one of the following equivalent conditions (see [37: 

Theorem 3.1]): 

(1) all elements of G+ are locally constant with respect to some order unity 

ofG; 

(2) all elements of G+ are locally constant with respect to every order unity 

ofG; 

(3) for every function 9 E eoo ( Q), there exists a partition (Ue )eES of the alge

bra Clop( Q) such that the function 9 is constant on each of the sets U e. 

5.5.2. A linear operator T: G -t G is said to be band preserving if, for all 

I,g E G, from 1 1- 9 it follows that TI 1- g. 
The following statement combines a result of Yu. A. Abramovich, A. 1. Veksler, 

and A. V. Koldunov ([3: Theorem 2.1]) and that ofP. T. N. McPolin and A. W. Wick

stead ([37: Theorem 3.2]). 

Tbeorem. Let G be a universally complete K-space. Every band preserving 

operator T: G -t G is regular if and only if G is locally one-dimensional. 

In order to avoid misunderstanding, while reading the articles [3] and [37], one 

should be aware of the following two circumstances. First, despite of the fact that 

an arbitrary nondiscrete K-space is mentioned in the statement of Theorem 2.1 

of [3], the proof of the theorem is given only for locally one-dimensional K-spaces. 

Second, the example of a nondiscrete locally one-dimensional K-space presented 

in [37] contains an error, which was recently reported by A. W. Wickstead in the ar

ticle [22]. Thus, the question whether every locally one-dimensional K-space must 

be discrete (i.e. have an atomic base) seems to have been open so far. 
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5.5.3. The notion of locally one-dimensional K-space admits the following 

Boolean-valued interpretation. (For an explanation of the main notions of Boolean

valued analysis, we refer the reader to Chapter 1 of the present book and to the sec

ond part of the monograph [15J.) Let B be a complete Boolean algebra, let &i be 

the field of reals inside V( B), and let lR" be the canonical embedding of lR into V( B) . 

Theorem. The equality lR" = &i holds if and only if the descent of &i is 

a locally one-dimensional K-space. 

<l Knowing the general structure of the descents of objects that have the form 

X", it is easy to deduce the stated assertion from E. I. Gordon's theorem 1.3.2 (see 

also [15: 3.1.1 (1),5.2.1, and 5.2.2]). I> 

From private conversations with colleagues, the author of the present chapter is 

aware that, among the specialists in the domain of Boolean-valued analysis, the su

perstition is rather popular of atomicity of all Boolean algebras B that provide 

the equality lR" = &i in V(B). Thus, the question about the connection between 

discrete and locally one-dimensional K-spaces has a rather wide domain of appli

cations, at least including vector lattices, positive operators, and Boolean-valued 

analysis. 

After a certain preliminary discussion of the main notions, we give an example 

of a purely nonatomic locally one-dimensional K-space. Due to Theorem 5.5.2, we 

shall thus obtain a purely nonatomic universally complete K-space G, for which all 

band preserving operators T: G --+ G are regular. Due to Theorem 5.5.3, we shall 

have a purely nonatomic complete Boolean algebra B, for which lR" = &i in V(B). 

5.5.4. A a-complete Boolean algebra B is called a-distributive if it satisfies 

one of the following equivalent conditions (see [18: 19.1]): 

(1) AnEN VmENb':n = VmEW" AnENb':n(n) for all b':n E B (n,m EN); 

(2) V nEN AmEN b':n = AmENN V nEN b':n(n) for all b':n E B (n, mEN); 

(3) Ve:E{l,-l}N AnEN c(n)bn = 1 for all bn E B (n EN), where Ibn bn 
and (-1 )bn is the complement of bn . 

5.5.5. Let B be an arbitrary Boolean algebra and let C be a cover of B. 

A subset Co of the algebra B is said to be refined from C if, for each Co E Co, there 

exists acE C such that Co ::;; c. An element b E B is called refined from C if the set 

{b} is refined from C, i.e., b::;; c for some element c E C. If (Cn)nEN is a sequence of 
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covers of the algebra B and an element bE B is refined from each of the covers Cn 

(n EN), then we say that b is refined from the sequence (Cn)nEN. We also refer 

to a cover, all elements of which are refined from the sequence (Cn)nEN, as refined 

from the sequence. 

Proposition. Let B be a a-complete Boolean algebra. The following asser

tions are equivalent: 

(1) the algebra B is a-distributive; 

(2) from every sequence of countable covers of B, one can refine a (possibly, 

uncountable) cover; 

(3) from every sequence of finite covers of B, one can refine a (possibly, 

infinite) cover; 

( 4) from every sequence of two-element partitions of B, one can refine a cover. 

<l A proof of the equivalence (1)<=>(2) can be found in [18: 19.3]). Asser

tion (4) is a reformulation of condition (3) in the definition of a-distributivity. 

The implications (2):::}(3):::}( 4) are obvious. [> 

Corollary. Let B be a complete Boolean algebra. The following assertions 

are equivalent: 

(1) the algebra B is a -distributive; 

(2) from every sequence of countable partitions of B, one can refine a (pos

sibly, uncountable) partition; 

(3) from every sequence of finite partitions of B, one can refine a (possibly, 

infinite) partition; 

(4) from every sequence of two-element partitions of B, one can refine a par

tition. 

<l The claim follows from the last proposition in view of the exhaustion prin

ciple. [> 

5.5.6. We say that a function 9 E Coo ( Q) is refined from a cover C of the 

Boolean algebra Clop( Q) if, for every two points q', q" E Q satisfying the equality 

g( q') = g( q"), there exists an element U E C such that q', q" E U. If (Cn )nEN is 

a sequence of covers of the algebra Clop( Q) and a function 9 is refined from each 

of the covers Cn (n EN), then we say that 9 is refined from the sequence (Cn)nEN. 
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Lemma. From every sequence of finite covers of the algebra Clop( Q), one 

can refine a function of C( Q). 

<l Let (Cn)nEN be a sequence of finite covers of the algebra Clop(Q). With 

the help of induction, it is not difficult to construct a sequence of partitions Pm = 

{Urn, U2 , ... ,Ur:,.} of the algebra Clop( Q) possessing the following properties: 

(1) for every n E N there is a number mEN such that the partition Pm is 

refined from the cover Cn; 
(2) U::, = u;;~i V U;;+l for all mEN and j E {I, 2, ... ,2m }. 

For each number mEN, define a two-valued function Xm E C(Q) as follows: 

2 m -l 

Xm := L X(u;t), 
;=1 

where X(U) is the characteristic function of a subset U C Q. Since the series 

E:=l 3~Xm is uniformly convergent, its sum 9 belongs to C(Q). We will show 

that the function 9 is refined from (Cn)nEN. Due to property (1) of the sequence 

( Pm )mEN, it is sufficient for this to establish that the function 9 is refined from 

(Pm)mEN. 
Assume the contrary and consider the smallest number mEN, for which 

the function g is not refined from the partition Pm. In this case, there are two 

points q', q" E Q that satisfy the equality g( q') = g( q") and belong to distinct 

elements of Pm. Since the function 9 is refined from the partition Pm- 1 (for m > 1), 
from property (2) of the sequence (Pm)mEN it follows that the points q' and q" 

belong to adjacent elements of Pm, i.e. elements of the form Up and UJ-t1' where 

j E {I, ... , 2m - I}. For definiteness, suppose that q' belongs to an element with 

even subscript and q" with odd one, i.e., Xm(q') = 1 and Xm(q") = O. Therefore, 

taking into account the fact that Xi(q') = X;(q") for all i E {I, ... , m -I}, we have: 

which contradicts the equality g(q') = g(q"). I> 

5.5.7. Theorem. A universally complete K-space is locally one-dimensional 

if and only if its base is a-distributive. 
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<l Let G be a universally complete K-space and let Q be the Stone com

pact space of its base. Suppose that G is locally one-dimensional and consider 

an arbitrary sequence (Pn)nEN of finite partitions of the Boolean algebra Clop(Q). 

According to Corollary 5.5.5, in order to prove a-distributivity of the base of G, 

it is sufficient to refine a cover of Clop(Q) from (Pn)nEN. In view of Lemma 5.5.6, 

one can refine a function 9 E Coo(Q) from the sequence (Pn)nEN. Since G is locally 

one-dimensional, there exists a partition (Ue)eE3 of the algebra Clop( Q) such that 

the function 9 is constant on each of the sets Ue. Show that the partition (Ue)eE3 
is refined from the sequence (Pn)nEN. To this end, we fix arbitrary indices ~ E 2: 

and n E N and establish that the set Ue is refined from the partition Pn . We may 

assume that Ue =1= 0. Let qo be an element of Ue. Finiteness of the partition Pn 

allows us to find an element U of it such that qo E U. It remains to observe that 

Ue C U. Indeed, if q E Ue then g(q) = g(qo) and, since the function 9 is refined 

from Pn , the points q and qo belong to the same element of the partition Pn , i.e., 

q E U. 

Now, assume that the base of G is a-distributive and consider an arbitrary 

function 9 E Coo ( Q). According to condition (3) of the definition of a locally one

dimensional K-space, it is sufficient to construct a partition (Ue )ee of the algebra 

Clop( Q) such that the function 9 is constant on each of the sets U e. For every 

natural n and every integer m, denote by U::, the interior of the closure of the set of 

all points q E Q for which ~ ~ g(q) < m;tl and define Pn := {U::, : m E Z}. Due 

to Corollary 5.5.5, from the sequence (Pn)nEN of countable partitions of the alge

bra Clop(Q), one can refine some partition (Ue)eE3. It is not difficult to become 

convinced that the partition constructed is the desired one. [> 

Thus, the question about existence of a purely nonatomic locally one-dimen

sional K-space is reduced to existence of a purely nonatomic a-distributive complete 

Boolean algebra. The remainder of the note is devoted to constructing such an al

gebra. 

5.5.S. A Boolean algebra B is called a-inductive if every decreasing sequence 

of nonzero elements of B admits a nonzero lower bound. A subalgebra Bo of 

a Boolean algebra B is said to be dense if, for every nonzero element b E B, there 

exists a nonzero element bo E Bo such that bo ~ b. 

Lemma. If a a-complete Boolean algebra contains a a-inductive dense sub-
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algebra then it is a-distributive. 

<J Let B be a a-complete Boolean algebra and let Bo be a a-inductive dense 

subalgebra of B. Consider an arbitrary sequence (Cn )nEN of countable covers of B, 

denote by C the set of all elements in B that are refined from (Cn)nEN, and assume 

by way of contradiction that C is not a cover of B. Then there exists a nonzero 

element b E B that is disjoint with all elements of C. 
By induction, we construct sequences (bn)nEN and (Cn)nEN as follows. Let C1 

be an element of C1 such that b 1\ C1 =J o. Since Bo is dense, there is an element 

b1 E Bo such that 0 < b1 ::;; b 1\ C1. Suppose that the elements bn and Cn are already 

constructed. Let Cn+1 be an element of Cn+! such that bn 1\ Cn+1 =J O. As bn+1 we 

take an arbitrary element of Bo that satisfies the inequalities 0 < bn+1 ::;; bn 1\ Cn+1. 

Thus, we have constructed sequences (bn )nEN and (cn )nEN such that bn E Bo, 
bn ::;; Cn E Cn and 0 < bn+1 ::;; bn ::;; b for all n E N. Due to the fact that Bo 

is a-inductive, it contains an element bo which satisfies bo ::;; bn for all n E N. 
In view of the inequalities bo ::;; Cn, the element bo is refined from (Cn)nEN, i.e., 

belongs to C. On the other hand, bo ::;; b, which contradicts disjointness of b with 

all elements of C. I> 

5.5.9. As is known, for every Boolean algebra B, there exists a complete 

Boolean algebra B that contains B as a dense subalgebra (see [18: Section 35]). 

Such an algebra B is unique to within an isomorphism and called a completion 

of B. Obviously, a completion of a purely nonatomic Boolean algebra is purely 

nonatomic. In addition, due to Lemma 5.5.8, a completion of a a-inductive algebra 

is a-distributive. Therefore, in order to prove existence of a purely nonatomic a-dis

tributive complete Boolean algebra, it is sufficient to present an arbitrary purely 

nonatomic a-inductive Boolean algebra. Examples of such algebras are readily 

available. For the sake of completeness, we present here one of the simplest con

structions. 

EXAMPLE. Let B be the Boolean algebra of all subsets of N and let I be 

the ideal of B consisting of all finite subsets of N. Then the quotient algebra B / I 

(see [18: Section 10]) is purely nonatomic and a-inductive. 

<J Pure nonatomicity of the algebra B / I is obvious. In order to prove that 

the algebra is a-inductive, it is sufficient to consider an arbitrary decreasing se

quence (bn)nEN of infinite subsets of N and construct an infinite subset beN such 
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that the difference b\bn is finite for each n E N. We can easily obtain the desired 

set b = {m n : n E N} with the help of induction by letting ml min b1 and 

mn+l := min{m E bn+1 : m > m n }. [> 

5.5.10. A linear operator T : 'W ---+ Y is said to be band preserving if it satisfies 

one of the following equivalent conditions: 

(1) (Tu) :::; (u) for all u E 'W; 

(2) T7ru = 7rTu for all U E 'W and 7r E Pr( G); 
(3) 7rU = 0 implies 7rTu = 0 for all u E 'Wand 7r E Pr( G); 
(4) lul-L 9 implies ITul-L 9 for all u E 'Wand 9 E G; 

(5) lul-L 9 implies ITul-L 9 for all u E 'Wand all elements 9 of some order

dense ideal of the K-space G. 

Obviously, the last definition generates the known notion of band preserving oper

ator acting in vector lattices (see 5.5.2 and [2,3,37,41,42]). 

5.5.11. Bounded band preserving operators are called orthomorphisms. The 

totality of all orthomorphisms from 'W into Y is denoted by Orth( 'W, Y). We write 

Orth('W) instead of Orth('W, 'W). 
In accordance with Theorem 5.5.2, it seems interesting to clarify, which addi

tional requirements imposed on band preserving operators yield their boundedness. 

Of course, band preserving operators are disjointness preserving and, therefore, 

they are subject for such boundedness criteria as 5.4.10 and 5.4.13. It is known (see 

5.3.4-5.3.6), that semiboundedness, sequential boundedness, and even countable 

boundedness of a disjointness preserving operator do not yield its boundedness. 

In the case of band preserving operators, the situation is different: 

Theorem. The following properties of a band preserving operator T from 

a BKS into an LNS are equivalent: 

(1) T is bounded; 

(2) T is countably bounded; 

(3) T is sequentially bounded; 

(4) T is semi bounded. 

<l The implications (1)=>(2)=>(3)=>(4) are obvious. It remains to show that 

(4)=>(1). Assume that an LNS 'W is order-complete and an operator T: 'W ---+ Y 

is band preserving and semi bounded. Fix an arbitrary positive element e E G and 
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prove that the set {lTul : lui ~ e} is order-bounded in F. We divide the proof 

into two steps. 

(a) Show first that the set {I Tu I : I u I ~ e} is order-bounded in the universally 

complete K-space G. Without loss of generality, we may assume that G = Coo(Q), 
where Q is an extremally disconnected compact space (see Theorem 1.4.6 (3)). De

note by D the totality ofthose points q E Q, for which sup{lTul(q): lui ~ e} = 00. 

Assume that the set {lTul : lui ~ e} is not bounded in Coo(Q). Then, accord

ing to [12: Chapter XIII, Theorem 2.32], the clopen set U := int cl D is nonempty. 

For each natural n and each point q E UnD, consider an element u~ E %' satisfying 

the conditions lu~1 ~ e and ITu~l(q) > n. Denote by U~ a clop en subset of Q such 

that q E U~ C U and ITu~l(p) ~ n for all p E U:. It is clear that, for each n E N 

the relation SUPqEUnD U: = U holds in the Boolean algebra Clop( Q). In view of 

the exhaustion principle, there exists a family (VJ)qEUnD of pairwise disjoint ele

ments of Clop(Q) such that VJ C U~ for all q E un D, and SUPqEUnD VJ = U. 

According to 1.6.7(5), the sum o-L:qEUnD(VJ)U~ exists in the BKS %'. Denote 

the sum by Un. For all n E N and q E Un D, we have 

After passing to the supremum over q E U n D, we obtain ITu n I ~ nxu for all 

n E N; which, together with the inequalities IU n I ~ e, yields a contradiction with 
semiboundedness of T. 

(b) Denote by f the upper envelope of the set {lTu I : lu I ~ e} in the K-space G 

and show that f E F. Without loss of generality, we may assume that f > 0 on some 

comeager subset of Q. Then, according to [12: Chapter XIII, Theorem 2.32], the set 

of all points q E Q, for which 0 < sup{lTul(q) : lui ~ e} = f(q) < 00, is comeager 

in Q. For any such point q, consider an element U q E %' satisfying the conditions 

IU q I ~ e and ITu q I(q) > f(q)/2. By repeating the idea of step (a) and "mixing up" 

the elements U q in an appropriate way, we can construct an element u E %' such 

that I Tu I ~ f /2; whence the containment f E F follows directly. I> 

Additional requirements, yielding boundedness of band preserving operators, 

can be imposed on the spaces rather than on operators acting in them. In the 

present article, we are not going to develop this idea. We only observe that many 

results in the indicated direction are presented in [2: Theorem 2; 3: Theorem 3.2 

and 3.3; 37: Corollaries 2.3 and 2.4]. 
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5.5.12. It is easy to become convinced that Orth(E, F) is an ideal of the 

K-space M(E, F) and, therefore, is also a K-space. 

If an element 9 EGis such that 9 . e E F for all e E E then the operator of 

multiplication by 9 is obviously an orthomorphism from E into F. Many papers 

about disjointness preserving operators contain results in this direction (see, for 

instance, [1-3, 23, 24, 41, 42]). The following statement generalizes, in a sense, 

the experience from finding multiplication representation of orthomorphisms acting 

in K-spaces. 

Theorem. For every orthomorphism T: E ~ F, there exists a unique el

ement gT E G such that Te = gT . e for all e E E. The mapping T 1--+ gT 

performs a linear and order isomorphism of the K-space Orth(E, F) onto the ideal 

{g E G : g. e E F for all e E E} of the K-space G. 

Identifying an orthomorphism T with the element gT E G, we assume in the se

quel that Orth(E, F) c G. Obviously, Orth(E) contains 10 and is a sub algebra 

of G. In particular, Orth(E) is an f -algebra (see [32,42]). The last theorem justifies 

the term weight operator which is sometimes used instead of "orthomorphism." 

5.5.13. Proposition. Let an LNS 02f be order-complete. A linear operator 

T: 02f ~ Y is an orthomorphism if and only if it is dominated and its exact 

dominant ITI: E ~ F is an orthomorphism. In particular, the space Orth(02f, Y) 
endowed with the dominant-norm is a BKS over the K-space Orth(E, F). 

<l The claim follows directly from Propositions 5.4.12 and 5.4.4. I> 

5.5.14. Corollary. Every orthomorphism from a BKS into an LNS is o-con

tinuous. 

5.5.15. Corollary. If two orthomorphisms from a BKS 02f into an LNS Y 

coincide on some order-approximating subset of 02f (see 5.2.2), then they coincide 

on the entire 02f. 

<l The claim follows from 5.5.14 and Proposition 5.2.4. I> 

5.5.16. Corollary. If two orthomorphisms S, T E Orth(E, Y) inequality on 

a subset Eo C E then they coincide on Ed-l.. In particular, if the K-space E has 

an order unity 1 and 8(1) = T(1) then 8 = T. 
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5.5.17. Proposition. For every BKS all over E there exists a unique opera

tion Orth( E) x all -+ all making all a module over Orth( E) such that I gu I = Ig II u I 

for all 9 E Orth(E) and u E all. Furthermore, all is a unital module, i.e., leu = u 

for all u E all. For every 9 E Orth(E) and u E all, the element gu coincides with 

the product of 9 and u calculated in the universal completion of all (see 5.1.12). 

<J Let a BKS mo// over G be a universal completion of all. Then all = {u E 

mo// : lu lEE}. In view of 5.1.12, the space mo// can be endowed with the structure 

of a module over the ring G so that leu = u and Igul = Igllul for all 9 E G and 

u E mo//. In order to prove existence of a desired module structure in the BKS all, 

it is sufficient to observe that, for all 9 E Orth( E) and u E all, we have Ig II u lEE 

and, consequently, gu E all. 

Now prove uniqueness. Assume that, together with the operation (g,u) 1-+ gu 

introduced above, there is another one, (g, u) 1-+ 9 * u, also making all a module 

over Orth(E) and satisfying the condition Ig * ul = Igllul for all 9 E Orth(E) and 

u E all. Fix an element u E all and define the mappings S, T: Orth( E) -+ 1/ by 

the formulas S(g) = gu and T(g) = 9 * u. Obviously, Sand T are orthomorphisms. 

Observe that T(le) = S(le), i.e., Ie * u = u. Indeed, 

lIe * u - ul = Ie '11e * u - ul = lIe * (Ie * u - u)1 

= l(le ·le) * u - Ie * ul = o. 

For proving the equality S = T, it remains to employ 5.5.16. I> 

The fact that any BKS over G can be endowed with the structure of a module 

over G allows us to define a simple class of orthomorphisms. If a BKS all over E and 

a BKS 1/ over F are order-dense ideals of the same BKS over G and 9 E Orth( E, F), 

then the operator u 1-+ gu is an orthomorphism from all into 1/. We call such 

operators scalar orthomorphisms. 

5.5.18. Proposition. Let all be an order-complete LNS, T E Orth(O//, 1/), 

9 E G, and u E all. If the product gu is defined in all (see 5.1.12) then the prod

uct gT( u) is defined in 1/ and the equality T(gu) = gT( u) holds. In particular, 

Tog = goT for every orthomorphism 9 E Orth(E). 

<J Fix an arbitrary element u E all and denote by Gu the order-dense ideal 

{g E G : gu E o//} of the K-space G. Let m1/ be the universal completion of 1/. 
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Consider the mappings L, R: G u ---t m"j/ defined by the formulas L(g) = T(gu) 

and R(g) = gT(u). Obviously, Land Rare orthomorphisms and L(le) = R(1e). 

From 5.5.16 it follows that L = R. [> 

5.5.19. We conclude this section by a useful fact, which will be repeatedly 

employed in the sequel. 

Tbeorem [17]. Let E be a vector lattice and let F be a K-space. A positive 

operator T: E ---t F is disjointness preserving if and only if, for every operator 

S: E ---t F satisfying tbe inequalities 0 ~ S ~ T, tbere is an ortbomorpbism 

9 E Orth(F) sucb tbat 0 ~ 9 ~ idF and S = goT, wbere idF : F ---t F is 

tbe identity operator. 

Combining the last theorem with Theorem 5.4.1, we obtain the following result. 

Corollary. Let E be a vector lattice and let F be a K-space. A regular 

operator T: E ---t F is disjointness preserving if and only if, for every regular 

ope~ator S: E ---t F satisfying tbe inequality lSI ~ ITI, tbere is an ortbomorpbism 

9 E Orth(F) sucb tbat Igl ~ idF and S = goT, wbere idF: F ---t F is tbe identity 

operator. 

5.6. Shift Operators 

Another class of disjointness preserving operators is considered in this section. 

Here, we introduce and study so-called shift operators, which are abstract analogs 

of the composition mappings f f-+ f 0 s. This class of operators is closely related 

to another notion discussed here, the notion of operator "wide on a set." While 

studying shift operators, we suggest their equivalent characterizations, describe 

the maximal domain of definition on which they can be extended, and show that 

the notions of shift operator and that of a multiplicative operator coincide. We also 

introduce here the notion of the shift of a disjointness preserving operator, which 

concentrates, in a sense, multiplicative properties of the operator. 

Throughout the section, g and § are universally complete K-spaces. In case 

order unities 1£ and 1$ are fixed in g and §, we regard the K-spaces as ordered 

algebras with unities 1£ and 1$ (see 5.1.12). The ideal of the K-space g generated 

by d Egis denoted by gd. In particular, gl stands for the ideal of g gener

ated by 1£. We point out that some notions introduced in this section depend of 

a concrete choice of 1£ and 1$. 
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5.6.1. Let E be a K-space, let D be a subset of E, and let 'P' be an LNS. We say 

that an operator T: E ---t 'P' is wide on the set D whenever T[D].L.L = T[E].L.L. 

Proposition. Suppose that E is a K-space, D is a subset of E, 'P' is an LNS, 
T: E ---t 'P' is a disjointness preserving operator, and h: Pr( E) ---t Pr( 'P') is its 
shadow. The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) T is wide on the set D; 

(2) T is wide on the ideal ED; 
(3) the shadow of the restriction of T onto ED coincides with the shadow 

ofT; 

(4) the set T[ED] is o-dense in T[E]; 

(5) the ideal ED h-approximates the space E. 

<l The implications (1 )::}(2)~( 4) are obvious. Since the shadow of T domi

nates that of the restriction of T onto ED, the equivalence (2)¢}(3) readily follows 

from Proposition 5.1.4. We show that (1)~(2)::}(5)::}(4). 

(2)=>(5): Assume condition (2) to be satisfied, consider an arbitrary element 

e E E, and show that h-infll'EII 1re = e, where II = {1r E Pr(E) : 1re E ED}. 
For every n E Nand dEED, assign 1r! := (lei:::; nidi). Obviously, 1r! E II. Since 

for all n E N, we have r- lim 1r!d = d. Using r-continuity of the operator T 
n--+oo 

and taking account of the equality T(1r!d) = h(1r!)Td, we arrive at the relation 

sUPnEN h( 1r!) ~ (Td). Since the element dEED was chosen arbitrarily, we conclude 

by (2) that sUPll'EII h( 1r) = h(1) and, consequently, h-infll'EII 1re = e. 

(5)=>( 4): Consider an arbitrary element e E E. From (5) and Proposition 5.2.3 
it follows that e is the h-limit of some net (eO')O'EA of elements in ED. In view of 

Corollary 5.4.5, we have o-lim T(eO') = Te. 
O'EA 

(2)::}(1): For every element e E ED, there exist d1, ... ,dn ED such that 

lei:::; Id11 + ... + Idnl· In view of Theorem 5.4.10, we conclude that (Te) :::; (Td1 ) V 

... V (Tdn ). It remains to employ condition (2). I> 

REMARK. As is seen from the last proposition, the fact that an operator T is 

wide on a set D reflects connection of D with the domain of definition and with 

the shadow of T rather then with the operator T itself. 
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5.6.2. Let all and "j/ be LNSs and let D be a subset of the norming lattice 

of all. We say that an operator T: all --+ "j/ is wide on the set D, whenever 

{Tu : lu I E D}.l.l = (im T).l.l. If all and "j/ are K-spaces then the last definition 

is equivalent to that given in 5.6.1, which justifies preservation of terminology. 

Lemma. Let all be a BKS over a K-space E, let "j/ be an arbitrary LNS, and 

let D be a subset of positive elements in E. A disjointness preserving operator 

T: all --+ "j/ is wide on D if and only if its exact dominant ITI is wide on D. 

<l A proof can be easily obtained with the help of Proposition 5.4.12. Indeed, 

the relations 

(lTle) = sup (Tu) ~ sup (Tu) = sup sup (Tu) = sup (lTld), 
lul=e lulED dED lul=d dED 

which hold for every positive element e E E, prove necessity; whereas the relations 

(Tu) ~ (lTllul) ~ sup (lTld) = sup sup (Tu) = sup (Tu), 
dED dED lul=d lulED 

that are valid for each element u E all, establish sufficiency. [> 

Proposition. Suppose that all is a BKS over a K-space E, D is a subset 

of positive elements in E, "j/ is an arbitrary LNS, T: all --+ "j/ is a disjointness 

preserving bounded operator, and h: Pr(o//) --+ Pr("j/) is its shadow. The following 

assertions are equivalent: 

(1) T is wide on the set D; 

(2) T is wide on the ideal ED; 

(3) the shadow of the restriction of T onto the set {u E all lu I E ED} 

coincides with the shadow of T; 

(4) the set {Tu: lui E ED} is a-dense in imT; 

(5) the ideal ED h-approximates the space E. 

<l The equivalence (2)¢:}(3) is established in the same way as in 5.6.1. Equiv

alence of assertions (1), (2), and (5) ensues from Propositions 5.4.4 and 5.6.1 and 

the last lemma. The implication (4)=}(2) is obvious. It remains to show that 

(5)=}(4). 

Let u be an arbitrary element of all. From (5) and Proposition 5.2.3 it fol

lows that lui is the h-limit of some net (e")"EA of positive elements in ED. 
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In view of Lemma 5.1.13, there exists a net (Ua)aEA in all such that Iual = eO' 

and Iu - ual = Ilul- eal. Then h-lim Ua = U and, according to Corollary 5.4.5, 
aEA 

we have o-limaEA TU a = Tu. [> 

5.6.3. Proposition. Let E be an ideal of C generated by a positive element 

dEC. For every ring homomorphism h: Pr( C) -+ Pr( §), the following sets 

coincide: 

(1) the h-closure of Ej 

(2) the h-cyclic hull of Ej 

(3) the countably h-cyclic hull of Ej 

(4) the set of such e E C that infnEN h(lel > nd) = O. 

<l The relations (4)C(3)C(2)C(4) are obvious. The inclusion (4)C(1) can 

be easily established with the help of the first corollary in 5.2.18. It remains to 

show that (1)C(4). Suppose that a net (ea)aEA of elements in E h-converges to 

e E C. For each a E A, denote by nO' the natural number satisfying the inequality 

leal ~ nad. By using the relations h-infaEA Ie - eal = 0 and 

h(lel > 2nad) ~ h(lel > 2leai) 

= h((e)(lel-Ieal > leI/2)) ~ h((e)(le - eal > leI/2)), 

we obtain the desired equality infnEN h(lel > nd) = O. [> 

The coincident sets (1)-(4) described in the last proposition are denoted by hE. 

5.6.4. Proposition. Fix an order unity 1,c in the K-space C. Then the set 

hC! is a subalgebra of C. 

<l This fact ensues from 5.6.3 (we mean the equality hC! = (4) for d = 1,c) 

and from the following relations: 

inf h(le/l > n1,c) = inf h(le/l > mn1,c) 
nEN m,nEN 

~ inf h((lel > ml,c) V (III> n1,c)) 
m,nEN 

= inf (h(lel > ml,c) V h(1/1 > nl,c)) 
m,nEN 

= inf h(lel > ml,c) V inf h(lfl > nl,c). [> 
mEN nEN 
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5.6.5. Lemma. Let d be an arbitrary order unity in <f. For every sequence 

( 71' n )nEN of projections in Pr( <f) that decreases to zero, there is an element e E <f 

such that 7rn = (lei> nd) for all n E N. 

<I Since the K-space <f is universally complete, the series 2::::'=17rnd has 

an o-sum in it. Denote the sum by 8. It is clear that (8 > nd) = 7rn+1 for all 

n E N and, consequently, we can take 8 + d as the desired element e. I> 

Corollary. Let h: Pr(<f) --+ Pr($) be a ring homomorphism and let d be 

an arbitrary order unity in <f. The equality h<fd = <f holds if and only if the ho

momorphism h: Pr( <f) --+ Pr( $) is sequentially a-continuous. 

5.6.6. Let all be an LNS over an order-dense ideal E of the universally com

plete K-space <f, let d be a positive element of <f, and let Y be an arbitrary LNS. 

We say that an operator T: all --+ Y is wide at the element d whenever it is wide 

on the set {e E E : e is a fragment of d}. 

Lemma. Suppose that E is an order-dense ideal of <f, d is a positive element 

of <f, Y is an LNS, T: E --+ Y is a disjointness preserving bounded operator, 

and h is its shadow. Assign II:= {7r E Pr(<f) : 7rd E E}. The following assertions 

are equivalent: 

(1) the operator T is wide at the element d; 

(2) sUPll'EII h(7r) = h(l) and, for al17r E II the equality (T7rd) = h(7r) holds; 

(3) E C h<fd. 

<I The equivalence of (1) and (3) is contained in Proposition 5.6.1, the im
plication (2)=}(1) is obvious. It remains to show that (1 )=}(2). If (1) is valid then, 

for every projection 71'0 E II, we have 

h( 71'0) = h( 71'0) sup(Te) = h( 71'0) sup (T7rd) = sup (T7r0 7rd) = (T7r0 d). I> 
eEE lI'EII lI'EII 

5.6.7. Proposition. Fix arbitrary order unities 1£ and 1§ in the K-spaces <f 

and $. For every ring homomorphism h: Pr( <f) --+ Pr( $), there exists a unique 

regular operator S: h<f1 --+ $ such that the shadow of S is equal to h and 

8(1£) = h(l)l$. Furthermore, the operator S is positive. 

<I For the sake of convenience, assume that h(l) = 1. We divide the con

struction of the operator S into three steps. 
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1. Define the operator S on the set of step-elements of ef by letting 

n n 

S(L Ai1l"il£):= LA;h(1I";)I$ 
i=1 i=1 

for arbitrary A}, ... ,An E R and 11"}, ••• ,11" n E Pr( ef). 
2. Extend the operator S onto ef}. To this end, fix an arbitrary element e E Gi 

and choose a sequence (en )nEN of step-elements in ef so that it r-converges to e 

with regulator 1£. It is easy to verify that the sequence (Sen)nEN is r-fundamental 

(with regulator 1$), Assign Se := r- lim Sen. 
n--+oo 

3. Finally, extend S onto the entire set hef1. Every element e E hef} can be rep-

resented as the mixing o-L:nEN 1I"nen of elements en E ef} by means of an h-partition 

(1I"n)nEN. Assign Se := o-L:nEN h(1I"n)Sen. 
It is easy to verify that the definition of S is sound at each of the steps. Obvious 

positiveness of S ensures its regularity. In order to prove uniqueness of S, it is 

sufficient to observe that, at step 3, the sequence (L::=1 1I"n en) mEN is r-convergent 

to e with regulator o-L:nENn1l"nlenl E heft. l> 

The operator S, whose existence is asserted in the last proposition, is called 

the shift by h and denoted by Sh. Let E be an order-dense ideal of ef and F be 

an order-dense ideal of $. We say that an operator S: E --t F is a shift operator, 

if there exists a ring homomorphism h: Pr( ef) --t Pr( $) such that E C hGi and 

S = Sh on E. It is clear that, in this case, the homomorphism h is the shadow of S. 

Observe that the notion of the shift and that of shift operator depend on the choice 

of unities 1£ and 1$ in the K-spaces ef and $. 

5.6.S. Proposition. Fix order unities in the universally complete K-spaces g 

and $. Let E be an order-dense ideal of ef, let F be an order-dense ideal of $, 

and let S, S: E --t F be shift operators. H S :::; S then S = p 0 S for some 

projection p E Pr(F). 

<l The claim ensues from Propositions 5.1.4 and 5.6.7. l> 

Let p E Pr( $), let h: Pr( ef) --t Pr( $) be a ring homomorphism, and let S 

be the shift by h. Then the shift by the homomorphism po h is denoted by pS. 

Observe that, in general, dom pS is wider than dom S; therefore, pS differs from 

the composition po S. However, in view of the last proposition, the operators pS 
and po S coincide on dom S and, thus, pS extends po S. 
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5.6.9. Theorem. Fix order unities I.e and 1$ in tbe K-spaces g and $. 

Let E be an order-dense ideal of g and let F be an order-dense ideal of $. A linear 

operator S: E ~ F is a sbift operator if and only if it satisfies tbe following 

conditions: 

(a) S is disjointness preserving; 

(b) S is regular; 

(c) S takes fragments of I.e into fragments of 1$; 

(d) S is wide at I.e. 

<I Necessity of conditions (a)-(c) is obvious and necessity of (d) follows from 

5.6.6. Let us show sufficiency. Suppose that the operator S satisfies conditions 

(a)-(d), denote the shadow of S by h and assign II := {?r E Pr(g) : ?rl.e E E}. 

Lemma 5.6.6 implies the equality (S(?r I.e )) = h(?r) for each ?r E II, which, together 

with condition (c), yields S(?rl.e) = Sh(?rl.e). The same lemma ensures the inclu

sion E c hg}. In view of Lemma 5.4.9, we now conclude that S = Sh on E. [> 

Corollary. Fix order unities I.e and 1$ in tbe K-spaces g amd $. Let E 

be an order-dense ideal of g containing I.e and let F be an arbitrary order-dense 

ideal of $. A linear operator S: E ~ F is a sbift operator if and only if it satisfies 

tbe following conditions: 

( a) 8 is disjoin tness preserving; 

(b) S is regular; 

(c) S(I.e) is a fragment of 1$; 

(d) {8(1.e)}.LL = (im 8)1-1-. 

REMARK. Conditions (d) in the statements of the theorem and the corollary 

may not be omitted. Indeed, let $ = JR., let g be the space of all sequences, and 

let E be the ideal of g generated by the sequence eo(n) = n (n EN). Denote 

by Q the Stone-Cech compactification of the discrete topological space N and fix 

an arbitrary point q E Q\N. Naturally identifying the spaces g and Coo(Q), define 

an operator S: E ~ $ by the formula Se = (e/eo)(q). Letting l.e(n) = 1 (n E N) 

and 1$ = 1, we see that the operator S satisfies conditions (a)-(c) of the last 

lemma, but S(I.e) = O. 

REMARK. In particular, from the last corollary it is clear that the domain of 

definition hg} of the shift by h is maximally wide. More precisely, hg} contains 
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the domain of definition of every regular operator S acting from an order-dense 

ideal of g into $, having shadow h, and satisfying the equality S(I£) = h(I)I~. 

5.6.10. Fix order unities 1£ and 1~ in the K-spaces g and $. A linear 

operator S: E --t $ defined on an order-dense ideal E egis called multiplica

tive if Se I Se2 = S(eIe2) for any two elements el,e2 E E, whose product belongs 

to E. Observe that the notion of multiplicative operator depends on the choice of 

unities 1£ and 1~. 

Theorem. Let E be an order-dense ideal of g. A linear operator S: E --t $ 

is a sbift operator if and only if it is multiplicative. 

<l The fact that every shift operator is multiplicative is easily established by 

checking all the steps of its construction in 5.6.7. We will show that any multi

plicative operator S: E --t $ is a shift operator by verifying conditions (a )-( d) of 

Theorem 5.6.9. 

(a) Disjointness of elements ell e2 E E is equivalent to the equality el e2 = o. 
The same is true for elements of $. Consequently, S is disjointness preserving. 

(b) Show that the operator S is positive. We divide the proof into three steps. 

(bd If e E E and 0 ~ e ~ 1£ then Se ~ o. Indeed, in this case, e3 and eye 

belong to E in view of the inequalities e3 ~ e and eye ~ e; consequently, (S e)3 = 

S(e3 ) = S((eye)2) = S(eye)2 ~ O. 
(b2 ) If e E E and e ~ 1£ then Se ~ o. Indeed, in this case, ye E E in view of 

the inequality ye ~ e; consequently, S e = S (( Je)2) = S ( ye) 2 ~ O. 

(b3) If e E E and e ~ 0 then Se ~ o. Indeed, Se = S(e ~ 1£)e+S(e > 1£)e ~ 0 

in view of (bl ) and (b2 ). 

(c) The fact that an element e E E is a fragment of 1£ is equivalent to the equal

ity e2 = e. The same is true for fragments of 1~. Consequently, S takes fragments 

of 1£ into fragments of 1~. 

(d) Show that {Se : lei ~ 1,c}.L.L = (imS).L.L. Consider the projection p E 

Pr($) onto the band {Se : lei ~ 1£}.L and define an operator T: E --t $ by 

the formula Te = pSe. The proof will be completed if we establish that T = O. 

Obviously, the operator T is multiplicative and Te = 0 whenever lei ~ 1£. We also 

observe that, in view of (b), the operator T is positive. Let e be an arbitrary 

positive element of E. For each n E N, the equality T(ejn) = Ten holds, where 

en = (eln > 1,s)eln. Since Fn ~ en ~ eln, we have the inclusions Fn, en E E 
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and the inequality T ye:;; ~ Ten. Consequently, 

for all n E N, which is possible only in case Te = O. I> 

5.6.11. REMARK. There is a number of results describing multiplicative oper

ators (= shift operators) as extreme points of certain sets of operators (see [25, 26, 

39]). 

5.6.12. REMARK. It is known (see [10: Theorem VIII.10.1]) that every regular 

operator T: Cl -t $ admits an integral representation 

00 

Te= J '\d<p((e~'\l£)) (eECl ), 

-00 

where <p is an arbitrary order-bounded additive function from Pr(C) into $. It is 

not difficult to become convinced that T is a shift operator if and only if the values 

of the function <p are fragments of 1~. Furthermore, the shadow h of T is defined by 

the formula h( 7r) = (<p( 7r)). Some classes of multiplicative operators (= shift oper

ators) are described form the viewpoint of the integral representation in the papers 

by B. Z. Vulikh [7,9]. 

5.6.13. Fix order unities 1£ and 1~ in the K-spaces C and $. Let CiJt and 1/ 

be LNSs over order-dense ideals E C C and F C $, let T : CiJt -t 1/ be a disjointness 

preserving operator, and let h: Pr(E) -t Pr(F) be its shadow. Then the shift 
Sh: hI:l -t $ by h is called the shift of the operator T. 

Proposition. Let CiJt and 1/ be LNSs over order-dense ideals E C C and 

F C $ and suppose that the LNS CiJt is order-complete. Assume that T: CiJt -t 1/ 

is a disjointness preserving bounded operator with shift S. If elements e E dom S 

and u E CiJt are such that the product eu is defined in CiJt, then the product S( e )T( u) 
is defined in 1/ and the equality T( eu) = S( e )T( u) holds. In particular, Tog = 
S(g) 0 T for every orthomorphism 9 E Orth(E) n dom S. 

<l Fix an arbitrary element u E all and denote by Cu the order-dense ideal 

{e E dom S : eu E o//} of the K-space C. Let m1/ be the universal completion of 1/. 

Consider the mappings L, R: Cu -t m1/ defined by the formulas L( e) = T( eu) and 
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R(e) = S(e)T(u). Obviously, the operators Land R are bounded (= dominated) 

and disjointness preserving; moreover, their shadows are dominated by the shadow 

of T. Since L(I.e) = R(I.e) and gu c domS, Lemma 5.4.9 implies the equality 

L = R. I> 

5.6.14. Fix order unities I.e and 1$ in the K-spaces g and $. Let Ci2f be 

an LNS over an order-dense ideal E C g and let Y be an LNS over an order-dense 

ideal F C $. An operator S : Ci2f ---t Y is called a shift operator if there exists a shift 

operator s: E ---t F such that ISul = slul for all u E Ci2f. Obviously, s = lSI, i.e., 

the operator s is the exact dominant of S (see 5.3.8). 

REMARK. Thus, if S: Ci2f ---t Y is a shift operator then it is dominated and its 

exact dominant lSI: E ---t F if a shift operator. The converse is false in general. 

Indeed, if Ci2f and Y are Banach spaces and the norm of an operator S: Ci2f ---t Y is 

equal to unity then its exact dominant I S I : lR ---t lR is the identity operator (and, 

hence, a shift operator), while the operator S itself is a shift operator only if it is 

an isometric embedding. 

Proposition. Let Ci2f be an LNS over an order-dense ideal E C g and let Y 

be an LNS over an order-dense ideal F C §. An operator S: Ci2f ---t Y is a sbift 

operator if and only if tbere exist a sbift operator s: E ---t F and an F -isometric 

embedding t: s%' ---t Y sucb tbat S = t 0 S,,//, wbere s"// : %' ---t s%' is tbe norm 

transformation of Ci2f by means of s (see 5.1.11). 

<l Only necessity requires proving. An elementary verification shows that 

the formula 

t(tPiS,,//Ui) = tPiSUi (Ui E Ci2f, Pi E PreY)) 
&=1 &=1 

soundly defines a function t: sCi2f ---t Y that is the desired isometry. I> 

5.6.15. The following description of shift operators generalizes criterion 5.6.9 

to the case of LNSs. 

Theorem. Fix order unities I.e and 1$ in tbe K-spaces g and $. Let Ci2f be 

a BKS over an order-dense ideal E C g and let Y be an LNS over an order-dense 

ideal F C $. An operator S: Ci2f ---t Y is a sbift operator if and only if it satisfies 
the following conditions: 
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( a) 8 is disjointness preserving; 

(b) 8 is bounded; 

(c) if u E all and lui is a fragment of 1~ then ISul is a fragment of 1§; 

(d) 8 is wide at 1~. 

419 

<J Necessity of conditions (a)-(d) follows immediately from Theorem 5.6.9. 

Assume that an operator S satisfies conditions (a)-(d). Denote by lSI the exact 

dominant of 8 and show first that 181: E -t F is a shift operator by verifying 

conditions (a)-(d) of Theorem 5.6.9. Condition (a) ensues from Corollary 5.4.4, 

condition (b) is ensured by the fact that 181 is positive, condition (c) follows from 

Proposition 5.4.12, and condition (d) from Lemma 5.6.2. Thus, lSI is a shift oper

ator. Since the shadows of 8 and 181 coincide (see Proposition 5.4.4), the opera

tor 181 is the restriction of the shift of S onto E. 

Assign 0//1 := {u E all : lu I is a fragment of 1~ }, consider an arbitrary element 

u E 0//1, and show that ISul = ISllul. For the sake of convenience, we assume 

that lui = 1~ and 1811~ = 1§. This assumption does not restrict generality, 

since 8 [(u)o//] C (lSlIul)1", and, therefore, we may regard 8 as an operator from 

(u)o// into (lSlIul)1". Denote the projection (8u).L by p. Since ISul is a fragment 

of 1§, it is sufficient to show that p = O. Assume to the contrary that p =1= O. 

Then, by Proposition 5.4.12, there is an element Ul E all such that lUll = 1~ 

and p8Ul =1= O. Assign e := lUI + 3ul· The equalities lui = Iud = 1~ readily 

imply 21~ ~ e ~ 41~; hence, t1~ ~ lie ~ ~1~. The last inequality proves that 

the product u := (l/e)(ul + 3u) is defined in all. By using Proposition 5.6.13 and 
the equality pSu = 0, we obtain: 

plSul = pIS((l/e)(ul + 3u)) 1= pISI(l/e)IS(ul + 3u)l 

= ISI(1/e)lpSul + 3pSui = pISI(l/e)ISull = (pSul)ISI(l/e). 

Observe that lui = 1~ and, consequently, ISul is a fragment of 1§. Therefore, 

the relations 

plSul = (pSul)ISI(l/e) ~ (pSul)ISI G1~) = ~(PSUl)l§, 
yield the inequality plSul ~ (pSul)l§, which contradicts the following relations: 

(p8Ul)1§ ~ pl8ul = (pSul)lSI(l/e) ~ (pSul)lSIG1~) = ~(PSUl)l§. 
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Thus, we established that IS u I = I S II u I for all u E 0//1 , Denote by h 

the shadow of S. As is known, h coincides with the shadow of lSI. Then, ap

plying Corollary 5.4.9 (2) to the operators S: all --+ 1/ and I S I%' : all --+ IS 10//, we 

obtain the equality ISul = ISliul for all u E all with norm in hef1 • It remains to 

observe that {u E all : I u I E heft} = all, since E = dom I Sic hef1 • I> 

5.7. Weighted Shift Operator 

Weighted shift operators considered in this section are the compositions W 0 

Sow of two orthomorphisms wand Wand a shift operator S. Representability 

of a disjointness preserving operator as such a composition is related to existence 

of a bounded set on which the operator is wide. In addition to this criterion, 

we also suggest some sufficient conditions for represent ability of an operator in 

the form W 0 Sow. The main result of the present section is representation 

of an arbitrary disjointness preserving operator as the strongly disjoint sum of 

weighted shift operators. Thus, operators of the form W oS ow play the role of simple 

elements, from which wider classes of operators are constituted. In the sequel, 

this fact will allow us to construct one of analytic representations of disjointness 

preserving operators. 

Throughout the section, E and F and order-dense ideals of the K-spaces ef 

and §. In the spaces ef and §, we fix order unities 1£ and 1$ and consider 

the multiplication that makes the spaces commutative ordered algebras with unities 

1£ and 1$, respectively (see 5.1.12). We recall that orthomorphisms in the K-spaces 

under consideration are multiplication operators and we identify them with the cor

responding multipliers (see 5.5.12). The ideal of the K-space ef generated by the el

ement 1£ is denoted by ef1 . Observe that some notions introduced in this section 

depend on a concrete choice of unities 1£ and 1$. 

5.7.1. We say that a linear operator T: E --+ F is a weighted shift operator 

if there exist order-dense ideals E' C ef and F' C §, orthomorphisms w : E --+ E' 

and W: F' --+ F, and a shift operator S: E' --+ F' such that T = W 0 Sow, i.e., 

the diagram 
E~F 

jw 
E'~F' 
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is commutative. The composition W 0 Sow is called it WSW-representation of T, 

and the operators W, S, and ware respectively called the outer weight, the shift, 

and the inner weight of the representation W 0 Sow. 

Observe that, in view of Theorem 5.4.1, a regular operator T: E -t F is 

a weighted shift operator if and only if so is its modulus ITI. Moreover, if one 

of the operators T or ITI admits a WSW-representation then the other one admits 

a WSW-representation with the same shift and inner weight. Thus, while discussing 

the question of whether an operator is a weighted shift operator, we may always 

assume the operator positive. 

From the viewpoint of the above definition, the property of a mapping to be 

a weighted shift operator depends on the choice of 16" and 1$. Actually, there is 

no such a dependence. Indeed, let an operator T admit a WSW-representation 

where" * " is the multiplication corresponding to the unities 16" and 1$. Then, after 

replacing 16" and 1$ by 1~ and 1~ and introducing the new multiplication"·" in 

the K-spaces under consideration, the operator T remains a weighted shift operator 

and admits the WSW-representation 

Te = W· S'(w' . e) (e E E), 
where 

S'x = (1~/1$)· S(l6"· x) (x E (domS)/l6") 

and w' = w /1~ (here, the division and the power operation also correspond to 
the new unities). Thus, the notion of a weighted shift operator T: E -t F makes 

sense for "pure" K-spaces E and F, without any dependence on their embed

ding into universally complete K-spaces and introducing a multiplicative structure. 

In particular, this implies that a positive operator T: E -t F is a weighted shift 

operator if and only if it can be made a shift operator by an appropriate choice of 

unities 16" and 1$. 

Simple examples show that a single weighted shift operator can have different 

WSW-representations. However, variety of the components of a WSW-representa

tion for a given operator T is naturally restricted by their connection with T and 

with each other. Two main aspects of this connection are reflected in the following 

proposition. 
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Proposition. Let T: E -t F be a weighted shift operator and let W 0 Sow 

be a WSW-representation of it. Assign p := (im T). 

(1) Denote the shift of T by ST. Then ST extends p 0 S and the equality 

W 0 Sow = W 0 ST 0 w holds. 

(2) Identify w and W with the corresponding elements of C and $ and 

assign WT := o-lim T7r(1£/w) E $, where II = {7r E Pr(C) : 7r(1£/w) E E}. 
1rEII 

Then pW = WT and W 0 Sow = WT 0 Sow. 

<l Assertion (1) readily follows from 5.6.7 and 5.6.8. Let us prove (2). Due to 

the obvious equality To (w).L = 0, we do not restrict generality by assuming that 

(w) = (1). Then 

o-lim T7r(1£/w) = o-lim WSTw7r(1£/w) = o-lim WST7r1£ = (sup h(7r))W, 
1rEII 1rEII 1rEII 1rEII 

where h is the shadow of T. Since p = h(1), it is sufficient to show the relation 

sUP1rEII h(7r) = h(1). From E C dom(ST 0 w) it follows that w[E] C domST = hCl 

and, hence, E C hCl / w ' It remains to employ Lemma 5.6.6. t> 

Thus, a WSW-representation of a concrete operator determines to a great ex

tent by the choice of the inner weight. Observe that every weighted shift operator 

admits a WSW-representation with positive inner weight. Indeed, consider an ar
bitrary WSW-representation W 0 Sow. Identifying the orthomorphism w with 

an element of C (see 5.5.12), denote the projection (w+) E Pr(E) by 7r and assign 

p:= (S(7r1£)). Then 

W 0 So w = W 0 So (7rlwl- 7r.Llwl) 

= W 0 (p 0 So Iwl- p.L 0 S 0 Iwl) = (pW - p.LW) 0 So Iwl. 

REMARK. If W 0 Sow is a WSW-representation of an operator T with positive 

inner weight w, then the operators T+, T-, and ITI admit the following WSW-rep

resentations: T+ = W+ 0 Sow, T- = W- 0 Sow, and ITI = IWI 0 Sow. 

5.7.2. Theorem. Let w be an arbitrary positive element of C. A linear 

operator T: E -t F admits a WSW-representation with inner weight w if and 

only if it is disjointness preserving, regular, and wide at the element 1£/ w. 
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<l Necessity ensues from Proposition 5.7.1 (2). Let us prove sufficiency. Sup

pose that a disjointness preserving operator T: E -t F is wide at 1<f/w. With

out loss of generality, we may assume that the operator T is positive. Assign 

IT := {7r E Pr( t.&") : 7r(1<f /w) E E} and denote by W the orthomorphism of multipli

cation by sUPll'EII T7r(1<f/w) E $. Considerthe composition (1$/W)oTo(1<f/w) as 

an operator from w[EJ into $ and denote it by S. By proving that S is a shift oper

ator, we will obtain the desired WSW-representation WoSow for T. In accordance 

with Theorem 5.6.9, it is sufficient to show that the operator S satisfies conditions 

(a)-(d) presented in the statement of that theorem. Verification of the conditions 

causes no difficulties. I> 

We say that a subset of the K-space E is t.&" -bounded if it is bounded in t.&". 

A subset %'0 of an LNS over E is called t.&" -bounded if the set {Iuo I : Uo E %'o} is 

t.&"-bounded. 

Corollary. A linear operator T: E -t F is a weighted shift operator if and 

only if it is disjointness preserving, regular, and wide on some t.&" -bounded subset 

of E. 

<l If the operator T is wide on a set DeE and an element e E t.&" is such 

that Idl ~ e for all d ED, then the operator T is wide at e and, in view of the last 

theorem, it admits a WSW-representation with inner weight 1.1/ e. I> 

5.7.3. Proposition. Assume that regular operators T, T: E -t F are dis

jointness preserving and satisfy the inequality ITI ~ 11'1. Then T is a weighted 
sbift operator if and only if so is T. Moreover, tbe following assertions are true: 

(1) If W 0 S 0 w is a WSW-representation of l' then the operator T admits 

a WSW-representation of the form W 0 S 0 w, where IWI ~ IWI. 
(2) If W 0 Sow is a WSW-representation of T then the operator l' admits 

a WSW-representation of the form Wo Sow, where (imT)IWI ~ IWI. 
<l Without loss of generality, we may assume that the operators T and Tare 

positive. 

(1) The claim is ensured by Corollary 5.5.19. 

(2) Assume that T admits a WSW-representation W 0 Sow and assign p := 

(imT). According to Theorem 5.7.2, the operator T is wide at the element 1<f/w. 

Then the operator T also has this property and, by the same Theorem 5.7.2, it 
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admits a WSW-representation W 0 Sow. The desired interrelation between W 
and W ensues from Proposition 5.7.1. [> 

5.1.4. In accordance with Theorem 5.7.2, it seems interesting to study situa

tions in which an operator T: E --t F turns out to be wide on some C -bounded 

subset of E. Without touching the general problem, we will only discuss several 

particular cases. 

First of all, we point out a trivial corollary to Theorem 5.7.2: if {Te } 1.1. = 

(im T)l.l. for some element e E E then T is a weighted shift operator (and it 

admits a WSW-representation with inner weight Ie/e). In particular, the following 

assertion holds: 

Proposition. If there exists a strong order unity e in the K-space E then ev

ery disjointness preserving regular operator T: E --t F is a weighted shift operator 

and admits a WSW-representation with inner weight Ie/e. 

Of course, the indicated cases admit generalizations. For instance, since every 

set of pairwise disjoint elements in E is C -bounded, we have the following assertion: 

Proposition. Let T: E --t F be a disjointness preserving regular operator. 

If {Tee : , E 3}1.1. = (im T)l.l. for some family (edeES of pairwise disjoint 

elements in E, then T is a weighted shift operator. 

The condition stated in the last proposition is not necessary. indeed, let 

C = Coo(P), where P is an extremally disconnected compact space containing 

a nonisolated point pEP. Denote by E the order-dense ideal {e E C : e(p) = O} 

of the K-space C. Consider the set Q := P\ {p} and let § be the K-space of 

all real-valued functions defined on Q. Define an operator T: E --t § as follows: 

Te = e I Q. Obviously, the operator T is wide on the C -bounded set {e E E : I e I ~ I} 
(and, therefore, it is a weighted shift operator), but the family (edeES mentioned 

in the statement of the last proposition does not exist. 

Another class of weighted shift operators resulted by combining Lemma 5.6.6 

and Corollaries 5.4.6 and 5.6.5. 

Theorem. Every disjointness preserving sequentially o-continuous regular 

operator T: E --t F is a weighted shift operator. Moreover, for every order unity 

wE C, such an operator T admits a WSW-representation with inner weight w. 
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5.7.5. It is known that not every disjointness preserving regular operator is 

a weighted shift operator. For the sake of completeness, we will present here the cor

responding example from [19], the more so as the example is, in a sense, typical 

(see below). 

Let Q be an extremally disconnected compact space without isolated points. 

In this case, we can find an order-dense ideal E C Coo(Q), a family (edeE2 in E, 

and a family (qe )eE2 in Q so that the following conditions be satisfied: the set 

{qe : e E 3} is dense in Q, ee(qe) = 00 for all e E 3, and, for each e E E, 

the number set {(e/ee)(qe) : e E 3} is bounded. Then the operator T: E -+ £00(3) 

acting by the rule (Te)(e) = (e/ee)(qe) is disjointness preserving and regular (even 

positive), but is not a weighted shift operator. 

The above construction of an operator T possesses the following property: if 

we denote by Pe the operator of multiplication by the characteristic function XW' 

then we obtain a partition of unity (pe)eE2 in the algebra Pr(£00(3)) such that all 

fragments of the form Pe 0 T are weighted shift operators. It turns out that of all 

disjointness preserving regular operators are structured in the same way. 

Tbeorem. Let T: E -+ F be a disjointness preserving regular operator. 

Then there exists a partition of unity (pe)eE2 in the algebra Pr(F) such that, 

for each e E 3, the composition Pe 0 T is a weighted shift operator. Moreover, 

the projections pe can be taken so that each composition Pe 0 T admit a WSW-rep

resentation with inner weight 18/ee, where ee is a positive element of E. In this 

case, the operator T is decomposed into the strongly disjoint sum 

T = EB W 0 peS 0 (18/ee), 
eE2 

where S is the shift of T and W: $ -+ $ is the orthomorphism of multiplication 

by o-EeE2 peTee. 

<I By applying the exhaustion principle to the relation 

sup (Te) = (im T), 
eEE+ 

we obtain a disjoint family (pe )eE2 in the algebra Pr( F) and a family (ee )eE2 of pos

itive elements in E such that sUPeE2 pe(Tee) = (im T). After adding the projection 
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(im T).L to the family (pe )eE3 and the zero element to the family (ee )eE3, we make 

(pe)eE3 a partition of unity and preserve the relation sUPeE3 pe(Tee) = (im T). 
By Theorem 5.7.2, for each ~ E S, the composition Pe 0 T is a weighted shift oper

ator and admits a WSW-representation with inner weight l$/ee. If S is the shift 

of T then the shift of Pe oT is equal to peS (see 5.6.8); thus, using Proposition 5.7.1, 

we conclude that Pe 0 T = peTee 0 peS 0 (l$/ee). I> 

5.7.6. Let 0/1 be a BKS over an order-dense ideal E C C and let Y be a BKS 

over an order-dense ideal F c~. We say that a linear operator T: 0/1 -+ Y is 

a weighted shift operator if there exist a BKS 0/1' over an order-dense ideal E' C C, 

a BKS Y' over an order-dense ideal F' c ~, orthomorphisms w: 0/1 -+ 0/1' and 

W: Y' -+ Y, and a shift operator S: 0/1' -+ Y' such that T = W 0 Sow, i.e., 

the diagram 

0/1' ~ Y' 

is commutative. As in the case of an operator in K-spaces, the composition WoSow 

is called a WSW-representation of T and the operators W, Sand ware respectively 

called the outer weight, the shift, and the inner weight of the representation W oS ow. 

Of course, use of the terminology of 5.7.1 in the case of operators in LNSs is not quite 

correct, since a K-space is a particular case of an LNS. Therefore, in order to avoid 

confusion, we sometimes call a weighted shift operator scalar or vector, referring 

to definition 5.7.1 or 5.7.6, respectively. By analogous reasons, we speak about 

scalar or vector WSW-representations. A vector WSW-representation W 0 Sow of 

an operator T: 0/1 -+ Y will be called semivector if w is a scalar orthomorphism 

(see 5.5.17), i.e., 0/1 and 0/1' are order-dense ideals of the same BKS over C and 

the orthomorphism w acts by the rule u f-+ eu for some fixed orthomorphisms 

e E Orth(E, E'). 

Theorem. Let 0/1 be a BKS over an order-dense ideal E c C and let Y 

be a BKS over an order-dense ideal F c ~. A linear operator T: 0/1 -+ Y 

is a vector weighted shift operator if and only if it is dominated and its exact 

dominant I T I : E -+ F is a scalar weighted shift operator. Moreover, the following 

assertions hold: 
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(1) H W 0 S 0 W is a vector WSW-representation ofT then I TI admits a scalar 

WSW-representation W 0 lSi 0 Iwi such that 0 ~ W ~ IWI. 

(2) Let W 0 Sow be a scalar WSW-representation of ITI with positive 

weights W and w. Then T admits a semi vector WSW-representation W 0 S 0 w 

such that IWI = w, lSi = S, and w is the orthomorphism of multiplication by w. 

<l (1) The claim readily follows from 5.7.3(1). 

(2) Suppose that W 0 Sow is a scalar WSW-representation of IT!, where 

w: E -+ E', S: E' -+ F' and W: F' -+ F. Let mo/l be the universal completion 

of 0/1, let 0/1' be the ideal {u E mo/l : lu lEE'} ofthe BKS mo/l, and let w : 0/1 -+ 0/1' 
be the orthomorphism of multiplication by w. Denote by "j/' the o-completion of 

the norm transformation of 0/1' by means of S (see 5.1.11) and consider the corre

sponding operator of norm transformation S: 0/1' -+ "j/'. Now, we are to construct 

an orthomorphism W: "j/' -+ "j/. 

Assign "j/; := (S 0 w)[o/I] and define a linear operator Wo : n -+ "j/ as follows: 

Wo(Swu) := Tu. Such a definition is sound, since the equality SWUl = Swuz 
implies 

ITul - Tuzl ~ ITllul - uti = WSWIUl - uti 

= WSIWUl - wuzl = WISwul - Swuzl = O. 

Assign p:= (imT). Since p ~ ((Sow)[o/I]) and w[o/I] = {v' E "j//: Iv'l E 

w [En, the operator p 0 5 is wide on the ideal w [E] c E'. Consequently, by 

Proposition 5.6.2((2)=>(3»), the set n = (p o5)[w[0/IJ] approximates (p 0 5)[0/1']. 
The latter set, by the definition of the norm transformation So/I', approximates 

the set p[So/I'], which in turn approximates p["j/']. Therefore, in view of 5.2.2, 
the set n approximates p["j/']. Obviously, IWov&1 :::;; Wlv&1 for all v& E n. 
According to Corollary 5.4.8, the operator W 0 admits a (unique) linear extension 

WI: p[ "j/'] -+ "j/ such that I WI V' I ~ Wi v' I for all v' E "j/'. Then the composition 

WI 0 p: "j/' -+ "j/ satisfies the inequality I WI 0 p I ~ Wand, consequently, it 

is an orthomorphism. Thus, we have already constructed a WSW-representation 

(W lOP) 0 So w of the operator T. However, we cannot assign W : = WI 0 P at this 

moment, since the equality IWI = W will not be guaranteed. 
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For all positive e E E, we have 

IWI 0 plSwe = sup{IWIPv'l : v' E 1/', Iv'l = Swe} 

~ sup{pIWov~l: v~ E 1({, Iv~1 = Swe} 

= sup{pIWoSwul: u E eIk', ISwul = Swe} 

= sup{lTul : Swlul = Swe} 

~ sup{lTul : lui = e} = ITle = WSwe, 

Cbapter 5 

whence IWI 0 plSwe = WSwe by the inequality IWI 0 pi ~ W. Thus, W 0 Sow 
and IWI 0 pi 0 Sow are two WSW-representations of the operator ITI. Hence, 

according to Proposition 5.7.1 (2), the equality IWI 0 pi = pW holds. To ensure 

the equality I W I = W, it is sufficient to define W as the sum of the orthomorphism 

WI op and some "inactive" supplement with norm p1.W. Proposition 5.5.13 implies 

existence of an orthomorphism W 2 E Orth( elk' ,1/) such that I W 21 = W. We assign 
- - - 1. 
W:= WI 0 P + W 2 0 p. I> 

REMARK. (1) The inequality W ~ IWI presented in assertion (1) of the last 

theorem can be strict. In other words, the equality ITI = IWI 0 lSi 0 Iwl cannot be 
guaranteed for every WSW-representation T = WoSow. (A simple counterexample 

can be given in the case when 0/1 and 1/ are Banach spaces.) However, (2) implies 

that every weighted shift operator T: elk' -+ 1/ admits a WSW-representation W 0 

So w such that ITI = IWI 0 lSi 0 Iwl· 
(2) From the last theorem it follows that each vector weighted shift operator 

admits a semivector WSW-representation. Moreover, if an operator admits a vector 
WSW-representation with inner weight w then it admits a semivector WSW-repre
sentation with inner weight the operator of multiplication by I w I. 

(3) If we consider each of the K-spaces E and F as a BKS (over itself) then 

the exact dominant of every regular operator T: E -+ F coincides with its modu

lus ITI. This observation and the last theorem allow us to conclude the following: 

a mapping T: E -+ F is a vector weighted shift operator if and only if it is a scalar 

weighted shift operator. This fact justifies correctness of using the common term 

"weighted shift operator" for operators in BKSs as well as for operators in K-spaces. 

5.7.7. Each of the assertions stated in the following theorem readily follows 
from a similar "scalar" assertion (see 5.7.1-5.7.4) and Theorem 5.7.6. 
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Theorem. Let a&' be a BKS over an order-dense ideal E C C and let 1/ be 

a BKS over an order-dense ideal F c $. 

(1) The property of a mapping T: a&' ---t 1/ to be a weighted shift operator 

does not depend on choosing unities Is and Ig:. 

(2) A linear operator T: a&' ---t 1/ is a weighted shift operator if and only if it 

is disjointness preserving, bounded, and satisfies the relation T[a&'oJ.l.l = T[a&'J.l.l 

for some C -bounded subset a&'o ca&'. 

(3) Let w be an arbitrary positive element of C. A linear operator T: a&' ---t 1/ 

admits a WSW-representation with inner weight of norm w if and only if it is 

disjointness preserving, bounded, and wide at the element Is/w. 

( 4) Let T: a&' ---t 1/ be a disjointness preserving bounded operator. If the rela

tion {Tu }.l.l = (im T).l.l holds for some element u E a&' then T is a weighted shift 

operator and admits a WSW-representation with inner weight of norm Is/lui. 

(5) If there exists a strong order unity e in the K-space E then every disjoint

ness preserving bounded operator T: a&' ---t 1/ is a weighted shift operator and 

admits a WSW-representation with inner weight of norm Is/e. 

(6) Every disjointness preserving sequentially o-continuous bounded operator 

T: a&' ---t 1/ is a weighted shift operator. Moreover, for every order unity wEe, 

such an operator T admits a WSW-representation with inner weight of norm w. 

5.7.8. Theorem. Suppose that a&' is a BKS over an order-dense ideal E C 

C, 1/ is a BKS over an order-dense ideal F C $, ma&' and m1/ are universal 

completions of a&' and 1/, and T: all -+ 1/ is a disjointness preserving bounded 

operator. Then there exists a partition of unity (pe hE=: in the algebra Pr( 1/) such 

that, for each e E 3, the composition Pe 0 T is a weighted shift operator. 

The projections Pe can be chosen so that each composition Pe 0 T admit 

WSW-representation with inner weight of norm Is/ee, where ee is a positive 

element of E. 

For each e E 3, assign Ee := {ejee : e E E} and o//e := {u E mo// : lui E Ed, 

where ma&' is the universal completion ofa&', and denote by we: all -+ o//e the scalar 

orthomorphism of multiplication by Is/ee. Then there exist a BKS 1/' over $, 

strongly disjoint shift operators Se: a&'e -+ 1/' (~ E 3), and an orthomorphism 

W: 1/' ---t m 1/ such that the operators T and I T I decompose into the following 
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strongly disjoint sums: 

T= EBWoSeowe, 
eES 

Cbapter 5 

ITI = EB IWI 0 ISei 0 lwei· 
eES 

<] Consider an arbitrary disjointness preserving bounded operator T: all --t 

"f'. By Theorem 5.7.5, there exists a partition of unity (pe )eES in the algebra Pr(F) 

such that, for each ~ E 3, the composition Pe 0 ITI is a weighted shift operator 

and, moreover, admits a WSW-representation with inner weight l£/ee, where ee 
is a positive element of E. Define BKSs o//e and orthomorphisms we: all --t o//e in 

the same way as in the statement of the theorem being proved. By Theorem 5.7.6, 

for each ~ E 3, there exist a BKS ~ over an order-dense ideal Fe c pd§]' a shift 

operator Se: o//e --t ~, and an orthomorphism We: ~ --t pd"f'] such that Pe 0 T = 

We 0 Se 0 we and Pe 0 ITI = lwei 0 ISei 0 lwei. In order to complete the proof, 

it remains to construct the desired BKS "f" and "glue" the orthomorphisms We 
together to obtain a single orthomorphism W. 

Assign "f'rf := EBeEs ~ (see 5.1.10) and denote by "f" a universal completion 

of the BKS Yo'. Naturally identifying ~ and pdYo']' we regard Se as an oper

ator from o//e into "f". For each element v& = (Ve)eES E Yo', assign Wo(v') := 

o-L:eEs We( ve) E m"f'. Due to Corollary 5.4.8, the orthomorphism Wo : Yo' --t m"f' 

admits a unique extension to an orthomorphism W: "f" --t m"f'. !> 

5.8. Representation of Disjointness Preserving Operators 

Constructing analytic representations of disjointness preserving operators is 

an old tradition. This question was studied by everyone who was interested in 

these operators from the abstract point of view. Representation of various classes 

of operators as composition and multiplication mappings is presented, for instance, 

in [2, 3, 8, 9, 14, 19-21,41, 42]. According to Theorem 1.4.6 (3), an order-dense 

ideal of the K-space Coo ( Q), where Q is an extremally disconnected compact space, 

is the general form of a K-space. This fact provides a base for representation 

methods of studying operators in K-spaces. Analytic representations of operators 

are constructed in this section with the help of such operations as a continuous 

change of variable and the pointwise multiplication by a real-valued function. 

Throughout the section, X and Y are totally disconnected, and P and Q 
extremally disconnected compact spaces. The symbol 1M denotes the function on 

a set M which is identically equal to unity. 
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5.8.1. Assume that some "abstract" objects A and B (for instance, Boolean 

algebras, K-spaces, or BKSs) are represented via isomorphisms i: A - A and 

j: B _ E in the form of some "concrete" objects A and E (for instance, algebras 

of sets or spaces of functions). Then the interpretation of a mapping f: A -

B (with respect to the representations i and j) is defined to be the composition 

j 0 f 0 i-I: A - E. 

5.8.2. Denote by Co(Y, X) the totality of all continuous functions s: Yo - X 

defined on various elopen subsets Yo c Y. 

Proposition. A mapping h: Clop(X) - Clop(Y) is a ring homomorphism 

if and only if there exists a function s E Co(Y, X) such that h(U) = s-1 [U] for all 

U E Clop(X). For every ring homomorphism h, such a function s is unique. 

<J The elaim follows directly from the well-known theorem of R. Sikorski (see 

[18: § 11; 40]). I> 

The relation h(U) = s-1 [U] is called the representation of the ring homomor

phism h by means of the function s. Observe that, due to the Stone theorem, 

the last proposition describes the structure of ring homomorphisms acting in arbi

trary Boolean algebras. 

5.8.3. The following proposition shows that every ring homomorphism (to 

within an isomorphism) is the mapping of intersection with a fixed set. 

Proposition. Let h: Clop(X) - Clop(Y) be a ring homomorphism. Then 
there exist a closed subset Z C X and an order isomorphism i of the Boolean 

algebra Clop(Z) onto imh such that h(U) = i(U n Z) for all U E Clop(X). 

<J Let h(U) = S-1 [U] be the representation of h by means of a function 

s E Co(Y, X). Assign Z:= ims and, for each element W E Clop(Z), define the set 

i(W) E Clop(Y) by the formula i(W) := s-1 [W]. Verification of the assertions of 

the theorem causes no difficulties. I> 

5.8.4. Proposition. Let E and F be order-dense ideals of Coo ( Q). A map

ping W: E - F is an orthomorphism if and only if there exists a function 

w E Coo(Q) such that W(e) = we for all e E E. For every orthomorphism W, 

such a function w is unique. 
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<J The assertions stated are a reformulation of Theorem 5.5.12 with account 

taken of Theorem 1.4.6 (3). [> 

The relation W( e) = we is called the representation of the orthomorphism W 

by means of the function w. Observe that, due to Theorem 1.4.6 (3), the last 

proposition describes the structure of orthomorphisms acting in arbitrary K-spaces. 

5.S.5. Given arbitrary s E Co( Q, P) and e E Coo(P), the function ees: Q ~ iR 
is defined as follows: 

{ 
e(s(q)) 

(ees)(q):= 0 
if q E doms, 

if q E Q\ doms. 

Of course, to ensure correctness, while using the notation e e s, we must always have 

in mind a fixed set Q containing dom s. Obviously, the function e e s is continuous 

but, in general, does not belong to Coo ( Q), since it can assume infinite values on 

a set with nonempty interior. The totality of all functions e E Coo(P) for which 

e e s E Coo(Q) is denoted by Cs(P). 

Proposition. Let h: Pr(Coo(P)) ~ Pr(Coo(Q)) be a ring homomorphism 

and let hC(P) be the order-dense ideal ofCoo(P) defined in 5.6.3. Then hC(P) = 
Cs(P), where h(U) = s-1 [U] is the representation of h by means of an s E Co(Q, P) 

(with respect to the natural representations of Pr( Coo(P)) and Pr( Coo ( Q))). 

<J The claim follows from Propositions 5.6.3 and 5.8.2. [> 

A continuous function s: Q --t P is called a-exact, if s -1 [cl G] = cl S -1 [G] for 

every open a-closed subset G c P. Below (see. 5.9.1), this property of a function 

is considered in more detail. 

Lemma. Denote the image of a function s E Co(Q, P) by R. 

(1) For every function e E Cs(P), the intersection R n dome is dense in R, 

i.e., Cs(P) c {e E Coo(P) : elR E C oo(R)}. 

(2) If the function siR is a-exact then Cs(P) = {e E Coo(P) : elR E Coo(R)} 

and Coo(R) = {eiR : e E Cs(P)}. 

<J (1) Consider an arbitrary function e E Cs(P). If there were a nonempty 

open set W c R disjoint from dom e then the function e e s would assume infinite 

values on the nonempty open set s-1 [W], which would contradict the inclusion 

e • s E Coo ( Q). Consequently, the intersection R n dom e is dense in R. 
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(2) Let a function e E Cs(P) be such that the intersection R n dom e is dense 

in R. Then, using the fact that the function siR is a-exact and the intersection 

R n dom e is a a-closed open subset of R, we obtain 

cl(e 0 s )-1 [lR] = cls-1 [dome] = cls-1 [R n dom e] 

= S-1 [cl(R n dom e)] = s-1 [R] = doms, 

and the first equality is established. The second equality follows from the first one 

due to the Tietze-Urysohn theorem. [> 

REMARK. The requirement in condition (2) of the lemma, that the function siR 

be a-exact, is essential, since the set Cs(P) is not in general determined by the image 

of s. Indeed, suppose that pEP is not a P-point, i.e., the intersection of some 

sequence of neighborhoods of p is not a neighborhood of p. Let P := P U {oo} 

be the enrichment of P by a new isolated point 00. Then the identity function 

s: P -+ P and the function s := s U {( 00, p)} : P -+ P have the same image, while 

the sets Cs(P) and Cs(P) does not coincide. 

5.8.6. If E c Ceo(P) and ReP then the set {eiR : e E E} is denoted by 

EIR. 

Lemma. Denote the image of a function s E Co(Q, P) by R and assume that 

the function siR is a-exact. Then 

(1) Ceo(R) is a vector sublattice of Ceo(R); 

(2) if E is an ideal of the K-space Cs(P) then EIR is an ideal of the vector 

lattice Ceo(R). 

<l Assertion (1) readily follows from Lemma 5.8.5 (2). Let us prove (2). As

sume that a function 9 E Ceo(R) satisfies the inequalities 0 ~ 9 ~ elR for some 
positive element e E E. In view of Lemma 5.8.5 (2), there is a positive function 

e E Cs(P) such that 9 = eiR' Then e 1\ e E E and 9 = (e 1\ e)IR. [> 

5.8.7. Proposition. Let E be an order-dense ideal of Ceo(P) and let F be 

an order-dense ideal of Ceo ( Q). A mapping S: E -+ F is a shift operator if and 

only if there exists a function s E Co( Q, P) such that Se = e. s for all e E E. 

<l Sufficiency can be easily established with the help of Theorem 5.6.9. Let us 

show necessity. Suppose that S: E -+ F is a shift operator and h: Pr(E) -+ Pr(F) 
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is its shadow. Represent the algebras Pr(E) and Pr(F) as Clop(P) and Clop(Q) 

and consider the representation h(U) = 8-1 [U] of the corresponding interpretation 

h: Clop(P) -+ Clop(Q) of the homomorphism h by means of an 8 E Co(Q,P). 
According to Proposition 5.8.5, the equality hC(P) = Cs(P) holds. Since the op

erators (e 1--+ e. 8): Cs(P) -+ Coo(Q) and Sh: hC(P) -+ Coo(Q) have the same 

shadow h and satisfy the equalities 1p.8 = Sh(lp) = h(l )lQ, they coincide in view 

of Proposition 5.6.7. Therefore, Se = She = e. 8 for all e E E. I> 

5.8.8. The function 8 connected with the shift operator S in the way described 

in the last proposition is not unique in general. Indeed, assume that the compact 

space P contains two different nonisolated points PI and P2, assign E := {e E 

Coo(P) : e(pI) = e(P2) = O} and consider the functions 81,82: Q -+ P identically 

equal to PI and P2, respectively. Then e. 81 = e. 82 = 0 for all e E E. 

The following proposition clarifies the question about uniqueness of a repre

sentation of a shift operator. 

Proposition. Let E be an order-dense ideal of Coo(P), let F be an order

dense ideal of Coo ( Q), and let S: E -+ F be a shift operator. Assign Qo := 

suppim S = cl UeEE supp Se. 
(1) If functions 81,82 E Co(Q,P) satisfy the equalities Se = eesl = ees2 for 

all e E E then Qo C dom81 n dom82 and 81 = 82 on Qo. 
(2) There exists a unique function s E C(Qo,P) such that Be = e. 05 for all 

e E E. Furthermore, if 8 is such a function then h(U) = 05- 1 [U] is a representation 

of the shadow h of the operator S. 

<J (1) Denote by D the totality of all points in P, at which some functions 

in E are nonzero. Obviously, the set 8~1 [D] is dense in Qo; therefore, it is sufficient 

to establish the equality 81 = 82 on this set. Take an arbitrary point q E 8~1 [D] and 

assume to the contrary that 81 (q) =f. 82 (q). Since 81 (q) ED, there exists a function 

e E E that satisfies the relations e(81(q)) =f. 0 and e(82(q)) = 0, which contradicts 

the equality e • 81 = e • 82. 

(2) Existence of the function 8 follows from Proposition 5.8.7, and its unique

ness from assertion (1). The fact that 8 represents the shadow of S ensues from 

the proof of the Proposition 5.8.7. I> 

If a function s satisfies the conditions stated in assertion (2) then the relation 
S e = e. 8 is called the representation of the shift operator S by means of the func-
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tion 8. Observe that, due to Theorem 1.4.6 (3), Propositions 5.8.7 and 5.8.8 describe 

the structure of shift operators acting in arbitrary K-spaces. 

5.8.9. The following proposition shows that every shift operator (to within 

an isomorphism) is the operator of restriction onto a fixed set. 

Proposition. Let E be an order-dense ideal of Coo(P), let F be an order

dense ideal of Coo ( Q), and let S: E 4 F be a shift operator. Then there exist 

a closed subset ReP and a mapping i: EIR 4 F such that 

(1) EIR is a vector sublattice of the K-space Coo(R); 

(2) i is a linear and order isomorphism of EIR onto imS; 

(3) Se = i( elR) for all e E E. 

<l Let S e = e • 8 be the representation of S by means of a function 8 E 

Co(Q,P). Assign R := im8 and, for each element 9 E EIR, define the function 

i(g) E C( Q, i) by the formula i(g) := g. 8. Verification of assertions (1 )-(3) causes 

no difficulties. I> 

5.8.10. Tbeorem. Let E be an order-dense ideal of Coo(P) and let F be 

an order-dense ideal of Coo ( Q). A mapping T: E 4 F is a weighted shift operator 

if and only if there exist functions 8 E Co(Q, P), w E Coo(P), and W E Coo(Q) 

such that we. 8 E Coo(Q) and Te = W(we. 8) for all e E E. 

<l The claim readily follows from Propositions 5.8.4 and 5.8.7. I> 

5.8.11. Simple examples show that the components of a representation Te = 

W( we. 8) of a weighted shift operator T are not unique. However, omitting certain 

details, we may say that the function 8 is unique and W is uniquely determined by 

the choice of w. This observation can be precisely stated as follows. 

Proposition. Let E be an order-dense ideal of Coo(P), let F be an order

dense ideal of Coo ( Q), and let T: E 4 F be a disjointness preserving regular 

operator. Assign Qo := suppim T. 

(1) Let functions 81,82 E Co(Q,P), Wl,W2 E Coo(P) and WI, W 2 E Coo(Q) 

be such that Te = Wl(Wle. 8d = W2(W2e • 82) for all e E E. Then Qo C 

dam 81 n dam 82 and 81 = 82 on Qo. If, in addition, WI = W2 then WI = W 2 

on Qo. 
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(2) Let a positive function w E Coo(P) be such that the operator T is 

wide at l/w (see 5.6.6). Then there exist unique functions 8 E C(Qo,P) and 

WE Coo(Q) such that W = 0 outside Qo and Te = W(we e 8) for all e E E. Fur

thermore, supp W = S-1 [supp w] = Qo, Se = ee8 is a representation of the shift S 

of the operator T, and h(U) = 8-1 [U] is a representation of its shadow h. 

<J Assertion (1) follows immediately from Proposition 5.7.1 (due to 5.8.4 

and 5.8.8). Let us show (2). Existence of functions s and W ensues from The

orems 5.7.2 and 5.8.10, and their uniqueness from assertion (1). Connection of 

the function s with the shift and shadow of the operator T follows from Proposi

tions 5.7.1 (1) and 5.8.8 (2). I> 

If s, w, and W satisfy the conditions stated in assertion (2), then the relation 

Te = W( we e s) is called the representation of the weighted shift operator T by 

means of the functions s, w, and W. Observe that, due to the Theorem 1.4.6 (3), 

assertions 5.8.10 and 5.8.11 describe the structure of weighted shift operators acting 

in arbitrary K-spaces. 

REMARK. If Te = W( we e 8) is a representation of a weighted shift operator T 

then the operators T+, T-, and ITI admit the following representations: T+ e = 
W+(we e s), T-e = W-(we e s), and ITle = IWI(we e s). 

5.8.12. Given arbitrary functions f,g E C(Q,iR), the product fg E C(Q,iR) 

is defined by the rule 

{ 
f(q)g(q) if the product f(q)g(q) makes sense, 

(fg)(q) := i.e., does not have the form O· ±oo or ±oo· 0, 

o if f == 0 or 9 == 0 in a neighborhood of q 

on a dense subset of Q and then extends onto the entire space Q by continuity. 

Theorem. Let E be an order-dense ideal of Coo(P), let F be an order-dense 

ideal of Coo ( Q), and let T: E -t F be a disjointness preserving regular operator. 

Consider the representation h(U) = S-1[U] of the shadow h of the operator T by 

means of a function 8 E Co(Q,P). Then there exist a family (We)eEs of positive 

functions in Coo(P) and a family (WdeES of pairwise disjoint functions in Coo ( Q) 

such that l/we E E for all e E 2: and 

Te = o-L: We(wee es) (e E E). 
eES 
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<J The assertion stated is a reformulation of Theorem 5.7.5 with account 

taken of Proposition 5.8.11 (2). I> 

Observe that the functions wee e s in the representation (*), being continuous 

functions from Q into i, need not belong to Coo ( Q), while the products We( Wee e s) 
do belong to Coo ( Q). 

We call the relation Te = o-L:eEB We( wee e s) the representation of the op

erator T by means of the functions s, we, and We. Observe that, due to The

orem 1.4.6 (3), the last theorem describes the structure of disjointness preserving 

regular operators acting in arbitrary K-spaces. 

REMARK. If Te = o-L:eEB We(wee e s) is a representation of the operator T 
then the operators T+, T-, and ITI admit the following representations: 

T+e = o-I:wt(weees), 
eEB 

T-e = o-I: We-(wee e s), 
eEB 

ITle = o-I: IWel( wee e s). 
eEB 

5.8.13. REMARK. It is known (see [16,27]) that order-dense ideals of the LNS 

Coo(Q,~) of extended continuous sections of an ample Banach bundle ~ over 

an extremally disconnected compact space Q exhaust all BKSs. Furthermore, ev

ery BKS over a Kantorovich-Pinsker space is isometric to an ideal subspace of 

M(n, ~), the BKS of cosets of measurable sections of a measurable Banach bun

dle ~ with lifting over a measure space n (see [28]). 

These facts allow us to construct analytic representations for operators in 

Banach-Kantorovich spaces which are analogous to those for operators in K-spaces 

(see, for instance, [31]). Unfortunately, we cannot present here the corresponding 

results for reasons of space. 

5.9. Interpretation for the Properties of Operators 

The representation theorems of § 5.8 allows us to interpret various properties of 

orthomorphisms, shift operators, weighted shift operators, and arbitrary disjoint

ness preserving operators in terms of the properties of certain components of their 
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representation. As an illustration, we consider order continuous operators, injective 

operators, and operators with ideal image. 

Throughout the section, P and Q are extremally disconnected compact spaces. 

5.9.1. Lemma. Let X and Y be totally disconnected compact spaces and 

let s: X ~ Y be a continuous function. 

(a) The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) S-1 [int F] = ints- l [F] for every closed subset FeY; 

(2) s-l[clG] = cls-l [G] for every open subset G c Y; 

(3) if F is a closed subset of Y and int F = 0 then int s-1 [F] = 0; 

(4) ifG is an open subset ofY and clG = Y then cls-l [G] = X; 

(5) the inverse image s-I[D] of every meager subset DeY is a meager 

subset of X; 

(6) the inverse image S-1 [D] of every com eager subset DeY is a comea

ger subset of X. 

(b) The following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) S-1 [int F] = ints- l [F] for every closed (J-open subset FeY; 

(2) s-l[clG] = cls-1 [G] for every open (J-closed subset G c Y; 

(3) ifF is a closed (J-open subset ofY and int F = 0 then int s-l [F] = 0; 

(4) ifG is an open (J-closed subset ofY and cl G = Y then cl s-1 [G] = X. 

A function s satisfying any of the conditions in (a) (in (b)) is called exact 

( (J-exact). 

REMARK. If the compact space Y is extremally disconnected then the list (a) 

can be extended by the following equivalent assertions: 

(7) if U is a clop en subset of X then stU] is a clopen subset of Y; 

(8) if U is an open subset of X then stU] is an open subset of Y. 

As is known, a function s satisfying condition (8) is called open. Thus, if 

the compact space Y is extremally disconnected then the classes of exact and open 

functions s E C(X, Y) coincide. The author does not know analogs of assertions (7) 

and (8) that are equivalent to the fact that the function s is (J-exact. 

5.9.2. Proposition. Let X and Y be totally disconnected compact spaces 

and let h: Clop(X) ~ Clop(Y) be a ring homomorphism. Consider the represen

tation h(U) = s-1 [U] of h by means of a .function s E Co(Y, X). The homomor-
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phism h is o-continuous (sequentially o-continuous) if and only if the function 8 

is exact (a -exact). 

<J There is a proof in [18: § 22]. [> 

5.9.3. Let 0/1 and "f/ be LNSs over order-dense ideals of the K-spaces Coo(P) 

and Coo ( Q), respectively. If T: 0/1 ---t "f/ is a disjointness preserving operator and 

h( U) = 8 -1 [U] is the representation of the shadow h of the operator T by means of 

a function 8 E Co( Q, P), then we say that 8 is the shift function of the operator T. 

Theorem. Suppose that E and F are order-dense ideal8 of Coo(P) and 

Coo ( Q) (re8pectively) , 0/1 is a BKS over E, "f/ is an LNS over F, T: 0/1 ---t "f/ 

is a disjointness preserving bounded operator, and 8 E Co (Q, P) is its shift func

tion. The operator T is o-continuous (sequentially o-continuous) if and only if 

the function 8 is exact (a-exact). 

<J Since the function s represents the shadow of T, the claim follows from 5.9.2 

and 5.4.6. [> 

5.9.4. Proposition. Let X and Y be totally disconnected compact spaces 

and let h: Clop(X) ---t Clop(Y) be a ring homomorphism. Consider the represen

tation h(U) = 8-1 [U] of h by means of a function 8 E Co(Y, X). The homomor

phism h is injective if and only if the function 8 is surjective. 

5.9.5. Theorem. Suppose that E and F are order-dense ideals of Coo(P) 

and Coo ( Q) (respectively), T: E ---t F is a disjointness preserving regular operator, 

and s E Co( Q, P) is its shift function. The operator T is injective if and only if 

the function 8 is surjective. 

<J NECESSITY: In view of Proposition 5.9.4, it is sufficient to assume injec

tivity of the operator T and establish injectivity of its shadow h: Pr( E) ---t Pr( F). 
Consider an arbitrary projection 7r E Pr(E) and suppose that h(7r) = o. Then 

T7re = 0 for all e E E. Due to injectivity of T, the latter means that 7re = 0 for all 

e E E, i.e., 7r = O. 

SUFFICIENCY: Let Te = EBeEB W( wee e 8 )IQe be the representation of the op

erator T by means of 8 E Co(Q, P), we E Coo(P), Qe E Clop(Q), and W E Coo(Q). 

Assume that the function 8 is surjective. For each e E 3, assign Pe := supp we. Con

sider an arbitrary functions e E E and suppose that Te = o. Then W( Weee8 )IQe = 0 
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for all ~ E 3. The latter means that, for each ~ E 3, the equality wee. s = 0 holds 

on Qe, which implies the equality wee = 0 on s[Qel and, hence, the equality e = 0 on 

s[QeJ nPe· Thus, the function e is equal to zero on the union D := UeE3 s[Qel nPe. 
It remains to show that the set D is dense in P. 

Let a clopen set U be contained in the difference P\D. Then, for all e E E 

and ~ E 3, the equality we(U)e = 0 holds on Ul. U Pl- From the inclusion 

s[QeJ n Pe C Ul. it follows that we(U)e = 0 on s[QeJ. Therefore, (we(U)e). s = 0 

on Qe and, hence, W (( we (U)e). s) IQe = O. Arbitrariness of ~ E 3 allows us to con

clude that T(U)e = 0, and arbitrariness of e E E yields the equality h(U) = o. Ac

cording to injectivity of h (see Proposition 5.9.4), the latter means that U = 0. I> 

5.9.6. REMARK. The author did not succeed in obtaining an adequate crite

rion for injectivity of an operator in BKSs. Simple examples show that the direct 

generalization of the last theorem to the case of an operator in BKSs is not true. 

Interpretation for injectivity of such operator must involve the outer weight of 

the representation. 

5.9.7. Proposition. Let X and Y be totally disconnected compact spaces 

and let h: Clop(X) -+ Clop(Y) be a ring homomorphism. Consider the representa

tion h(U) = s-1 [UJ of the homomorphism h by means of a function s E Co(Y, X). 

The equality im h = [0, h(l)J holds if and only if the function s is injective. 

5.9.8. Lemma. A continuous function s: Q -+ P is injective if and only if 
the operator (e H e a s): C(P) -+ C(Q) is surjective. 

<l If the function s is injective then it is a homeomorphism of Q onto im s. 

In this case, every function f E C(Q) can be represented as gas, where g E C(ims). 

By the Tietze-Urysohn theorem, the function g extends to an e E C(P). 

If points q1, q2 E Q are different then there is a clopen set V C Q that contains 

only one of them. If the operator e H e a s is surjective then the characteristic 

function of V can be represented as e a s, whence s(qt) i= S(Q2). I> 

5.9.9. In the sequel, we discuss interpretation of the fact that an operator has 

ideal image. In order to clarify this property, we present a result established in [32: 

Lemma 2.7J. 

Lemma. Let E and F be vector lattices and let T: E -+ F be a disjointness 

preserving regular operator. The following assertions are equivalent: 
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(1) imT is an ideal of Fj 
(2) im ITI is an ideal of Fj 
(3) ITHO, e] = [0, ITle] for all positive e E E. 
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The list of equivalent properties (1 )-( 3) of the operator T can be extended by 

the following one: the operator T takes ideals of E into ideals of F, i.e., for every 

ideal Eo C E, the set T[Eo] is an ideal of F. 

5.9.10. Proposition. Suppose that E and F are order-dense ideals of Coo ( P) 

and Coo ( Q) (respectively), T: E 4 F is a disjointness preserving regular operator, 

and s E Co( Q, P) is its shift function. Assume that (Te) = (im T) for some element 

e E E. The image of T is an ideal of F if and only if the function s is injective. 

<I Due to Theorem 5.4.1, we may assume that the operator T is positive and 

e ~ O. Moreover, for the sake of convenience, we assume that (im T) = 1, i.e., 

dom8 = Q. 
Let the image of T be an ideal. In view of Lemma 5.9.8, to prove injectivity of s, 

it is sufficient to fix an arbitrary function (3 E C( Q), 0 ~ (3 ~ 1, and represent it as 

a 0 s, where a E C(P). According to Lemma 5.9.9, the inequalities 0 ~ (3Te ~ Te 

imply existence of an element e E E such that 0 ~ e ~ e and Te = (3Te. Let a 

function a E C(P) be such that e = ae. Then, according to 5.6.13, we have 

(a 0 8 )Te = T( ae) = Te = (3Te, whence a 0 8 = (3 due to the equality (Te) = 1. 

Suppose now that the function 8 in injective. Fix arbitrary elements e E E and 

f E F satisfying the inequalities 0 ~ f ~ Te and show that f E im T. Let a function 

(3 E C(Q) be such that f = (3Te. By injectivity ofthe operator (e f-+ e08): C(P) 4 

C( Q) (see 5.9.8), there exists a function a E C(P) such that a08 = (3. Then ae E E 

and, in view of 5.6.13, we have T(ae) = (a 0 8)Te = (3Te = f. I> 

5.9.11. Existence of an element e E E satisfying the equality (Te) = (im T) 

is an essential condition in the statement of Proposition 5.9.10. Without this re

quirement, the function 8 need not be injective even when T is a surjective shift 

operator. We will give a corresponding example in this subsection. 

Lemma. Consider functions 8 E Co(Q,P) and f E Coo(Q). Suppose that 

there is an open set D C P such that 8 is injective on 8-1 [D] and f is the identical 

zero outside 8-1 [D]. Then f = e. 8 for some function e E Coo(P). For a positive 
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and/or bounded function f, tbe corresponding function e can be cbosen witb 

tbe same property. 

<l Denote the image of s by R and define a function g: R -t iii as follows: 

._ {f(s-1(p)) if pER n D, 
g(p) .- 0 if p E R\D. 

Fix an arbitrary point pER and show that the function 9 is continuous at p. 

(1) Suppose that pER n D. Since the set D is open, we thus have a clopen 

set U C P such that p E U C D. From injectivity of s on s-1[D] it follows 

that the restriction slu is a homeomorphism of S-1 [U] onto R n U. Therefore, 

the function glu = f 0 (slUr 1 is continuous. 

(2) Suppose now that p E R\D. Fix an arbitrary number c > 0 and show 

that Igl < c in a neighborhood of p. Assign Qe := {q E Q : If(q)1 ~ c}. Taking 

account of the fact that f = 0 outside s-1 [D], we have the inclusion Qe C s-1 [D]j 

hence, s[Qe] C D. Since If I < c outside Qe, we conclude that Igl < c outside s[Qe]. 
It remains to observe that R\s[Qe] is a neighborhood of p in the space R. 

Thus, the function 9 is continuous. Obviously, g. s = f. This implies that 

9 E Coc;,(R) (if Igl = 00 on a nonempty open set We R then If I = Ig. sl = 00 on 
the nonempty open set s-1[W), which contradicts the containment f E Coo(Q)). 
According to the Tietze-Urysohn theorem, there exists a function e E Coo(P) such 

that e = 9 on R. Obviously, e is the desired function. Observe that positiveness 

and/ or boundedness of the function f implies the same property of g, which in turn 

allows us to choose a function e with the appropriate property. I> 

EXAMPLE. As is known, the difference ,aN\N contains a discreet set D of 

cardinality continuum (see [4: Chapter IV, Problem 52]). Denote by s: ,aD -t ,aN 

the continuous extension of the identity mapping of D. Introduce the notation 

D := clPN D, E := {e E C(,aN) : e = 0 on D\D}, F := {J E C(,aD) : f = 0 on 

,aD\D}, and assign Se := eo s for all e E E. Then S: E -t F is a surjective shift 

operator, while its shift function s is not injective. 

<l First of all, show that s is actually the shift function of the operator S. 

To this end, we should establish the equality supp im S = ,aD (see 5.8.8). Since 

the subset D C ,aN is discreet, each point qED has a neighborhood U C ,aN such 
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that Un D = {q}. Then Xu E E and (Sxu)(q) = XU(8(q)) = xu(q) = 1. Thus, 

Dc suppimS, whence suppimS = f3D. 
Now, show that the operator S is surjective. Fix an arbitrary element I E F 

and assign ~:= f3N\(D\D). Then ~ is an open subset of f3N, 8-1 [~] = 8-1 [D] = D, 
8 is injective on D, and I is the identical zero outside D. Therefore, in view of 

the last lemma, there exists a function e E C(f3N) such that I = eo 8. It is clear 

that e E E and, therefore, I E im S. 

It remains to observe that the function 8: f3D --+ f3N is not injective, since (see 

[4: Chapter VI, Problem 180]) 

If3DI = 221DI > 221NI = If3NI, 

where IXI stands for the cardinality of a set X. [> 

5.9.12. Theorem. Suppo8e that E and F are order-dense ideals of Coo(P) 
and Coo ( Q) (respectively), T: E --+ F is a disjointness preserving regular operator 

and 8 E Co(Q,P) is its shift function. The image of T is an ideal of F if and 

only if, for every element e E E, the function 8 is injective on the set suppTe. 

The last property of the function 8 is equivalent to its injectivity on the union 

U{ supp Te : e E E} (which is an open dense subset of dom 8). 

<l NECESSITY: Suppose that the image of T is an ideal and consider an ar

bitrary element e E E. It is clear that the image of the composition (Te) 0 T is 

an ideal too and, in view of Proposition 5.9.10, its shift function is injective. It re

mains to observe that the shift function of the operator (Te) 0 T coincides with 

the restriction of 8 onto supp Te. 

SUFFICIENCY: Theorem 5.4.1 allows us to assume that the operator T is pos

itive. Fix arbitrary positive elements e E E and I E F satisfying the inequality 

I ~ Te and show that I E im T. Since the function 8 is injective on the set 

suppTe, in view of Proposition 5.9.10, the image of the composition (Te) 0 T is 

an ideal of F. According to Lemma 5.9.9, the inequalities 0 ~ I ~ (Te)Te imply 

existence of an element eo E E such that 0 ~ eo ~ e and (Te)Teo = I; whence 

Teo = f. 
Injectivity of the function 8 on each set of the form supp Te (e E E) implies 

injectivity of 8 on the union u{suppTe : e E E}, since the containments q1 E 

suppTe1 and q2 E suppTe2 yield q1,q2 E suppT(le11 V le21). [> 
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REMARK. Under the hypotheses of the last theorem, injectivity of the func

tion 8 on the union U{Supp Te : e E E} is not sufficient for the image of T to be 

an ideal (here Supp f = {q E Q : f( q) i= O}). Indeed, assign P = Q = ;3N, fix 

a point p E P\N, and, naturally identifying C( Q) and £00, consider the operator 

T: C(P) ~ C(Q) acting by the rule 

(Te)(n) = { e(p) 
e(n)jn if n > 1 

if n = 1, 
(n E N) 

for all e E C(P). The image ofT is not an ideal, since, for instance, (1, t, ... ,~, ... ) 
belongs to im T, but (1,0,0, ... ) does not. However, the shift function 8 of the oper

ator T is injective on the set U{SuppTe : e E E} = N, since 8(1) = P and 8(n) = n 
whenever n E N\{1}. 

5.9.13. As is known (see 5.5.17), every BKS over an order-dense ideal of 

Coo(P) is a module over C(P). A subset %'0 of such BKS is called a C(P)-submodule 

of it, if au E %'0 for all u E %'0 and a E C(P). 

Lemma. Suppose that E and F are order-dense ideals ofCoo(P) and Coo(Q) 
(respectively), %' is a BKS over E, and l' is a BKS over F. The following 

properties of an operator T: %' ~ l' are equivalent: 

(1) T takes C(P)-submodules of%' into C(Q)-submodules of 1'; 

(2) for every u E %' and every ;3 E C(Q), there exists a function a E C(P) 

such that T( au) = ;3Tu. 

<I It is sufficient to observe that the set {au: a E C(P)} is a C(P)-submod

ule of %'. I> 

5.9.14. Proposition. Suppose that E and F are order-dense ideals of Coo(P) 

and Coo(Q) (respectively), %' is a BKS over E, l' is a BKS over F, T: %' ~ 1'is 

a disjointness preserving bounded operator, and 8 E Co( Q, P) is its shift function. 

Assume that (Tu) = (im T) for some element u E%'. The operator T takes 

C(P)-submodules of %' into C(Q)-submodules of l' if and only if the function 8 

is injective. 

<I For the sake of convenience, we assume that (im T) = 1, i.e., dom 8 = Q. 
Suppose that T takes C(P)-submodules of %' into C(Q)-submodules of 1'. In view 
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of 5.9.8, to prove injectivity of s, it is sufficient to fix an arbitrary function (3 E C( Q) 
and represent it as a 0 s, where a E C( P). According to Lemma 5.9.13, there exists 

a function a E C(P) such that T(au) = (3Tu. Then, due to 5.6.13, we have 

la 0 s - (3IITul = I(a 0 s)Tu - (3Tul = IT(au) - (3Tul = 0; 

whence a 0 s = (3 in view of the equality (Tu) = 1. 
Now, such that the function s is injective. Fix arbitrary elements u E 0/1 and 

(3 E C( Q). According to surjectivity of the operator (e 1--+ e 0 s): C( P) ---t C( Q) 
(see 5.9.8), there exists a function a E C(P) such that aos = (3. Then, due to 5.6.13, 

we have T(au) = (a 0 s)Tu = (3Tu. It remains to employ Lemma 5.9.13. I> 

5.9.15. Lemma. Let 0/1 be a BKS over an order-dense ideal of Coo(Q). 

For any elements u, v E 0/1, there is a function I E C ( Q) such that (u + I v) = 
(u) V (v). 

<l As I we can take any function that is different from lul/lvl everywhere. 

For instance, we may let 

1:= (lul/lvl ~ 2)3 + (lul/lvl > 2)1. 

Then the equality (u + Iv) = (u) V (v) ensues from the following relations: 

(u) V (v) ~ (lui =I- !Iv!) ~ (u + Iv) ~ (u) V (v). I> 

Theorem. Suppose that E and F are order-dense ideals of Coo(P) and 
Coo(Q) (respectively), 0/1 is a BKS over E, r is a BKS over F, T: 0/1 ---t r 
is a disjointness preserving bounded operator, and s E Co( Q, P) is its shift func

tion. The operator T takes C(P)-submodules of 0/1 into C(Q)-submodules of r 
if and only if, for every element u E 0/1, the function s is injective on the set 

supp ITu I. This property of the function s is equivalent to its injectivity on 

the union U{suppITul: u E o/I} (which is an open dense subset ofdoms). 

<l NECESSITY: Suppose that T takes C(P)-submodules of 0/1 into C(Q)-sub

modules of r and consider an arbitrary element u E 0/1. It is clear that the compo

sition (Tu) oT preserves submodules too and, in view of Proposition 5.9.14, its shift 

function is injective. It remains to observe that the shift function of the operator 

(Tu) 0 T coincides with the restriction of s onto supp ITu I. 
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SUFFICIENCY: Fix arbitrary elements u E %' and (3 E C( Q). Since the func

tion s is injective on the set supp ITu I, in view of Proposition 5.9.14, the composi

tion (Tu) oT takes C(P)-submodules of %' into C(Q)-submodules of't'. According 

to Lemma 5.9.13, there exists a function a E C(P) such that (Tu)T(au) = (3Tu; 
whence, due to the relations (T(au)) = ((aes)Tu) ~ (Tu), we have T(au) = (3Tu. 

Show that injectivity of the function s on each set of the form supp I Tu I 
(u E %') implies injectivity of s on the union U{supplTul : u E %'}. To this 

end, it is sufficient to fix arbitrary elements Ul, U2 E %' and find a u E %' such 

that supp ITu I = supp ITud U supp ITu21. According to the last lemma, there is 

a function (3 E C( Q) that satisfies the relation supp ITul + (3TU21 = supp ITud U 

supp ITu21. Injectivity of s on the set supp ITu21, in view of Lemma 5.9.8, implies 

existence of a function a E C(P) such that a 0 s = (3 on supp ITu21. It remains to 

observe that T(UI + aU2) = TUI + (a e S)TU2 = TUI + (3TU2' [> 

Comments 

It is worth noting that as a rule we confine ourselves to considering K-spaces 

and Banach-Kantorovich spaces. Generalizations of the obtained results to the case 

of arbitrary vector lattices and lattice-normed spaces will appear elsewhere. 

5.1. Section 5.1 only contains the information about vector lattices and lattice
normed spaces which was not exposed in the previous chapters. For the basic 

definitions and facts about the objects under consideration, we refer the reader to 

Chapter 1. 

The description of Boolean homomorphisms stated in Proposition 5.1.2 is ob

tained in [29]. Propositions 5.1.3-5.1.6 are well known (see [10,18]). The schema 

of a formal mixing employed in the proof of Proposition 5.1.9 steams from [5,6, 

16]. The notion of the disjoint sum of a family of LNSs (see 5.1.10) is introduced to 

be employed in the main result 5.7.8 on decomposition of a disjointness preserving 

operator into weighted shift operators. The new notion of the norm transformation 

of an LNS (see 5.1.11) is used for describing vector shift operators in Section 5.6. 

5.2. Naturally, the notion of order convergence or o-convergence plays an im

portant role in the theory oflattice-normed spaces. However, certain key problems 

related to this notion were not solved for a long time. Among them, the follow
ing natural question deserves mentioning: Is the o-closure of a subset of an LNS 
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o-closed, i.e., is it true that the second o-closure does not add new elements? Since 

o-convergence is not topological, this question is not trivial. While constructing 

the o-closed hull, authors had to consider Borel classes, i.e., to enrich a given set 

with o-limits of its elements, then with o-limits of o-limits, etc. (see [12]). Induction 

(and even transfinite induction) thus resulted made the proofs and constructions 

rather intricate (see, for instance, [13: 1.4.11, 4.1.8 (b); 16: 3.6-3.11]). 

The concept of order approximation which is developed in Section 5.2 allows us 

to solve the indicated problems. All the results in this section appeared for the first 

time in [29]. The section also contains a generalization of the concept of order 

approximation to the case of h-convergence, which is useful in studying questions 

of continuity for disjointness preserving operators. 

5.3. The notion of dominated operator is based on a simple idea ascending 

from Cauchy's method of dominants. Loosely speaking, the idea can be expressed 

as follows: if an operator is dominated by another operator, called a dominant, 

then the properties of the latter have a substantial influence on the properties of 

the former. Thus, an operator possessing a dominant qualified in a sense must be 

qualified itself. 

A mathematical apparatus providing a natural shape for the idea of a dominant 

was suggested by L. V. Kantorovich in 1935-36 (see [11,12]). Later, many authors 

studied various particular cases of dominated operators within the theory of vector 

and normed lattices. Recent achievements in studying dominated operators in 

lattice-normed spaces belong to A. G. Kusraev and his students (see [13, 14, 16, 

33-36]). 

The notion of dominated operator is closely related to so-called order-bounded 

operators. In many cases, the two classes of operators coincide (see, for instance, 

Proposition 5.4.12). From the theory of topological vector spaces it is well known 

that some continuity of a linear operator is often equivalent to its boundedness of 

relevant type. The indicated idea seems to be left without attention in the theory of 

lattice-normed spaces. In particular, this explains the fact that connection between 

different types of continuity of operators in LNSs is also not studied in its essence. 

This circumstance is expressed for instance in the general delusion that r-con

tinuity is sequential. It is a simple matter that r-convergence is sequential, but 

this fails for r-continuity. In Section 5.3, we show in particular that r-continuity 
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and sequential r-continuity differ. Moreover, countable r-continuity differs from 

each of the two properties and occupies a strictly intermediate position between 

them. All the results and examples in this section, except 5.3.7-5.3.9, appeared for 

the first time [29]. 

5.4. The shadow of an operator as a Boolean homomorphism (without intro

ducing the corresponding term) was first considered in [14: Theorems 1.r and 1.6] 

for lattice homomorphisms and disjointness preserving operators in lattice-normed 

spaces. 

In Section 5.4, we develop this notion and show that many properties of dis

jointness preserving operators can be expressed in terms of their shadows. In partic

ular, this is true of certain questions of continuity. The results stated in 5.4.1-5.4.9 

are published for the first time. 

The problem of finding sufficient conditions for an operator to be bounded 

or dominated is traditionally studied for disjointness preserving operators (see [14: 

6.5]). Yu. A. Abramovich's condition (R) [19: Theorem A] was the first equiva

lent for boundedness of disjoint ness preserving operators weaker than sequential 

r-o-continuity. Later, this condition was also weakened. P. T. N. MacPolin and 

A. W. Wickstead showed [37: Theorem 2.1] that, for a disjointness preserving oper

ator in vector lattices to be bounded, it is sufficient that the operator under test be 
r-semicontinuous (the latter term is introduced in 5.3.3 and the result is presented 

in 5.4.10). 

Attempts at generalizing the Abramovich-MacPolin-Wickstead criterion to the 

case of operators in lattice-normed spaces cannot lead to a success, since all the four 

types of boundedness considered in 5.3.3 are pairwise different for that class of 

operators (the corresponding examples are presented in 5.3.4-5.3.6). Thus the main 

problem about sufficient conditions for boundedness remains open for disjointness 

preserving operators in LNSs. A small step in this direction is made in 5.4.13. 

5.5. An orthomorphism is a band preserving operator that is order-bounded. 

The problem of finding sufficient conditions for boundedness of disjointness preserv

ing operators is actually solved for operators in vector lattices (see [19: Theorem A; 

37: Theorem 2.1] and Theorem 5.4.10). However, the problem remains actual for 

operators in lattice-normed spaces (see the commentary for Section 5.4). Our The
orem 5.5.11 asserts that, for band preserving operators in LNSs, all the types of 
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boundedness coincide. However, this result does not answer the natural question, 

whether every band preserving operator must be bounded automatically. This ques

tion, raised for the first time by A. W. Wickstead in [41], admits different answers 

depending on spaces in which the operator in question acts. There are many results 

that guarantee automatic boundedness for a band preserving operator acting in con

crete classes of vector lattices (see [2: Theorem 2; 3: Theorem 3.2; 3: Theorem 3.3; 

37: Corollary 2.3]). 

For the first time, existence of an unbounded band preserving operator was 

announced in [2: Theorem 1]. Later, it was clarified that the situation described in 

the paper is, in a sense, typical. Namely, it was established (see [3: Theorem 2.1; 37: 

Theorem 3.2]) that all band preserving operators in a universally complete K-space 

are automatically bounded if and only if the K-space is locally one-dimensional. 

(The definition of a locally one-dimensional K-space is presented in [37: 3.1] with 

a preliminary analysis. See also 5.5.1 and 5.5.2.) 

Thus, A. W. Wickstead's question about boundedness of band preserving op

erators was given an exhaustive answer. However, a new notion of locally one

dimensional K-space crept into the answer. Unfamiliarity of this notion resulted in 

the conjecture about its coincidence with the notion of discrete (= atomic) K-space. 

Interesting events are connected with the conjecture. In 1981, Yu. A. Abramovich, 

A. I. Veksler, and A. V. Koldunov [3: Theorem 2.1] gave a proof for existence of 

an unbounded band preserving operator in every nondiscrete universally complete 

K-space, thus corroborating the conjecture of coincidence locally one-dimensional 

and discrete K-spaces (see also [19: Section 5]). However, the proof occurred to 
be erroneous. Later, in 1985, P. T. N. MacPolin and A. W. Wickstead [37: Sec

tion 3] gave an example of a nondiscrete locally one-dimensional K-space, con

futing the conjecture this time. However, an error was discovered in the exam

ple. Finally, in 1993, A. W. Wickstead [22] fixed the conjecture as an open ques

tion. 

It is interesting that the same superstition (naturally, expressed in other terms) 

was popular among the specialists in Boolean-valued analysis (see 5.5.3). 

The conjecture under discussion is confuted in 5.5.4-5.5.9. This is made with 

the help of describing a locally one-dimensional K-space in terms of its base (The

orem 5.5.7). The mentioned results belong to A. E. Gutman [30]. 
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Subsections 5.5.12-5.5.19 are devoted to a study of the module structure in 

a Banach-Kantorovich space and its relation to the notion of orthomorphism. The 

results presented here are essentially known (see, for instance, [13]). 

5.6. The study of multiplicative operators in vector lattices was initiated by 

B. Z. Vulikh [7,9] who proved that o-continuous shift operators in K-spaces with 

unity are multiplicative. Theorem 5.6.10 generalizes this result to the case of ar

bitrary shift operators in arbitrary K-spaces. The idea of considering the shift of 

a disjointness preserving operator is not new. Analogs of this notion occur, for 

instance, in [32] and in many papers about isometries of LP -spaces. 

5.7. The main criterion for WSW-representability stated in 5.7.2 is close to [21: 

3.12]. Some of the criteria presented in 5.7.4 and 5.7.7 are also known (see [1, 
20,21]). Note that one of the sufficient conditions for WSW-representability (the 

second proposition in 5.7.4) was mistakenly regarded as necessary in [1: Theorem 5]. 
The corresponding counterexample is given in 5.7.4. Existence of a similar example 

due to A. V. Koldunov is mentioned in [21: 3.14]. 

It is worth observing that our notion of weighted shift operator differs slightly 

from the analogous construction in the literature. The classical construction does 

not contain an inner weight (see [2: Theorem 6; 3: Theorem 4.1; 14: Theorems 2.8 

and 2.9; 1: Theorem 6; 21: 3.8-3.18]). We regard this circumstance is a small 
demerit of the theory which, in particular, restricts the class of representations 

of vector lattices providing the WSW-representability and makes the problem of 

a global WSW-representation more difficult. 

None of the known results ensured representation of an arbitrary bounded 

disjointness preserving operator on the entire domain of definition. Each repre

sentation theorem either restricted the class of operators under consideration (for 

instance by requiring order continuity), or restricted the class of spaces (for in

stance, by considering only Banach lattices), or did not guarantee a representation 

on the entire domain of definition (but only, for instance, on its principal ideals). 

In our opinion, the failure in searching for a global representation of disjointness 

preserving operators is mainly determined by the absence of an inner weight in 

the definition of a weighted shift operator. Involving an inner weight allows us to 

decompose an arbitrary bounded disjointness preserving operator in lattice-normed 
spaces into the strongly disjoint sum of weighted shift operators (Theorem 5.7.8). 
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This result is new even for the case of operators in K-spaces (Theorem 5.7.5). 

5.8. Many facts presented in Section 5.8 are not new. Some of them just repeat 

Yu. A. Abramovich's results and treat the corresponding representations in more 

detail. Only Theorem 5.8.12 is new. This theorem interprets the decomposition 

in 5.7.5 of a disjointness preserving operator into the sum of weighted shift operators 

in terms of their functional representations. 

5.9. The global representation of 5.8.12 for a disjointness preserving operator, 

as well as the notions of the shift of an operator and the corresponding shift function, 

allows us to interpret the abstract properties of the operator in terms of its concrete 

function representation or in terms of the properties of its shift function. Examples 

of similar interpretations can be found, for instance, in [1,20,21]. 
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semivector WSW-representation, 426 
separated Boolean-valued universe, 23 
sequential closure of a set, 362 
sequentially o-annullable set, 379 
sequentially r-annullable set, 379 
sequentially boundable set, 379 
sequentially bounded operator, 383 
sequentially bounded set, 380 
sequentially closed set, 362 
sequentially continuous function, 362 
sequentially dense set, 362 
sequentially semi bounded set, 379 
set 

B-,29 
B-valued, 20 
d-complete, 72 
h-approximating, 375 
h-closed, 374 
h-cyclic, 378 
h-dense, 374 
o-annullable, 379 
o-bounded, 111 
r-annullable, 379 
approximating, 368 
Boolean, 29 
boundable, 379 
bounded, 380 
bounded above, 111 
bounded in norm, 72 
closed,361 
countably boundable, 379 
countably bounded, 380 
countably closed, 362 
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countably dense, 362 
count ably o-annullable, 379 
countably r-annullable, 379 
countably semibounded, 379 
cyclic, 365 
dense, 361 
directed in increasing order, 115 
finitely cyclic, 365 
generating, 59 
invariantly order bounded, 188 
meager, 11 
norm-bounded,72 
order approximating, 368 
order bounded, 6, 111 
refined, from a cover, 400 
semibounded, 379 
sequentially o-annullable, 379 
sequentially r-annullable, 379 
sequentially boundable, 379 
sequentially bounded, 380 
sequentially closed, 362 
sequentially dense, 362 
sequentially semi bounded, 379 
uniformly dense, 370 
upward-directed, 115 
with B-structure, 29 

shadow of an operator, 390 

shift 
by a homomorphism, 414 
of an operator, 417 
of a WSW -representation in LNSs, 426 
of a WSW-representation in vector 

lattices, 421 
shift function of an operator, 439 
shift operator 

in LNSs, 418 
in vector lattices, 414 

singular operator, 150 
space 

B-cyclic Banach, 89 
Baire,l1 
Banach ideal, 113 
Banach-Kantorovich,73 
dual,129 
extremal topological, 15 
extremally (quasiextremally) 

disconnected, 15 
ideal,112 
K-, 6,115 

KB-, 115 
K t1 -, 6 
Kantorovich, 6, 115 
Kantorovich-Banach, 115 
Kothe, 116 
lattice-normed, 72 
measure, 10 
o-complete, 72 
ordered vector, 4 
perfect Banach ideal, 115 
quasiextremal topological, 15 
r-complete, 72 
rearrangement invariant, 116 
second dual, 130 
symmetric, 116 
universally complete, 74 
with mixed norm, 85, 137 

special axiom, 19 
spectral function, 7 
spectral integral, 53 
spectral measure, 52 
stably dominated operator, 186 
standard name, 24 
step element, 364 
strong order-unit, 6 
strong unity, 6 
strongly disjoint operators, 398 
strongly disjoint sum of operators, 398 
strongly singular operator, 150 
subdifferential, 60 
sublattice, 6 
sum 

disjoint, of a family of LNSs, 366 
0-, 9 

support, 112 
supremum, 110 
symmetric space, 116 

trace 
of an element, 7 
of a nuclear operator, 180 

transfer principle, 23 
truth-value, 21 

uniform closure of a set, 370 
uniform convergence, 370 
uniformly dense set, 370 
unit element relative to 1, 5 
unity 

order, 5 
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strong, 6 
universal LO-regular operator, 329 
universal completion, 74 

of an Archimedean vector lattice, 42 
universal integral, 319 
universal regular operator, 320, 329 
universally complete K-space, 7 
universally complete space, 74 
universe, 17 

Boolean-valued, 20 
separated Boolean-valued, 23 
von Neumann, 20 

upper o-limit, 8 
upward-directed set, 115 
Urysohn operator, 307 

variable 
bound, 17 
free, 17 

vector WSW-representation, 426 
vector lattice, 115 

of bounded elements, 6 
with the projection property, 5 

vector norm, 71 
vector shift operator, 426 
von Neumann universe, 20 

WSW-representation of an operator 
in LNSs, 426 
in vector lattices, 421 

weighted shift operator 
in LNSs, 426 
in vector lattices, 420 

wide operator 
at an element, 413 
on a subset of an LNS, 411 
on a subset of a vector lattice, 410 

Y -scalarly equivalent functions, 133 
Y-scalarly measurable function, 133 

Z-measurable vector-function, 75 

IT-distributive Boolean algebra, 400 
IT-exact function, 438 
IT-inductive Boolean algebra, 403 
IT-normal singular operator, 150 
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